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Opinion of the Court Below.
The Opinion delivered by the Court below has not been
reported, but appears at pages 86-263 of the Record.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE.
A. The Nature of the Case.

This is an appeal from a final Decree of the United
States District Court f or the Southern District of New
York holding that the defendants had engaged in a combination and conspiracy to restrain interstate trade in sugar
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in violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act. Some of the
activities of tpe Sugar Institute and the other defendants
complained against by the Government were found to be
lawful, and qther a1leged unlawful activities were found
not to have e~isted. The Sugar Institute and some of its
activities \ver~ therefore alJQ\.ved to continue but most of its
activities wert condemned and enjoined by the Trial Court.
The defe1~dants were The Sugar Institute, Inc., a trade
association c1)mposed of the !if teen principal American
cane sugar r~fining companies, the companies themselves
and various <lifficers and directors of the Institute and the
defendant co~1panies. The appellants include all of the
original defepdants with the exception of two who died
prior to the Jj:>ecree, two as to whom the petition was dismissed, and µefendants Rudolph SpreckeJs and Spreckels
Sugar Corp~ration (in receivership since January 19,
1932), who c~id not join in the appeal.
1'he case !involves the most elaborate legal test of the
activities of la trade association ever undertaken by the
Government. I The great variety and extent of the issues
presented arel indicated by the follo'1,ving facts: The trial
occupied ap~roximately six montl1s. The stenographic
transcript oi' the oral testimony was 10,550 pages long,
filling a total of nineteen volumes. Over a hundred witnesses from all parts of the country were called by the
Government and the defense. 1\!Iore than 2,400 exhibits
were received in evidence, ranging in length from one to
several hundred pages. It required 256 separate Findings
of Fact and Conclusions of Law to dispose of the issues
presented, and the Opinion of the Court reviewing these
issues occupies 175 pages of the Record.
General Importance of the Case. The case presents a
number of fundamental Trade Association questions not
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heretofore dedded by this Court, and those questions have
great importance at this time, because of the collapse of
the Federal Government's attempt at trade regulation under
the N. R. A. Commerce and industry are looking to this
Court for guidance in determining what they may do to
abolish destructive and dishonest trade abuses without
being held guilty of violating the Federal Anti-Trust Laws.
Having no price-fixing or production control features, the fair trade provisions of the Code of Ethics
adopted by the Sugar Institute represented a courageous
and determined effort by the members of the sugar
refining industry to eliminate the type of fraudulent and
uneconomic trade practices sought to be abolished by the
more moderate of the trade practice provisions of the
Codes of Fair Competition actively fostered by the United
States Government during the era of the N. R. A. \Ve
believe that effective self-regulation by concerted action,
as carried on by the Sugar Institute, for the purpose of
abolishing wasteful, uneconomic and dishonest practices, is
entirely possible under the Anti-Trust Laws of the Uriited
States and by this appeal we ask this Court to so declare.
Attorney General's Change of Attitude. At the time
the Sugar Institute vvas organized and in the early period
of its operation, the Attorney General shared this belief
with us. As the Record fully shows (pp. 41-6, infra),
the Institute was organized and began its operations with
the full cooperation of the Attorney General's office, and
in a common effort to vvork out a Trade Association Code
of Ethics which would remedy recognized evils without violation of the Anti-Trust Laws. After a change in the personnel of the office, the defendants were haled into court
for having adopted and put into effect the identical Code ~f
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Ethics the jf ormer Attorney General had approved and
helped to frµme. T he Code had not changed, but the Attorney General's office had changed its mind with the change
in personnel. \Ve a re now here to have this Court decide
which A ttoJney General was right .
The Le~th of the Brief. Because of the g reat number.
and compie~ity of the iss ues of fact and the unusual size of
the Record, this brief is necessarily very long. \Ve have
attempted
abbreviate it as much as possible and in so
doing have !had to abandon many of our Assignments of
Error and pmit the discussion of many issues altogether.
The result ~epresents a conscientious effort to present as
short a briJf as possible without thereby abandoning the
more vita l g r ounds in controversy.

I
tp

B. General/V;cw of the Ded,;on and the 1..ue• at the Trial.

1. Allebed Agreements to R aise and 1l1afrttain Prices
and to Allobate Production and Territory.
l

..

The GJvernment charged that the defendants had
agreed am~ng themselves to raise a nd maintain prices,
and to allo~te product ion and territory, and had agreed
w ith their competitors, the beet sugar manufacturers and
the offshore s ugar r efiners, to maintain a differential behveen the defendants' cane sugar and the competing beet
a nd offshore sugars. No substant ial evidence was introduced to support these charges. The evidence to the contrary was overwhelming and conclusive, and the Court
thercfore f ound that there were no such agreements
(Finding 201, R. 310; Findings 210-12, R. 313; Findings

14-16, R. 268-9).
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2. Alleged Purposes and T endencies of the Defcnd-

ants' A ctivities.
The Government alleged that it was the purpose of
the defendants in organizing the Institute and carrying on
its activities to restrain competition and to raise and maintain prices, and that the activit ies of the defendants tended
to and did produce those results. In general, the Court
found with the Government on these charges.
\Ve maintain that there is no substantial evidence to
support the F indings as to unlawful purposes, or the Findings that the activities of the defendants tended to or did
restrain lawful competition or raise or maintain prices.
vVe contend that, on the contrary, the evidence shows conclusively that the purposes of the defendants were lawful
and proper, and that, instead of suppressing or restraining
competi tion, their activities promoted free and open and
lawful competition, and did n ot have the effect of raising
or maintaining prices, or the tendency to do so.
SPECIFICATION OF THE ASSIGNED ERRORS.

The errors originally assigned by appeJlants were 217
in number and cover thirty pages of the Record ·(R. 32858).
Assignments 103 to 127, inclusive, covering all of appellants' assigned errors in connection ·with the admission
or e..xclusion of evidence, and most of which were omitted
by appellants when filing their S tatement of Points to be
Relied Upon, are disregarded entirely in this brief.
In an endeavor further to reduce the number of issues
to be presented on this appeal, the following additional
Assignments are disregarded: Nos. 3, 13, 22, 23, 24, 29,
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30, 31, 34, ~5, 37, 47, 49, 57, 64, 65, 68, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87
and 94; the following subdivisions of Assignment 129: (6),
(12), (13), j (15), (20), (22), (28), (29), (30), (31) and
(34); and t~1e following subdivisions of Assignment 136:
(6), (9), p7), (18), (19), (20), (2 1), (26), (27),
(29), (30)~ (36), (37), (38), (41), (42) and (43).
11ost of thq Assignments just enumerated relate to thincrs
b
which ~he ~ppellants deny having done, and which they
have no in~ention or desire to do in the future, and the
others relat¢ to matters which are not material to the major
issues whic\~ appellants desire to present for review.
The re~1aining Assignments, 1.41 in number, are all
material to ~he issues presented in this brief and are designated and ~iscussed under the subject headings to which
they relate.I Since it wo11ld serve no useful purpose to
extend this brief by printing them here, we have included
them in the jA ppendix.
i

I

SUMMARY OF UNDERLYING ISSUES.
f

un~erlying

un~

The
facts in the case are substantially
disputed. ihe issues on this appeal arise almost wholly out
of inferen~es and conclusions embodied in the Findings
and drawn by the Trial Court from admitted facts. The
Findings are very numerous but they present a few broad
and underlying issues substantially decisive of the entire
case, which can be fully analyzed and discussed in a brief
and argument not excessively long. \Vhat we deem these
underlying and decisive issues to be is indicated in the fol~
lowing general outline of them:

1. The purposes and good faith of defendants
·in the formation of the Institute and the adoption
of the Code of Ethics.
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2. (a) The nature and legality of the basic
agreement that sugar should be sold only upon open
prices and terms, publidy announced, without discrimination among customers; ( b) the effect of the
open competitive conditions fostered by the Institute
on the level of sugar prices and profits; ( c) ·the necessity, reasonableness and legality of the various
steps taken by defendants to make the operation of
the basic agreement effective.
3. The nature and legality of those activities
designed to effect more economic methods of production and distribution.

Order of D£scussion. \Ve will discuss first the facts
material to the various issues, pointing out what we believe
to be the erroneous inferences and conclusions from those
facts drawn by the Trial Court and embodied in the Findings, and wiH then discuss the applicable law in the concluding section of the brief.
ARGUMENT.

I.
THE PURPOSES AND GOOD FAITH OF DEFEND·
ANTS IN FORMING THE INSTITUTE AND ADOPTING
nIE CODE OF ETHICS.
A. The Findings as to Motives.

\Ve do not believe the Trial Judge's decision in this
case can properly be rested upon his attempt to evalnate
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the different it otives of the defendants. Throughout his
Findings, he s ·ts out cer tain admitted and lawful purposes
of the defend< nts in their va rious activities, and then proceeds to find t 1at they had an additional purpose, \vhich he
characterizes , s dominant and unlawful.
Tlze Alcnt l A ttitude of the Trial Judge. Before proceeding \vith ur analysis of t he facts and detailed discussion of the i~sues, we think it is proper to make certain
sta tements abput the mental attitude of the Trial Judge,
especially as r~flected by his Findings as to motives. These
statements wi~l later be supported by specific references to
the Record. ~n making the statement s, we want to make
it plain that they do not imply any lack of confidence in
the complete ~ntegri ty of the Trial Judge. No judge could
have been cohsciously fairer to both the defense and the
Government . But nevertheless, we believe, and we think
the Record stipports our belief, that the Trial Court's decision as to thd defendants' motives, and also as to many of
the other an~ rea lly important issues of fact in the case,
was based nbt
011 the evidence but on the Court's own
1
preconceived economic views and his apparently complete
distrust of business men and their motiYes. The defendants
were often condemned, not so much for what they did, as
for a suspected improper motive in doing it.
\ Ve believe it is clear from the Record that the
Trial Court approached the case with the conviction that
unrestrained competition is socially desirable, that every
concerted effort to restrict or regulate such competition is
to be Yiewed with distrust, a nd that the professed purposes
of members of an industry participating in such an effort
are not to be believed. The na ture of the O pinion and the
Findings of F act was the inevitable result of the defendI

I
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ants' inability to alter or modify this underlying social and
economic philosophy of the Trial Court.
T he key to the entire Opinion and Findings lies in
Findings 35 and 36 (R. 273):
"35. Among the purposes of the defendants in
organizing the Institute were: (a) the selling of
sugar on open, publicly announced prices, terms,
and conditions; (b) the gathering of trade statistics
not previously available; ( c ) the elimination of practices which they deemed wasteful; and ( d) the institution of an advertising campaign to increase
consumption. Dut these purposes were for the most
part only incidental to defendants' actual dominant
purposes in forming and operating ui1der the Institute.

"36. I find that defendants' dominant purposes
in organizing the Institute were: to create and maintain a uniform price structure, thereby eliminating
and suppressing price competition among themselves
and other competitors; to maintain relatively high
prices for refined, as compared with contemporary
prices of raw sugar; to improve their own financial
position by limiting and suppressing numerous contract terms and conditions; and to make as certain
as possible that no secret concesstpns sh ould be
granted."
Having found from the evidence that defendants had
certain disclosed and lavvf ul motives in organizing the Institute, the Court then, by some process of inference and
evaluation not revealed in the Record, proceeds to find certain additional and undisclosed motives, which he characterizes as "dominant". No evidence is cited as showing either
the existence or the alleged dominance of those motives,
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and there. is i.n/ fact no such evidence. They are apparently
mere proJectiqns of the Court's suspicions of the general
motives of bu~iness men. Characterizing these suspected
underlying motives as selfish and unlawful, and as predomi.
i'
.
natmg over t 1.e admitted lawful motives, the Trial Court
then vie.wed etc~ specific activity thereafter undertaken by
the Institute
its members in the light f this preliminary
and basic Fin ,ing of illegality of original purpose.
Inevitably and almost without exception, the Court
thereafter foJnd an undisclosed and iilegal motive or purpose in nearly/ every provision or interpretation of the Code
of Ethics, in arly every ruling, recommendation and.;ictivity, rejecting .ach time the purpose alleged a nd testified to
by defendant.. Almost without exception these Findings
impugning thf motives, purposes and g ood faith of defend·
ants are entifely unsupported by any evidence introduced
by the Goverhment. They are moreover squarely in con~
flict with thel unanimous and uncontradicted testimony of
the defendan~s.
The vice ~hat runs all through the Trial Judge's decision is that he gives greater weight to hfa suspicions than
to the evidence. He says, for example, that the combina·
tion of the brokerage, warehousing and merchandising functions led to dishonesty by approximately fifty per cent. of
the distributors (Opinion, R. 113-4) , and that to stop this
dishonesty was one of the motives of the refiners in requiring a separation of those functions, but he condemns that
action because he suspects that one of their motives was to
maintain a u111iform price structure (Finding 79, R. 284 ).
His Finding on this point is as follows :

t

o.

tr·

"79. Defendants' purposes in compelling the
separation of occupations were: (a) to assure the
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refiners, distrustful of one another, that no one of
them could successfully use such combination to
facilitate secret concessions; ( b) to prevent fraudulent practices by the distribution agencies in their
dealings with and on behalf of the refiners; and,
most important, ( c) to aid in preserving the uniformity of price structure which they aimed to maintain."
And yet he also finds that uniform prices are to be
expected 11nder a regime of free .competition in a standardized commodity such as sugar (Opinion, R. 221; Finding
17, R. 269), and that, in the years of absolutely unrestrained competition before the Institute, prices were uniform except for the concealed concessions which \Vere given
to favored customers (Opinion, R. 220-22; Finding 17, R.
269), and which the Court admits were evil and uneconomic
(Opinion, R. 95; Finding 29, R .271). The Court's reasoning is therefore nullified by his suspicions.
It is impossiule to understand why he should condemn
defendants' action in separating the functions of brokerage,
warehousing and merchandising on the ground that he suspected that one of their motives was to maintain a uniform
price structure, when he found their other motives to be
proper, and vvheri he also found that uniform prices were
to be expected under a regime of free competition and that
prices were uniform in the years of unrestrained competition before the Institute, except for the evil and uneconomic
secret concessions which were given to favored customers.
What we believe to be this inherent conviction of the
Trial Court that· any regulation of competition by the
competitors themselves is to be distrusted and therefore
condemned is clearly evidenced by repeated Findings with
respect to matters involving the exercise of economic or
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business judgmen~.' Time and again the Trial Court found
that, contrary to jt he uncontradicted testimony of defendants, steps taken lby defendants to correct admitted evils
and abuses were not reasonably necessary to accomplish
the purpose inten~ed. In instance after instance the Trial
Court found tha~ admitted evils and abuses could have
been· eliminated b~ a method proposed by the Court, which
Findings are not only wholly unsupported by the evidence
hut. are contrary to the manifest results of experience as
1
testified to by de1iendants.
Furthermore, in the application of legal principles to the
facts of the case the Trial Court adopted a completely inflexible and reac~ionary interpretation of the Federal AntiTrust Laws andl the decisions of this Court with respect
thereto. Almos without exception, the Trial Court found
to be illegal evqry phase of Institute activity which had
no_t theretofore ~een expressly and specifically approved by
thts Court. We believe that in the decision of the case the
Trial Court pro eded upon a fundamentally erroneous conception of the purpose and effect of the Federal Anti-Trust
Laws and of the principles to be applied in the interpretation and application thereof as previously declared by this
Court.

I

I

J

B. Pre-Institute Conditions-the Secret Concession System
·

and Its Effect Upon the Industry.

· .The sugar industry has always pretended to be one in
which the product was sold on open prices publicly
announced. It has always been the practice of the refiners
to announce their prices from time to time and these prices
purported to be those which all purchasers were r equired to
pay. The historic system of sugar "moves" hereafter
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described (pp. 48-55, infra), under which the great bulk of
refined sugar has always been sold, is based squarely on
the principle of open price announcements.
During the years 1917-1919, which were a period of
Government control of the ~ugar industry, the United
States Food Administrator required the refiners to sell
only on openly announced prices, and secret concessions,
rebates and all forms of discrimination were forbidden
(R. 588).
Beginning perhaps as early as 1921 and increasingly
thereafter, the practice developed on the part of some refiners of giving secret concessions from their published
prices. Although the infection spread, it did not become
universal. It had the effect of dividing the industry into
two ca mps. One group, the so-called "ethic.al" refiners,
consisting of Arbuckle, California & Hawaiian, Henderson, Revere and Western, adhered to the open-price policy.
The other group, the so-called "unethical" refiners, embracing all the others, gave secret concessions from their open
prices for the benefit of special customers (Finding 20,
R. 269-iO). In 1927, the year before the Sugar Institute
was formed, the ethical refiners did about 25 % of the total
sugar business, while the unethical refiners did about 75 %
of it (Ex. Y-14), and at lea.st 30% of all the sugar sold
by refiners carried some kind of secret concession (Finding 20, R. 269-70).
The principal attribute of the concession system to
which this second group of refiners became addi~ted was
the secrecy of ·the concessions. The recipient of the concession did not want or demand the concession merely in
order to lower his sugar cost, but mainly in order to secure
a preferred position over his competitors who did not receive a concession, or so large a one. He wanted to be
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placed in a positioJ where he had some advantage over his
competitors so that, while still keeping a sugar profit for
himself, he could qndersell them and thereby influence the
trade in his favor tnd compel his competitors to accept the
choice of selling a~ a loss or no longer selling sugar. It
was the essence of the arrangement, if the favored customer was to derire the advantage he contemplated, that
the concession be ~ept secret, so that his competitors would
not know he was g-etting an inside cut, or the extent of it,
and thus be equipped to compel the refiner to grant them
similar concession$. The re.finer, of course, wanted to keep
the concessions sehet in order to prevent his competitors
from meeting his /concessions with similar or larger ones,
and in order to f brestall similar demands from his other
. customers (Findi~g 21, R. 270).
This whole setjret' concession system was not only unfair
and dishonest, bu~ it was a complete negation of fr~e and
economic compet~tion. I ts purpose was to prevent competition, by decc~ving the 1·efiner's competitors as to the
prices and terms they had to meet in making sales, by decehr;ng the concessionaires' competitors as to the prices and
terms available in their purchases, and by rendering them
helpless to meet the resale prices of the concessionaires.
Its result was a progressive demoralization of the entire
sugar trade. Competition was carried on by stealth and
false pretense, and concessions in prices and terms which
should have been publicly extended to everyone, if given at
all, were confined to favored insiders, who were thus enabled to take business away from th~ great majority of
the refiners' customers who did not enjoy these discriminatory advantages and did not know they were being given
to their competitors.
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On account of the necessity for secrecy, the concessions
took various subterranean forms, as devious as could be
contrived by the minds which thought them. up. Probably
no one knmvs all of the forms which the concessions took.
A few of the outstanding ones may be_ emunerated-a
simple secret rebate in price; payment of fictitious "brokerag-eH to the customer or to a dummy designated by the
customer; payment of fictitious "storage" charges in respect of . sugar sold and delh.-ered to the customer; fictitious advertising allowances; secret substitution of higher
priced grades and packages for the grades specified in the
contract ; special credit terms through delayed and split
billing; secret payment or absorption of trucking or switching charges; secretly reduced transportation charges on
deliveries out of consignment; secret options to buyers to
increase, after a price advance, the quantity of sugar
bought at a lower price before the advance; sales under
falsely labelled "export" contracts for domestic u~e (R.
598-603; 1036-7, 1061-2).
One method of handling concessions was described by
the Government's witness Smith, who explained that while
the refiners billed his company for their regular published
freight applications, he would in turn bill them back once
a month for an agreed amount of rebate, so that if one of
the refiner's bills to his company should fall into the hands
of a competitor, the competitor would not know that a
rebate on transportation charges was being given (R.
404).
Another method was described by the witness Symons,
who explained that in his situation he received a confidential rebate in the form of a check sent to him periodically
by the refiner (R. 1002).
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American us~ally pai<l its concessions in the form of
checks to its spbcial customers sent some time after the
I
sale, generally quarterly, sometimes monthly (R. 1102).
The rebate was /not specified in the contract but was covered by an oral tarrangement between the refiner and the
customer; and, · f course, American did not allow its other
customers to kn ' w that these concessions were being given.
The entire handing of these concessions was kept as ~ecret
as possible--the were authorized by informal memoranda
delivered by th' sales manager to a confidential· clerk in
the acco_u nting department, the vouchers did not disclose
the nature of t e payment, and "knowledge of them was
confined to justias few people as it was reasonably possible
to confine it t~ and ca~ry on our business" (R. 1036;
1101-2).
National en1:leavored to keep its concessions under cover
by permitting ¢nly one man in its accounting department
to handle them,)in order that the information might be kept
"as secret as po~sible" (R. 1071-2). Post, National's President, testified that National's concessions ·were given neither
openly nor generally to customers--every effort was made
to keep them secret and confidential (R. 1061).
Although McCahan at first attempted to have its contracts with customers express the actual price for the suga.r,
it had to abandon this procedure because it became difficult
to keep the prices confidential. McCahan therefore adopted
the practice of omitting any reference to a concession Ul
the contract and of taking care of the customer by some
rebate subsequent to invoicing ·and payment. Place testi~
fied, "we expected the customer to keep it confidential. I
believe that in practically every case they did so because
it was to their advantage" (R. 1152-3).

I
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One refiner insisted that any customer with whom it
"stored" create a µa.me for his so-called warehouse so that
the sugar might be consigned nominally to this warehouse ·
rather than to the customer-all for the sake of appearances-to avoid an outward show of storing with customers, in order that other customers would not know the
actual facts and could rest under the delusion that the
warehouse was really a "warehouse" and not a "set-up"
by which a customer got a rebate through payment to him
of alleged storage charges on bis own sugar, or on the
refiner's sugar held in the customer's premises for the
customer's use and benefit (R. 864).
The Trial Court summarized the facts as to the secret
concession system in Finding of Fact 29, as follows (R
271-2):
"29. The industry was characterized by highly
unfair and otherwise uneconomic competitive conditions. Arbitrary, secr et rebates and concessions
were extensively granted by the majority of the
companies in most of the important market areas
and the widespread knowledge of market conditions
necessary for intelligent, fair competition were lacking. The refiners were disturbed economically and
morally over the then prevailing conditions. At
least one refiner, American, was concerned about
the possibility of liability under the Clayton Act because of the discriminations resulting from the various concessions."

No Economic Basis for Concessions.
The system of giving concessions was neither logical
nor ethical. There was no classification of customers or
concessions based on . reason or fairness or economic con-
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sidcrations. Q\~antity, as such, had nothing to do with il
Although generally the_ larger buyers got the lion's share
of these secret .concess10ns, some of the large buyers got
no concessions ~t all, while some of the small buyers succeeded in "chiselling" out for themselves larger concessions
than large buyefs (Ex. D-10, E-10, G-10; R. 965, 972, 937,
Findings 24
156, R. 270, 301-2).
The only corsiderations were the plausibility and force
of the buyer's r Fpresentations and threats, and what the refiner guessed h~s competition was. The concessions were
measured by the buyer's ability to make the refiner believe
that such concJssions were necessary to secure or hold his
business, and bj, the ability of the refiner to make the buyer
believe he was getting the most favored treatment. No
buyer could rely on the word of a refiner, no refiner on the
word of a buydr, and no refiner on the word of another refiner (R. 383,, 597-8, 680, 688-9, 700, 716-7, 883, 992,
1065). Discriminations prevailed throughout the industry
-not differende in prices or terms based on any fair or
reasonable distinction between customers-but discrimina.tions which were arbitrary and unfair and uneconomic, and
which led to lying and cheating and utter demoralization of
the trade (R. 597-9, 716-7, 883, 1034, 1060).

and

The Tendency to M otwpoly Anio1tg

Dis~ribittors.

The necessary and inevitable effect of the viciously discriminatory concession system was the promotion of monopoly on the part of those concerns which were the beneficiaries thereof. Such a result was so logical and unescapable that the Finding of the Trial Court that "there is no
·-substantial evidence that secret concessions and fraudulent
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practices did or would lead to monopolies among the distribution agencies" is almost incomprehensible, especially in
view of the Court's own statement in its Opinion that "It
may well be that such discriminatory concessions tend to
create territorial monopolies in sugar distribution" (R. 94).
Even in the absence of specific evidence on the point it is
obvious that such a consequence was inherent in the very
nature of the system. But specific evidence was not lacking.
Government witness Smith of Johannes Brothers,
wholesale grocers operating throughout Wisconsin and
Michigan, who enjoyed a concession of 5c to 8c a bag from
National, as well as the advantages of "warehousing", testified that the system of concessions enabled wholesalers
who could give their customers a Sc or lOc advantage in the'
price of sugar to take away from their competitors "a large
share of the grocery business because sugar is used as a
football in price" ( R. 396), that "the only advantage in
handling sugar is for the purpose of boosting the rest of the
business" and that "it is a consistent practice to off an
inside price on sugar for the purpose of getting the grocer
to buy other lines" (R. 399).
Another Government witness, O'Riley, of the Chicago
Sugar Company, who complained because the discriminatory advantages which he had enjoyed before the Institute
~ad been taken away, complained even more bitterly during
'the period when Edgar, the Government's chief witness, enjoyed advantages over him "through warehouse and other
allowances". He stated that these practices "are not only
placing us at a disadvantage in competition and seriously
injuring our business but if continued will necessarily remove us as an avenue of distribution" (Ex. I). ·
'. · Peterson, Vice-Pr.esident of the National Association
of Retail Grocers, testified that, during the years 1925, 1926

er
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and 1927, his foncern did not push sugar because "there
was not enougij profit to pay our overhead expenses" since
"the chain stor~s in many cases sold for less than the price
at which we copld buy" (R. 817-8).
Kamper, a ~etail grocer of Atlanta, Georgia, and former
President of t~e National Association of Retail Grocers,
testified that i~ the years 1926 and 1927 he could not meet
the prices quo~ed by C. D. Kenny Company, A. & P. and
Piggly-Wigglt, which organizations were constantly featuring sugar ~t cut prices·, frequently less than the cost to
his concern (~. 1006). Heimer, of the same C. D. Kenny
Company, wad one of the Government witnesses who protested vehemeptly because, since the formation of the Institute, he "co4Id no longer get any deals or anything else"

I

(R. 513).

Duncan, a lwholesale grocer of Davenport, Iowa, whose
concern was a~customed to sell 25,000 bags a year, saw his
sales drop to ~ne-third of that amount because of under·
selling by the ,Edgar organization, which by reason of the
concessions which it enjoyed was able to sell to retailers at
the refiners' basis price to wholesalers, and practically drove
the other merchants out of business.

"*

* *.From March, 1927 until January 1, 1930,

they sold direct to the retail trade at our cost. We
did not meet Edgar's price. As a result of Edgar
being in the market he sold practically all the sugar.
Our sales went way down" (R. 1009) .
Symons, a wholesale grocer of Saginaw, ~1ichigan, and
former President of the :Michigan '\i\Tholesale Grocers As·
sedation, testified that his concern "could not profitably
compete" with Edgar, whose prices were "pretty dose to
our costs" (R. 1003). "The situation tha t was developing
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in our state had a monopolistic tendency and was putting
the ordinary wholesaler out of the sugar business and if
something could not be done to stop it, we would be at a
very serious disadvantage" (R. 1004). In 1927, Symons
made a trip to New York for the purpose of taking up with
the refiners in person a resolution adopted by the 1fichigan
Wholesale Grocers Association:

"vVHEREAs, there has grown up within the trade
of late a practice whereby it is possible for some
distributors to act in the capacity of refiner's agent,
or broker, wholesaler, warehouse proprietor and in
isolated cases, in the capacity of retailer, therefore
be it
"RESOLVED, the refiners marketing their product
in this manner are discriminating against the wholesale sugar trade in general, that such discrimination
is both unethical and unfair, that it tends to concentrate the sugar business in few hands and that. this
tendency toward monopoly will eventually react
against the best interests of the refiner, the retailer
and the consuming public" (R. 1003-4; Ex. A-8) ..
Worcester, Vice-President of Revere, one of the ethical
refiners, describing conditions in the industry prior to the
formation of the Institute, testified:

"We had all kinds of complaints from our customers. They complained they were not able to compete on even terms with those who were receiving
various kinds of concessions and threatened to stop
buying from us unless we met them" ( R. 689) .
Cummings summed up the situation as follows:
"The trade was making complaints about the
effect of the discriminatory concessions. The small
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dealer cqmplained that he was being put out of busi~
ness an~ the bigger competitor was monopolizing
the custpmers which he had had in the particular
locality ~nd making it impossible for him to conduct
that par~ of his business which pertained to the sale
of sugdr. These complaints were coming in in
increasipg volume to my company, \Var'ner Sugar
Compatjy, up to the time it went out of business in
1927. l~hey came from all parts of the country and
were dibcussed at great length at the meetings of
the refi~ers and resulted in the organization of the
Institut~" (R. 604 ). "* * *The substance of what
they sa~d with regard to that particular matter was
that th~ complaints of customers evidenced that
some c~1stomers were getting monopolies of trade
and territories at the expense of others who were
being P,ut out of business because of the superior
advaut4ges given to their competitors" (R. 605).
~

Independetjt retailers could not compete with chains or
with other ret4,ilers who were enjoying concessions and selling at or belo~v the former's cost (R. 817-8, 1006). The
r.esult was that retailers generally were losing interest in
the sale of sugar and were so reluctant to sell sugar, either
because they .could not make a profit on it or because every
bag sold represented an actual loss, that they actually discouraged sugar purchasing by customers (R. 597, 817-8) .
Wholesalers, who were the victims of the concessionary
system, lamented the fact that they had to handle sugar,
and sold as little as possible (R. 597, 1004, 1009). This
situation manifestly contributed to the fact that in the year
1927 sugar consumption fell about 10% in the country
(R. 592).
That the secret concession system would lead and was
leading to a substantial lessening of competition tending
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to monopoly among distributors is not a theory but a demonstrated fact. The distribution of sugar to the trade and
among the public is dependent upon the operations of a
multitude of wholesalers and retailers, who buy from the
refiners for resale to retailers and the ultimate consumer,
and it is inevitable that the channels of distribution will
be stopped up and free competition impaired if one wholesaler or retailer can obtain his sugar at a substantial rebate
while his competitor must pay the full price. The latter
not only may be, or probably will be, but actually and necessarily i's, placed at an arbitrary competitive disadvantage
which not only reacts to his detriment but discourages him
from pushing the sale of sugar, because he is not able to
compete on equal terms, with the result that competition
is bound to be lessened. Laboring under this unfair handicap, the wholesaler or retailer who is discriminated against
will either become an unwilling seller of sugar, thus discouraging distribution, or will withdraw or be <lriven out
of the sugar business altogether. This is the result which
must inevitably ensue, and that it was the result which
actually ensued from the discrir~inations prevalent in the
sugar industry prior to the formation of the Institute is
abundantly shown by the evidence.
The Finding of the Trial Court that "there is no substantial evidence that the pre-Institute secret concessions
and fraudulent practices did or would lead to monopolies
among the distribution agencies" is in complete conflict
with the undisputed evidence, and is inconsistent with the .
statement in the Opinion pointed out above, where the
Trial Court says that "It may well be that such discriminatory concessions tend to create territorial monopolies m
sugar distribution" (R. 94).
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Effects of $ecrct COllcession System on Refiners.

1'he s1tuatl°fn
.
. ' was equa11y disastrous
.
to the refiners
themselves, wh? were fighting a battle with concealed
weapons in the dark. They did not know what competition
they had to mee~. The only guide they had was the representations of t~e customers as to what secret deals they
were able to mj~ke with other refiners. The refiners then
had the choice
meeting the supposed deals or losing the
customers. Th'.ey had no means of verifying the representations (R. / 598, 883, 1060-61, 1064 ). Perhaps the
competition wa~ real; perhaps it was false. In either case,
· it had to be met'. or the customer making the demand for the
concession was ilost. If he did not get the concession after
repr esenting that it had been offered by another refiner, he
had to save his face by changing his source of supply
whether he actµally had an offer of a concession from the
other refiner Of not (R. 598, 937) .
The Trial 'cou rt found "There is no substantial evidence that the pre-Institute situation caused or would cause
substantial injury to the 'ethical' refiners as a class" (Find·
ing 27, R. 271 ) . It is submitted that this Finding is in
utter conflict with the evidence.
It is abundantly clear from the undisputed testimony
that the entire industry was caught in the coil of a viciously
descending spiral of dishonesty and disaster. Not only did
all members of the industry suffer "substantial injury"
· from the cancerous growth of th e secret concession system,
but the "ethical refiners, as a class'' were in a peculiarly
perilous situation. The refiners who had succumbed to the
secret concession practice could grant secret rebates and
thus retain the business of customers who represented that

ff
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they could obtain similar concessions from other refiners.
The losses involved in such forced concessions could be recouped from the larger body of customers who did not
share in the secret bargains.
But the refiners who were still attempting to follow the
open price policy could meet these special concessions and
retain their customers only by announcing openly a reduction in their basis price available to au customers without
discrimination. If the secret prices they were called upon
to meet were too low to be offered to all their customers
without disastrous losses, they were helpless to protect themselves, because, of course, they could not openly announce
that they were discriminating between their customers by
selling to some of them at lower prices than to others.
They were thus impaled on the horns of a dilemma. They
must either stand helplessly by and see their best customers
taken away from them, or bring the whole body of their
prices down to the disastrously low levels of the secret concessions of their competitors.
Their position was well put by Campiglia of C. & H.,
whose company was the largest and strongest of the ethical
refiners and had suffered a loss of over two and one-half
million dollars in 1927, the year before the Institute was
formed (Ex. E-17):
"In 1927, the secret allowances, concessions and
rebates were becoming more extensive all the time.
Eastern and Southern refiners were offering more
extensively specials to certain customers and taking
customers away from us in one locality after another.***
"It was not always easy to find out how much
of a concession a customer was receiving or what
customers were receiving concessions. When we
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?id have /sufficient information we met them by makmg a r.e~luct~on in our price list. T hat was a very
expensrv~ thmg for us to do and imposed considerable pen~lty on us by giving the price openly to all
our custpmers, whereas our competitors may have
given it jonly to some of them. * * * It reached a
point w~ere \Ve were not Stlfe whether or not our
open price policy would be adequate to meet the
special qoncession system of competitors. We did
not know w hether we could do that and still stay
in busin ss or whether we would maintain our open
price po .icy and lose all our trade" (R. 71 6-7).
Sullivan, V ce-President of \Vestern, ~he other Pacific
Coast ethical refiner , referring to conditions prevailing in
1927, testified:

"* * j* We could not indefinitely accept conditions
as they r:ere. vVe were losing customers but never
could fi f d out exactly why we lost them. I belie~ed
that cu~ tomers were receiving secret and attract:Jve
terms ahd rebates which we did not give them. * **
We did not know exactly what they vvere but we
do know that we lust business. There was a fatal
coincidence between these representations and demands for concessions and the loss of a customer "
(R. 883).
Worcester, of Revere, one of the two Eastern refiners
adhering to the open-price system, whose company suffered
a net capital loss of 3.10% in 1927 (Ex. E-17), testified:

"By the end of 1927 it had become very hard for
a refiner who was isolated as we are to really

keep tabs on everything competitors were ~oing.
Conditions changed daily and it was expens1~e to
keep cutting our price to meet them. In certain lo~
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calities we stopped selling sugar because it was not
worth while" (R. 688-9).
Goetzinger, of Arbuckle, the only other Eastern refiner
holding out against the secret concession system, testified:

"*

* * During the

latter part of -1927, competition had become so fierce and conditions so disturbing that no man knew where he was. * * * Arbuckle,
C. & H., Revere and one or two other exceptions like
them were not giving concessions, but everything
was going on. * * * vVe could not, under our policy
of open announcements of prices, possibly have followed their procedure. * * * We have been in
the coffee business since 1859 and in the sugar
business since 1898 and have always been an open
one-price house to everybody, treating all our customers alike. VVe despised these concessions because
we did not think they were fair" (R 680). "***We
hoped that the Institute would rectify some of the
competitive practices whir;h were going on. We
called them competitive but they were practices
which we could not ourselves adopt. We proposed
to eliminate some of the irregularities, secret concessions and things we vvere ashamed to adopt as
our own" (R. 681).
Henderson, the only ethical refiner located in the South
and the smallest unit in the industry, suffered a net capital
loss of 5.81 % in 1927 (Ex. E-17). 1fany, Hender~on's
manager, testified:

"* * * vVe saw our customers disappearing and
had every reason to believe that they were doing it
because of some unfair practice. We discussed it
~ny times because · we were using a lot of red ink
and want~d to stop it if we could. * * * By the end
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of 1927 vye had taken a great deal of punishment.
We had lbst a great deal of money. T he truth is
we were r eally considering stopping the refinery"
(R. 992).j "***The competition of 1927, as is perfectly evif,ient, would undoubtedly have eliminated
Hendersoh and probably a number of other small
refineries,! leaving the powerfully capitalized ones to
control tl¥ field" (R. 994) .
The experiej ce of the refiners was a practical demonstration of the ~rinciples of economic science. Edwin R.
A. Seligman, Prpfessor Emeritus of Political Economy of
Columbia Univ~rsity and internationally recognized economist, testified r
I

••

"Secret price cuttin<,. or cutthroat competttion
b
• h
may brin about at any given moment a price wh1c
is some\ hat lower to a larger number of buyers
Lhan the price which would exist in the absence of
such pri e cutting. Cutthroat competition will result in lorer pric.es than the ordinary economic competition. However, it will result in those lower
prices only for the time being because, as soon as
the unfortunate competitor is now excluded from
the market because of these cutthroat prices, it
will be seen that this was simply a point in the process of attaining a monopoly. The cutthroat competitor who is now left, being in control of the market, his competitor being excluded, will at once proceed to raise the prices and enjoy all the fruits of
monopoly.
. "\Ve have an excellent illustration of that fact
~n the history of railway transportation, in the buil~
rng up of the meat packers, in the great quas1~o;iopolies in Chicago and, above aU, in the recognition of this situation by the Interstate Commerce
Law which absolutely forbids all such secret rates,
cutthroat rates and so forth" (R. 1133).
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The late Thomas S. Adams, Professor of Political
E~onomy at Yale University, former President of the
American Economic Association and the National Bureau
of Economic Research and for mer Economic Advisor to
the United States Treasury Department, testified:
"As an economist I emphatically condemn the
practice of secret allowance and price discrimination and rebates * * *. I condemn it in the first
place because I think it interferes \Vith the normal
operations of supply and demand in the sense that
the economist believes that supply and demand thus
operating fix prices. I condemn it because I think
in the long run it necessarily increases the cost of
industry. If a dealer or a producer makes an open
price reduction and everybody knows about it, almost
inevitably in a short time all buyers get the benefit of
it, so that the reduction spreads throughout the
mass of buyers generally. If he makes it secretly,
only to a few, then only a cla.ss of favored buyers get
it. I object to it particularly, that is, to secret price
discrimination, because I had considerable experience as a young man in a business in which secret
price quoting and discrimination were rife. I quit
that business with a very deep conviction that you
cannot stay in a trade and keep honest if you are
giving secret price discriminations. As far as my
experience goes and my subsequent observation, it
necessarily involves lying and deceit. I think that
has been a really material element in the formation
of economists' opinions on this subject" (R. 1162).
The sugar trade situation in 1927 was a sorry one indeed Fair, open and honest dealing between customer and
refiner was the exception and was rapicUy becoming impossible. The open price refiners faced the constant loss of
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customers. Misrf presentation and chicanery were the order
of the day. The. honest or less favored merchant, like the
open price refinet , could only stand by and watch his business disappear. 1 The refiner who could juggle the most
deals without letting either hand know what the other was
doing was the 1ost successful. Competition, if it may be
termed such, wf s that of the jungle with no weapons
barred. The salf of sugar was being discouraged and suppressed by the UJain body of wholesalers and retailers who
could not compe~e on equal terms with the concessionaires.
The tendency w~1s toward monopoly, "against the best interest of the refiner, the wholesaler, the retailer and the
consuming publib".
The entire industry was demoralized.
I
••
We take the jposition that the surreptitious competlt1_on
of the years imrpediately preceding the Institute, of which
the secret concet sion was the principal feature, and which
was well on its \vay toward complete elimination of honest
and open dealink between refiner and customer, is not the
type of competition which is protected by the Sherman Act.
We assert, on the other hand, that it is unethical and demoralizing, that it is uneconomic and stifles true competition, and that it is illegal under the Clayton Act.
C. Defendants, Purposes in the Formation of the Institute.

The primary and dominant purpose of the refiners in
the formation of the Institute was the elimination of a type
of competition which involved fighting in the dark and
made it necessary in self defense to resort to practices wbic~
they themselves disapproved . and of which they were
ashamed. A business man with honest instincts does n?t
like double dealing with his customers nor the conscious·
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ness that he is providing one customer with a club with
which to ruin another's business. The refiners were perfectly willing to submit to the hard knocks of open competition and take their chances in the struggle. \Vhat they
:wished to get rid of was the type of secret attack which
they could not guard against by open and honest effort
and which they could only hope to forestall by giving blows
in the dark themselves, to the resulting disadvantage of the
trade as a whole, their own customers and their own business.
The economic consequences of the secret concession system to the industry as a whole and to the refiners adhering
to the open-price policy in particular have already been
touched upon. The refiners who were resorting to the policy of secret reba tes were not only ashamed of what they
were doing but were concerned about their liability under
the Clayton Act for illegal discrimination (R. 605-6;
1034). The finding of the Trial Court that the refiners
were disturbed not only economically and legally but morally over prevailing conditions ( Finding 29, R. 271-2) is
well substantiated by the testimony.
As stated by P ost, of National:
. "Our company and the others, I think, were
very 111:uch ashamed of 'the kind of business we had
to do. It was very humiliating to have to be unethical
in our transactions and we all welcomed the opportunity to try to work out some legal method of conducting business without unethical conditions" (R.
1060). ''*
We were all very unhappy about the
p~actice C?f giving secret concessions to special customers and very· much ashamed that it was necessary for us to .do so. It .w as very unfair and yer.y

**
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unethical to continue business in that way, but we
ha<l drif~ed into that manner of doing it. \Ve would
have weJcomed an opportunity to try to correct it.
It would) not have been possible to do so without the
cooperat~on of practically all the refiners" (R. 1062).
'

Goetzinger, !of Arbuckle, testified:

1*
'

"*

At the time the Institute was formed I
attended the meetings as an observer in order to post
my chief, Jamison, when he returned from Europe.
I becam~ very much impressed by the earnestness of
the 18 ~r 20 men who devoted every hour of every
day in t~e week to a discussion of the means to better
conditiqns in the sugar industry and by what Cummings tpld us of his reception in Washington" (R
679). 'f* * *We hoped that the Institute would rectify soiPe of the competitive practices which were
going op. W e called them competitive but they were
practices
which we could not ourselves adopt. •We
J
•
proposdd to eliminate some of the irregularities,
secret concessions and things we were ashanied to
adopt as our own" (R. 681).
Foster, of American, testified:
"We joined the Institute because we felt the plat·
form of openly announced prices and the same treat~
ment to all was the only solution of the evils in the
industry. We believed in that policy. \Ve believed
that it would instill more confidence in the trade
between the refiners, would tend to stabilize the
industry and, I am frank to say, we expected to
make more money" (R. 1037).
Pennsylvania's ·reason for joining the ~nstitute p:e·
sents the ·open-price system versus the secret concession
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system from the standpoint of a newcomer in the industry.
It reveals that the former encourages and facilitates the
entry of a new competitor into the field, while the latter
discourages and impedes his entry. Pennsylvania, in 1928,
sta.rted on a new course. It had been out of the selling end
of the business for seven years and had lost contact with
the trade, so that it was under the necessity of forming a
new sales organization and had to determine the policy it
was to pursue-the open-price policy or the policy of giving concessions.
As expressed by Hoodless :

"* * * We thought the principles enibodied in the
proposed Code of Ethics represented decent business
principles. * * * We had to decide whether to
sell on open prices publicly announced or have a
price list from which there would be a deviation as
circumstances warranted and by which we could
make trades with people. The policy embodied in the
Code of Ethics made it a much simpler matter for
us to start with open and publicly announced prices.
* * * It would have been more difficult for us to do
business on the other policy, of ferreting out secret
concessions. We believe the open-price system was
the proper one for doing ln-esiness because we believed we oitght to do business on a f afr basis with
everybody. By the other method we would have had
to rob Peter to pay Paul" (R. 699-700).

The refiners had seen the full fruits of the secret concession system. Wholesalers and retailers had become increasingly reluctant to sell sugar because of inequality of
competitive conditions, refiners' customers were complaining that the system was wrecking their business (R. 597, ·
688-9, 817-8, 1003-4, 1006, 1009), and consumption had
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dropped 10% ~n 1927 (R. 592). There was a growing
t~nd~ncy towar~ monopolistic control on the part of various
distributors (pp. 18-23, supra), and the financial results to
various of the ~efiners were increasingly alarming, the industry as a wh~le having suffered a net loss in the year 1927

(Ex. E-17).

j

It is not ch~imed that the net loss which the industry as
a whole suffer~d in 1927 was entirely due to the secret con·
cession syste~, or that the refiners believed that it was
entirely due t~ that system. It Vv'ClS in fact, as will be
developed late~ (pp. 90-97; 37 below), due largely to the
high average p~ice which refiners had to pay for raw sugar
in 1927, as c01inpared with 1926 and 1925 (See Ex. S-17,
p. 1 of Appe~dix), and to their lack of adequate trade
statistics, whiqh led to the accumulation of excessive stocks
and the conse~~ent dumping of those stocks in the fall of
1927. But t~ effects of that underlying cause were un·
doubtedly acc~ntuated by the secret concession system and
by the lack of any statistical information which would have
enabled the refiners to avoid the great accumulation of
excess stocks which led to the dumping of such stocks at
disastrous prices in the fall of 1927.
There can be no doubt that a regime of fair, open,
orderly competition which enables the refiners to plan their
policies intelligently, with full knowledge of accumulated
stocks and other trade conditions, and which makes success
depend upon honest sales effort rather than upon sharp
practice, results on the whole in . greater financial advan· ·
tage to the trade, the public and the competitors themselves.
It is an old adage that honesty is the best policy and the
teaching of economic science is in accord. Professor Adams
testified:
l
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"* * * The existence of economic competition
with a suppression of undesirable forms of competition might easily have the effect of stabilizing profits
or increasing profits under certain circumstances. I
would expect sound economic competition to do that,
to eliminate undesirable forms of competition" (R.
1166).
This result is so well realized that there is small wonder
if it was in the minds of some of the refiners when they
were considering the elimination of the discriminatory and
uneconomic type of competition which prevailed in the
sugar refining industry in 1927. As stated by Foster, his
company expected to make more money as a r~ult of the
elimination of the abuses which existed in the industry
(R. 1037). Goetzinger testified to the same effect, saying
it was his expectation that the Institute would eliminate
''the irregularities, secret concessions and things we were
ashamed to adopt as our own. We thought the whole atmosphere would be cleared and that we would profit thereby.
That is all we are in business for" (R. 681 ).
Such frank statements by two or three of the refiners
that~ among other results, they hoped they would profit by
the abolition of the shameful secret concession system, appear to be the only direct basis in the Record for the Court's
finding that their dominant motive in the organization of
the Institute was to eliminate price competition and maintain relatively high prices for refined s~aar. We submit
that it is an utterly inadequate basis for such a finding.
It was natural for the ethical refiners to hope that they
would benefit by the abolition of the secret and discriminatory concessions which they were helpless to meet under
their open-price policy and which were resulting in their
losing many of their customers. And it was natural for
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the unethical r~finers to hope that the abolition of these
methods of whfch they were ashamed, but which they felt
obliged to use ~n self defense, would result in their saving
the money whicp they were handing out to "chisellers", who
got their disc~inatory concessions by false representations as to sedet offers from other refiners. Those were
legitimate and )reasonable hopes, and they implied no sup·
pression of fait competition and no detriment to sugar purchasers generally. On the contrary refiners contemplated a
type of compefition which should be open and honest and
fair to refiner~ and distributors and the public, and they
believed the aUolition of secret concessions would result in
no detriment ~o anyone except the concessionaires, who
would therebyj lose the discriminatory and unfair advantages they ha~ previously enjoyed over their competitors.
In fact, as lwe shall show (pp. 89-103), under the open
competition o~ the Institute regime the refiners' selling
price consiste~tly followed the price of raw sugar downward and held the refiners' margins and earnings to substantially the same as before the Institute. What these
facts inevitably reflect and what the evidence later discussed will show, is a competition among the defendants
as intense after the Institute was organized as before, but
with its effects and benefits uniformly extended to all purchasers of sugar, instead of being deflected into the pockets
of a comparatively few concessionaires.
The major benefit hoped for and realized from the Institute's operations was the cleaning up of the old systetn
of competition in chicanery and deceit and the abolition of
the secret and unfair discriminations which made the refiners ashamed of the business they were engaged in.
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Other Purposes in Forming the Institute.
Although the abolition of the vicious and discrimina~
tory system of secret concessions through the adoption of
the principle of open prices publicly announced, without
discrimination among customers, was their dominant purpose, the refiners had other reasons for forming the Institute.
Statistics. Previously, there was no availahle source
of statistics as to refined stocks, no accurate information
available as to consumption, no information available as
to the location of stocks about the country or with the trade,
and no accurate statistics as to production. There were
no statistics as to melt or as to stocks that were being piled
up at refining centers or in different parts of the country,
and no information as to current deliveries (R. 592, 607,
710, 994, 1035, 1060). One result of this lack of information was that the refiners built up · in the middle of 1927
excessive stocks of refined sugar and dumped it at the end
of the year at ruinous prices, when they found it could not
be moved (R. 592).
Campiglia, of C. & H., emphasized the value of the
statistical service of the Institute, in giving C. & H.'s reasons for joining:
"Statistics that the Institute compiled gave us
the distribution by states which we had never been
able to secure hefore. It gave us a comparison with
distribution of former years, by states and it gave
us the quantities of stocks of raw and re.fined sugars
on hand. It permitted us to determine whether
. stocks were piling up and accumulating or moving
out freely to the trade and many things which
we considered valuable" (R. 710).
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Sullivan, ofl Western, testified that his company had
long felt the ne~d for some manner of exchange of statistical informati<}n such as th a t provided by the Institute
(R. 883). 11ciny, of Henderson, testified that the Institute's statistical service was of considerable value to Henderson ( R. 994). So did Hoodless, of Pennsylvania (R.
699). Foster, Jof American, testified:
!

"**I*

We also, as I have announced before, were
cranks pn this question of statistics. I could not
see hmy any industry could operate successfully
withoutJ knowing what was going on. \Ve were
always !moving around in the dark and we thoroughly °Pelieved, if the industry itself knew what was
going oµ in the way of meltings and deliveries and
had soqie knowledge of stocks, that we should have
guide 1:.fosts t0 enable us to carry on our business
better,, [ (R. 1037).
I

Post, of

N~tional,
testified:
. i

"We had no definite information as to melts,
stocks. and deliveries, to enable us to carry on our
business intelligently. \Ve had to guess at the stoc.ks
of sugar throughout the country. * * * The desir·
ability of statistical information was discussed. \Ve
all realized that the real situation was a matter of
guesswork and welcomed an opportunity to have
statistics given to us in a reliable way through some
organization" (R. 1060).

Wasteful Practices. Another important purpose of the
refiners in the formation of the Institute was the elimination of certain wasteful practices such as the unnecessary
multiplication of consignment points. As explained by
·Cummings:
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"One of the most wasteful practices in the industry in the years 1925 to 1927 was the building
up of these large stocks at consignment points.
There were literally hundreds of them over the
country where several refiner s would have warehouse stocks which could be withdrawn on order of
the local broker. By reason of the duplication by
the refiners these stocks in different communities
were sometimes five and ten times more than was
needed for ordinary 30 to 60-day deliveries. They
deteriorated, resulting in a great loss to the refiners
in capital investment and inventories which they
could not hope to move'' ( R. 593).

(See also Castle, R. 927-8.)
Goetzinger, of Arbuckle, testified :
"One of the purposes for which the Institute
was organized was to limit the number of consignment points. In 1927 the existence of consignment
points in almost every market where sugar was
being sold caused an enormous· waste of money" (R.
682).
The paramount importance of the efforts t o eliminate
economic waste of this type is particularly clear in the case
of the small refiner. As testified by Many, of H enderson·:

"* * * It is obvious that a small refinery like ours
could not offset consignments in such a large number of points, the actual consignments of sugar requiring the laying out of a greater amount of money
than we could possibly stagger under. If you multiply an additional car of suga r by the number of
consignment points * * * you will find that the
total amount of money involved comes to a big sum
which was more than we could handle, so we just
l~ad to move out of those states because if there is
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a consighmen t point in a town and you do not put
in an offFtetting consignment, it greatly reduces your
chance of selling sugar in that market" (R. 996).

Cred£t Bm-lau: and Advertising. Still other purposes
of the refinersj in the formation of the Institute were the
creation of a c edit bureau and the institution of an advertising campaig 1, calculated to increase the consumption of
sugar and thusl increase the volume for all sellers ( R. 607,
710) . By far 1the largest expense of the Institute has been
its advertisi115~ activities, combatting the "slimness" fad.
and urging th~ value and desirability of sugar as a food.
It has spent about $450,000 a year in pushing the sale of
sugar ( R. 632~ .
In connection with this effort to promote the sale of
su~a:, the re~ners were once again ~onfronted with the
existing system of rebates and concessions. It has already
been pointed qut that the effect of that system was to play
havoc with the refiners' trade through discouraging the
sale of sugar by those dealers who did not receive rebates.
Obviously with the great body of their customers in this
frame of mind it \vas impossible to interest the trade in
actively promoting the sale of sugar until the source of the
dissatisfaction was removed.
It was clear that the only way in which the concession
system could be abolished was for all the refiners who were
practicing it to abandon it at once. So long as any re-finer continued to give concessions, the fact was bound to
be known in the trade and others would inevitably feel that
they themselves must necessarily meet these concessions
with concessions of their own as a weapon of self defense.
Concert of action was thus essent1al if any progress was
to be made, but for a time the relations of the refiners to-
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ward one another were marked wit11 such bitterness and
suspicion that it seemed unlikely that any step could be
taken (Opinion, R. 225). As it happened, it was essential
for the initial action in bringing the refiners together to be
taken by an outsider, Cummings, who sent out the letter of
invitation for the first general conference of the refiners
looking toward the formation of the Institute (R. 606).
His fonner company, Warner, was then no longer in the
business.
D. The Formation of the Institute and Relation& With the
Department of Justice.

A brief review of the precise manner in which the
Institute came into existence is sufficient to show that the
Trial Court's finding of improper motives and bad faith
in the very inception of the Institute (Finding 36, R. 273)
is wholly without foundation.
The movement sprang from preliminary conferences
held in New York in June, 1927, between five New York
and Philadelphia refiners-American, National, Spreckels,
McCahan and Lowry, who was at that time operating the
Pennsylvania refinery. Cummings attended the meetings
as counsel for the purpose of advising them as to the possibility of legally correcting the conditions which had developed in the industry (R. 604). · The discriminatory and
unethical practices prevailing in the trade and possible liability therefor under the Clayton Act were reviewed at
length (R. 604-6). The refiners were ashamed of the
secret concession system and alarmed at its effects, and expressed their desire to form a trade association with a Code
of Ethics which would declare for the sale of their product
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without discrim~ation among customers, on openly announced prices a~d terms, and which would enable them to
cooperate in the Jgathering of needed statistics, in credit
matters, and in a~vertising and promoting the sale of sugar.
Cummings s~ated that the matter should be submitted
to the Attorney Ceneral before the association was formed
(R. 606). Thel meetings were continued at a later date
when each of thb refiners came with a list of the different
forms of secret doncessions which were being given. These
were reduced tol a dozen or more statements of practices
in the industry \~hich it was considered should be abolished.
It was proposed to submit this list of unethical practices
to the Attorney Peneral in order to secure his judgment as
to whether theyj might or might not be lawfully abolished
by a trade assodation (R. 606).
In July, 19?7, Cummi~1gs went to Washington and
talked first with! the Department of Commerce, which lent
encouragement to the formation of the association and referred him to t~e Department of Justice. There he conferred with Col~nel Donovan, the Assistant to the Attorney
General in charge of Anti-Trust matters, to whom he sub-mitted a draft, in typewritten form, of a proposed charter.
and certificate of incorporation for the association, a proposed set of by-laws, and the list of trade practices which
it was proposed to abolish (R. 607).
The Department of Justice assured Cummings of its
full cooperation and in a lengthy conference the proposals
were discussed in detail and it was agreed that when the
program was placed in final form it should be submitted
to the Attorney General's office. Cummings reported these
facts to the refiners who had consulted him and it was then
agreed to invite the other companies to a general refiners'
meeting (R. 607-8).
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At meetings of all the refiners held in New York in
December, 1927, the conditions in the industry and the pos:sible liabiHties under the Clayton Act were again reviewed
(R 608-10). In a series of conferences lasting an entire
week, they reduced to definite terms the items which had
been discussed with the Attorney General, in the form of
a proposed Code of Ethics. Full minutes of these meetings
were kept and a copy forwarded to the Department of Justice together with the certificate of incorporation and bylaws (R. 609, Ex. V-2, vV-2).
During the early days of January, 1928, Cummings
with Babst and Post hel<l conferences with Colonel Donovan
and several assistants to the Attorney General, at which the
various provisions of the proposed Code of Ethics were
discussed in detail. As a result of the first conference,
Cummings and the refiners' representatives made revisions
in the Code. At a final conference at the Attorney General's office the Code of Ethics was drafted in final form
(R. 610-11, 614-8).
A meeting of the refiners was then held on January 7,
1928, and the Code was adopted, and, as stated in defendants' answer (R. 61) except for two minor changes, "the
Code of Ethics of the Institute has ~emained and now is
identically as it was approved by the Attorney General of
the United States on the 28th day of January, 1928" (Find'."
ing 32, R. 272). .
Not only did the formatio~ of the Institute come under
the supervision of the Department of Justice, but it was
the desire of the Institute and of its members to cooperate
with the Attorney General's office in all the subsequent
activities of the Institute. It was their hope and expectation that representatives of the Attorney General's office
t
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would frequentlf visit the Institute and follow in a constructive way it~ development. Cummings testified:
"I tolb the Attorney General it was our desire
to cooper~te with him in the conduct of the Institute,
particulaf:ly as it had been organized in the way it
had with ~1is cooperation. I asked him to send a representati~e of his office as frequently as he desired to
get any i/nformation he wanted regarding the conduct of tl~e Institute or the business of the members.
I asked ~im if he would send a representative to the
first few j meetings until it got under way. . He declined to ~o that, saying they would avail themselves
of the suggestion to make frequent visits to the Institute. I ~old him anything that the Institute had at
any timej in the way of correspondence, documents,
files or Ianything was open to any representative of h~s office at any time" (R. 611-2).

I

When the Cpde Interpretations (the specific regulations
applying the gc~eral Code principles) were first printed in
November, 192~, a set was forwarded to the Attorney
General and su~plements were furnished him as they were
issued from time to time (Finding 33, R. 272).
The first visit which the Department paid to the Institute was in May, 1928, when Lamb and Whitney of the
Attorney General's office applied for and were given full
access to the entire files of the Institute. Whitney, who
actually conducted the examination, was given a key to the
Institute offices and was given access to all the .files, records
and correspondence and worked there at his pleasure, including Saturdays a11d Sundays, when no members of the
Institute staff were in attendance. His examination was
not completed ·until December and his two comprehensive
memoranda reviewing each section of the Code of Ethics
!
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and discussing in detail such questions as price, refiners'
prices, margins and profits, the open price reporting system,
price guaranties, abolition of secret rebates, concessions
and quantity discounts, elimination of unnecessary consignment points and the like (R. 612-3, Ex. C-3) show
the complete lack of foundation for the Finding of the Trial
Court that

"* * * The Department did not conduct a comprehensive investigation of the restraints involved in
this case until the end of 1930, when an agent of the
Department inspected the Institute files for a period
of approximately one month" (Finding 33, R. 272).
This Finding is correct only in the sense that the representatives of the Attorney General who made the earlier
examination of the Institute's activities did not have the
same view of what constituted restraints as those who ca.me
in later and finally started this suit.
Further examinations of the Institute files and operations were made by other representatives of the Attorney
General's office. Mr. Fly, who participated in the trial of
the case, made an examination in December, 1929, and
Gorsuch in December, 1930. Both were given full and
complete access to the Institute offices and their contents
(R. 613, 1150-51).
We do not question the right of the Attorney General's
office to change its mind concerning the Code of Ethics and
the Institute's operations. On the point, however, of
wl1ether. the refiners, with the advice and assistance of
Cummings, formed the Institute in good faith, in an honest effort to restore fair competitive conditions and to abo1ish unfair discriminations among customers, or, as the Trial
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Court has found, as part of a scheme to fix prices and restrain trade, th~ attitude and actions of the refiners and
their counsel in their relations with the Department of Justice are of the u~most importance.
No importayt change was ever made in the Code of
Ethics, from the day it was put in final form in the Attorney Generarf office. No Code Interpretation made by
the Institute, n© letter it ever wrote, no document in its
files, or, for thclt matter, in the files of any of the fifteen
refiners, was evbr withheld from the agents of the Depart~
ment of Justice! The functionings of the Institute were
always under tiie eye of the Department. I ts offices were
always open to the representatives of the Department and,
alt~ough the d, fendants were unaware of. th~ impendin~
action, the Government's case was built w1thm the Inst1tute's doors, with documents which the Institute invited the
Department's k ents to examine. Literally hundreds of
documents whi)h have been introduced in evidence in this
case by the Gorernment, as proof of a most reprehensible
conspiracy in restraint of trade, were made available to and
actually ~"'{amined by the Department years before the suit
was brought.
We submit that the open manner in which the Institute
was for med and conducted, as evidenced by the history of
its relations with the Department of Justice, completely refutes the finding of the Trial Court that the dominant purposes of the refiners in its formation were improper and
illegal. That finding was built upon the Court's inherent
suspicion of business men and not upon the evidence. Men
who are engaged in such a conspiracy do not conduct themselves as these defendants did.
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II.

THE OPERATION AND EFFECT OF THE BASIC
AGREEMENT THAT SUGAR SHOULD BE SOLD ONLY
UPON OPEN PRICES AND TERMS, WITHOUT DISCRIM·
INATION AMONG CUSTOMERS.
A. The Basic Agreement.

The fundament.al question to be determined by this
Court is whether the Anti-Trust Laws render illegal the
concerted adoption by the defendants of the single basic
principle upon which the Institute was founded, namely,
that "All discriminations between customers should be
abolished. To that end sugar should be sold only upon, open
prices and terms, publicly announced" ( Code of Ethics, R.
260-3).
T he urgency of the situation which led to the adoption
of this principle is expressly recognized by the Trial Court :
"The Industry was characterized by highly unfair and otherwise uneconomic competitive conditions. Arbitrary, secret rebates and concessions
were extensively granted by the majority of the
companies in most of the important market areas
and the widespread knowledge of market conditions
necessary for intelligent, fair competition were lacking" (Finding 29, R. 271).
Having adopted the principle of open prices and terms,
without discrimination among customers, as the means of
remedying the evils of the secret concession system, the defendants lived up to the principle. The Court found that
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"Und~r the Institute, defendants agreed to sell,
and in geperal did sell sugar only upon open prices,
terms an<J. conditions publicly announced in advance
of sales, ~nd they agreed to adhere and in general
did adhe~e without deviation, to such prices, terms,
and con,aitions until they publicly announced
changes"j (Finding 40, R. 274 ) .

I

The legality ~f this principle is condemned in a Finding
clearly re£ectiot what we believe to be the fundamental
error of the Trial Court and representing the crux of the
•
I
en tire case :
j
"The.agreement to sell only on prices, terms, and
conditiorls announced in advance of sales, the actions pursuant thereto, and the reporting system in
aid therJof, constitute undue and unreasonable restraint
trade" (Finding 56, R. 279).

ot

Before the rbal nature of this Finding can be understood
and its error appreciated, we must understand the immemorial and unif:JUe practice in this industry of selling on
"moves", we mhst know just what the price announcement
and marketing system of the sugar industry was before the
Institute was organized, and we must know that the Institute made no change in that system except the elimination of secret concessions.
B. Marketing System and Price Announcements before the
Institute.

Sugar "Moves". Sugar has always been sold on socalled "moves", both before and since the organization of
the Institute (Finding 45, R. 276). A "move" takes place
when the refiners make public announcements that, at a
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fixed time within a day or two, they will advance their selling price to a named figure, either higher than the presently
current selling price, or higher than a reduced price which
the announcements offer before the advance. Buyers then
hurry to place their orders, usually for a month's supply or
more, at the lower price available before the hour fixed for
the advance ( R. 663-4).
These moves have always been initiated by the public
announcement of some one refiner who believes that trade
conditions-particularly the price o:f raw, the diminished
stocks of refined in the hands of the trade, and accumulated
stocks of refined in the hands of refiners-call for a move
(R. 670-8, 685-7, 705-9). In actual practice this initial
announcement may be made by any one oi the refiners, large
or small. The move actually takes place, however, only if
all refiners follow the initial announcement with like announcements of their own. If any one of them fails to follo'vv-for example, by making no announcement at all-the
others must perforce announce a withdrawal of the advance (R. 635-6), because, as stated by the Trial Court,
sugar is a completely standardized commodity, and no refiner can sell his sugar at a given price when any other
refiner is known to be selling at a lower price (Opinion,
R. 221; Finding 17, R. 269).
·
The attempt of a refiner to bring about a move at a
given price or time may thus be defeated either by one or
more refiners failing to make any announcement at all, or
6y one or more announcing an advance to be effective at a
later date, or by one or more announcing a decline, effective
immediately, to be followed by an advance a day or two
later, or by one or more announcing a decline without announcing a later advance.

so
!

These anno~ncements are all made telegraphically,
within the spactj of a few hours, and they usually present a
welter of confli~ting announcements by different refiners,
until finally theY: all have followed some one of the announcements and the ~ove takes place, or one or more refiners
have failed to f61low any announcement, or have announced
I
a decline not f0llowed by any advance, and the attempt to
precipitate a m1ve has thus been frustrated (Ex. 0-3).
As the Tr/ l Court found, there was no consultation,
collusion or a reement among the refiners in these price
and terms ann uncements (Finding 48, R. 27i; Finding
201, R. 310). These maneuvers, both before and after the
organization
the Institute, constituted the very essence
of competitio~ f u~ctionin~ publicly and fiercely, wit~ each
refiner reflectnrg, m the pnce and terms he offered, his own
views of what lthe market required.
"Jockeyin~" of this sort has ahvays prevailed, both
before and a~ter the organization of the Institute, and
completed mo~es take place only about eight or ten times a
!
year, depending mainly on the course of the raw sugar
market. In a declining raw sugar market, the usual practice in bringing about moves is to announce a decline,
effective immediately, to be f ollowed by an advance, ef ·
fective a day or two later, to some price usually no higher
than the price prevailing at the time of the a nnouncement,
or perhaps lower than the prevailing price but higher than
the move price (R. 641, 670, 673, 706).
A Completed "Move". We print in the Appendix a
graph from Exhibit 0-3 illustrating these moves in the
year 1930. As to the way moves take place, it is substan·
tially typical of all years, both before and after the organiza·
tion of the Institute. Referring to that graph. the events of

or
1
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March 6th to 8th furnish an illustrative example of a simple
completed move. As the graph shows, raw sugar advanced
sharply from $3.49 to $3.67, the advance commencing
March 5th and ending March 8th. On :March 7th, when
the current price of refined was $4.85 per hundred pounds,
the California & Hawaiian Company announced a reduction of 15 cents per hundred pounds (in the form of a
freight allowance of 15 cents) retroactive to l\/[arch 5th,
to be followed by an advance to $5.00, effective at the opening of business 1farch 8th. All refiners followed this an..:
nouncement in effect, some by giving the freight allowance
and others by reducing their price to $4.70, and all announcing the advance to $5.00 to be effective on March
8th. These announcements by the various refiners all took
place telegraphically, in the space of a few hours on March
7th, and before the opening of business on 1vfarch 8th the
sugar trade had placed its orders for more than 15 million
bags of sugar (shown by solid columns at foot of graph),
at the move price of $4.70. The columns of apparent sales
on Saturday, :March 8th, and Ivfonclay and Tuesday, March
10th and 11th, represent orders actually placed with outlying brokers and agents of the refiners before the opening
of business on J\1arch 8th, but not all entered on the refiners' books until the three succeeding days.
A "Spiked Move". A typica~ example of a frustrated
or spiked move is shown by the graph in the period June
4th to 10th. On June 4th to 6th raw sugar advanced 13
cents per hundred pounds. On June 6th, Revere announced
an advance in refined from $4.50 to $4.60 to be effective
June 9th. Revere was followed by Spreckels and Savannah, but Spreckels later withdrew the announcement of
the advance. American announced the advance to $4.60
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but made it ef1ective June 10th. American was followed
by Pennsylvanip., National, Arbuckle, Spreckels, McCahan,
Savannah ( chcinging previous announcement), Imperial,
Western, Henqerson and Godchaux. Colonial (one of the
smallest refinets) announced the advance to be effective
June 9th, inst~ad of June 10th, and then withdrew the
announcement bf the advance. Imperial then withdrew the
announcement land was fallowed by all the other refiners
who had anndunced the advance. C. & H. and Texas
had not anno~nced any advance, and Colonial's action in
withdrawing ~ts announcement and precipitating the retreat of the ot11ers was probably due to the failure of these
two refiners ~o follow the advance. Conditions for the
move were favorable because of the rise in the raw price,
and especially! because of the Jong time that had elapsed
since the prededing move on April 4th. After such an
unusual interval between moves the whole trade knows
that buyers ar~ short of sugar, and this was further shown
by the unusu~lly heavy purchases of sugar indicated by
the graph on !June 3rd to 6th, coincident with the decline
in price and with no announcement of a subsequent advance.
Little Sugar Purchased between "Moves'). As the
graphs in Exhibit 0-3 show, (see Appendix) the trade or~
dinarily purchases very little sugar between moves, substantially none unless the time between moves is unusually long
and the trade is therefore getting short of sugar.
Contrary to the situation in other businesses, even the
announcement of a decline does not result in any considerable sales by refiners, unless accompanied by an announce-ment of a later advance, because the trade knows th.at when
one refiner announces a decline, all refiners will be obliged
to follow (they always do-they carmot seU even the drib-
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Jets of day to day sugar if they don't), and that there may
be another decline before there is a move, and that moves
never take place without sufficient advance announcement
so that all buyers can take advantage of the low price before
the advance. If a month or more has elapsed since the last
move, and some of the distributors are therefore short of
sugar, they will begin to buy from hand-to-mouth on the
announcement of a decline, but, for the reasons just stated,
they will wait until a move before stocking up with ·a
month's supply.
There is no substantial dispute about the foregoing practices in the selling of sugar, both before and after the organization of the· Institute. They were fully established
by the evidence and found by the Court (Opinion, R. 102;
Finding 45, R. 276-7; Finding SO, R. 278; 386, 660-64,
671-7, 685-7, 704-9).
This system is the nearest approach to the ideal free
market of a public stock or commodity exchange that is
possible in an industry where the buyers cannot be gathered
in a room with the sellers, and where the buyers, scatter ed
all over the country, are buying for prompt resale, subject
to a distributor's usual wholesale or retail margin.
This system is peculiar to the sugar industry in the
United States. It developed naturally, through a long period of years ( R. 664), to meet the special problems of the
sugar trade, and it is directly responsible for the fact that
sugar is sold on a smaller margin of handling cost and net
profit by processors and distributors than any other product.
Under this system of moves competitic~n has driven these
costs and profits down to the minimum, and if that system
is destroyed, as the Trial Court's decision requires, the distributors' costs and margins must ine""itably increase to
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meet a new and artificial and less economic system of handling and mar}feting sugar.
The funda~hental trade conditions out of which the
move system 4eveloped, and the reasons why the Trial
Court'.s decisiop would destroy that system and increase
distributors' rr}argins, will be discussed later. For the
present our pJ,rpose is merely to inform the Court about
the special chatacteristics of tbis unique marketing system
I
so that the Cotjrt can understand just what steps the Sugar
Institute took to adapt its principles of fair competition to
that system, apd why those steps were necessary if fair
competition wis to be brought about.
We next r:efer briefly to the relationship between the
secret concession system and the practice of selling on
moves.
f

aMovesn a~ul Sec1'et Concessions. Even the concessionaires bought t~e great bulk of their sugar on these moves.

But to them tt1.e refiners' public announcement of the presently availabl~ lower price and tbe future advanced price
meant somethfng different from what it meant to the great
majority of purchasers, and to each concessionaire it meant
something different from what it meant to other concessionaires. Depending on their secret standing arrangements
with their different refiners, it meant that they could buy at
5 or 10, or perhaps 20 or 25 cents per bag less tban their
competitors, or could get an equivalent concession in Hstorage" or "brokerage" or "advertising" or "freight allowance", or perhaps a combination of two or more of these
types of concession. And some of the most f avorcd among
the concessionaires could even defeat the effects of the
moves upon themselves through direct secret agreements or
indirect storage and brokerage arrangements with the re-
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finers which enabled the concessionaires to date their sugar
purchases back when the refiners' price rose and forward
when the refiners' price fell.
But generally the principle of the move remained the
same to all buyers. They bought the· great bulk of their
sugar on a presently available lower price because all refiners had announced an immediately impending advance
to a higher price.
C. The Price Reporting System of the Institute.

The Institute did not seek to change, nor has it changed,
this system of moves, or the methods historically employed
by the refiners in announcing their price changes (Finding
49, R. 277).
111e entire program and activities of the Institute with
relation to price changes are encompassed within the following four Code "Interpretations" (Ex. 20):
"2. Posting. Refiners' hasis price of sugar
should be kept posted, in accordance with the lottgestablished custom of the trade} upon their bulletin
boards available to access by the trade. In addition,
they should notify the trade of price changes in the
manner custmnary previous to the Institute.
"3. Notification to the Institute. (a) Price
Changes. The Institute requests members before
notifying the Institute of price changes to post or
otherwise announce them in their customary manner and then to notify the Institute of action which
has been taken."

"4. Notification by Institute. Upon receipt of
a price change notification the executive secretary
will give the same to the news agencies in New York
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which o 1erate commercial tickers. He will also advise by telegram members of the Institute, the
Domesti Sugar Bureau and other distributors of
refined s igar.

"5.

'hree O'Clock Notice. Except to meet a
competit,ve price already announced, the Institute
recomm, nds to its members that they announce
changes in price not later than three o'clock. Such
timely 1 nouncement will enable a price change to
receive wide publicity through the evening and
mornin~ papers. It will, furthermore, help to establish uniformity of practices which will be appreciated by Jthe trade."
In brief, tht se Code Interpretations provide merely that
the refiners' b1sis price should be kept posted "iri, accordance with the )long-established custom of the trade' a~d
that the refin¢rs should notify the trade of their price
changes "in th~ tnanner customary previous to the formation of the bhtfrute". These provisions are merely an
adoption of w~at all the refiners had found good through
their years of I operation and which had been accepted by
the trade and become a uniform trade practice. And in
substance, this is what the Trial Court found (Findings
49 and SO, R. 277-8).
The Only Innovation. The only innovation in respect
to the announcement of price changes was the provision
(Interpretation ''3", p. 55, supra), that the members
should, in addition to publicly posting their price changes
and notifying the trade thereof in accordance with the
established custom of the fr ade, notify the Institute of
their price changes-but only after the members had publicly announced the price changes in the manner they had
always employed; then they should notify the Institute of
1

,
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action which has been taken (R. 661, 672, 686, Findings
49-50, R. 277).
.
The purpose of the provision for notifying the Institute
of changes in prices and terms was to insure the most widespread publicity possible for the announcements and to
in.mu the accuracy of that pitblicity ( R. 637, 668). Accordingly, it was provided that the Institute, upon receipt of
notification of changes in prices and terms should give the
same to the news agencies in New York and advise by telegram other refiners and distributors of refined sugar (Interpretation "4", pp. 55-6, supra).
Pursuant to this provision it has been the practice of the
Institute to circulate among all of its members the exact
wording of price change announcements of each refiner
and, furthermore, to give su.ch announcements to the commercial tickers and news agencies, to the Domestic Sugar
Bureau and to the various sugar brokers who have always
been accustomed to notif y1ng the trade of price changes
(R. 633).
Accuracy was highly important. These announcements
were not simple statements of a change in price, but were
often very complicated, especially in the matter of changes
in terms and specification of the territories where such terms
were applicable. And during the time when such a change
in price or terms or both was under way, the wires were
kept hot with scores of conflicting announcements, until
finally a mov~ had been effected at some price and upon
some terms to which all refiners had settled down; or the
move had been "spiked" and the attempted advance of one
or more of the refiners had perhaps resulted in decline; or,
if no move had been attempted, a simple decline or change
in terms had been effected.

a
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Typical illustrations of both the simple and the more
complicated announcements of changes in price are contained in the abstract of certain price-change movements
set out in Exhi~it N-3 in the Appendix to this brief.
The refiners/ testified that the information as to price
changes of com~)eti tors ahva ys reaches them through the
ordinary trade ~channels before t.hey receive the Institute
relay (R. 662, 72, 686). This fact is graphically demonstrated by Exh·bit H-4, being a file of price-change announcements re 1eived by the Western Sugar Refinery on
typical "moves, 1 before and since the Institute, which shows
1
that Western not
only received detailed reports as to the
price changes of its competitors from various sources
before the Instifute was organized, but that it still receives
the information from the same sources before it is received
from the Institpte.
No Price Somments or Propaganda by tlie bistitute.
The Institute receives and circulates the exact terms of the
announcements (E~. K-3, L-3). It does not add any s~1g
gestions or no~tions of its own nor does it do anything
else in relation! to price changes outside of relaying these
price announcements (R. 633). As found by the Trial
Court,

I

"Data r especting price changes have be~n ~ir
culated by the Institute without comment" (Fmdmg
SS, R. 279).
There were no price discussions at Institute meetings
(R. 219-20), and no price propaganda by Institute officers
or literature, such as led this Court to its decision in the
Hardwood case (257 U. S. 377).
The Three O'Clock Rule. The recommendation that
members announce their price changes not later than three
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o'clock is in the interest of widespread publicity, as the
ticker services close at three o'clock and announcements
made before three o'clock will appear in both evening and
morning papers, whereas announcements made after three
o'clock are too late for the evening papers ( R. 634). The
.Court analyzes the history and effects of this "Interpretation" in Findings 45 and 46 (R. 276-7) and concludes,
in Finding 47 ( R. 277) :

"'The effect of the Three O'Clock Rule in and .
of itself, seems to have been advantageous to the
trade in case of a price advance in that the uncer.i
tain period of grace has been replaced by a definite
one."
(See R. 661, 664.)

"Repricingn. The nearest to a direct criticism of any
Price Interpretation of the Institute contained in the
Court's Findings relates to the so-called practice of "repricing". Repricing occurs when a refiner applies a newly
announced reduced price to orders previously taken at a
higher price. Before the Institute, such repricing had occasionally been done, and orders taken early on a day when
a price decline was announced later on the same day were
given the benefit of the lower price. Since this repricing
had sometimes been used to conceal discriminatory concessions to favored customers, the Institute, for a few months
after its organization, had in effect a Ccxie Interpretation
condemning it, but in August of 1928 a new Interpretation
was issued as f ollows:

"* * * The custom of the trade permits. giving
the customer the benefit of the refiners' lowest price
during the day, that is, a contract entered ~nto on
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sugar delfvered in the morning may be repriced at
any lowe~ price announced during the day" (Finding 44, R~ 275).
i

vVith respect to( this provision, the T rial Court finds as
f ollows :

4

"* * Repricing has been practiced at least since
August, i928. Although expre::;sly sanctioned only
as to bu$iness of the day of the decline, refiners
occasion~lly have repriced beyond that period. But
the 'Inte!rpretation' just quoted was evidently intended to!prevent this and must have had some effect
in discouraging itH (Finding 44, R. 275).
In view of the facts disclosed by the Record, this criticism is wholly $nwarranted. It was never the custom of
the trade, priori to the formation of the Institute, to reprice business ~ntered prior to the day of a price decline
(R. 634) . The Trial Court, in fact, found that repricing
occurred "whed a decline was announced late in the day,
and was applied to all of that day's business" (Finding 44,
R. 275). The Ihterpretation recognized expressly that very
· practice. The finding that the Interpretation must have had
some effect in discouraging repricing is particularly difficult
to understand in view of the fact that, since the inclusion of
this provision in the Code Interpretations, refiners have,
in fact, occasionally repriced business taken long prior to
the day of the decline, a ·practice which had never prevailed
in the pre-Institute period.
Examples of such repricing are shown on Exhibit 0~3,
for 1930, printed in the Appendix to this brief, when by
successive public announcements repricing involving 20
cents a bag was extended by all refiners back from Febru- ·
ary 10th to January 6, 1930 (R. 676-7); and again on Ex-

I
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hibit 0-3 for 1931 (Appendix), there appears a repricing
involving 10 cents a bag by successive public announcements of refiners which was extended back from December
1st to November 17th. These were fiercely competitive
contests and in this form they were unprecedented in the
days before the Institute, so that there is no foundation
for the Court's criticism that the Code Interpretation on
this subject was intended to and must have had some effect
in discouraging repricing. What the Code actually did was
to insure that repricing should be done publicly, with the
benefit extended to all customers alike, and not done secretly, for the benefit only of the concessionaires.
General Effects of Instit1tte's Relaying Price Announcements. The Instit11te's system of relaying price change
information has not served to make available price information which was not previously available and current, nor
to make that information available to the refiners at a
time earlier than it was otherwise available. It has served,
however, to achieve the most widespread publicity possible
for the announcements and to insure t he accuracy of the
publicity, which is of prime importance. The announcements of price changes, including as they frequently · do
complicated conditions and terms and specifications of limited territory, are easily distorted and misunderstood and
the Institute's system insures the publicizing of the ungarbled text of the announcements (R. 637).
No Price Agreements or Colfosion aniong Defendants.
The price publicity system of the. Institute has functioned
as intended, with no concealed or ulterior appurtenances,
as a simple, direct and open manner of informing everyone
interested in sugar prices, promptly and accurately, of ea~
and every price announceme~t of every refiner. Th~t 1t
has not heen used for any collusive purposes is suhstantially
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undisputed and ·s clearly set forth in Findings 48 and 201
(R. 277, 310):
"48. I find that the refiners did not consult
with one another after an advance had been announced Jby one of them and that the grace period
was not ~n fact used by them to persuade a reluc~nt
member
fallow the example set, despite the business nee ssity of withdrawing an advance unless it
were fol owed by all. 11

ro

I find no agreement among defendants
on basis rices in the sense of an agreement to adopt
a certai basis price from time to time and to maintain it d ring any period. Frequently an announcement by one refiner of an advance would result in
a series of announcements by others, ultimately
leading to a decline. Often, too, the advance wou!d.
be withtlrawn because one refiner would refrain
from f o~lowing the announcement. Except
few
instances, a decline announcement was fo11owed by
all."

in

D. The Trial Court's Fundamental Error as to Price
Announcements.

With a proper understanding of the historic marketing methods and moves of the sugar trade, and of the
fact that the Sugar Institute made no change in that system, but merely abolished the secret concession practices
which were undermining the system, the error of the Trial
Court's basic Finding on this question becomes apparent.
The Court found:
"56. The agreement to sell only on prices, terms,
and conditions announced in advance. of sales, the
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actions pursuant thereto, and the reporting system
in aid thereof, constitute undue and unreasonable
restraint of trade'' (R. 279).
Defend.ants did not frt terms agree to sell o1tly on prices and
terms announced in ADVANCE OF SALES.

It should first be noted that neither the Code principle,
that "sugar should be sold only upon open prices and terms
publicly announced", nor any of the Code Interpretation~
(pp. 55-6, supra), called in terms for any price announcement in advance of sales. So far as the language of the
Code principle and Interpretations is concerned, they would
be complied with equally .well whether the price and terms
of sugar sales were announced before or after the sales.
Announcement of Move Prices. As to sales on moves,
which are precipitated by announcements of an impending
price advance, the Code principle and price announcement
Interpretations of course worked out in actual practice into
sales only on prices and terms announced in advance of
sales, because of the very nature and conditions of a sugar
move. Both the future advanced price and terms and the
present lower offering price and terms had to be made public in advance of sales, or there would have been no move
and therefore no sales. If any single refiner failed to announce the advance for the time announced by the others,
the move did pot take place (R. 636, 698, 707). Or if any
single refiner announced a present lower selling price or
better terms than those offered by the others on the move,
they all had to announce that lower price and better terms
or sell no sugar and so they all did announce them ( R. 646,.
685). These announcements in advance of sales were therefore the result of the immemorial practice of the trade.
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They were a p~rt of the very nature of sugar moves and
were not the r~sult of any action of the Sugar Institute or
of any agreem~nt of the defendants.
It should fhrther be observed that so far as the Code
Principle and tnterpretations were concerned, any refiner
was free at an~ time to abandon the system of selling on
moves. He cd,uld simply refuse or fail to announce any
price on any n~ove and individually inaugurate the plan of
selling his sug~r only on the basis of his own list prices
publicly annouhced.
As the evihence showed and the Court found (p. 62,
s1tpra), refinerk1 often did defeat attempted moves by failing to make a~y announcement at all, or by announcing a
decline not actlompanied by an announcement of a subse'
..
qucnt advance). but these were, of course, only compet1t1ve
attacks on othbr refiners an<l on particular moves.
For the re~sons discussed on pages 65 to 68 below, no
refiner attempted to destroy the move system itself.
Ami01uice1rent of Day-to-Day Prices. As to the small
day-to-day sales between moves, it was probably the general understJding of the refiners that strict technical 07servance of the principle of selling "only on open prices
and terms publicly announced" would require that public
announcement should be made of a lowered price or better
terms before any sale was made at such price or terms, but
there is no evidence as to what was the actu,al practfre of
the individual refiners in this regard. It is extremely
doubtful whether any refiner felt that he was guilty of any
real infraction of the Institute principle merely because he
failed to hurry to his bulletin board and post a new price
before he gave it to any customer. Their relations with the
Institute were much too loose for that. Some of them may
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have followed one practice and some the other, and probably
none of them followed any consistent practice in this matter, because it made no real difference either way.
Some light is thrown upon it by the repricing Interpretation (discussed at pp. 59-61, supra), which recognized
the established practice of the refiners to give the customer
the benefit of the lowest price during the <lay, so that contracts entered into earlier on any day were repriced to reflect any lower price announced on that day. In the face of
this custom, it would obviously be a matter of indifference
whether a reduced price or better terms were announced
before or after the actual sale, if it was publicly announced
so that all could take advantage of it. And, as we have seen
(pp. 60-1, supra), during the Institute the refiner s sometimes repriced all their sales extending back for 'veeks prior
to their announcement of a lower price.

The Institute continited under the move system, because it
is a natural growth essential to the economic
condiu:t of the sugar business.
The refiners, when they organized the Institute~ did not
attempt to tear this established move system up by the
roots and construct a new system . .The system is a natural
growth. It has grown that way because the nature of the
business demanded it. The cost of raw sugar makes up approximately four-fifths of the cost of the sugar sold by
the refiners (R. 938). Raw prices fluctuate widely from
day to ·day and substantially control the selling price of
refined. Wholesale and retail distributors sell it on a very
narrow margin, a margin of 5 or 10 cents a bag on a selling
price of approximately five to seven dollars (R. 472, 399) .
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They cannot aff'prd to stock large supplies of it, because of
excessive stora;e costs, because of danger of deterioration,
because of the sproportionate amount of the investment
compared to th9 margin, and because the constant and wide
fluctuations in he price make the carrying of large stocl-s
too hazardous. Fluctuations of ten or fifteen cents a hundred pounds in month are regul~r experience, and fluctuations of twenty or thirty cents a month are not uncommon,
th~s often wipipg ~u~ t~e distributors' margin several times
O\ er ( R. 386, 589, Ex. 0 -3).
On the otl, er hand, the distributors have to buy considerable quantities of sugar at a time in order to take advantage of ca~oad freight rates and handling costs. Tbe
difference bet\.yeen the carload· and l.c.1. freight rates and
handling costs is much larger than the distributors' margin. Hand-tolmouth buying is therefore generally impossible and wou* be impracticable anyway, because the ha~d
to-mouth buy~r cannot regularly compete on resales with
those who hal~e bought on monthly swings in price.
The resul~nt of all of these conflicting forces is the
system of buying on moves every month or two. Both
large and small dealers have adapted themselves naturally
to this system, and both large and small dealers are essential to the economic distribution of sugar. Under this system they can all readily keep track of the market through
the trade journals and brokers. They can take advantage
of carload rates and can afford to carry enough sugar to
last from move to move, without too high a carrying cost

f

and without too

1nu.cli

jeopardy from fluctuations in price.

With the trade generally buyiug on moves, they are all on
an equal footing as to the periodic fluctuations in price.
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On each move they have all laid in a supply for a month
or more (R 671, 705-6). If, before the supply is gone, the
refiners' price declines, the distributors must all take relatively the same punishment if any one of them in a given
competitive area drops his price. If the refiners' price goes
up, the distributors cannot advance the price on their stocks
on hand unless all their competitors do so. The result is
that, in each competitive distribution area, distributors'
prices between moves are held to a generally common level
by th~ natural forces of competition. That level is so low
that the distribution function is ordinarily performed without substantial profit and often at a loss (R. 396, 597,
817-8), but it is not so low that the losses due to fluctuations
in refiners' price are disastrous, since all distributors are
in the same boat, and having bought their current supplies
at the same general market level must sell out their current
supplies with due regard to that level in order to avoid
crippling losses from an intervening decline.
This latter element is one of the greatest economic adva.nta,ges of the move system. With monthly fluctuations
in the refiners' price regularly equaling or of ten greatly exceeding the distributors' entire margin, one of two things
had to happen. Either the distributors would have been
compelled to raise their general level of margins in order
to protect themselves against the hazards of these frequent
disastrous drops in price, or a system of marketing had to
be developed under which that hazard would be minimized,
so that the distributors could afford to handle sugar on a
fairly regular minimum margin, without too much danger
of loss.
The natural forces of competition decreed that the latter
alternative should develop, and the result was the system of
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marketing su~. ·ar on moves. With all refiners bidding for
the same trad at the same time, by the open announcement
of their price and terms, 'refine:s~ margins have b:en forced
down througli the years to a m1111mum where their average
return on th4ir capital investment is less than 5 per cent.
(Ex. E~17), fs contrasted with over 10 per cent. for other
manufacturi1f. industries (R. 1167). \Vith all dealers
buying a mo~th's supply or more at the same time and at
the same geni ral market level, competition in each area and
sub-area of stribution holds the distributors 1 price to the
leYel of the o e who sells the cheapest, with the result that
sugar has fo many years been a "loss leader", one of the
articles comn only sold by distributors at a loss in order to
attract trade for other articles that can be sold at a profit

(R. 396, 399 597,.817-8).
The Altefinatives to the JJJove System. There are two
possible alte natives to the move system of marketing
sugar. One s an established and generally recognized system of secre concessions. The other is the system contemplated by he Trial Court 1s Findings and Decree namely,
announce~e+ of all prices and terms immediately a[ter
sales. L et us briefly examine each of these alternatives
with special reference to their relationship to the move system of sugar marketing.

1. The Secret Concession System. Secret concessions were aimed at the heart of the move system. What
the concessionaires wanted was to get a~ay from the neces·
~ity of buying their sugar at the same time and price, and
on the same terms as their competitors. Buying on the
straight basis of the refiners' publicly announced prices and
terms for the move, they could make no substantial profit
on their sugar sales, because competition forced all of the
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distributors down to a minimum profit or a loss basis. But
if they could get secret inside prices or terms, or could buy
or handle their sugar so that they could avoid losses from
sugar price fluctuations, they would thus be able to meet
or be.at their competitors' prices and still make a profit for
themselves.
Thus there grew up all the furtive devices by which
the concessionaires defeated the effects of the move system. They bought at lower prices and on better terms
than those publicly announced by the refiners for all purchasers, and by direct secret agreements or by dishonest
storage and brokerage handling arrangements with the
refiners they dated their purchases back when the refiners'
prices went up, and they dated them forward when the
refiners' prices went down ( R. 1051-2, 1054-6). The only
reason these secret concessions had not defeated the move
system altogether was because, while generally suspected,
their nature and e..xtent had not become actually known to
the majority of the buyers at the time the Institute was
formed. But they were well on the way to the complete destruction of the move system, because that system depended
upon the general belief that the refiners' public announcements
a move meant what they said and that sugar could
be presently purchased at a certain lower price and on certain terms, and would advance at a fixed hour to a higher
price or less advantageous terms. At the rapid rate the concession system was spreading the hoax would soon have
been publicly exposed and the system of selling sugar on
moves would have had to be abandoned.
As we have seen, the Trial Court found that the concession system was evil and should be destroyed (Finding
~9, R. 271), but the remedy suggested by the Court

for
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would have bedn equally fatal to the established system of
selling sugar o* moves and would have destroyed the benefits to the trade and the consumers that had grown out of
that system an'ci were dependent upon it.
2. The Trhiz Courf s Proposed Reniedy. The Courfs
proposal on thi point is stated in Finding 53 as follows:
"53 Competition among sugar buyers was so
keen iliat when a discrimination in favor of one
became lknown, others similarly situated would ordinarily bring pressure to secure like favorable treatment. Either they would have succeeded or the discrimin~tory favor would have had to be withdrawn.
It is reasonably certain that immediate publicity
given tf the prices, terms and conditions in all closed
transaqtions, which is not shown to have been impractic~ble, would in general have resulted in preventing any unfair competition caused by the secret
conces~ion system, without an agreement to sell only
on the pasis of open public announcement in advance
of sale~" ( R. 278-9) .
In the pe) tinent portions of the Opinion (R. 238-41),
the substance of the Court's argument on this point is that
the secret concession system was admittedly uneconomic
and unfair; that it resulted in widespread discriminations
and fraud, and that the defendants were justified in concertedly adopting reasonable measures to put an end to it.
But the Court argues that the system could have been abolished by an agreement among the defendants to give "immediate publicity to the prices and terms of all closed
transactions" just as effectively as by the agreement "to sell
only on prices and terms announced in advance of sales".
The reasons for this Conclusion stated in the Opinion are
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summarized in Finding 53, quoted above ( p. 70, sitpra)
to the effect that if immediate publicity had been given to
prices and terms in all dosed transactions, competitive
pressure would have been so great that the refiners would
either have had to abandon the discriminatory concessions
or extend them to all.
We think this statement of the Court is correct. It is
pubHcity that prevents discriminatory concessions and not
the sequence in time between the sale and the publicity.
Public announcement of all prices and terms either before
or immediately after sales inevitably means that discriminatory concessions will not be given.
A fundamental objection to the Court's proposal is that
it is not adaptable to the sugar industry. Jn an industry
which has traditionally and for good reason sold its product on moves, through the mechanism of announcing price
changes in advance of sales in order that the buyers may
have an opportunity to buy before the price rises, it is not
helpful to suggest a system of announcing price changes
after sales. The advanta_ges to sugar buyers of the move
system are apparent and were recognized by the Court.
Unless that system is to be supplanted by some system less
advantageous to the buyers, price changes must be announced before rather than after sales.
As one of the major purposes of publicly announcing
prices, either before or after sales, is to eliminate secret
concessions, that plan of price announcement should be
accepted which is most appropdate and advantageous to the
trade concerned.
Since either plan prevents such concessions, is there
any reason why the plan proposed by the Court should be
held lawful and the other plan unlawful? Let us examine
the facts and see.

!

Individual r3argaining versus General Public Offers.
A pparently wh~t the Court had in mind was, (a) that individual bargainibg would be more likely to develop under a
system of ann~uncing prices and terms immediately after
the sales than ~mder a system of announcing them before
the sales; and !(b) that a system of individual bargaining
b etween refineh and buyers would be economically more
desirable than~ system of general public offers to the trade
by all refiners. I
We think is clear that the Court was wrong in both
I •
of these assuttjpt10ns.

it

(a) W oul4 individual bargaining be more likely to de·
velop if price.J were a.nnounced after sales instead of before?

I
I

The answtjr to this question is that, in the marketing
of a thoroughly standardized product like defendants'
sugar, individ~al bargaining will not be generally practiced
under any sy~tem of public announcement of prices and
terms, whethe~ the announcements are made before sales
or after them. The Court's own reasoning and Findings
demonstrate why th is is true.
The first step in that reasoning is based on Finding 17
( R. 269), reading as follows :

*

"17. * * Both before and since the Institute,
in sales by refiners to manufacturers of produ~ts
containing sugar, which account for about one-tturrl
of the sugar consumed, price, not brand, was at~"'ays
the vital consideration· and in sales to the remamder
of defendants' trade,' one refiner could not or~
narily, by virtue of preference for his brand, obtain
a higher price except insofar as another refiner
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might be giving a lower price by secret concess£ons.
I find that the basis prices qitoted by the several refiners in any particular tra-de area were generally
uniforni both before and after the Institute, because
economically the defendants' sugar, save for exceptional instances was and is a thoroughly standardized product."

This uniformity referred to by the Court means uniformity in "terms" as well as price because, as the Government itself contended, whenever a difference in terms is
material, it is equivalent to a difference in price.
Where competition is free and the prices and terms on
which a thoroughly standardized product is sold are known
to the trade, \Vhether publicly announced or not, and
whether made known before or after the sales, those prices
and terms will inevitably be uniform in each competitive
area (Cement case, 268 U. S. 605-6; see also various statements of this principle by twenty-five leading economists
in Ex. G-17). The reason for this is plain. No buyer
will .pay one seller more for such a commodity than
another seller is known to be seiling it for. It is simple
human nature f or him to demand the same price, and economically he must have it or suffer a disadvantage in his
struggle with his competitors. And no seller of such a product as sugar dares to leave his customer in a position of
disadvantage, in a given stage of the market, as against
the customer's competitors, by refusing to price or reprice
on the basis of the best price and terms given by himself
or his competitors and know~ to the customer. As the evidence showed and the Court found, a difference in price of
even one or two cents per hundred-pound bag of sugar is
controlling (Opinion, R . 221), and for the same reason any
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material differbnce in terms, such as rate of discount,
· freight absorp{ions, switching charges, guarantee period,
and the like, \~ould also be controlling. No sugar buyer
would continu9 to deal with a refiner if the refiner did not
protect him by !g iving him prices and terms as favorable as
were being obtMned by others in the same competitive area
I
from any refin~r.
The secon4 step in the reasoning follows inevitably
from the first. j Under any system of publicly announced
prices and ter~s for a thoroughly standardized product,
individual bar~aining will be practiced by a buyer only in
the very excepitional case where the terms he seeks are so
specially adapt~d to his own particular situation that they
would not be s~ught by his competitors.
In such r~re cases, of course, individual bargaining
would be just ~s likely to be practiced if the terms were to
be am1ounced refore the sales, as if they were only to be
announced af trward. The buyer would not hesitate to ask
for them and_~he seller would not hesitate to grant the1:1.
Both would· k!r
· ow that they were negotiating a bargain
that was reall lndividua1, in the sense that it was suitable
for, and would therefore be sought by, only one or a few
buyers. · Its terms, when negotiated, could therefore be an·
nounced before the sale was actually concluded, with the
assurance that no discrimination against other buyers was
involved, and that neither buyer nor seller would be embarrassed or prejudiced by advance public knowledge of
the terms of the offer.
But, of course, the situation is different where the terms
involved are not really exceptional and individual. where
granting th~m to one or a few and withholding them from
others would amount to a real discrimination. Lt.1W 11fkt>~-
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low freight rates, favorable credit terms and the like, arc
equally desirable to all buyers, and if one is known to get
them, all others will demand and get them. The seller will
not grant them to one buyer unless he is willing to grant
them to all. The buyer will therefore not undertake individual bargaining for them because he knows that he would not
be likely to get them and that they would do him no real
good if he did get them. His competitors would likewise
get them and he would be no better off than before. Both
buyer and seller would know that any individual bargain
the seller made with the buyer would be equivalent to an
offer of the same terms to the entire trade.
The manifest conclusion is that individual bargaining
for such reductions in price and advantages in terms will
not be practiced under any system of publicly announced
prices and terms, and that the system of announcements
after sales1 as proposed by the Court, therefore has no
advantage over the system of announcements before sales,
so far as the promotion of individual bargaining is concerned.
But let us suppose that the system of individual bargaining envisioned by the Trial Court could be realized
under the plan he proposes. Is there any reason to believe
that such a system would be better than the system under
which the Sugar Institute operated?

( b) Hlould a system of individual bargaining be economically m-0re desirable than a .system of general public
offers to the trade!
The Trial Court's assumption that individual bargaining would be economically more desirable than a system of.
gene.r at public offers to the trade, such as the sugar move
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system, is clear~y wrong. While it is true, as we have
pointed out abote, that individual bargaining is not practiced under anyj system of publicly announcing prices and
terms for a sta~dardized product, this does not mean that
there is no bar~ining at all. The bargaining is mass bargaining and not jthe individual haggling of the horse trader.
Professor Selimnan testified (R. 1143):
"Thejabsence of individual dealings and dickers,
whether !open or secret, between particular buyers
and particular sellers does not indicate that the
buyers dre not exerting influence on the price in
accorda1ice with the requirements of economic con·
ditions. I On the contrary, I should say that the
force 0£, this massed feeling on the question of
whether! the price ought to made lower would be
a very ~uch stronger influence than the opinion of
any one!or series of individuals under a system of
private <3ickers."
:Mass bargainiJg is, in fact, a far more effective means of
forcing a red1ktion in price than the system of special
deals and priva,te dickers. The buyer who is able to obtain
an inside cut a special price is not interested in bringing
pressure to bear to force a general reduction in price. Con·
sequently, as shown by the testimony, "the pressiire is
greater at the present time than it was before the Institute"
(R. 1154).
:Most sugar buyers buy through brokers, who are mar·
ket experts and who were described by one of the refiners as
'"the best informed class of buyers of whom I have any
knowledge". If the brokers and other alert dealers in the
trade think current prices are higher than conditions warrant, they quickly and loudly make their opinion manifest.
The small current of day-to-day buying that would other-

ot

7;:
wise be flowing dries up and the refiners are deluged with
the complaints of the trade. If other terms are unfair a
flood of criticism pours in. As the testimony shows, constant pressure was exerted upon the refiners by the brokers
to secure more advantageous prices and terms for their customers "by a continuous hammering away at the refiners
'with statistics or information of any kind * * * which
tended to show that the price was too high" and by cus, tomers through a concerted refusal to buy ( R. 1154) .
Competition among the refiners insures a quick response
to these complaints and criticisms and to all changes in
market conditions which warrant a price decline or the
granting of better terms. As shown by Goetzinger 1s testimony ( R. 676-7), the price decline announced on February
10, 1930 and eventually made retroactive to January 6,
1930, accompanied by the costly repricing of all contracts
entered during this period, was the direct result of complaints made by buyers. The refiners' chief asset is the
good will of the trade and there is a strong competitive
rivalry among them to cultivate that good will by being
first to annotmce declines and attractive terms.
Just how this mass bargaining works through competitive offers by refiners of price declines and attractive terms
under a system of openly announced prices an<l terms will
be seen from an ~""amination of Exhibits N-3 and 0-3,
printed in the Appendix to this brief. In studying the
charts in Exhibit 0-3, it is to be remembered that they
have been simplified for the purpose of shO'\ving price
changes only, changes in terms being so complicated that
it is not practicable to chart them.
For the Court's convenience, and to supply explanatory
detail which could be developed only by a careful study of
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the Exhibits in donncction w ith the testimony in the Record,
we will analyze ypical examples of open price change com·
petition shown ·y these and the other relevant Exhibits.

(1)

Vve first ref~r to the price changes of A pril 2 to 5, 1930,
shown on Exhi it 0-3 for 1930, a nd the corresponding abstract of the an iouncements for those dates shown in Ex·
hibit N-3.
I
On March 1930, the refined price had declined from
4.95 to 4.85, arld on March 7th it dropped still further to
4.70, despite th4 fact that the raw price had risen from 3.49
to 3.64 betwee~ N!arch Sth and ~1arch 7th (Ex. 0-3 for
1930). Vvith t~e apparent margin only .981, the trade saw
sugar was a bqy at 4.70 and booked a total of nearly 15,000,000 bags O
l1 the March 7th move, an almost unprecedented volume !of sales at that time of the year with the
start of the hea[vy consumption season at least three months
away (Ex. 0-~, R. 649). Commenting on the March 7th
move, Willett 4r- Gray states:

4,

"Th~

keen competition in refined sugar noted
last we¢k, resulting in freight concessions, cartage
allowances, etc., has come to an end but this did not
happen until the various irregularities resulted in a
general decline to 4.70c basis which occurred on
Friday, the 7th inst. This price brough t such a
lieavy demand for refined sugar that all the refiners,
with the exception of Revere of Boston, advanced
their basis to S.OOc at the opening on Saturday,
March 8. Revere allowed further purchasing at
the 4.70c basis up to 12 o'clock noon on Saturday at
which time they, also, advanced to 5.00c basis" (Ex.
18, p. 138).
The extent to which a great number of buyers had ov~r·
bought on this move because of the attractive ·price at which
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it had taken place is evidenced by the fact that at the end
of the month of March approximately 6,000,000 bags were
still undelivered (Ex. M-15, R. 649). At the same time
other buyers had either underestimated their requirements
(R. 649), or had failed to take as full advantage of the
bargain as their competitors, and therefore wanted more
sugar at the bargain price so as to be in a position to compete. Normally such a situation would be adjusted by resales by those who had overbought to those who had not
bought enough. However, the situation here was not normal, the raw price having held, being still 3.64 at the end
of March (Ex. 0 -3).
National, in an apparent attempt to correct the situation
which had developed and to protect those of its buyers who
had not taken full advantage of the March 7th bargain,
made the following announcement on April 2nd:
"In view of the announcement made by us when
the March 7 contracts were entered we wish to
advise brokers that as has always been our policy
to treat the trade fairly and give their interest every
consideration, we will extend the time of delivery
to March 7 contracts beyond the 30 days. On the
market change of March 7 we notified brokers that
in placing their orders with us they keep in mind
that the sugars must be delivered within the terms
of the contracts, or 30 days, and a great many will
live up to these terms. In view of this we will increase contracts of buyers who did not purchase as
much sugar as they otherwise would have had they
understood the delivery would be spread over a
period longer than 30 days. The extra quantity to
be entered will be based on the amount of sugar they
will take up to and including April 17, specifications
for delivery
shipment to be furnished at the time
the contract is increased, all such increase quantity
to be subject to our acceptance.

or
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"W ~ are taking this action in order to be fair
to both !brokers and buyers who have been governed
by our various announcements in the past regarding
deliver~ in 30 days" (Ex. N-3).

I
National's !announcement on April 2nd meant a drop
of 30c in the ~rice of refined. There had been no substantial change in ~he raw price since N.[arch 8th and great pressure must hav~ been brought to bear on National by their
customers to dause them to make this announcement.
Arbuckle, ilmmediately on the alert and apparently sensing an attempd on the part of National to steal a march on
the other refin,brs by an offer of a new and special type of
bargain to cu$tomers who were short of sugar, promptly
"went N ation41 one better" by announcing the same reduction to all buy~rs, in the following terms:
"Stjbject to instant change without any notice
whatev~r we will consider orders at basis 4.70"
(Ex. *-3).
l
Three other ~efiners, led by Pennsylvania, likewise announced "Ourl price 4.70 all orders subject to confirmation"
(Ex. N-3). 'National then made the same announcement~
thus broadenihg its original offer.
Here was no ordinary drop in price. The refiners merely
said that they would consider any business submitted to
them. The usual terms are "we will accept". They wanted
to see what they would be called upon to do before they
committed themselves.
.
The next step was taken by Spreckcls, which company,
by excluding the mid-west guarantee .territory, limited the
consideration of contracts to the eastern area where National did most of its business. Spreckels obviously had no
desire to hand out 30c a bag where it did not have to, and
was soon joined by Pennsylvania in limiting the territory
(Ex. N-3).
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Neither of the western refiners and only one of the
southern refiners made any announcement. This is significant as usually a decline is followed promptly by all. Their
silence indicated that they were probably contemplating a
counter-attack, as proved to be the case.
By the end of the day of April 2nd, all eastern refiners,
with the exception of Arbuckle, who did not sell in the west,
had announced that they would consider business at 4.70
only in the eastern part of the coiuitry. On April 3rd, the
western refiners announced that they would extend for 30
days the time for withdrawal of the ?v1arch 7th contracts,
and would reduce their price to 4.85, less a 15c freight
allowance-net 4.70--to all bit)!ers in all territories.
In spite of their obvious reluctance to take this step, and
of National's initial effort to limit the buying to those customers who were out of sugar, and in spite of the efforts of
some of them to limit the reduction to the eastern states
only, the eastern refiners, as well as all others, had followed
C. & H .'s lead before the end of the day, and thereby extended the reduced price of 4.70 to the entire country (Ex.

N-3, 0-3).
(2)
The Price D ecline and Guarantee £%tensions of lune 3rd
to 9th, and the Spiked Advance of June .lOJ 1930.

It should be explained that the "guarantee" is a special
form of sugar contract whereby the refiners guarantee the
purchasers against any decline in price within a limited
time, usually 30 days after the date of the contract. This
guarantee contract has always been confined to a limited
portion of the country, mainly certain mid-west territory,
where transportation and competitive conditions are such
that this form of contract is especially attractive to buyers.
On June 3, 1930, when the current price of sugar was
4.70 (Ex. 0-3), Imperial, a southern refiner, made the
following announcement:
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"E~ective opening of business June 4 reducing
list to f.50 basis prompt or 30 day contracts re~lar
b
terms"'I (Ex. N -3) .
Godchauxl a southern refiner, immediately announced
the same declihe, and also announced :
i

"We extend

our guarantee form· of contract to

cover ~11 states."
Througho{it the following several days, all refiners an·
nounced the decline but made many conflicting announcements as to ~e extension of the guarantee territory: The
southern refin~rs, whose selling territory was mainly limited
to the south ~nd lower Mississippi Valley, had started this
contest by bnbadly announcing the guarantee for all terri~
tory, but thatl announcement carried no threat to the western r efiners ib their own western territory not reached by
the southern ~-efiners, nor to the eastern refiners who had
little competit~on from the southern refiners in the territory
generally no~th of the Ohio River and east of Indiana.
Their guara~tee announc~ments, therefore, generally lim~
ited the exter}sion of the guarantee to the territory where
the southern refiners were real competitors with them.
The Arb~ckle company, which did not compete in the
traditional gharantee territory and had therefore never
issued the guarantee form of contract, then -launched a
counter-attack against the southern refiners who were thus
attempting to extend the guarantee form of contract into
territories where Arbuckle competed with them. Arbuckle
announced in substance that its price "would be Sc per
hundred pounds below the selling price of any competitor
who guarantees against decline". Since buyers generally do
not regard the guarantee as being worth to them as much
a s Sc a bag, this counter-attack was effective and led to the
withdrawal of the guarantee offers by other refiners inter~
ritory outside that where it had customarily been given.
vVhile this fight over the guarantee was going on, all the
refiners had, of course, promptly followed Imperial's an-
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nouncement of the decline to 4. SO, and Revere then, on June
6th, announced an advance from 4.50 to 4.60, effective at
the opening of business June 9th, thus attempting to precipitate a move at the reduced price of 4.50. This was followed by Sprecke1s and Savannah. American announced
the advance to 4.60, but postponed the effective date to the
opening of business on Tuesday, June 10th. This was followed on June 6th by eleven other refiners. But hefore the
effective date of the advance on Tuesday, June 10th, C. &
H., on June 9th, announced:
"Do not advance our price Tuesday our opin- ·
ion no advance justified under present conditions and
particular1y in view of raw market" (Ex. N-3) .
On June 9th, Colonial thereupon withdrew their announcement of the advance, as did all the other refiners who had
announced it
The two foregoing examples are typical of the type of
competition, by public offer and counter-offer, which was
carried on througho11t the Institute period. That this mass
bargaining of open competition is effective to produce a
proper economic level of prices is the teaching of economic
science, as testified to in this case and as stated in the writings of economists (R. 1126-9, 1132-3; 1159). And that it
was completely effective, during the Institute period, to hold
the level of prices, margins and profits to substantially the
same level as before the Institute, will be seen from the discussion on pages 89 to 103 below.

The Trial

Coi~rt's

Two Remaining Argu.ments.

There remain to be discussed only hvo more suggestions
advanced by the Trial Court to support its Opinion that a
·system of announcing prices and terms immediately after
sales is economically more desirable than a system of an-
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nouncing th~m before sales, and that competitors mav
therefore Ia"yfully agree to adopt the plan he favors, b~t
may not law~ully agree to adopt the other. Both of these
suggestions
contained in Finding 52 (R. 278) as follows:
The assurance to each refiner that no
comp4titor would vary his prices without advance
notic~ tended in fact, as it naturally would tend,
towarp maintenance of price levels relatively high
as corppared with ra'\vs."

4re

"Jz.
i

1. Does ja system of announcing prices in advance of
sales tend 1iati"'rallj as the Court declares, toward maintaining higher prices than would be maintained under the
Court's prop~sed system of announcing prices immediately
after sales? I
The Couft's affirmative answer to this question is a pure
assumption. Nowhere in his Opinion or Findings does he
attempt to tive any reasons supporting this assumption,
except such Ias may be implied from his apparent belief,
which is cle~rly a mistaken one (pp. 72-S, supra), that indi·
vidual bargiining would be practiced if prices were an~
nounced after sales but would not be practiced if they were
announced before sales. Is there any other support for the
Court's assumption of such a natural tendency?
Perhaps the Court thought that a refiner would be more
likely to reduce the price if he did not know whether one
of his competitors had already reduced it than if he knew
that it had not been reduced. This is a teasing thought but
clearly a mistaken one when applied to the alternative the
Court was considering, namely, a system of announcing
.prices before sales, as against one of announcing them
mediately afterward. This difference of a few minutes m
the time when a refiner learns of his competitors' action
1
,

!

ir:i·
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cannot be a material factor in determining the trend of
prices. Under both these systems of price publication the
refiner has the assurance that he will know his competitors'
price within a few minutes, or at the most an hour or two,
of the time when it is applied to a sale. Whether he learns it
before or promptly after such a sale makes no difference,
because in either event he has ample time to meet it with a
similar announcement of his own. If in the short interval
of his ignorance he has made a sale or sales, he will, of
course, reprice them.
The only system under which ignorance of a competitor's price might tend to induce price declines would be one
where the seller could not learn his competitors' price until
too late to meet it. He might then be led to reduce his
price for fear his competitors would steal the market by
reducing their price before he could learn of the reduction
and meet it. This would be a sort of "blind-man's-buff"
market. We do not know of any such system, except perhaps a strict secret concession system with no price publication whatever and with competitors learning of each
other's prices and terms only through rumor and the tales
told by the buyers.
All economists concede that such a system is evil
and economically unsound and that the best and only
way to insure that prices will be held at their proper
economic level, neither too high nor too low, is to provide
for complete and prompt publicity of all market conditions,
including, of course, the prices offered by all competitors
in the market. Those are the conditions which produce the
economically ideal markets of the stock and commodity exchanges, and all sound systems of price publication are
designed to produce the nearest practicable approximation
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to such conditions which can be realized in the industry
concerned.
I
\Ve submit, therefore, that the Court is wrong in his
theory that a l~ttle ignorance of market conditions would be
a good thing lin· that it would tend to reduce prices, and
that it is thqrefore lawful for competitors to agree to
announce theit prices immediately after sales but not before
I
sales. The Court overlooks the fact that the short interval
of ignorance '1e proposes would not accomplish the result
he favors.
also wrongly assumes that a mere tendency
to reduce pri~es would be sufficient to justify the device
of withholdirlg price announcements until after the sales
were made. 1Economically, prices may be too low as 'vell
as too high. !They often are too low. Economists believe
that the pric~ level which is produced by prompt and complete knowledge of all market conditions, including the current offers of competitors, is the proper economic level.
I
2. Did
announcement of prices before sales as
practiced by !defendants actually tend toward maintenance
of refined ptice levels relatively high as compared with
raws?
The cap sheaf of the Court's argtUnent in support of
his decision that a concerted system of announcing prices
immediately after sales would be lawful, whereas a concerted system of announcing them before sales would not,
is his assertion that "an assurance to each refiner that no
competitor would vary his prices without advance notice
tended in fact * * * toward maintenance of price levels
relatively high as compared with raws."
The Court does not refer, either in his Opinion or his
Findings, to any /acts directly supporting th is assertion,
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unless he intends the following portions of his Findings and
the corresponding paragraphs of his Opinion to provide
such support:

"*

* * In the post as compared to the pre-Insti-

tute period there was a marked increase in margin
and a substantial increase in profits despite a concededly large excess capacity.

"I find that in the post-Institute period such
higher level for the price of refined as compared to
that of raws has been maintained, as to negate the
prevalence of free competition" (Opinion, R. 223;
Findings 202-3, R. 311).
The first obvious mt'.stake in th.is pa,rt of the Court's
argument is the implied assumption that pre-Institute conditions as to prices and profits were substantially the same
as would have prevailed if there had then been in effect
the system of announcing prices immediately after sales,
which the Court decides it would have been lawful for defendants to concertedly adopt. . The prices and profits pre~
vailing before the organization of the Institute were those
produced by the then prevailing system of secret concessions, with the refiners not bound to any public price announcements at all, and with .discriminatory practices and
fraud and deceit running wild. The Court himself finds
that his proposed plan of announcing prices immediately
after sales would have abolished these secret concessions
and discriminations. Can it be assumed that these evil
practices had no effect at all on the level of prices and
profits?· Is it to be assumed that the. level they produced
is the proper economic level? Or that the plan of prke
announcements proposed by the Court would have produced
the same level as the pre-Institute level? Why, then, is it
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logical for th!e Court to condemn defendants' price a__
nouncement p~~m because of its alleged failure to produce a
level of prices land profits as low as the one which prevailed
before the Ins!titute?
For the r~asons suggested by the obvious answers to
these question~ the defendants do not fear the result~ of a
fair comparis~n of the level of prices and profits during·
the Institute ~eriod with the level which prevailed before.
Even if it wdre true, as the Court asserts, that the level
during the In~titute was substantially higher, the Government's case ah<l the Court's Decree would not thereby be
sustained.
On the otiler hand, if the Court's assertion is not trne,
and if the }e,ieI of prices and profits during the Institute
was substanti~lly the same as before, the Court's decision
must fall. Tl~is assertion of the Court is the substructtire
of the entire ~tecision. The only thing in the entire case
which approa¢hes the nature of evidence that the activities
of the defen<l4nts actually tended to and did restrain lawful
competition id the alleged evidence that prices and profits
during the In~titute were higher than before. Beyond that,
the alleged te~dency and effect of defendants' activities rest
merely upon the Court's mvn inferences, which are of the
same general character as those we have analyzed on pages
62 to 86 above, and which we believe are mere assump·
tions, without any sufficient basis in fact or reason.
. It is admitted by everyone that competition before the
Institute was completely free and unrestrained. The (';0v·
ernment has contended throughout that the conditions then
prevailing, including the concession system, constituted full
and free competition at its economic best. Refiners and
distributors alike fought each other with every weapon they
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could lay their hands on, including the entire armory of
frauds and lies and contemptible deceits. The resultant
level of prices and profits represents a minimum which
certainly could not be achieved under any system which
(to use the language of the Court in describing the general
nature and effect of defen<lants' activities) "tended to and
did unduly and unreasonably restrain and suppress competition".
The Government's case must therefore fail if it should
appear that under the open competition fostered by the Institute prices and profits were driven down to substantially
the same level as before the Institute. \Ve e..-xpect to show
this Court that that is exactly what happened.
E. Relative Prices and Profits in the Periods Before and
During the Institute.

The Alleged J{igher Pri"ce L evel.

It should first be noted that the alleged higher price
level ref erred to by the Court does not mea11 that sugar
prices received by the refine rs after the organization of the
Institute were actually higher than before. It is conceded
that they were actually much lower. In 1925 to 1927, the
three years before the Institute was organized, they averaged 5.46 cents per pottnd, while in the three years after it
was organized, 1928 to 1930, they averaged 4.88 cents per
pound; and in 1931, the last year before the trial of this
case, they were still lower, averaging 4.30 cents (Ex. S-17,
p. 1, Appendix hereto) .
However, this actual reduction in the price of refined
sugar during the Institute pedod was in the main due to a
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reduction in tl{e price of raw sugar, and the Court's assertion that ther~ was a tendency to a higher price level for
refined is bas~d on the fact that the refiner's "margin"the difference between the price paid by the refiner for raw
and the price + which he sold refined-averaged .977 cents
in the period ~rom 1925 to 1927, and 1.020 cents in the
period from 1$>28 to 1931, an increase of .043 or less than
one-twentieth
a cent per pound in the period after the
Institute was organized (Ex. S-17, p. 1, AppendL"'< hereto).
These figures
be discussed in more detail later. Before
coming to thait discussion, the major factor which determines change$ in refiners' margins should be briefly ex-
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Price Ine- tia- "Lags" and "Leads'>. Raw material
1
prices are alwftys
more sensitive to changes in market conditions than t~e prices of the finished materials manufactured from t~em. There is thus a considerable interval
between a ris~ or fall in the price of the raw material and
the resulting {ise or fall in the price of the manufactured
product. In tre language of the economists, the inertia of
processors' pr~ces results in a "lag" between a rise or fall
in the price of the raw material and the consequent rise or
fall in the price of the finished product. Stated conversely,
the raw material price "leads" the price of the finished
product by a considerable interval. We cite in the footnote
a few of the statements of leading economists about this
relative inertia of finished goods prices.*
As a consequence of this common and accepted ten~
dency processors' margins and profits usually fall in
periods when the price of their raw materials has thrust
*\Vesley C. Mitchell, Professor of Economics in Columbia Uni,:
versity, describes this principle in his book entitled uBusiness Cycles
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sharply upward and rise in periods when their raw material
prices have dropped to a lower average level. This tendency
is especially marked in the cases where the cost of the raw
material constitutes a very large percentage of the price of
the finished product, and refined sugar is an extreme example of such a product, its raw sugar cost being approximately 80 per cent. of the selling price of the refined (R
938).
Because of this unusually high ratio between the cost
of raw and refined sugar, the accumulation by the refiners
of large stocks of raw sugar, or refined sugar, to meet their
requirements for any extended period of time would involve
( 1913) at pp. 99-102. \Ve quote the following brief extract from
that description:"It is next in order to examine the relation between the prices
of finished products aod the raw materials from which they are
made, whether the products are bought chiefly by families or
by business enterprises. The available material offers twenty
pairs of materials and their products, and five triplets of materials, partially manufactured, and finished goods. Table 5 gives
the averages of both sets of data by years for 1890-1910, and
by months since 1907.

*****

"The table shows that, whether the comparison be by months
or years, the prices of raw materials respond more promptly and
in larger measure to changes in business conditions than do the
prices of their products. Since the five partly manufactured
products pursue a course intermediate between their raw materials and finished goods, it seems that the more manufacturing
costs have been bestowed upon materials the steadier do their
prices become."
F. C. Mills, Professor of Economics and Statistics in Columbia
University, discusses this same principle in his book entitled "Statistical Methods" (New York, Henry Holt) on pp. 227-228. We quote
the following therefrom : "Business forces pure a.'ld simple play in the raw material
markets with more freedom than in the markets for manufactured goods. Hence the tendency of prices in these markets
to anticipate, in their movements, prices in other commodity
markets."
See also p. 167 of "Economic Principles and Problems~, by Sparr
and others.
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a tremendous e'ement of risk. The price of raw sugar fluctuates ~ery rapfdly ~nd :Videly and there is constant threat
of a d1sastro~~ decline m the raw price, which is fixed in
the world markft (R. 589, 592). In purchasing raw sugar,
the refiners recfive no guarantee against a price decline (R
714 ). For thefe reasons, the refiners watch the raw market very closcl1, estimate their immediate requirements as
carefully as po1sible, buying generally from hand to mouth,
and purchasin~ raws from day to day whenever the raw
price seems favorable (R. 366, 369, 371, 373, 672, 674-8,
694, 713, 938) {
They are t~erefore not in the relatively favorable position of most ~rocessing industries, where the raw price
swings are not .so violent and unpredictable, where storage
facilities permit the accumulation of relatively large stocks,
and where the manufacturers can and generally do accumulate large stockf of raw materials in periods of rising prices.
These other prfcessors are thus able to build up some defense <loo-a.inst rr.w material advances, which helps to reduce
the otherwise Favorable effect of ,the relative inertia of
finished goods Iprices, and when they are fortunate th~y
can sometimes make enough of an inventory profit in a rising raw market to offset their lowered day-to-day price
margms.
Comparative Effects Where Raw Price Trends Are Reversed. The comparative effect of this interval in the action
and reaction times of the price of a raw material and its
finished product is naturally intensified in a period when
there is a rapid and wide reversal in the general levels of the
price of the raw material A year or other considerable
period in which the price paid by processors for their raw
materials is much higher than in the year before will usually
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greatly reduce the processor's profits, perhaps wiping them
out altogether and imposing a heavy net loss for the period.
A succeeding period in which the raw material prices are
considerably lower will usually show a large expansion in
his margin and profits. His normal margin and rate of
earnings cannot be judged by the results in either one of
such years, and cer tainly a comparison of his margin and
profits in two such years would not produce a true picture
of normal results.
If it happened that he changed managers in the interval
between two such years, he could not reasonably charge the
retiring manager vdth the losses due to the higher raw material prices in his last year, nor could he reasonably credit
the new manager with the profits due to the lower raw
material prices in his first year. If he ·wanted to make a
fair comparison between the actual business results achieved
by the two managers, he would go back a year or two and
forward a year or two and compare r esults in years that
were really representative and comparable, with no freak
conditions to distort the comparison. In comparing the net
earnings under the two administrations, he would, of course,
leave out the old manager's last year and the new manager's
first year, unless he found years 0£ similar raw material
price level reversals in each of the two periods ; and he prob.:.
ably would leave out the new manager's first year anyway
on the ground that it would not be fair to judge his earnings
results until after he had had time to get acquainted with
his new surroundings, settle into his job and show what
he could really do.
Now 1et us examine the method employed by the Government and accepted by the Trial Court in judging the
comparative price trends and results of the Sugar Institute
and its predecessor, Secret Concession System.
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The Unji"stifia~le Device Employed to Make the Institute
Margin, App~ar Higher than the pre-Institute Margin.
The only ~y it can be made to appear that the Institute is respons~ble for any increase at all in the margin,
even the small lincrease of less than 5 % pointed out above
(pp. 89-90, suftra) over the pre-Institute margin, is by the
unjustifiable i~blusion of the freak low year 1927 and the
freak high ye~r 1928 in the yearly margins used for the
comparison. 1-"'he reason they were freak years will be
readily unders~ood in the light of the discussion above.
In a year ~vhen a preceding downward trend of raw
material price$ is succeeded by a much higher average
price, processq~s' margins, failing to follow the reversal
promptly, are ~duly reduced. In sugar refining, that was
the case in 192f. In a year when a preceding upward trend
in annual aver~ge raw prices is succeeded by a much lower
price, processors' margins are unduly increased. That was
the case in sugar refining in 1928.
The effect iof this double reversal in the trend of raw
prices in the y~ars '27 and '28 is clearly shown on the graph
on page 1 of ;the Appendix. Referring to that graph, it
will be noted that the trend of average annual raw prices
had been downward in '25 and '26. It had been downward
also in all the preceding years starting with '24, as shown
in Exhibit 8, page 24. 1927 was the only year in the series
starting with '24 and ending with '31 when the average
price of raw was materially higher than in the precedin~
year. In that year the price of raw, instead of continuing
its previous dovmward trend, thrust abruptly and strongly
upward, and the average price of refined, due both to the
usual lag and to the exaggeration of its effect in years of reversal in trend, failed to respond fully to the upthrust in the
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price of raw, and it was therefore a year in which the refin~
ing industry as a whole lost money (Ex. E-17), with the
lowest refiners' margin in more than ten years.*
Referring again to the graph we see that in '.28 the
average annual raw price fell, as compared with '27, thus
reversing the trend from '26 to '27, and resuming the general downward trend for the series of years. Here again
the refined price lagged behind the reversal in trend and the
year '28 was in consequence a very profitable year.
By including the freak low margin of 1927 in its
pre-Institute period of three years and the freak high margin of 1928 in its Institute period of three years, chosen
by its counsel for this comparison, the Government thus
gets a doubly unjustifiable result in the comparison, and on
that basis asserts that there was an actual increase in margins in the Institute period as compared with the pre-Institute period, and that this incrC'ase was due to the I nstitute' s
.operations. In fact, the increase was mainly due to the
1927 and 1928 opposite reversals in relative raw price
levels.
Referring again to the graph on page 1 of the Appendix, or to the figures therefrom reflected in the . table on
page 96 below, it will be noted that in the two really
comparable periods before the Institute and during the
Institute, '25 to '26 and '29 to '30, the average refine-rs'
margin was exactly the same, being 1.013.
These two periods are fairly comparable because they
were both periods of a comparatively uniform downward
trend in the prices paid for raw, with no reversal of that
*This same reversal in the long time trend of raw prices had
happened on two previous occasions in the sugar industry, 1920
and 1923, average raw prices thrusting suddenly upward in each of
those years and producing the sugar panic of 1920, and heavy losses
to the refiners in both those years.
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trend
to disruJIt the margin, and they are fairly comparable
.
periods as to prosperity in the food processing industries
since it is well ~nown that the depression did not hit the food
processors genhally until considerably later than 1930. The
drop in the prif es they paid for their raw materials, coupled
with the fact !that the demand for their products did not
£all off until ~ater in the depression, held up the general
margins and brofi ts of food processors until well after
i
1930. We arf all familiar with the statistical and securities publicatio1s which listed food processing as among the
so-called "depJession proof" industries. And specifically
as to sugar, ~xhibit 11-15 shows that refined sugar sales
in 1930 were ~early as large as in 1929 and were considerably larger than in 1928.*
For the c burt's convenience in making these comparisons, we set o~t here a table, the figures for .which ar_e taken
from the gra!l>h on page 1 of the Appendix, showmg for
each of the ybars from 1925 to 1931 the actual average
price· for rawJ paid by the refiners, the actual average price
received by
refiners for refined, and the actual average
. I 1·1ze d.
gross margm
I

I

ttJe

rea

Actual Average
Price paid
by Refiners
for Raws

1925......
1926......
1927. . ....
1928 ..•... ·
1929......
1930......
1931......

4.431
4.263
4.778
4.278
3.784
'3.447
3.367

Actual Average
Price Received
by Refiners
for Refined

5.414
5.306
5.682
5.397
4.798
4.459
4.303

Actual Average
Gross Margin

Avera~e

f

.9&11

{1.04-3 Average
.904
.977
1.119)
Average S1.014} Average
1.013 { 1.012) 1.048
.936
1.013

Referring to the foregoing table, it will be seen, not
only that the average margins for the two really comparable
*97,792,795 bags in 1928; 101,786,319 in 1929; 99,236,248 in

1930.
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periods before and during the Institute ( '25-'26 and '29' 30) were exactly the same, but that, after the year 1928,
when the open conipetition pla1i of the Institute got into
full swing, the price of refined each year dropped more
rapidly than the price of raw, with a corresponding reduction in the actual margin of the refiners each year during
the period of the Institute's operations after '28. Commencing with the year '28 and ending with the year '30
(to use the period the Government chose for its comparisons), the actual average annual price of raw dropped .831,
whereas the actual average annual price of refined dropped
.938, refined dropping .107¢ per pound more than raw.
Commencing with '28 and ending with '31, raw dropped
only .911, whereas refined dropped 1.094, the price of re~
fined thus dropping .183¢ more than raw during the Institute period, the actual margin thus having decreased nearly
one-fifth of a cent per pound .
. \Ve have here a graphic proof of the unusual strength
of competition among the defendants during the Institute
period. Commencing with the high margin of 1928, produced by that year's reversal in the raw price trend, the
open competition fostered by the Institute drove refiners'
margins down much faster than the decline in the price of
raw, thus more than offsetting the natural counter-tendency
of processors' margins to increase in periods of decline in
the price of their raw materials.
In contrast with this, in the only comparable portion of
the three-year pr~Institute period, '25 and '26, when there
was a decrease in annual average actual price of raw, the
price of refined did not drop as rapidly as the price of raw.
Refined dropped only .108, while raw dropped .168, thus
widening the margin by .06 in that period of declining raws.
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Further Reatons Which Destroy the Finding That the
~nst£tute Tended to Raise Prices.
i

The unju~tifiable inclusion of the freak years '27 and
'28 in the co*1parisons of margins and profits of the preInstitute and !Institute periods is the sole foundation of the
Government'~ charge and the Court's Finding that there
was an incre4se in margins or profits due to the Institute's
activities, or !a tendency to higher prices. But even if it
were to be c4nceded that the inclusion of these two years
furnishes a P,roper basis of comparison, the result does not '
suppor t the q;.overnment's charge or the Court's Finding.
Using the Qovernment's periods for the comparison, the
margin for ~he pre-Institute period '25 to '27 averaged
.977 cents, a4d for the Institute period '28 to '30 it averaged
1.048, an in~rease of .071, or one-fourteenth of a cent
per pound, tbo small to have been reflected at. all in consumer s' pric~s, which are not based on such fractions. This
increase is s~ relatively minute that it provides no foundation at all fdr the charge that the defendants planned and
consummate~ a conspiracy to suppress competition and
raise prices.I Successful conspirators are not so self-restrained. The defendants composing the Institute included
all the sugar refiners in the United States, and if they had
been engaged in a conspiracy to restrain competition and
raise prices, they certainly would not have contented themselves with a paltry increase of less than one-thirteenth of
a cent per pound in their m~rgin. When stated in terms of
percentage of the pre~Institute margin this increase
amounts to approximately seven per cent.
And there is another obvious reason which destroys the
Court's Finding. Even the slight increase of .071 of a cent
per pound in the margin for the Institute period over the
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pre-Institute period is arrived at only by including in the
comparison the margin increase of .215 (more than onefifth of a cent) for 1928 (the first year of the Institute)
over the unprecedentedly low margin of 1927. If it be assumed that this entire increase in 1928 was due to the organization of the Institute, instead of being largely due to
the opposite reversals in the relative raw price levels in '27
and '28, it is clearly reasonable to say that the true effects of
the new system of open competition fostered by the Institute cannot properly be judged by the results in the very
first year after the abandonment of the old system of secret
concessions. Having become accustomed to a method of
competition which consisted mainly of fighting for individual customers by giving them a host of secret and
crooked concessions, it naturally would take the refiners
some little time to become accustomed to carrying on their
competition in the full light of day and fighting for the
orders of the whole mass of customers by giving straightout reductions in price and advantages in terms to all.
The high margin of '28 may to some extent reflect such
lack of adjustment to the new open competition. The
tendency would be so natural and obvious that it is impossible to say that it did not exist. But if it did exist, the
facts prove that it was purely temporary. It was due to
the circumstances of the change from the old secret concession system to the new open competition and was confined to the first year of that"change. That it was not in
any sense due to any tendency of the new open competition
to hold up prices or margins is conclusively proved by the
fact that, when the new competition had settled into its full
stride, in the period from '29 to '31, it drove the refiners'
margin dovm much more rapidly than the -decline in raw
prices, so that both gross margin and i:iet profits became
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approximately the same as for the comparable pre-Institute
period. The :average margin was exactly the same for '29
and '30 as for '25 and '26, as we have seen (p. 95, supra),
and when '311is added the average margin for the Institute
period is low4r than for the pre-Institute period.

Refiners' Prqfits During the Institute Period and Before.
When th~ truly comparable periods of '25 to '26 and
'29 to '30 a~e used, refiners' net profits, like their gross
margins, are Iseen to have been approximately the same in
the Institute {>eriod as before.
In this cbnnection we refer the Court to defendants'
Exhibit E-1/. That Exhibit was compiled by a competent
firm of certified public accountants from information obtained by them in an elaborate e.."Ulllination of the earnings
records of the defendant refiners (based on the capital
actually employed in refining) for the years '25 to '31 inr
elusive. It ~epresents an exhaustive effort to present the
most accurat~ investment and earnings figures possible and
it stands sub$tantially undisputed in the Record.
In order t,hat the Court may have conveniently before it
the figures f br all possible comparisons, we set out below a
summarized computation made from the elaborate tables of
earnings figures in Exhibit E-17:
Year

Profit or Loss before charging depreciation, income and
other corporate taxes

%
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931

· 14.20}Average

Averag 9.(Jl 6.63%
5.07% 1.94

Profit or Loss after charg-

ing depreciation, income and
other corporate taxes

%
Average S2.22}Average

4.13% l~:~ 2.72<fo

. 5.90}

Average 7.83 l Average

8.44
•7.54%{ 6.345 7.08%

Average}S.60 Average

6.02

4.02

4.93% l4.26 5.25<fo
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The reason for the disparity between the comparative
av~rages before and a fte r depreciation and taxes is due to
the relatively large (though actuaUy smaller than usual)
charge for depreciation and taxes taken by the refiners in
1927, the year of positive loss.

The Resul-t of the Above Figures.

•.

The net earnings before depreciation and taxes are
obviously the proper figures to use for com.parison of earnings results between any two periods, because they are not
distorted by the arbitrary changes from year to year in the
amount of depreciation written into the earnings figures.
And for the reasons stated on pages 94-100 above, it
is clearly improper and unfair to include in the comparison the earnings for either 1927 or 1928. In addition to
the fact that each of these was a freak year because of
the opposite reversals in relative raw price levels, which
is the major factor in refiners' margins, and in addition to
the fact that 1928 was the first year of the Institut.e's operation, when the refiners had not yet settled into their stride
in the straightforward and open type of competit ion which
had succeeded the old secret concession system, there is the
obvious fact that 1927 should not be included because it
was the only year of net loss to the entire industry since
the sugar panic of .1920-21. When the Institute period
used for comparison is only two or three years, it certainly
distorts the comparison to include in the pre-Institute period
of three years the only year of net loss to the industry in
ten years.
· Obviously something highly abnormal was at work in
the sugar industry in 1927. On the very face of the figures,
1927 was not fairly representafrve of the results of preInstitute conditions. Surely it cannot be the Governmenfs
contention that a net loss to the refiners is the normal result
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uch a contention would be
highly unreJ sonable, especially where the facts show that,.
in the years preceding the year of net loss, when the same
type of confpetition prevailed, the refiners made substantially the sat 1c profits that they made in the years when the
econr m1c competJtion.

nczv type of competition was operating.
We subrpit that a fair and truly representative comparison of the [net profit results under pre-Institute and Institute comzyetitive conditions is obtained by using the figures for th~ years 1925 and '26, and those for 1929 and '30,
each of thetn being a period with the same general downward trend/ in average raw price levels, and being fairly
comparable/ per iods as to general prosperity and prosperity
in the food /processing industries (see pp. 94-7, supra).
As the table shows, the average net earnings of the refiners in thtj two periods, before depreciation and taxes, were
6.63% in J925-26 and 7.08% in 1929-30. Heferring to
Exhibit E-n 7, it will be seen that this increase of less than
~ of 1% the rate of net earnings of the refiners during
the InstitJte period over the pre-Institute period repre·
sented an /actual increase in· a.verage dollar earnings of
$3,135,706 per annum. But a large part of this increase is
due to the increase in the capital invested in refining in the
later period over the earlier period. The gross amount of
that increase of capital investment was $29,268,771 (Ex.
E~l7). The net amount of the increase in capital investment, after deducting the arbitrary annual charges for
depreciation taken for tax purposes, was $10,778,593 (Ex.
E-17). The record contains no data from which may be
determined how much of this annual depreciation charge
was true capital a sset depreciation, and how much was due
to the usual and officially recognized practice of corporations in charging a maximum and somewhat artificial de-
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predation for ta..x purposes. 1-faking the assumption most
unfavorable to the defendants for the present comparison
and treating the f ult amount of depreciation charged as true
depreciation, the increase in earnings during the later
period due to the net increase in investment was $714,620
(6.63% of $10,778,593), leaving $2,421,086 as the average
annual increased earnings in the Institute period referable
to causes other than increased capital investment.
Again making the assumption most unfavorable to defendants, by disregarding all other possible trade and general economic reasons for the increase, and assuming that
the foregoing increase of $2,421,086 in actual annual
dollar earnb1gs during the Institute period was solely
chargeable to the new open type of competition, the increase would amount to approximately 2 ~ooo of a cent per
pound of sugar sold by the refiners in the Institute period
(see footnote on page 96, supra). Obviously, such an increase could not be reflected in the retail price of sugar. If,
therefore, it be assumed, contrary to the facts as above
presented, that this entire increase was due to the new type
of competition eliminating secret rebates, it is also a reasonable inference that the increase represented the retention by
the refiners of the profits formerly realized by the concessionaires out of their discriminatory rebates, and that none
of the increase was reflected in any increased price paid by
the consumers.

No Basis Stated by the Trial Court for the Finding that
Margins or Profits Increased Under the Institute.
Unfortunately the Trial Court does not state anywhere
in the Opinion or Findings the basis for the Finding that
prices, margins and profits increased during the Institute
period. The only references to the alleged increase are
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those quoted Ifrom Findings 202 and 203, on page 87,
supra, and th~ corresponding statements in the Opinion on
pages 223 an4 224 of the Record. These are mere assertions that th~re was some increase, with no statement of
the alleged a1{1ount, or of the evidence upon which the assertions are b~sed, or of the process of reasoning by which
the Court reqched that conclusion. Since this alleged in·
crease is the $ole factual basis upon which the Court could
rest his fundflmentally decisive conclusion that the activities of the defendants had actually resulted in any suppression of ecom~'rnically effcctive competition, we submit that
his failure
state either the extent of any such alleged
increase, or ~ly facts or evidence upon which the Finding
of such an i~crease was based, or the reasons which led
him to the cohclusion, leaves his decision of this underlying
and controlli~g issue without any proper support in the
record.
i
Subsidiar~ Argument of the Court on this Point. \Vhile
the Court did! not attempt to state any basis for his conclusion that pri~es, margins and profits were higher during
the Institute !period than before, he did advance one subsidiary consideration as indirect support for the conclusion. He said that "the number of price changes for refined
as compared to r aw has been relatively less since the Institute than before", and "expert buyers * * *found i lack of
sensitivity in refined to raw prices in the post-Institute
period" (Finding 202, R. 311 ).
But, as the Court himself stated in this same Finding,
there had been a pre-Institute tendency in this same direction, and his point was merely that there had been an acceleration of that pre-I nstitute tendency after the organization
of the Institute. He then assumies that the acceleration was
the result of Institute conditions, whereas, if he had fol-
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lowed through in his argument, he would have found that
the acceleration was explained by two factors-( a) the
lower average price of raw during the Institute period
(3.83 in '28 to '30, as against 4.48 in '25 to '27 (seep. 1,
Appendix) ; and ( b) the narrower annual range from the
high to the low price of raw during the Institute period
( .76 in '28 to '30, as against 1.04 in '25 to '27; see \Villett
& Gray raw price tables in Exs. 21 to 26) .
Obviously, the effective "pulling" power of raw price
changes upon refined prices will be less when raw prices
are lower and therefore do not constitute so large a percentage of the price of refined. And just as obviously,
changes in the raw price will have less effect upon refined
prices when the total annual range of those changes is
smaller. \<Vhen this range is narrow, the up and down :fluctuations tend to cancel each other and therefore lose their
effect upon the price of refined. If the average of the price
trend during the year were level, small fluctuations above
and below that level, no matter how numerous they were,
would not produce any change at all in the price of refined,
but that would be no evidence that the price of refined was
not "sensitive" to the price of raw. And the nearer the
annual price range of raw comes to being level, the fewer
will be the number of changes in the price of refined as
compared with the number of changes in the price of raw.
As the above figures show, both these conditions were
present during the Institute period, and we submit that it
would be a mere guess for the Court to say that they do not
fully account for the relatively fewer number of changes
in refined prices during the Institute period.
Finally, it is clear that the decisive factor in this connection is not the relative number of price changes during
the Institute and pre-Institute periods, but the relative size
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of the 11iargfns. For truly comparable periods, as we have
seen (p. 96, lsupra), they were exactly the same as before
the Institutd
i

Conclusfon fr01n C0111,parison of Pre-Institute and
I~stitute Prices, Margins and P1·ofits.

\Ve sub~~it that the only reasonable conclusion that can
be drawn f njnn a fair comparison) in representative periods,
of prices, niargins and profits in the pre-Institute period
and the lnst~tute period, is that the activities of the defendants did not! suppress or restrain effective competition and
had no tendency to do so.
What the figures show is that the effective force of
competition during the Institute period was substantially
the same as ;hefore the Institute. With every refiner fighting in the qpen for his share of sugar sales, \.vlth honest
public offerd of low prices and non-discriminatory terms to
the entire t~ade, the gross margin was held to exactly the
same figure$ as in the pre-Institute period (p. 95, supra),
and the net brofits were but little more.
If it be ~ssumed that the entire increase of less than 0
of 1 % in net earni ngs during the Institute period was due
to the substitution of open competition ·for the evil, discriminatory, and uneconomic competition of the secret concession system, the price was not too high a one to pay,
and the fact of· such an increase would not support the
Trial Court's Decree. The meagerness of the alleged increase is conclusive proof that there was no such conspiracy as the Government charges and the Court found.
It .is simply not conceivable that these defendants, constituting all the sugar refiners in the United States, would
have been content with an increase of less than~ of 1%
in their profits, if they had been operating such a conspiracy
to suppress competition.
!
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III.

THE NATURE AND EFFECTS OF THE VARIOUS
STEPS TAKEN BY THE DEFENDANTS TO MAKE THE
OPERATION OF THE BASIC AGREEMENT EFFECTIVE.
A . QUANTITY DISCOUNTS.

Section 2 of the Code of Ethics reads a s follows ( R.

261):
" 2. The business of the sugar refining industry

is that of refining a raw product, the price of which
to the industry is the controlling factor in the price
which the industry receives f or its own refined product; and the industry as a purchaser of raw sugar
receives no concessions for quantity purchased. Concessions made by the industry for the quantity of
refined sugar purchased have resulted in discrimination bet ween customers, which discrimination the
I nstitute believes it to be in the interest of the industr y, of the trade and of the public to avoid. The
Institute accordingly condemns a s discriminatory,
and in so far as this industry is concerned, as unbnsinesslike, uneconomic and unsound, concessions made
to purchasers on the basis of quantity purchased."
The "quantity" discounts against which the condemnation of Section 2 of the Code of Ethics was directed were
the sporadic and arbitrary concessions and allowances which
large buyers were often able to exact under the g uise of
quantity d iscounts. Since only this type of pseudo quantity
discount existed in the industry) it was only such discounts,
and not true quantity discounts, which were abandoned by
the refiner s after the formation of the Institute.
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Concernin~ these pseudo quantity discounts given be-

fore the Institlu te was organized, the Trial Court found as
follows:

"ISk. Prior to the Institute there was no sys-

temati~f practice of giving quantity or other cliscounts.l The majority of discounts were given to
the lar e buyer. But discounts were often granted
to the pmaller buyer as well, and the amount of the
discou~t bore little relation to the amount of the
purchares or the methocl of taking del.ivery. This
was tlie natural result o:f the pre-Institute secret
conces~ion system. The 'ethical' refiners, except in
the
of the Revere long term contract, apparently ~ave nothing which might be deemed a special
discount" (Finding 156, R. 301).

cale

Although the so-called quantity discounts given before
the Institute J.rere not graded according to the quantity purchased, the c9ndemnation of quantity discounts in the Code
is broad enough to include quantity discounts so graded.
It is the contdntion of defendants that this broad condemna·
tion is reason~ble and justifiable in the sugar refining industry because, ~nder the special facts of that industry, sales
to large purchasers do not involve any saving to the refiner
in either direct or indirect costs suhstantial enough to be
translated into a discount. A discount to large buyers
which does not thus represent a saving due to the size of
the purchase is obviously a purely arbitrary price discrimination.
The Code provision with respect to quantity discounts
was drafted in its present form as a result of the refiners'
conferences with the Attorney General's staff. The Attorney General's staff took the position that a quantity dis·
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count ought to have some definite relation to the saving
made by the manufacturers as a result of the quantity purchased (R. 617). As testified by Cummings, after reviewing the peculiar circumstances in the sugar refining
industry,
"The Attorney General's staff took the position
that a quantity discount was an unjust, unfair discriminatory practice and said they would accept our
Code with a provision not to give quantity discounts.
That is why the provision went in that way. It was
entirely redrafted down there and the reasons for
the elimination of quantity discounts were put in.
It did not occur in the original form and this statement that no economies were to be derived by the
industry by reason of quantity purchases was inserted" (R. 618).
The evidence in the record amply demonstrates that
sales of refined sugar to purchasers who buy in large quantities do not bring about any, except possibly the most
minute and infinitesimal, reduction in costs to the refiner.
They neither bring about a saving in direct costs nor do they
reduce unit costs by effecting a savmg in overhead or
i'ndirect costs.

No Saving in Direct Costs.
Under the practices prevailing in the sugar refining
industry, sales in large quantity units and sales to purchasers who buy a relatively large quantity of sugar during
the year effect no saving to the refmer in direct, as distinguished from overhead, costs. The validity of this conten- .
tion is completely substantiated by the specific Findings of
the Trial Court:
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"(t)

The refiners ~et no di_scount for quantity
purch'1ses of raws which constitute about 80% of
the co$t of refined.
(b p Quantity sales effect no appreciable direct
savingjs in manufacturing costs.
( c p Quantity sales effect no savings in brokerage" qFinding 160, R. 302).
I

I
The Court life\vise made the specific Finding that no savings in "deliv~ry, storage, bookkeeping, and other incidental
expenses" w<Puld be effected in large sales to chain stores
"because thej large sales in such cases usually amount, in
effect, in vieJv of the method of taking delivery, to a series
of small sale to the individual stores in the chain" (Finding 160, R . . 02).
The only savings found by the Trial Court were st:ated
to be as foll ws :-" * * in sales to those manufacturers
and distribu ors that can take deliveries of their sugar in
carload lots direct from the refinery, as many prefer instead of ex- onsignment, there are substantial savings in
1
delivery, stdrage, bookkeeping, and other incidental e,"{penses", andl"large purchasers other than chain stores were
more likely to take deliveries in this way than small purchasers" (Finding 160, R. 302). Even if it be assumed
that the savings found by the Court were actually effected,
they would obviously result solely from the buyer's 1nethod
of taking delivery, and regardless of whether the carload
delivery from the refinery was taken by a small or large
buyer. Clearly, any such savings would neither represent
a reduction in direct costs due to the qua1itity purchased nor
. afford any justification whatsoever for a "quantity" discount.

*
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Reference to the Opinion discloses that this Finding of
the Court is based solely upon the testimony of Lowry,
President of the National Biscuit Co., and that the Finding
reflects a complete misconception of the effect of that testimony. Lowry testified that
".Expenses of a refiner in handling sugar in consignment warehouses consist of storage, insurance,
labor in and out and damaged sugars" ( R. 380).
"* * * The practice of National Biscuit, as well as
Coca-Cola and Wrigley in purchasing carload lots,
eliminated warehouse storage, insurance and labor
costs, and the risk of the sugar becoming damaged.
There is no distinct·ion, bet7.f.1een purchases and deliveries to our small plants and pu'Y"Chases and deliveries to the wholesaler who buys sugar in carload
lots and has it shipped directly from the refinery
and stores it in his own premises. The cost to the
refiner is the same'' (R. 385).
National Biscuit always took deliveries at its various
plants in at least carload lots, but as Lowry testified: "Any
small wholesaler niight take as 1nuch as a carload lot in the
same communities where these smaJ,l plants were located"
(R 385).
It should be noted that even the small wholesalers practically always bought in carload lots when they shipped
direct from the refinery. And where they did not individually want full cars they shipped "pool" cars with their
neighbors. This shipment in carload lots was in no sense
related to the matter of quantity discounts. No one in the
industry ever even thought of a carload purchase as a
quantity purchase. A carload was the standard minimum
unit and rail shipments of less than a carload were rare.
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The refi ~ers made no diffe:ence in price per bag to the
purchaser of a carload and less than a carload, because there
was, in fact, )no material difference to the refiner in the cost
per bag of s ale and delivery by carload as against less than
carload. T e testimony on that point is unanimous, that
ai:y d.ifferen e in cost to ~e refiner between these two types
of shipment would be mmute (R. 942-3, 966, 973). Dif~
f erences in rail freight costs, directly reflected to the consumer in the freight application, are of course not referable
to any allcg1d quantity or other discount. The purchasers
who shippedjin carload lots have always received the benefit
of that met~od of shipment through the consequent reduction in their! rail freight bills.
Lowry's ltestimony goes no further than to support the
testimony of defendants with respect to the expense involved in thb maintenance of stocks at consignment points
throughout the
country.
He did not attempt to compare the
I
.
cost to the refiners of deliveries in carload lots with the cost
of deliveri9 in less than carload lots.

1

I

No Saving in Indirect Costs.

Clearly, quantity sales do not result in any savings in
direct costs, justifying the granting of quantity discounts.
The sole remaining question is whether large-quantity sales
or sales to large purchasers are, or can be, responsible in
the sugar refining industry for any saving in unit costs
through a relative decrease in overhead or indirect costs.
They might be held to be so responsible if, for example, they
brought about greater evenness of distribution of production through the year, filling up the valleys and leveling the
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peaks of production. However, it is unnecessary to review
the conclusive evidence that they did not accomplish this
result in view of the Finding of the Trial Court that
"As to greater evenness of production, defendants correctly say that the volume of sales in large
quantities substantially follows the same peaks and
valleys throughout the year as does that in smaller
quantities" (R. 182).

\V11ile the Court found that particular long term contracts
offered by several refiners to certain customers prior to the
formation of the Institute, which contemplated delivery of
fixed quantities of sugar over an extended period, effected
savings for the refiners, those savings resulted from the
manner in which delivery was taken rather than from the
quantity involved in the purchase. Section II of the Code of
Ethics limits its condemnation to quantity discounts as such,
i.e., to discounts given for quantity purchased, and does not
condemn discounts for even deliveries of fixed quantities of
sugar at regular intervals, or for deliveries at seller's option, or for any type of deliv~ries which might involve a
real saving to the refiner (R. 944, 967, 973).
Not only is it true, as found by the Court, that large
orders in the sugar refining industry do not result in decreasing unit costs through distributing production more
evenly through the year, but. it is also true that large orders
are not responsible for any saving in indirect costs through
in.creasing production volume. It is, of course, true in the
sugar refining industry, as in many other industries, that
the total volume of the "run'~ is an element in the unit cost
of refining and that costs diminish to some extent in proportion to an increase in the quantity of output. However,
=

.
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it does not fo110\·~ that, because large quantity purchases
swell the total voh~me of production, and this total production results in detjreased costs, the benefits resulting from
the decreased cos~s should be passed on to the large purchasers.
I
If it could be isaid that the large orders received by a
refiner were bag
bag more responsible for the size of
his total productio!n volume than the large number of small
orders which also Icontribute to that volume, then it would
follow that the debrease
in costs due to the increase in vol,
ume would be ex4Iusively caused by the large orders, and
the large purchas€ks would therefore be entitled to a special
benefit from the dbcreased costs in the form of a lower price
l
per bag, without! giving any g rounds to the small pur.chasers for comp,aint that they were being unfairly discriminated againS;~. If, in other words, the saving in cost
would not be ·acctjmplished at all unless some of the orders
were large--that ~s to say, ,if the total volume of production
could not be inc~cased without large quantity orders, the
large purchasers lwould then be fairly entitled to a lower
price than the sm~ll purchasers.
In short, if itlcan be said that a large number of small
orders could not be obtained which would build production
volume up to the point where costs would be reduced, but
that only by getting large, orders can this be done, then the
saving in cost_s could be fairly attributed to the large orders
_alone and the small purchasers would have no right to
share in the saving~ from reduced costs~ On the other
ban~ if it is possible to build up total volume of production
and sales by getting an increased ~umb.er of. small orde~s
as well as by getting a few large orders, then the small pur. chasers are just as much entitled to share hi. any savings

for

--..
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from an increase in the volume of production as the large ·
purchasers would be who also contributed to some increase
in production.
It is this latter condition and not the former which prevails ·in the sitgar industry. A large purchaser who takes
50,000 or 100,000 bags of sugar during a year contributes
no more to the production volume of the refiner to whom he
throws that business than would be contributed by SO or 100
customers who took 1,000 bags apiece during the year. The
reason why this is so in the sugar industry can be illustrated
by comparing the sugar refining industry with an industry
which puts out a luxury specialty or a proprietary mechanical device.
In the case of such specialties and proprietary articles,
the producer can frequently create an entirely new demand
for additional quantities of his article that otherwise would
not be consumed at a.11, by giving a special discount for large
purchases. He may thus reach a new section or level of the
consuming public by materially reducing the price to them.
By enlisting the active sa1es efforts of the distributors
whose quantity discounts enable them to reduce the price
and thus reach consumers who would not otherwise purchase the artide, the manufacturer may be enabled to equip
his factory with machinery for mass production to supplant
higl} cost hand labor and thus r educe his. costs sufficiently
to permit a further reduction in his selling price.
.
The quantity discount, operating through the encouragement of large orders, is, in such cases, in and of itself
the very thing which causes the article to be used in larger
quantities and thereby makes possible an increased volume
of production and a saving in unit costs of production.
Nothing like this is true in the case of a uniform standardized article of necessity like refined sugar, the total de-
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n:and for \~~ich cam:ot be substantially increased by special conc~ssirns or discounts, quantity or otherwise. By
cncou:~gmg Iwholesale purchasers to buy sugar in large
quanhhes rather than small quantities, the refiner does not
increase the total public consumption of sugar. He cannot,
like the prod*cer of a luxury or specialty article, create new
sales outlets I for his product by selling the product at a
lower price ~o large distributors. He is simply promoting
the distribut~~m of what amounts to a limited annual volume
of consump~ion through large distributors rather than
through smaJl distributors, and without being able to bring
about any itjcrease in consumption, and therefore of production, whith would warrant such discrimination through
lowered pro~uction costs (R. 617, 940, 967, 1134, 1163-4).

The Trial

b

ourt's Attempted Justification of Quantity
Discounts in Certain Cases.

'

The Trial Court's attempt to justify quantity discounts
for sucrar id certain special situations on the theory that
they r:duce i~direct costs is based upon the following chain

of reasoningl:
( 1) "The demand for sugar is elastic"

(Find~

ing 161, R. 303).
(2) "Encouragement of large sales through
quantity discounts 11iay reasonably be expe~ted ~~
tend in the long run to build up total producti~nd~
· f or t 11e refi ners" (Fm ing
thereby effect economies
161, R. 303 ).
wholesalers
( 3) "A quantity discount to those
t
0 manufactur·
11
selling to manufacturers as we as
,1t
.
.
f
th
fi
may
well
resi«er s buymg directly rom ere ner,
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in a substantial increase m sugar consumption"
(Finding 162, R. 303).
( 4) Therefore, "at least in many cases a discount based solely on quantity would have been
justified even under defendants' economic theory"
(Finding 164, R. 303).

1. "Elasticity.n The Court's Finding that the demand
for sugar is elastic is correct only in a very qualified and
limited sense. "Elasticity" is of course a purely relative
term. The demand for sugar is "elastic" only in the sense
that it 'fluctuates to a certain limited extent from year to
year. For example, during the five-year period ending in
1929 the per capita consumption of sugar in this country
fluctuated as follows (Ex. 19, p. 19) :
1925 . . . . . . . . . . . .
1926. . .. . . . . . . ..
1927 . . . .. . . . . . . .
1928.... . .. . . . . .
1929. . . . . . . . . . . .

107.50 lbs.
109.30 "
100.95 "
104.27 "
108.13 "

As indicated hy the figures above quoted, consumption
dropped off to some extent in 1927. During that year, the
peak of the concession era, as pointed out by the Trial
Court, "certain distributors refrained from pushing the
sales because they could not sell profitably" and "the public
'slimness campaig~' of that year had substantial effect in
discouraging the use of sugar" (Finding 25, R. 271) . As
testified by Cummings, "In 1928 the refiners undertook an
advertising campaign in the newspapers for the purpose of
overcoming this campaign" (R. 594) and, as pointed out by
the Trial Court, "spent through the Institute about one and
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three-quarters ~illion dollars for advertising; they advertised ice-cream~ cereals, and various other things with
which sugar w~uld be consumed" (Finding 163, R. 303).
The refiners pl~inly recognized the fact that the demand
for sugar is eltjstic in the sense that it is possible to combat the effects Jf slimness fads and the like and to encour~
age the consun1ption of sugar to a certain extent through
intensive educa~ional and advertising campaigns.
However, a$ shown by the undisputed evidence, the demand is not ela~tic in the sense that it depends upon price.
It is utterly im~ossible to increase the total consumption of
sugar in this coµntry by the granting of quantity discounts,
which, at theirl very largest, can represent only a minute
fraction of a c~nt per pound. As testified by Cummings,
i

i

"* * i* The price at which refined sugar sells has
little to do with the amount an individual consumes.
It ented so minutely into the budget that you cannot
persuad4 people to buy much more sugar. If the
refiners !gave away their entire margin it would. n~t
increase Ithe consumption of refined sugar. This is
illustrated by the fact that the price of sugar has
declined I about 40% in the last 2 years and still
consumption has not increased. It has decreased
steadily since 1929" (R. 593).
White, of American, testified:
"The total quantity of sugar sold annuall;:- in tJ:e
United States could not be increased materially if
the special inducement were offered by the refiners
to encourage purchases in large quantities unless
some new industrial use was found for sugar and
in that event a special discount, which reduced the
price, might encourage the use of a greater quantity. If some new commercial use was found and
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the use of sugar depended upon the price, a quantity
discount might have the effect of increasing consumption in that particular direction" (R. 967).
Place, of McCahan, testified :
"In other industries, where there is a trademarked product which a manufacturer can push
and give a discount to a large buyer, securing that
large buyer's help in promoting the sale of this article and acquainting more consumers with the existence of the article so that they will come back and
demand that trademarked specialty by rtame, a direct
saving can be made in the manufacturing costs by
giving these discounts and increasing the total
amount. This is due to the fact that on these specialties the demand is elastic, but in the case of sugar
the demand is inelastic. The distribution may. vary
from year to year but actual consumption does not
vary so that discounts to large buyers would not
result in increasing the total purchases of the sugar.
Even if it did, we have no assurance the demand
would be for our particular brand of sugar" ( R.
940).
(See also the testimony of Dr. Seligman and Professor
Adams to the same effect, R. 1139, 1163).
2. Long Run Increase in Production: The second point
in the Court's argument on this question-that quantity
discounts "may reasonably be expected to tend in the long
run" to increase sales and total production-is nothing
more than a cautiously qualified expression of opinion by
the Trial Court rather than a definite Finding of Fact.

3. Quantity. Discounts to Manufacturers. When the
Court attempts to be specific in applying his generalized
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speculation-tha~

quantity discounts to manufacturers
would "tend in t*e long run to build up total production and
thereby to effec~ economies for the refiners"-his argu·
ment breaks dO\~n against the facts. He says:
i

"* * 4According to the testimony of one of their
principal Iwitnesses, one-third of all the sugar sold
by defen~ants is bought for use in the making of
other prtjducts * * *. As these may well have 'a
market tjtpable of indefinite expansion' a quantity
discount to a manufacturer of such a product would
enable hi1[n in turn to dispose of more of his product;
increased! demand fo r sugar would necessarily follow. Co~a-Cola offers an example; from 1926 to
1929, its !sugar purchases increased from 1,240,000
bags to 2,,250,000 bags * * *, an increase equivalent
to nearlJi 1 % of all sugar consumed in the U. S.
during 1929" (R. 183).
!
Coca-Cola. IThe statement that a quantity discount on
sugar to manu~acturers such as Coca-Cola would enable
them to disposd of more of their product and that "increased demand Ifor sugar would necessarily follow" is a
speculative concJusion that is not supported by a shred of
evidence. It is. inconsistent with the testimony of every
witness who testified on the subject, and it is so conclusively
contradicted by facts known to everyone that it is impossible to understand how the Trial Court could have made
sttch a statement.
It is a matter of common knowledge that the cost of
Coca-Cola to the vast consuming public which. supplies tbe
demand has not ~aried a fraction of a cent despite the great
decline in tbe price of refined sugar over the past decade,
due to the decline in the cost of raw.
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In the five years from 1927 to 1931 the price of refined
sugar dropped nearly a cent and one-half per pound, averaging 5.68 cents in 1927 and 4.30 cents in 1931 (Ex. S-17,
p. 1, Appendix hereto). Since 1931 it has dropped nearly
half a cent more. And during all of this time the price of
Coca-Cola has been 5 cents a glass everywhere! If a decline of nearly 2 cents a pound in the cost of sugar has not
led the manufacturers to reduce the price of Coca-Cola, so
as to increase its sales, where could the Court get the idea
that a possible quantity discoitnt on refined sugar might
have brought about that result?
The refiners' entire marg-in, covering all their manufacturing and overhead costs and profit, throughout this period
has averaged approximately one cent per pound of refined
sugar (see p. ~6, s,~tpra) . The evidence shows that the maximum possible saving in manufacturing and other costs that
could be ·realized by the refiners from giving quantity discounts would be from 1/50 to 1/100 of one cent per pound
(R. 615, 943; 966-7, 973). But to provide an extreme
theoretical example, let us assume a quantity discount to
Coca-Cola of 1/10 of one cent per pound, which would equal
approximately 1/ 10 of the refiners' gross margin. The
Court's reasoning would require us to believe that although
the drop of nearly two cents per pound since 1927 in the
price of refined sugar due to the decline in raw has not
induced Coca-Cola to reduce the price of Coca-Cola by a
fraction of a cent, the additional sa~ing of 1/10 of a
cent per pound on sugar would have induced CocaCola to reduce its price to the public sufficiently to increase
the consumption of Coca-Cola and thereby increase the
sale of sugar by an amount large enough to justify the
quantity discount. A glass of Coca-Cola contains approximately 3/100 of a pound of sugar. A quantity discount of
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1/10 of a cent per pound would represent a reduction to
Coca-Cola of 3/~000 of a cent in its cost for each glass of
Coca-Cola. If
of that reduction were passed on to the
consumer t it wo¥1d take some considerable time before the
"long run tendel1:!cY to build up increased production" which
the Court specul~tes about would manifest itself.
In fact, eve~ if the refiners gave Coca-Cola alt of the
sugar it consum~s, without any charge at all, the resulting
reduction of appfoximately 15/100 of a cent in the cost to
Coca-Cola per gilass of its product could not conceivably
be passed on to t~e consumer or to any class of distributors
in any way whicih would increase the demand or the sales.
Candy. The!Court's choice of Coca-Cola as an example
to support his atgument was unfortunate. But no other
example he coul~ have chosen would have given him any
.real support. Gandy would have been his optimum ex~
ample. Its sugar content is higher than that of any other
manufactured p~oduct containing sugar as an ingredient.
In physical content candy averages appro~imatcly 50%
sugar. Sugar r¢presents a substantial percentage of the
average candy ~anufacturer's total costs 1 averaging about
15% of such costs.* Furthermore, candy is a luxury with
an immense potential market, and therefore the demand for
it has the maximum of elasticity, in the sense that it is most
responsive to reductions in price. From these facts it follows that if any conceivable quantity discount on sugar
could ever justify itself by producing an increase in consumption and demand sufficient to increase the refiner's total
production of sugar and thus enable him to realize a saving

qll

*These facts about candy are based on the "Biennial Census of
Manufacturers for 1931", published by the Bureau of the Census,
U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
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in his manufacturing costs at least equal to the quantity
discount which is supposed to rest upon such a saving,
candy would be the ideal product with which to demonstrate the operation of this principle. Let us follow the
maximum possible quantity discount on sugar through to
the point in the sale of candy where such a discount must
manifest itself in order to produce any increase in the consumption of candy.
As we have seen, the refiner's gross margin is less than
one cent a pound, and that margin covers all his manufacturing costs, overhead and profits, and his maximum possible saving in costs through the giving of quantity
discounts would be 1/50 to 1/ 100 of one cent per pound
(R. 615, 943, 966-7, 973). But here again if we assume
that he might make a saving of as much as 1/10 of a cent
per pound (or 1/ 10 of his gross margin) hy extending such
discounts and thus increasing his production to the maximum, and if we assume that he gave that maximum discount
to the candy manufacturer, and that the candy manufacturer
passed all of that discount on to the wholesaler, and he in
turn passed it on to the retailer, and he in turn to the consumer, and if candy had no other ingredient than sugar
(instead of being, as it is, only about 50% sugar), the consumer would get his candy for 1/ 10 of a cent per pound less
by reason of that quantity discount received by the manufacturer. It is common knowledge that the retail price of
even the very cheapest candy is not less than 20 cents per
pound, and from that the price runs up to a dollar or two
per pound. Just how would the retailer go about it to induce his customers to buy more candy by giving them this
reduction in price of 1/10 of a cent per pound, which,
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according to the jcourt's theorizing, is supposed to increase
~he demand and fhus to justify the quantity discount? And
if the Court's r1asoning cannot be supported by the facts
as to. candy, wh~t other product can be imagined to support it?
!

Can Quantity ~iscounts Increase a Refiner's Production
Enough to Rrduce Hi.s Costs by an Anwu1it Eqital
to the Discoimts?

It is true, of

~ourse, that while the total amount of sugar

demanded by thq public and therefore capable of finding a
market, fiuctuatts very little from year to year, still, as
between the difjjerent refiners, one of them might theoretically be able) by giving quantity discounts, to increase
his own produc~on volume in any given year by taking
business away £tom his competitors; and through getting
this additional share of business he would be able to lower
production costs!
But the offe~ of an open system of quantity discounts
would not serve Jin this way to attract additional business
to any refi ner a~ long as other refiners offered the same
terms. If one refiner publicly offered to sell sugar at a
graded scale of quantity discounts, it is perfectly obvious
that no other refiner could a:fford to stand back or would
stand back and see his larger customers thus taken away
from him, but on the contrary would himself offer the
same discounts. The result would be to leave the business
precisely as it stood before the discounts were given (R.

941) .
If a large buyer of sugar could get the same discounts
for his quantity orders from one refiner as from another,
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there is no more reason for him to buy his sugar from
one refiner as compared with another than there is where
no discounts at all are offered. In consequence, the
discounts if openly offered could in and of themselves
have no effect in increasing the production volume of any
refiner, and therefore cannot be said to represent the passing on of lower costs due to large-scale buying. They would
simply be bribes to large buyers and would represent mere
discriminations between large buyers and small buyers to
the advantage of the former and to the disadvantage of
the latter.
The whole theory of quantity discounts as leading to
reduction in indirect costs through increase of volume and
as therefore representing a passing on of this reduction to
the purchasers who are specially responsible for it, breaks
completely down in the case of refined sugar, though it is
validly applicable to certain special products the total consumption of which can be materially increased through such
reductions in price to the consumer as may be effected
through quantity discounts to distributors. It is not applicable to the sugar refining industry because of the impossibility of creating new demand for sugar which would not
exist apart from the quantity discounts.
It is obvious that in the case of a commodity like sugar,
the only way in which a refiner coul<l use a quantity discount to get business that he otherwise would not get would
be by giving the discount secretly. If he offered the dis·
count openly, all his competitors would inevitably offer it
too. They would have to do so in order to retain their
business, thus leaving all parties exactly where they stood
before, as we have seen.
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It is perfectlyl true that a refiner by offering a quantity
discount would
able to attract large customers away
from his competitors if the latter did not know of the discount and were therefore unable to meet it. This kind of
secret quantity djscount is the only kind of quantity discount that can ex~st in the sugar r efining industry, because
it is only these s~cret discounts which will really result in
increasing the total production volume of a given refiner
and there£ore j~stify themselves to that one refiner by
bringing about lqwer unit costs.
As surely as the door is opened to quantity discounts in
the sugar refining industry, it is also opened to se.cret and
irregular price cqncessions in favor of large customers, to
the disadvantage ~f small customers. This is why quantity
discounts are condemned in the Code of Ethics of the Instil
tute. They are ¢ondemned because they are bound to be
only a form of the secret price discriminations which the
Institute was brought into existence to eliminate from the
industry. If the trade is not permitted to eliminate quantity
discounts, it is i$ipossible. to hope for the elimination of
secret price discr~inations which will put some purchasers
of sugar, and pirticularly the smaller purchasers, at an
unfair disadvantige in theh· competition with other purchasers, and particularly with the larger purchasers.

qe

B.

REGULA TIONS AFFECTING BROKERS AND
WAREHOUSEMEN.

The reasons justifying the adoption by the refiners of
the basic principle that sugar should be sold only upon open
prices and terms publicly announced, without discrimination among customers, has previously been considered. If
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this principle were to be anything more than a pious as~
piration, it was essential that definite and effective action
be taken to eliminate those conditions which permitted violation and evasion thereof.
In dealing with brokers and warehousemen the question is not what the refiners did, because the facts are clear
in the Record. The sole question to be determined is whether
the action taken was reasonable 'in the light of the conditions 'w#h which the industry was confronted. If the basic
principle condemning secret discriminations \Vas lawful, as
the Court found and this brief maintains, such steps as were
reasonable and necessary to effectuate that principle were
likewise lawful.
In considering the necessity and reasonableness of the
broker and warehouse regulations it is essential to examine
into the functions of the broker and the warehouseman in
the sugar industry and to realize the extent to which their
functioning was impaired and fraud practiced upon the
refiners when a broker was permitted to mer<:handise or
store sugar, or a jobber vvas pennitted to play the part of
warehouseman to the refiner. It must be borne in min<l
·that the broker and the warehouseman are the agencies
which the refiner employs and. pays and upon which he
relies and is dependent for the sale and distribution of his
product. If the manner in which these agents <leal with
the refiner's sugar cannot be ·controlled by the refiner and
compromise of the brokerage and warehouse functions
avoided, the refiner not only loses control of the sale and
.distribution of his product but is exposed to all manner
. itriposition and fraud, and realization of the cardinal principle of the· Code of Ethics. i's ·frustrated by the refiner's
··impotency in supervising his own agents (R. 596-7, 862-6,
~ 87l-2, 892-6, 899-903). .
.. .:- .
.

of
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While the fiecommendations and rulings of the Instititt
were designed primarily to prevent fraudulent and discriin~
inatory practises which the refiners would otherwise have
been unable toj prevent, another purpose thereof, as found
by the Court, \yas to assure refiners, anxious to adhere completely to the principles of the Code, that competitors would
not resort to s~me of the· practices engaged in prior to the
formation of ~he Institute (Finding 79, R. 284 ). In view
of the vicious ~nd cutthroat competitive conditions prevail~
ing at the timb of the formation of the Institute, it is no
reflection u poJ1 the good faith of the refiners that they
wanted some ~neasure of assurance that, in adhering in
good faith to the principles adopted, they would not be
prejudiced by secret violation thereof on the part of any
other refiner.
Code Provisio s Affecting Brokers and Warehousemen.

Section 3 f the Code (R. 261-2) condemned
) Payment of brokerage where any part
cnures to the benefit of the purchaser."
" ( e) Storage of sugar in warehouses. in wh~ch
customers or brokers are interested, or w1th which
.· they are in any way affiliated."
Pursuant to and in furtherance of these resolutions, the
members ·of the Institute adopted the policy of requiring
·that in the handling of their stigar the inconsistent and
· incompatible offices of broker and warehouseman be kept
·separate from each other and from the merchandising of
·· sugar. This action was not taken, however, until May of
1929, nearly a . year and a half after· the organizatio~. of
the Institu te (R. 891). Until that time the Code provision
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3 (e) just quoted was a mere declaration of a sound principle, and the practical steps necessary to put it into effect
had not been taken. Experience during this time had demonstrated that the refiners' attempt to abolish secret discriminations \.\'as being defeated by their own agents, the brokers
and warehousemen, and that the most potent device in
accomplishing that defeat was the combination of any two
of the three functions-brokerage, warehousing and merchandising ( R. 891-2, 894). The reasons necessitating and
justifying this requirement of an election of functions, condemned by the Trial Court, arc to be found in an analysis
of the conditions prevailing before the adoption of the rule.
The Special Functions of the B roker and the 1tf!arehouse-

man in the Sugar Trade.
Refiners sell almost all of their sugar through brokers,
and larg·ely from consigned stocks kept in warehouses at
terminal points to serve adjacent territory (Opinion, R.
111-2). The broker is the refiner's agent to sell the refiner's
sugar to customers and is paid brokerage by the r efiner for
his services. The warehouseman is the refiner's agent for
storing and delivering his sugar. In the operations of the
sugar business these two agents act as a check on each other
to make sure that each performs his functions (R. 894-5).
Delivery is made by the warehouse to the customer
upon written orders of the broker, called delivery from consignment orders, or "D from C's", and the warehouseman
sends triplicate delivery slips, showing the date of delivery,
to the refiner, the broker and the customer (R. 862). On
all sales except those by direct shipment from the refinery,
the date of delivery of sugar from the .warehouse to the
customer starts credit and discount terms running (R. 862).
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On all sales be~ween moves, the date of delivery from the
warehouse alsojdetermines the price at which the sugar is
sold, as well a$ the date from which discount and credit
terms
start runhing
(R. 862). By post-dating the delivery
I
.
I
s 1ps through tpe connivance of the broker and the ware-. houseman, or ¥e warehouseman alone, the customer may
be given the be~~efit of a drop in the market occurring after
the sugar was I delivered but before the date of delivery
appearing on tl~e delivery slip, and may also be given longer
di_scount and credit terms. Similarly, by pre-dating the
delivery slips, tJ1e customer may be given the benefit of the
prior low price !aftcr a price advance (R. 86_3).
. .
In the sug<jl.r trade, where the convent1onal distributors' margin iS. only 5 or 10 cents a bag, and where the
price change behveen two days is often 20 or 30 cents a
bag, this device of secret and dishonest discrimination bet ween custome~s and of fraud upon the refiner by falsification of delivbry dates is a very serious menace. The
brokers and w<tehouseman are always under great temptation to use it. : It is most import.ant to the refiner, therefore, that the irarehouseman send in accurate and honest
delivery slips. !T he only check the refiner has on the warehouseman is through the broker upon whose order the
sugar is delivered and one of whose functions is to select
and supervise the warehouseman.
The refiner also relies upon the broker to perform the
follmving additional functions in relation to warehouses:
(a) to choose those warehouses which have the most advantageous location and the best storage facilities, and to
secure the best storage r ates available; (h) to notify him
promptly and truthfully of the exact date on which sugar
arrives at and is shipped from the warehouse, in order that ·
I
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he may have an independent check on the storage charges;
and ( c) to report the £act and degree of damage occurring
to sugar in a consignment warehouse in order to determine
the price at which such damaged sugar should be offered
for sale (R. 864-6).
The great importance of the special functions performed by the broker and the warehouseman, as between
the refiner and his customers, and also by each of these
two classes of agents as against the other, is readily apparent from the foregoing description. We will now discuss briefly the detailed application of the Institute regulations to each of these relationships.

Storage with Customers and Brokers.
From the foregoing description it will be seen that
the refiners' concerted adoption of the principle against
storing in customers' and brokers' warehouses was essen~
tial, not only to prevent discrimination among customers,
but also to avoid th~ impositions and frauds upon the refiners which were practiced by customers and brokers with
whom sugar was stored.
If the warehouseman is himself the purchaser of the
sugar, the refiner is deprived of the independence and disinterestedness of the warehouseman and of his very function, and the purchaser has complete control of the sugar
with the power of withdrawing it at his will and reporting
the withdrawal at his pleasure, with every temptation and
incentive to post-date or pre-date the report of the withdrawal.
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The combi~ation of these two functions therefore operated not only ito defraud the refiners, but to defeat their
attempt to abolish secret concessions. They could not even
pretend. that tpey were in earnest about abolishing secret
concessions as!long as they stored with .customer$ and thus
provided such !customers with a perfect means of facilitating and prac~icing such concessions (R. 862, 863, 871,

894-5).

l

Similarly, !s torage with brokers greatly facilitates the
g ranting of ~ecret concessions and the perpetration of
frauds upon tl~e refiners, in all of the ways above enumerated and in m4ny other ways as well. The warehousemancustomer is at!least under some supervision from a broker,
difficult as it !may be to make that supervision effective.
But where thd warehouseman and the broker are the same,
neither is un4er any supervision at all, except the occa·
sional and necbsarily ineffective visitations of some travelling represen~ative of the distant refiner. Under such
conditions thJ broker-warehouseman can do practically
what he pleasb with the refiner's property and business,
and the refine~ can do little either to protect himself against
frauds or to p~otect his business and his customers against
•
• J
•
secret d1scnmmatory practices.
It is unnecessary to review the abundance of testimony
elicited from the witnesses, both for the Government and
the defense, supporting the foregoing discussion of the:e
facts, in view of the Trial Court's own statements on this
subject. We quote from the Opinion as follows:

"1. A combination of distribution functions in a
single concern facilitated the grant by a refiner of
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secret concessions, difficult of detectiott. T hus a
customer whom a refiner wished to favor, might be
paid what was called brokerage commissions although in fact no brokerage service was performed;
or a refiner might place sugar with and pay so-called
warehouse fees to a wholesale sugar merchant, although in fact the customer performed no real storage service but held the sugar on his own premises
solely for his own use. A dummy warehouse corporation might even be set up in order the better to
conceal the concession.

"This so-called storage as well as bona fide storage with a customer also enabled him to sell t he
sugar to his own trade or otherwise to use it without reporting to the refiner the time of withdrawal
from consignment for the customer'.s own account;
the customer might then av,rait a drop in the market
and report the withdrawal as of such later time, thus
obtaining the benefit of the lower price. By delaying reports, he might also obtain an extension of
credit terms. Brokers who stored sugar might by a
siniilar manipu,lation of reports, u.se fluctuations in
the market to f avo·r their own customer; they might
also di1.1ert sugar directly to customers' premises and
charge refiners for un.earned storage. * * *
. '~Other 'evils' which the Code rules soug ht to
el:mmate were the fraudulent practices of delaying
withdrawal reports and charging unearned storage
without refiners' consent. Such Practices were made
possible largely by such a combination of activities
and, in. fact, were often in.dttlged in b'V those wh~
combined two or more of the several b;1sinesses.
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1

. "* * \:Vhere distribution· functions are combine?, t~1cn: clearly is opportunity for such double
deal.mg, 1wl~1ch some brokers and warehousemen may
at hmes1 seize.
"* * Defendants' brief virtuallv admits and
the cor~·espondence with one anoth~r and with
brokers), warehousemen and jobbers shows that
honest flealing by such distribution agencies was
not und,)lnmon, indeed that it ·was j>erhaps about as
usual a.~ dishonesty" (Italics ours) (R. 112-4).

1

In view of !the Trial Court's own Finding that secret
concessions
evil and uneconomic (R. 271 ) , and of his
own statements that any combination of the inconsistent
functions of brpker, warehouseman and merchandiser facil·
itated the perp~tration of frauds and the granting of secret
concessions, anU made them difficult of detection, and that
dishonesty
about as common as honesty where such
functions werelcombined, it is impossible for us to see how
the Court coul~l logically arrive at the Finding and Conclusion that it ~vas unlawful for the appellants to concertedly require tl~at their agents, the brokers and the warehousemen, shotjld not combine any two of these three inconsistent functioAs.
Certainly n6thing is disclosed by the record here which
could justify the Court's failure to apply what seems to
be the inevitable logic of his own statement of the facts,
as quoted above from his Opinion. On the contrary, the
evidence provides ample support, beyond that already discussed, for a policy of acting concertedly to abolish the
evils inherent in the combination of such inconsistent functions.

arq
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The Practice Before the lnstitu,te. The refiners had
always been reluctant to store with brokers or customers.
Many of them never followed the practice at all, and those
who did followed it only in exceptional cases.
As stated by Goetzinger, in giving Arbuckle's reasons
for not storing with customers or brokers:
"It has always been difficult for me to view as
our agent a warehouseman who was ah\'ays buying
against us and selling his own goods against us. I
do not see how a man can serve two masters at the
same time when one selfish interest does not permit
him to be fair" ( R. 678) .
Revere, too, had always ref used to store with customers
or brokers (R. 688). C. & H. discontinued storing with
customers in 1927, because it was apparent to them that
the reports of withdrawals were irregular and inaccurate
(R 710-11 ). Other refiners who did store with customers
before the Institute confined it to a few. American, out of
9,600 customers, stored with only 25 (R. 862-3) . National
stored with a hundred out of 2,000 (R. 871) . It would
obviously be impossible for refiners to store with all or any
considerable portion of their customers, both because of
the economic waste and of the practical obstacles to maintaining stocks and assortments with thousands of merchants and jobbers throughout the country.
The practice was thus so exceptional and relatively rare
that the discontinuance of it could not work any substantial
hardship to the trade. It was, in fact, a sort of super~special
concession, whereby the concessionaire was permitted to
pass out secret concessions to the refiners' customers with
or without the refiners' direct participation, and also to put
his hands into the refiners' pockets and help himself to
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whatever he co~ld grab. The convenience or selfish advantage of the fev,f individuals who were interested in the continuance of th~ practice should not be allowed to stand in
the way of a ~rade reform that is essentially sound and
economic, and that has the additional support of the strong
moral considerations discussed above.
The aboliti~n of these practices is in line with the en~
lightened poHct of the brokers themselves. Merchandising
by brokers hasjbeen specifically condemned by the National
Food Brokers ~ssociation, as well as by the National Sugar
Brokers Assodiation, which Association refuses to admit
to membership! any broker who engages in merchandising

(R. 900, 902) i

The Col rt's Finding of an Improper Mptive. ·
The Trial

~ourt makes the express Finding that:
!

.

"Ddfendants' purposes in compelling the separation of pccupations were : (a) to assure the refiners,
distrust,ful of one another, that no one of them could
successfully use such combination to facilitate secret
concesstons; (b) to prevent fraudulent pract_ices by
· the dist~·ibution agencies in their dealings with and
·. on behalf of the refiners; and, most important (c)
·to aid in preserving the uniformity of p:ic~ struc-·
ture which they aimed to maintain" (Fmding 79,
R. 284).
There is.not a shred of evidence in the entire Record justi·
fying ..the Finding of the Court that price maintenance was
the refiners' dominant purpose or one of their purposes
in requiring the election of functions which the Court condemned. Here again, the Court strains for a, sinister and:
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hidden motive as·. a basis for rejecting or minimizing the
motives testified to by defendants and clearly understandable in the light of the conditions confronting them.
Reference to Finding 77 (R. 283) indicates the process
of reasoning followed by the Court in arriving at ~his
conclusion. The Court suggests that the combination of
functions provides a "definite possibility" of lower prices
to ultimate consumers since a concern engaged in a combination of functions has an "opportunity" to undersell
competitors engaging in only one occupation. This is due
to an "increased income received from two or more activities, even apart from the advantages obtained through
secret concessions and frauds". This Conclusion is to be
contrasted with that portion of the Opinion wherein the
Court states that

"* * * Whether if secret concessions alone had
been eliminated, the combination of functions would
generally have resulted in advantage or in economies
in the distribution of sugar 1'.s on this record largely
speculative'' ( R 115) .

In short, the Trial Court condemned the requirement of an
election of functions as between brokerage, warehousing
and merchandising even though he himself found that a
combination of any two of these functions in a single concern (a) facilitated the granting of secret concessions
(Finding 73, R. 283), (b) permitted the defrauding of refiners (Finding 74, R. 283), ( c) created opportunity for
double dealing {Finding 75, R. 283) and resulted in dishonesty in approximately fifty.. -per cent. of the cases where
such combinations existed ( R. 114}. And the Court enjoined the defendants from requiring such an election even
though he himself declared that, except for the opportuni-
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ti.es fo: s~cre;J concessions wh~c~; such combinations pro~1ded, lt ':as rargely spec~£lative whether they generally
resulted m ad1vantage or m economies in the distribution
of sugar" (R. ~ 1S).
W e submit that a "largely speculative" advantage which
might be prese~t in a practice productive of the manifold
evils conceded ~y the Trial Court affords no proper basis
for. the issuanfc of an injunction against the necessary
action taken bf the refiners to correct that practice, nor
can it justify tp.e Court's aspersions upon their good faith
and integrity ih so acting.
Alleged Ha~sh and Arbitrary Afethods. -In view of the
Trial Court's 4enial of the legality of concerted adoption
by the refinersj of the basic principle that the inconsistent
and i n.compati~le offices of broker and warehouseman be
kept separate f
each other and from the merchandising
of. su_g ar ~ even
the ad~ni:ted purpose of el£11iinating discrimination an~ fraud, it 1s unnecessary to comment at
length upon th~ Court's statement that this policy was effectuated in a '(harsh and arbitrary manner without regard
to the effect 1+POI1 third parties" (Finding 80, R. 284).
However, we 4re unwilling to pass over in silence a characterization wHich we believe to be wholly unwarranted
In support of this Conclusion the Court refers to the
fact that after a warehouse was found to be affiliated with
a broker or buyer, application for reconsideration had to be
made by an Institute member. In the first place, any finding of affiliation was made by the Executive Committee
only after reviewing the results of a careful investigation
by the Institute, together with any facts submitted by the
member using or proposing to use a concern alleged by
another member to be affiliated. If the member interested

tom
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felt that a finding by the Executive Committee of affiliation was incorrect, he could request that the Board of Directors review the entire matter. A concern found to be affiliated was certainly not prejudiced by the rule that a further
investigation and review at some later date would be undertaken only upon application by a member. The effect of
this entirely reasonable rule was merely to require a concern, previously found to be affiliated, to convince the refiner desiring to employ such a concern that the previously
existent affiliation had ceased. If convinced that the situation had been corrected, a refiner desiring to employ such
a concern would certainly r equest further consideration of
the concern in question.
Alleged Special Cases. The r emaining Findings of the
Court in support of its conclusion that the policy against
combination of functions was effected in a har sh and arbitrary manner are all to the effect that in certain "special
cases" the evils ordinarily inherent in the practice were "so
remote as to be virtually non-existent" and the policy was
applied to "honest" concerns as well as to "the dishonest''.
We submit that it was neither unreasonable nor arbi~
trary for the refiners to insist upon dealing only with those
brokers and warehousemen who \Vere not engaged in other
functions wholly inconsistent \Vith their fiduciary duties as
agents of the refiners by whom they were employed, merely
because some such agents might remain honest, ignore
the opportunity and resist the temptation of "double dealing" which was constantly present. Since a combination of
functions was on its face wholly inconsistent with the
proper performance of those duties for which these agents
were employed, and since, as found by the Trial Court, dishonesty was just as prevalent as honesty, the complete elim-
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ina~ion of th~fe practices giving rise to the abuses was the
logical, practiqal and reasonable policy to adopt.

I
Tlje Courfs Proposed Alteniative.
Character*ing as harsh, arbitrary and drastic what
was, it is subfii tted, the obvious, proper and entirely reasonable principle adopted by the refiners, the Trial Court
finds it "reas<ilnably
certain" that the refiners could have
!
protected thei~selves against frauds and the granting of
unauthorized ~ecret concessions and discrimination by their
agents who co~bined these inconsistent functions, by other
means which '1.rould "probably have proved no more difficult
or expensive than the means actually adopted" (Finding
81, R. 284 ). Reference to the Opinion discloses that the
"other means'l' preferred by the Court consist merely of
"the collecti veleffort of all of the refiners" for the purpose
of determinini "by investigations, which brokers and which
warehousemeq were worthy of confid~nce". The Court
concedes that r'it might well have been necessary to devise
an elaborate system of investigations, inspections and circulation of data, such as those employed in the Cement case
to deal with fraudulent practices", but goes on to argue
that :

I

"Such investigations, inspections, circulation of
data and the like, if they had proved necessary, certainly should not have taxed unduly either th.e
finances, the efficiency or the ingenuity of the.Ins~
tute. The record abundantly reveals the Institutes
unlimited resources in these respects. The means
actually adopted by defendants to deal with t?is
problem necessitated very extensive and expensive
activities on their part'' (R. 123).
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The Court's optimistic advocacy of a method of correcting the evils in the industry which the refiners ni-ight have
tried and found effective, is unwarranted by any evidence
in this case. The policy adopted by the refiners was not
only reasonable on its face but was far more practical,
simple and effective than that now proposed by the Court.
The refiners struck at the root of the evils by eliminating
the conditions which engendered them. The Court proposes
the continuance of those conditions, coupled with redoubled
efforts on the part of the industry to detect the abuses
which the conditions inevitably produced.
It ·was a far easier undertaking to determine the existence of a combination of inconsistent functions than to
detect the abuses which the combination invited. During
the entire four years of the Institute's existence it was
necessary to investigate only 86 out of 1,360 brokers used
by members, and in only 39 cases did they make a finding
of "affiliation" (a concealed combination of functions )
(R 123, Ex. K-16). It was necessary to investigate cnly
135 out of 1,483 warehouses used by members and in only
71 cases was affiliation found to exist (R. 123, Ex. L-16).
At no time was it necessary f or the Institute to employ
more than three investigators ( R. 904-5).
·However, if the refiners' agents were permitted to exercise the dual or even triple inconsistent functions of brokers,
warehousemen and jobbers, as required by the Court, repeated and continued investigation and surveillance of every
broker and warehouseman so acting, would have been essential. Instead of conducting, as they did, a total of 221
investigations in four years to determine the comparatively
simple question as to whether there existed a concealed combination of functions, the defendants would have had to
set up a vast organization of auditors and investigators,
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an~ underta~e

practically a constant surveillance of the
daily transacrions of nearly three thousand brokers and
warehouses scrattered all over the United States. It would
have. been uttfrl~ impossible to carry out such a program,
despite the C9urt s wholly unwarranted assumption that the
Institute possrssed "unlimited resources in these respects"

(R. 123).
;
The pract~cal impossibility of guarding against the perpetration of ~rauds upon the refiners by double and triple
function agen~s is clear from the Record. The two largest
refiners who µid most of the storing with customers employed travelihg auditors to check consigned stocks and to
detect instanc~s of delayed billing. In the great majority
of cases the a?ditors had little chance of detecting fraudu·
lent practices. I They could check the stocks only periodically. The rest of the time the purchaser v,1as in complete
control of the !situation. No one was there representing the
refiner to wat~h each and every delivery made by the cus~
tomer to hims~lf. No amount of checking could verify the
dates upon wliich the purchaser took the sugar from himself as warehduseman.
The only \fay the auditors could detect any irregularity
was by makin~ a physical count of the stock against the
refiner's records of the stock that should be on hand, on the
day the auditor happened to be at the warehouse, and if
there was a shortage the auditor would know that billing
was being delayed. But then the purchaser could always
excuse the discrepancy by saying that the missing sugar
was "just taken out last night and he had not had a chance
to report it", or by inventing any one of a dozen other plausible explanations (R. 1105-10).
.
Brokers readily admitted the manner in which, by 3uggling their warehouse records, they insured themselves
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against detection upon the periodic visits of the refiners'
auditors (R. 1049-51, 1051-2, 1054-5, 1105-10).

The Edgar Example.
The chaotic conditions and practices resulting from the
combined brokerage, warehousing and merchandising operations of the powerful Edgar organization, despite the
efforts of the refiners to protect themselves by means of
investigations and audits, evidence both the necessity and
the reasonableness of the policy adopted by the refiners in
requiring an election of functions by their agents. The
"plus and minus" system of the Edgar organization, as
testified to by Beebe, is a shocking example of the brokerwarehouseman exercising his control over the refiner's
sugar to enrich himself as merchant at the refiner's expense.
Beebe's attempt to explain the intricacies of this racket involved him in such extreme difficulties that the Court itself
was moved to state :

"*

**I

confess I cannot understand that transaction either factually, legally, morally, or in any
oth~r way" (R. 495).
Under this system, Edgar helped himself to refiners'
sugar consigned to his care as broker at some point such as
Chicago and sold it for his own account as 11ierchant. The
refiner was not advised of the transaction and Edgar merely
entered a minus figure on his record of the refiner's consigned stock and a plus figure against the stock of sugar of
the same refiner which Edgar held as merchant at some
other point such as Detroit. When, at some later date, Edgar sold the Detroit sugar, he reported the sale of the
Chicago sugar at the price of the subsequent Detroit sale
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(R. 495-6~. / \Vhen the refiners' price had dropped between
the date his lugar was actually sold and the date on which
the sale was eported ~y Edgar, the losses sustained by the
r efiner s as a l r esult ot Edgar's double dealing were often
very large. }Vhen, however, the price had risen in the interval, there s no evidence that the refiners got the benefit
of the rise. I

f

f

Edgar fotmd that by this post-graduate system of "plus
and minus" jmanipulation, he could delay the reports of
withdrawals jas much as six months and thus take advantage of an ei~hty point drop in the market between the time
the suga r wa~ actually sold and when it was reported (Ex.
G-2, N -9, 0-9).
Stubbs, \ fice-President of American, testified that after
a series of aJdits made by American disclosed large short~
ages in the s~ocks consigned to Edgar a t Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Daytpn, Detroit, Buffalo and Cleveland. Edgar was
finally forcecf to furnish reports showing unreported sales
in some casd as far back as nine months previously and to
make r estitu$on therefor (R. 1073-9) .
The varicPus shortages which had been discovered and
reported to ~merican by its auditors and for which pay·
ment was u,timately made by the Edgar organization,
were discussJd by Stubbs with Beebe of the Edgar organization at a conference on 1farch 8, 1930 (R. 1074 ). At
this conference Beebe made no attempt to meet Stubbs'
accusations by any claim that American knew of or consented to Edgar's fantastic and shocking "plus and minus,,
system which he admitted on the witness stand but, as testified by Stubbs, said that

"*

* * he would have

to admit that my char~e

of gross negligence on the part of the Edgar or~
zation in hand1ing our consigned stocks was JUS-
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tified. He attempted to explain that those irregularities were inevitable as a result of the large
volume of business '"·hich passed through the hands
of the Edgar organization and particularly because
of the various guises w1der which the Edgar organization had operated in the past. * * * What I
gathered from his use of the term 'various guises'
was that during the past year, operating as the
Edgar organization or as brokers, warehousemen,
merchants~ truckmen and transportation agents, in
fact, in almost every element involved in the field
of refined sugar distribution, the combination of
those elenients, many of which were conflicting,
brought ahout some of these conditions which we
were discussing at the time of our crmfercnca in,
March, 1930" (R. 1074-5).
"* * * He stated that his so-called manipulations
were the direct result of Edgar's acting as a general
b1'oker or in connection with his 11iercltandising
activities and were due to arrangements made for
the sale of certain sugars to certain customers and
they supplied these sugars from other refiners'
stock or stocks which Edgar himself owned and
when he found he was short of sugar he simply
replaced those stocks he had previously sold by helping himself to our sugar" (R. 1078).

Again, Stubbs testified:
"* * * I reported to Beebe that we had evidence
that sugars on our contracts, which were ostensibly
for delivery to firms in Detroit, had been transited on to interior points in l\1ichigan and D from
C:s issued showing delivery in Detroit. Edgar had
billed the customer at the established Grand Rapids
rate and had cleared for some one other than ourselves the difference between the proper rate at De~
troit and the rate at the interior Michigan points.
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*

Beebe's adswer to that was * * that his clearing
machinery! had broken down because of the magnitude of tlie busin ess and the various guises under

which his ~rgani.cation had operated'' (R . 1078-9) .

I
Referring to !the notorious "1:fesch deal", wher eby the
Edgar company ]~urchased in the name of a dummy sugar
consigned to it a$ a broker, with which Stubbs confronted
Edgar and whic~ E dgar h imself admitted was "a disgraceful thing", Edga~ protested in Court that

*~

"*
This elabor ate scheme of deception of 2
of my refiner-principals was conceived by employees
for my b~hefit without prior knowledge on my part"
(R. 476) ~

*s
i

Concerning
refusal to permit inspection of essential
documents in co1~nection with an investigation of the transiting activities ~f the Edgar brokerage, warehousing and
mer chandising organization, E dgar admitted in Court that
!

f

"* * Our position that we would not allow our
organiza~ion or the Detroit H arbor Ter minals to
show thd,se documents to the refiner s' or the Institute's representatives would have defeated and did
defeat ttje refiner s' attempt to find out wheth~.r we
were detlling with them unfairly 11 ( R. 479).

Beebe went further and admitted that :

"* * * Even 'f
·
i we had given
the r efiner s access
to our : ecords they could t1ot determine whether or
nfot_their transit billing had been u sed to defeat their
re1ght
"S' apPi·icat·ion on a sale of their sugar.
f
mce the r efiners had no means of determining
rom E~ar & Sons' records what par ticular sugar
went out in a
t.
could d t
. par icu1ar car I know of no way they
e ermine whether the transit billing h ad been
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illegally used to transit * * * water-borne sugar.
As long as we were merchandising we never kept
lot cards connecting incoming with outgoing shipments, except for one period in 1930.

* * *

"vVhen merchandising, all Edgar & Son had to
do in order to use transit billing illegally was to
take the sugar by mistake or otherwise from a par#
ticttlar section of a particular floor instead of from
another section of that same floor" ( R. 493.-4).
Illegal transiting was admitted by Edgar, although perhaps this practice may also have been perpetrated without
his knowledge by the same employees who perpetrated the
"Mesch deals" for his benefit (R. 480).
American was not the only refiner victimized by the
Edgar organization. National's experience demonstrated
the imperative necessity of the policy of requiring a complete and absolute separation of functions. Castle, of National, testified that National first employed W. H. Edgar
& Son as brokers in the latter part of 1928 and consigned
stock to the care of Edgar in Detroit and Cincinnati in the
early part of 1929. In November of 1929 :McGrath,
National's auditor, advised Castle that he found it impossible to check the stock which National had on consignment
in the Detroit Harbor Terminal Warehouse (R. 1088).
Upon receipt of this information Castle conferred with
Beebe and other members of the Edgar organization who
admitted that the records of the Edgar organization were
in confusion, that it was impossible to check up the stock
without months of labor, and stated that "this conditt'.on
was the result of confusion arising from their merchandising activities" (R. 1088). The matter was finally settled
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.through paymetjt by Edgar of $1,250 to cover the shortage
eventually discl~sed (R. 1088).
The same d{fficulty was experienced with the National
stock consigned! at Cincinnati under the control of Edgar.
A large shortad.e in this stock was discovered in December
of 1929,. which !Beebe explained as resulting from Edgar's
merchandising *ctivities. This matter was like,:vise settled
through payme~it by Edgar of $4,100 to cover the amount
of the shortageJfinally. agreed upon (R. 1089).
i

S

~fckels' Experiences u1ith Edgar.

l
Stone, Exe~utive Vice-President of Spreckels during
the years 1929 Ito 1931, inclusive, testified that during the
year 1929 he {vas ignorant of the fact that Edgar was
delaying billings on sales of Spreckels consigned stocks,
reporting salesl of Spreckels stocks at a date subsequent
to the date of ~le and at a price lower than that actually
prevailing on $e date of sale, and specifically denied the
existence of
such understanding or agreement as was
testified to by !Beebe in the course of his incredible uplus
and minus" exbtanations. Harper likewise repudiated the
testimony of B~ebe in this connection (R. 1090, 1093).
An indication of how the "plus and minus" scheme
really worked was revealed in the tmfortuna te experiences
of Spreckels in its relations with Edgar. In the latter part
of 1929 Ketcham, of the Spreckels organization, advised
Stone that Spreckels was not receiving withdrawal slips
from the numerous warehouses holding Spreckels sugar
subject to Edg-ar's order. Ketcham was sent to Detroit to
establish headquarters there for the sole pu.rpose of watch- ·
ing Edgar, and Spreckels communicated with .these warehouses, requesting reports showing the amounts of sugar

any
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on hand and the exact dates upon which sugar ha<l been
withdrawn (R. 1090). The reports received from the
warehouses were then forwarded to Edgar who furnished
invoices covering the aniounts of the shortages disclosed
by the warehouse reports. The dates appearing on such
invoices, however, were in many instances weeks or months
subsequent to the delivery dates reported by the warehouses,
and the prices specified on such invoices were lower than
the prices prevailing on the delivery dates reported by the
warehouses (R. 1090; Ex. C-2 to F-2, U-9 to Z-9, 0-3).
Thousands of bags were involved and the differences
between Spreckels' prices on the delivery dates reported by
the warehouses and the Edgar invoice prices represented
very large sums.
Ketcham also testified that, during the course of his
investigations in Detroit in 1930, he discovered that Edgar
was reporting to Spreckels as deliveries at outlying points,
such as Battle Creek, deliveries which had actually been
made in Detroit. The freight bills on the alleged shipments from Detroit to such outlying points, furnished by
Edgar or the Detroit Terminal vVarehouse to Spreckels
and paid by Spreckels did not in fact cover shipments of
Spreckels sugar but sugar of some other brand. If Edgar
had truthfully reported to Spreckels the deliveries which
were actually made in Detroit, Spreckels would have secured
the benefit of a freight pick-up of 12 or 13 cents a bag, the
freight application in Detroit being higher than the cost to
Spreckels of placing the sugar at that point. The freight
application at Battle Creek, however, was 2 cents less than
the total represented by the cost to Spreckels of getting
the sugar to Detroit, plus the cost of the local freight from
Detroit to Battle Creek, where Edgar falsely reported the
Spreckels sugar as having been sold and delivered. In
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short, on every ~elivery of Spreckels sugar in Detroit, in'f
correctly report4d to Spreckcls by Edgar as delivered at
an outlying poi~t, Spreckels was out-of-pocket a substantial sum (15 ce<lts per 100 lbs. in the case of Battle Creek
and correspondi~g amounts in the case of other points)

(R. 1096-8; E~. N-2).

Stone and Ketcham both emphatically denied the truth
of Beebe's incrkdible testimony that such a practice had
been sanctionedlby them (R. 1091-4). It could not have
been carried otl without the connivance of the Detroit
Harbor Termi~~l Warehouse, the management of which
during that pet,iod was under Edgar's domination. The
Trial Court sta.~es
that
i

"*

* ~ It is entirely clear that the vast size and

ramified !activities of the Edgar organization led to
some ir~egularities in dealings with the refiners"

(R. 117).
and further coJcedes that

"* * * s{)me of the Edgar representatives were not
overly sqrupulous in dealing with the refiners" (R.
117). ;

~e

In view of
overwhelming weight of the evidence in
the Record, only a small portion of which has been touched
upon in the preceding pages, it is submitted that the Trial
Court's characterization of the nature of the Edgar operations is a striking understatement. The evidence goes much
farther than necessary to justify completely the policy
against combination
of functions adopted by the refiners.
.
.

Broker and Warehouse Agreements.
With respect to the "Broker and Warehouse Agreements" the Court, in its Opinion, states. as follows: ·
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"The Institute recommended that all refiners
should obtain from each broker and from each warehouseman an agreement in the form recommended
by the Institute. The evidence is clear that the refiners understood that they were not to deal with
any broker or warehouseman who did not sign such
an agreement. The evidence also shows beyond
question that the Institute checked upon the several
refiners and saw to it that this understanding was
carried out" ( R. 124).
.
"To the extent that the brokers' pledge imposed
an obligation to support defendants'. actions gener. ally, it is plainly an unreasonable restraint inasmuch
as those actions are themselves in large part so. The
requirement that brokers refrain from giving rebates is subject to like condemnation, although refiners, independently, might well impose such a restraint on their agents. I reach a similar conclusion
with respect to the agreement requiring warehouses
to refrain from rebates and concessions to any customers with a penalty for its violations. Defendants
professed aim of preventing secret arbitrary discrimination could have been realized by less drastic
means" ( R. 252-3).
The Court in its Decree ( R. 322) enjoins the defendants
from concertedly
"Obtaining, requesting, exacting or attempting
to exact pledges or uniform contracts or obligations
from any broker as part or in aid of any program
enjoined by this decree;
"-Obtaining, requesting, exacting, or attempting
to exact non-rebating agreements from any broker,
warehouseman or trucking concern."
It is submitted that both the Conclusions arrived at and
the injunction against the actions in question are erroneous:
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I

The propriety of the refiners requiring their broker-agents
to "conscientiously uphold the spirit and letter" of the Code
depends upon th~ propriety of concerted adoption of and
adherence to thel Code by the refiners themselves. If the
refiners themsehtes were justified, as it is submitted they
were, in agreei~ not to discriminate between their customers by the gjiving of special rebates and concessions,
they were clearl~ justified i.n requiring their own agents
not only to refr~in from the same practices, but also to
agree that they ~vould so refrain as a condition precedent
to their employn~en't as agents.
Paying Brohprage to Cust01ners and Splitting Brokerage Fees. One <¥ the forms of concession employed before
the Institute wa~ the payment of so-called "brokerage" to a
customer. The ¢ustomer, of course, performed no brokerage service and ihe payment was not considered as brokerage, but was me~ely called brokerage to disguise the concession (R 866, 1~2). Obviously, if discriminations of this
type were to be !abolished and sugar to be sold upon open
prices publicly a1lmounced, discriminatory concessions in the
form of "brokerage payments", as well as other concessions, had to be ~liminated.
Similarly, if I the refiners were to avoid discriminating
between customers through the payment of "brokerage" or
other concessions, it was necessary also to avoid the splitting of brokerage by the refiner's brokers with the customers of the refiner (R. 891-2). Certainly, if it was discriminatory for a refiner to grant secret concessions to
buyers through the direct payment of so-called "brokerage ·
fees", it was equally discriminatory for refiners to permit
the brokers, their own agents, to pass on part of the brokerage fees to the buyers.
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T his occasionally encountered practice of a broker splitting brokerage was condemned by the Code Inter pretations (Ex. 20, Sec. V, p. 1, par. l (a)). T he National
Sugar Brokers Association and National Food Brokers
Association had adopted the princip.le of not splitting brokerage as the cornerstone of their associations, and required
all applicants for membership to pledge themselves not to
split brokerage. The Sugar Brokers Association comprises
the leading sugar brokers of the country and the association
has been in existence and its cardinal principle against splitting brokerage recognized for more than thirty year s ( R
899-900, Ex. E-6). The refiners adopted the same requirement for all of their brokers, not only beca use of the inherent soundness of the principle both economically and
ethically, but also at the behest of the sugar brokers themselves, n1embers of the National Associations ( R. 898) .
'The Trial Court refrains entirely from any discussion of
this matter, but nevertheless enjoins the refiners from concertedly attempting to secure "non-rebating agreements
from any broker".

Conclttsion as to Brokers and W arehousemen.
Having agreed to abolish the evil system of secret con-'
cessions and discriminations, the refiners would have made
the I nstitute principle a hollow mockery if they had not
taken effective steps to see that their agents, the brokers and
warehousemen, did not violate the principle. The evidence
shows conclusively that no steps short of the ones they took
would have been effective to that end. They took those
steps only after more than a year's trial of milder methods
had failed. We suhmit that they were justified in their
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action not only ~y the Institute principle, but also because
it was necessar~ in order to protect themselves from impo·
sition and fraud.
·

I

C. ilSCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES.

In this sectiPn of the brief, we discuss as briefly as
possib~e nearly score of the specific Code Interpretations
which were ado~ted by the defendants, as experience under
I
Institute conditi~ms indicated they were necessary, in order
to prevent the ~iving of secret concessions dressed up in
honest clothes. I
!
The Trial C<(>urt condemned these Code Interpretations
and practices b~cause, in line with his suspicion that the
defendants had dominating improper motive mixed up
with their prop¢r motives in organizing the Institute, he
suspected that t~is same improper inotive was at work in
everything they! did to make the Institute principles ef1
fective.
He therefore
condemned substantially every prac.
I
tical measure of jthis sort adopted by the defendants, either
on the ground tHat
their motive was bad, or that some other
!
means proposed! by the Court or left to the imagination
would have stopbed the evil aimed at without limiting the
occasional use of the prohibited practice for purposes that
were honest. In all of these Findings he ignored the uncontradicted testimony of the defendants as to their purposes
in adopting these measures, and disregarded the uncontradicte~ evidence that practical experie1~ce . in the sugar trade
and under ,Institute conditions had proved the. measures_to
be necessary if secret concessions a~d discriminations were
to be abolished.

4

la
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(a) Damaged Sugar and Frozen Stocks.

In answer to inquiries from members, in the early days
of the Institute, Code Interpretations were adopted stating
that concessions in price made in order to dispose of damaged sugar and frozen stocks would not be considered a violation of the fundamental principle of the Code that sugar
should be sold only upon open prices and terms publicly
announced (R. 975, Ex. 20, Sec. I. p. B 1, par. 2 (a)
(b) ).
It should be explained that "frozen stocks" are not
damaged or inferior sugar. They are of standard grade
and quality, but are excessive stocks of stored or consigned
sugar which are not salable in the usual course of business
in the sections where they are stored. They are in effect
"stranded" stocks. Some change in consignment practices
or other trade conditions has left them marooned in a local
warehouse, and it is not practicable to move them elsewhere and sell them at the current price, because of the
excessive cost of transportation. They must the refore be
put on the local bargain counter and sold for what they
will bring. If kept in storage long, storage charges would
eat them up, and they would also deteriorate in quality,
and would then become "damaged" sugar (R. 974-5).
It was realized, however, that there was danger that
refiners disposing of such sugar at a concession below their
openly announced price might be charged, by persons who
did not know the facts, with giving secret concessions and
thus discriminating between customers (R. 975): It was
likely that the trade would hear ~f the sale below the refiner's list price but be unaware · of the circumstances justifying the concession. Members were there£ore requested
to:
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"*

* ~ give prior notice to the Executive Secre-

tary of t~e Institute of the location and amount of
such sug~r with a statement as to its condition and
the necdsity of selling it at a concession, in order
that the pecretary may be prepared to answer complaints t~at may be made against the member for
selling sµgar at other than an open price publicly
announc~d" (Ex. 20, Sec. I , p. B 1, par. 2(a) printing of l{/26/28).

respec~

\Vith
to this provision of the Code Interpretations, the Trial ICourt f ound as follows :

"Not~ce after rather than before such sales would

serve th~ purpose of informing the Institute as to
the facts, so that it would be a ble to meet charges
from m~mbers or others, of arbitrary concessions
by re finers. The notice before sale did enable interference }vith legitimate sales and was sought and
used by ithe Institute not only to meet charges of
arbitrary concessions, but to r estr ict and control
such sal~s and thus to prevent market disturbances
and to preserve the price structur e" ( Finding 198,

R. 310).1

w~

Although
believe that the F inding of the Trial Court
with respect to Ithe purpose and effect of the provision in
question is contrary to the evidence, we shall not ask this
Court to undertake the burden of r eviewing the Record in
this connection. Prior notice is not essential to the Institute's declared purpose of answering inquiries with respect to sales of this type. Notice to the Insti tute of such
sales, after they have been completed, is sufficient and had,
in fact, become the established practice even prior ~o the
institution of this suit ( R. 97 5-6).
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Appellants, however, are compelled to urge the error
involved in two further Findings of the Trial Court in this
connection:
"Defendants also agreed, without substantial
justification, that frozen stocks and damaged sugar
should not be applied to any contracts not originally
calling for them; and that damaged sugar or frozen
stocks shonld not be sold except in spot transactions"
(Finding 199, R. 310).
"The re!)traints that defendants imposed on sales
of damaged sugar and frozen stocks were undue and
unreasonable" (Finding 200, R 310).
The first clause of Finding 199, quoted above, refers
to the followi ng resolution which was adopted at a meeting
of the Board of Directors of the Institute on January 29,
1931:
"\V HEREAS, the application of frozen stock or
damaged sugar on contracts not calling for such
sugars affords an opportunity for discrimination
and unfair practice,

"BE IT RESOLVED, that it is recommended that
frozen stocks not to be replaced and damaged sugars
be not applied to any contract not originally calling
for them."
The reasons for the adoption of this recommendation
were testified to by Taylor, Executive Vice Secretary of
. the Institute ( R 979). The application of damaged sugar
. or frozen stock, at a reduced price, to a contract calling
for good sugar at the refiner's published price, was considered objectionable for two reasons. In the first place,
. it involved the repricing, to a single customer, of a contract
originally entered into on__an . ~ntirely different basis. It
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was thus a distjriminat ory concession to that customer and
was in conflict! with the principle of open prices publicly
announced. I11 the second place, it opened a wide door to
discriminatory !practices. If a number of buyers had entered contracts! at the same price and the price of sugar
declined shortl)t thereafter, buyers \vould ordinarily prefer
to accept dam~ged sugar or frozen stock at a concession
rather than flhfil the terms of their original contracts.
Since this cou (<l not be done for all buyers, obviously it
would be unfai~l to do it for one or a few favored customers,
who might thJ s be made the beneficiaries of large concessions throuJh a practice of diverting to them so-called
damaged suga1i \ivhich was not really damaged, or so-called
frozen stocks ~eliberate1y accumulated at strategic points
for the purpos~ of facilitating such discriminations. However, as Taylor lpointed out, this recommendation, of course,
did not preclud~ refiners from making original straight out
contracts for
disposal of damaged sugar or frozen
stocks as such ( R. 979).
It is _submit~ed that the recommendation in question \vas
not an undue {>r unreasonable restraint of trade, but, on
the contrary, '\~as entirely reasonable and justified by the
purpose for w~ich it was adopted.

the

Selling Daniaged Sugar and Frozen Stocks onl31 in Spot
Transactions. Finding 199 (R. 310), that defendants
"agreed, without substantial justification * * * that damaged sugar or frozen stocks should not he sold except in
spot transactions" and that this "restraint" was "undue
and unreasonable", is similarly contrary to the evidence.
It is based upon a minute of an Executive Committee meeting of February 28, 1929 stating that

"It was the consensus of opinion that a proper
interpretation of the Institute Code Ruling on dam-
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aged sugar would be that all sales of damaged sugar
at a concession should be spot sales" (Ex. 21-26,
p. 215).
Referring to this minute, Taylor testified that

"* * * it was stated that since it has always been
the practice of the trade to sell such sugar as spot
transactions and 'as is' without guaranties or other
concessions, such practice should be continued. This
was merely a stated consensus of opinion recorded
in the minutes and no formal action of reducing it
to a recommendation was made" (R. 976).
We submit that this interpretation of the Code provisions
in the light of the established practice of the trade, even if
it had taken the form of a formal recommendation, certainly does not constitute an "undue and unreasonable" restraint of trade within the meaning of the Sherman Act.
It amounted merely to the informal approval of an established practice, the continuance of which would discourage the tendency to grant secret concessions by dres~ing
them up in the guise of "damaged sugar" sales.
(b) Tolling.

A "tolling contract" in the sugar industry refers to an
arrangement occasionally made by which a large purchaser,
instead of buying a quantity of refined sugar at the market
price, furnishes the refiner with a cargo of raw sugar, receives in exchange an equivalent quantity of refined sugar,
and pays the refiner a di:fferential sum per hundred pounds.
The refined sugar is taken from the refiner's general stock
and does not represent the product of the raw sugar received by the refiner under such an arrangement (R. 1028) .
The term "tolling contract" is a misnomer, since the ar-
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rangement represents essentially a mere purchase of raw
and sale of re~ned sugar. A tolling contract in the sugar
industry mereJy enables the owner of a cargo of raw to sell
raw and purc~ase refined sugar by paying an agreed differential in price.I
The price I differential paid by the owner of the raw
sugar was, ofj course, embodied in a provision of the tolling contract. I No announcement to the trade was ever
made by any ~f the refiners of the terms on which tolling
contracts wot~kl be accepted nor that the refiners would
accept all car~oes for tolling offered by their customers.
The refiners gjranted the tolling privilege to some customers
and denied it Ito others, and as among those customers to
whom the pritilege was granted varied the price differential
as each tollint contract was executed (R. 1028). Tolling
contracts wer~ by their very nature essentially discriminatory.
.
As recogi~ized by the Trial Court, tolling contracts
"were not corl1mon, however, and were always a matter of
special arran~ement" (Finding 167, R. 304). Only large
buyers and l~rge raw sugar purchasers could afford to
finance the ah1ount involved, and the refiners, as a rule,
were reluctadt to accept the contracts. National, for example, during the period prior 't o the Institute had tolling
contracts only in 1924 and 1925 and then on1y for small
amounts (R. 1028). This reluctance of the refiners was
due to the fact that the tolling contract was an out of the
ordinary arrangement, upset the balance between raw and
refined and interfered with the ordinary movement of sugar
to the refiners' customers. Tolling contracts could be offered to only a few buyers and not to any considerable
part of the refiners' customers.

I
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vVith respect to this subject the Trial Court has found
that:
" A fter a tolling contract made by a refiner with
a manufacturer in July~ 1928, was condemned by the
Institute as a Code violation, defendants agreed not
to make and concertedly refused to make tolling contracts for any purchasers of refined sugar. They
fur ther agreed not to toll and concertedly refused
to toll for raw producers, e..xcept after exacting an
agreement from such producers to sell the toiled
sugar in accordance with the Code (Finding 169,
R. 304).
"Defendants' dominant purpose in prohibiting
and regulating tolling was not as claimed, to prevent
unfair discrimination but to prevent sales of sugar
at prices, terms and conditions which would jeopardize the price structure (Finding 170, R. 304) .
"Defendants' restraints on tolling were undue
a nd unreasonable" (Finding 171, R. 304 ).
It is submitted that the Findings above quoted are unsupported by the evidence. \\Then, on July 24, 1928, Savannah called Judge Ballou, Executive Secretary of the Institute, and stated that it had _entered into a tolling contract,
Judge Ballou, a fter a discussion with the Executive Committee, replied :

"The opinion was unanimous that a tolliug
agreement even with a manufacturer, constituted
discrimination under the Code in th.at it enabled one
buyer to get his sugar at a price other th-an the open.
price f or sugar as announced from time to time by
refiners" (Ex. 434).
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PI,

On July
1928, the following resolution was adopted
by the Exec~tive Committee (Ex. 21-26, p. 89):
I
"f.EsOLVED, that any contract or agreement entered! into by a member of the Institute by which a
nww4f actu.rer,, jobber, or other buyer or user of
sugat is enabled to obtain refined sugar at a price
othe~ than the open prices as announced from time
to ti~lne by refiners, is discriminatory and is condem~ed by Paragraphs 1 and 3 (a) of the Code of
Ethids."

I

It will b~ observed that this resolution is nothing more
than a repet~tion of a provision of the Code (Ex. 434-A).
Its general lterms, of course, applied to tolling contracts
which had Jot been entered into in accordance with tenns
publicly anrlounced. It did not apply to raw sugar pro1
ducers beca1J,tse they are not customers of the refiners, but
are competi~ors in so far as they may dispose of their
product in tl1e refined state.
On Janhary 17, 1929 the following resolution was
adopted (E~. 21-26, p. 188):
!

that a refiner should not enter into
any tolling arrangement under which he does not
retai:h entire control of the sale of his product in
order that it may be sold in accordance with the
Code of Ethics."
"RESOLVED,

This resolution does not deal with customers of the
refiners in the ordinary sense; it is intended to cover raw
sugar producers having their product tolled by the defendants (R .. 1030, Ex. 434-N). If raw sugar producers sold
refined sugar obtained under tolling arrangements at secret
and discriminato~y prices the refiner members "would be
contrib11ting to the breaking <lown of their own,purpose in
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adopting the Code" (R. 1030). The resolution of January 17, 1929 recommended that if a refiner lent his facilities to a raw sugar producer he should insist that the
refined product be sold only upon open prices and terms
(R. 1030).
The two resolutions above quoted appear in the Code
Interpretations (Ex. 20) as Section I, Page Cl, Paragraph
2, and, together with the first principle of the Code, that
sugar should be sold only upon open prices without discrimination, constitute the only expression of the Institute
with respect to tolling contracts (R. 1030).
The defendants did not at any time agree to eliminate
or prohibit tolling contracts. The Institute resolutions on
the subject do not condemn tolling contracts so long as they
are offered to all customers. The refiners have not, in
practice, entered into tolling contracts with any of their
custoniers. This was apparently due to the fact that such
arrangements had ·never been common, and that it did not
seem practicable to make any general offer of such contracts.They have continued to toll for raw sugar producers,
although properly requiring an assurance that the refined
sugar will be sold only upon open prices without discrimination, in accordance with the basic principle of the Code.·
The refiners conceived and, it is submitted, rightly
conceived, that the occasional tolling contracts which had
been entered into resulted in a preferential treatment to
customers enjoying such contracts, because it enabled such
customers to purchase refined sugar at other than the prices
open to the general trade. If a tolling contract not made
under an open announcement of terms available to all customers resulted in one customer obtaining sugar at a discriminatory price, such as Savannah's contract with CocaCola which resulted in the Code Interpretations above con-
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sidered, it w~s both the right and the duty of the Institute
to point out ~he violation of the basic principle of the Code.
It is not ~he resolutions embodied in the Interpretations
that affect t<},lling contracts. The Code itself, by necessary
implication, !brands the practice as discriminatory -unless
openly offer~d to all. The refiners realized this before the
resolutions -;:Vere adopted and individually refused tolling
contracts o~ered to them because they believed them discriminatory ~nd in violation of the Code (Ex. 106, 434-F,
434-J, 434-*)· Taylor testified to the reasons which led
to the adoptipn of the resolutions mentioning tolling specifically:

"i * *

In the course of the discussion it was reiterat~d that these were violations of the Code, in
that ~he traditional practice of sugar tolling was
subje~t only to private negotiations between the parties foterested, was not publicly announced and was
therelfore a direct violation of the Code principle
with regard to open announcements. Secondly, that
becaJse it was not open to all buyers alike, it was
neces~arily discriminatory. Attention was called to
the f~ct that if arrangements were made with owners of raw sugar or with buyers who sold their sugar
in th~ open markets, such sugars would not be disposed of under the provisions of the Code of Ethics
and therefore the refiners would be contributing to
the breaking dovm of their own purpose in adopting
the Code" ( R. 1029-30).

It would have been useless for the defendants to pretend that they were opposed to secret concessions and discriminations between customers, if at the same time they
were evading that principle by making tolling contracts
with one or a few customers who thus got their sugar on
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prices and terms which were not openly announced, or
which, if they were openly announced, were not in practice
available to others. If the practice had been encouraged it
v,rould have defeated the Institutc's principle altogether.
Large customers would simply have quit buying refined
sugar on openly announced prices, and would have bought
raw sugar and traded it with the refiners for refined sugar
on \Vhatever special terms, concealing rebates, their combined ingenuity could devise.
And similarly, if the defendants had not provided, in
their tolling contracts with others than customers, that the
sugar should be sold on publicly announced prices and terms,
the Institute principle would have been defeated by the
simple device of making collusive contracts with sugar
pirates who, if not restrained by the agreement t0 sell on
publicly announced prices, would go out and dispose of the
refined sugar thus acquired to such customers of the refiners as were chosen to be the beneficiaries of the resulting
secret concessions.
We submit that Finding 169 (R. 304) of the 'I'rial
Court that defendants' dominant purpose with respect to
tolling was not to prevent unfair discrimination "but to
prevent sale~ of sugar at prices, terms and conditions which
would jeopardize the price structure" is not only unsup.o.
ported by but contrary to the evidence with respect to this
subject. We submit that the evidence affirmatively shows
the good faith of defendants in adopting the resolutions
condemned by the Trial Court, that no "undue or unreasonablen restraints were involved therein, and that these
'resolutions were both proper and necessary in order to
avoid frustration of the basic principle of the Code.
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(c) Used B~g Allowances.
i

Prior to the formation of the Institute, certain refiners
made an all~wance to National Biscuit Company and to a
few other l~rge customers for the return of empty one
hundred po~m<l burlap sugar bags which might again be
used for shlipments to such customer ( R. 380-1) . This
type of allo~vance was first invented by Government witness Lowry~ while he ·was operating the Pennsylvania refinery. He {estified that it was a special arrangement given
by him only:to National Biscuit (R. 380). Lowry later became the P~csident of National Biscuit (R. 374).
Some tithe after the formation of the Institute, a resolution ;vas ~dopted pointing out the special nature of such
an allowanc~ and recommending against it. The basis for
this recomn~endation was the discriminatory character of
the arrange~1ent which granted an allowance to one customer not ~ade available to all. Under the principles of
the Code, nq objection could be made to an arrangement by
which all cu$tomers would be allowed to return bags if they
wished. Al~owances for used bags are not in themselves
harmful to ~he industry or to anyone engaged in it; they
are harmfullonly when distributed as discriminatory favors
to particular customers and it is only for that reason that
they '";ere condemned by the Institute. The difficulty ·was
that as a practical operating matter, it was utterly impossible to handle retun1ed bags from all customers.
After the formation of the Institute a few customers
applied for . u~d bag allowances and \.\'ere refused by the
refiners on the basis of th e I nstitute's action. This fact has
been acimitteq in the answer wherein it is stated that

"* * * The defendants admit that the Institute
recommended to members that they discontinue the
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practice of making an allowance to customers for
the return of used bags, or for the use of customers'
bags, and recommended to members that they discontinue the use of unbranded bags, for the reason
that such practices resulted in discrimination between customers, or were so open to abuse as to be
likely to result in and promote such discrimination,
and for the reason that such practices were unbusinesslike" ( R. 31 ) .
Goetzinger, of Arbttckle, testified to the reasons for the
adoption of the Institute recommendation:
"I was present at the meeting of the Institute
at which the question of allowances on used bags
was discussed. I am familiar \'\tith the fact that the
Institute has recommended the practice of mak.'1.ng
such allowances be discouraged. My first connection
with the question of used bags was when a customer
requested Arbuckle to allow him 20c a bag at a time
when the new bag \Vas costing us 12.0 c and I ref used to do that. vVhen the subject of used bags
came up at the Institute, I said that the whole returned bag business was simply a subterfuge for
giving a secret allowance, that is, crediting a larger
value for the bag than it actually had. No one admitted that he had been guilty of the practice which
I indicated. \Ve discussed the general merits of the
case, what could be done about it, the difficulties of
receiving the bags from one or t\VO customers, to say
nothing of a great number, packing them in the
refinery, filling them especially for.a customer when
he ordered out some sugar, keeping them clean and
the unsanitary nature of the proceeding. Following
. th is discussion the recommendation was · made that
these allO\vances J.:>e discontinued" (R. 1049).
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LieneaJ testified that National had commenced such a
practice wilh National Biscuit in 1924 and limited it to two
or three cu~tomers (R. 1027).

1·* * * \Ve did not offer this privilege of returning lbags to all customers because we felt that the
thing would not be practical vVe would be swamped
witl{ our customers' bags and it would be impossible
to h,~ndle them and to keep them separately in the
war~house. In the days prior to the Institute I never
hea~d of an open announcement by any refiner extenqing this privilege of using returnable bags to
all
any part of his customers" (R. 1028).

qr
!

As sho\kn by the evidence abm;e ref erred to, the practice of ma~ing allowances for used bags was an9. necessarily mus~ be essentially discriminatory in nature. It ·
neither wa~ nor could be offered by refiners generally to
all custom~rs. If offered only to National Biscuit and
1
one or twofther selected customers, it constituted a preferential trea ent wholly inconsistent with the basic principle of the Code. The condemnation by the Institute of
such specia allowances in no sense deprived the customer
of the fair value of his bags since, if he had no use for
them himse £,he could dispose of them to second-hand bag
dealers.
In view of the testimony above cited, and there is no
evidence to the contrary, it is submitted that the Tr.ial Court
erred in finding that allowances for used bags "could be
effecte.d without substantial expense to the refiner" . (Finding 187, R . 307), in finding that "Defendants' real objection to granting used bag allowances was not, as they
claimed, that such allowances would necessarily be discriminatory but that they might conceivably be made a cloak
for secret concessions" (Finding 189, R. 308), in. finding
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that ''The practice of making used bag allowances had not
been used as a cloak for secret concessions" (Finding 189,
R. 308), in finding that "Defendants could readily have
given bag allowances without unfair discrimination between customers" (Finding 189, R. 308) and in finding
that "Defendants' activities with regard to bags and containers constitute undue and unreasonable restraints of
trade" (Finding 190, R. 308).
( d) Private Brands.

Prior to the formation of the Institute, certain refiners,
as a special concession to particular customers, packed
sugar under the private brand of the customer. The num-:ber of private brands packed was always extremely limited,
some refiners ref using to adopt the practice at all and others
offering the privilege to only a few customers (R. 691, 908,
1026-7).
The practice was both expensive and uneconomic. It
necessitated the preparation and use of special bags and
packages instead of the ordinary bags and packages bearing
the refiner's imprint. It requi red special sorting and handling at the refinery and the maintenance of inventories
of the specially prepared bags and packages which could
be used only for the particular customer whose brand was
marked thereon. Since the refiner never knew on what
short notice his private brand customers would require
their sugar, he was forced to maintain inventories of
refined sugar packed in the private brand bags and packages. The result of any private brand arrangement is
inevitably the useless expenditure of labor, the multiplication of packages and the consequent creation of uneconomic
'''aste. \'.'forcester t~~tifiecl that Revere never put out any
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private bran4s and would not do so; it "would upset our
manufacturing faciljties" ( R. 691) . Castle, of Nationa~
testified thad
"Tfiere is a greater expense in supplying sugar
under !private brands than supplying it under our
own trade brand because of the extra expense of
storing the bags separately, the extra expense incidental Ito the hancll ing of the empty packages prior
to theiir being filled and the extra expense involved
in the! handling after they are filled prior to the
time tl1ey are shipped" (R. 1027).
Referring! to 11cCahan's refusal to pack sugar under
private brands, Place testified:

"IJ the period before the Institute, we had requests I from customers for private brands. The
custon}ers who requested them did not make any
offer tp pay the extra cost involved. Usually, their
idea v.1as to buy private brands below the refiner's
brand. I We refused them because I have always
f elt th~~t handling a private brand 1'.s a great expense,
especiqlly for a sniall refinery such as ours, since
our pa~king fioor and shipping floor is already con1
gested ·with a great variety of assortnients. If we
pack one privctte b·rand, wa would practically duplicate the number of assortments on oitr floor. It
would co1nplicate our packing and our shipping and
even increase our cost of carr·ying inventories. It ·
would increase tha different varieties of stock we
would. have to have in storage and empty packages .
and furthermore I felt that if we started packing
one private brand, it would lead to similar proposals
on the part of others, which would be embarrassing"

(R. 908).
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Oearly, the packing of a private brand represents an
increased cost to the refiner and, since no part of the increased cost is borne by the customer receiving the same,
it must inevitably ·be reflected in increased costs to the
whole body of the refiner's customers (R. 9081 1026-7).
There is not a single line of testimony to show what, if
any, actual commercial advantage resul ted from the packing of su&:rar under private brands, justifying the expense
involved.
As is clear from the evidence above referred to, it was
utterly impossible for refiners, as a practical matter, to
offer the privilege of private brands to all, or even to any
substantial portion of their customers. The special prepara""'.
tions, sorting and handling necessary to pack private
brands made it impossible to offer the privilege openly to
all customers without favor or discrimination and no such
announcement had ever been made by any refiner ( R.
1026). As in the case of used bag allowances, refiners
granted the privilege of receiving sugar packed in private
brands to only a few of their customers. The practice was
necessarily and inherently discriminatory and in conflict
with the basic principle of the Code of Ethics.
The practice was discussed at several Institute meetings. Vvhile no specific resolution or recommendation was
adopted, the members expressed themselves as opposed to
the practice and attempted to discourage it. The refiners
recognized not only the uneconomic and wasteful nature of
the practice but its conflict with the fundamental provisions
of the Code.
"Two evils in connection with the packing of
, .private brands were pointed out at the meeting of
August 2, 1929. The first and foremost was that
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it

_wa~

a physical impossibility to offer to pack all
It would be physically 1r1poss1ble for a refiner to pack prjvate brands
for eyerybody who asked for it and therefore it
was dfscriminatory. The second was that it was a
specia1 service without appropriate charge and under
the C<~de of Ethics was objectionable" (R. 910-11).
pnva~r bran?s to all customers.

In the light of the foregoing review of the evidence, anq
there is no e\ idence to the contrary, it is submitted that the
Trial Court lainly erred i11 finding that "Defendants have
not shown th t private brands could not have been used for
all customer · desiring them", in finding that "There is no
substantial
idence that packing private brands entails
substantial expense to refiners" (Finding 192, R. 308) , and
in finding
the activities on the part of defendants with
respect to th~ packing of private brands unduly and unreasonably resti~ains trade.

thtt
I

( e) Long T lr m Contracb.

1. The Genral Question.
At the tifue
I of the formation of .the Institute, the great
.
bulk of all sugar was sold under contracts by the terms of
which the buyer was obligated to take delivery within
thirty clays after the date on which the contract was en~ered (R. 663, 671). The outstanding exception was a spe.:
cial long term contract offered by C. & H. and Western to
canners in the Pacific Coast states (R. 716, 882-3) . With
the possible exception of Revere, no eastern or southern
r efiner openly announced ·and offered to the trade at large
or to any special class of buye1"S, whether canners, manu~
facturers or jobbers, any form of contract providing for
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delivery beyond the usual thirty day period, although certain large buye rs such as Edgar, Coca-Cola, National Biscuit and Canada Dry \.Vere able to secure special contracts
from certain re finers permitting deliveries beyond the usual
thirty day period and carrying other discriminatory concessions.
After the formation of the Institute the P acific Coast
refiners continued to offer openly to canners their special
long term contract. As a consequence of the principle of
open prices and terms without discrimination among customers, the special long term contracts ''privately negotiated" by various eastern and southern refiners with favored
customers prior to the formation of the Institute disappeared and these favored customers \Vere placed upon the
same footing as the balance of these refiners' customers.
With respect to this subject the Trial Court has made
the following Findings :
"I find that concerted action, whether in prohibiting all long term contracts or only in insisting
on open announcement in advance of entering any
such contract is without justification (Finding 148,
R. 300).
"An obligation to adhere to such open announcement would tend to prevent many entirely fair contracts. While the abolition of long term contracts
was effected largely through defendants' definite
agreement, the requirement that prices and terms
must be openly announced in advance of sale aided
in tbe elimination, because many long period contracts would necessarily have to be arranged by private negotiations" (Finding 149, R. 300).
The evidence does not support the conclusion of the
Trial Court that appellants engaged in concerted action
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"prohibiting j all long term contracts" (Finding 148, R
300). Ho~ever, no useful purpose would be served by
discussing thie evidence relating to this Finding, because the ·
defendants
only did not prohibit all long term contracts,
but they nevfr had and do not now have any desire to prohibit them. I The Court's injunction against such action
therefore
not disturb them.
But the 4e£endants are seriously prejudiced by the further erroneo'1s Finding of the Court that ''concerted actioi1
* * in insi$ting on open announcement in advance of entering any ~uch contract * * * is without justification"
(Finding 14~, R. 300). The Trial Court here condemns as
unlawful a i:hrticular application of the basic principle that
all sugar sh~mld be sold only upon open prices and tem1s,
without discrimination among customers, which principle
admittedly Jas concertedly adopted by appellants. · ApPellants ~ontend that they may lawfully refrain from granting
to individual customers contracts involving special prices,
terms and donditions which the refiner does not openly
announce as lavailable to all of his other customers who may
desire to acd,ept them. The Trial Court states that "many
long period! contracts would necessarily have to be arranged by private negotiations" and consequently the requirement that refiners adhere to their openly announced
prices and terms "would tend to prevent many entirely fair
contracts" (Finding 149, R. 308). We submit that a contract "arranged by private negotiations" and embodying
prices, terms or conditions that are not openly announced
and extended to all of the refiner's customers who desire to
accept them, is not a "fair contract" (Finding 144, R. 300)
but is necessarily and of its very nature discriminatory.

npt
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Referring to the specific question whether it would
be reasonable to require that such special long term contracts be announced in advance of their execution, we submit that there are sound reasons for such a requirement.
These special contracts have intricate provisions, and could
readily be devised in such a way as to cover deliberate and
unfair discriminations between customers. Special terms
could readily be inserted for the purpose of making such a
contract unacceptable to more than the particular favored
customer or customers with whom it was negotiated, or
to make it unacceptable for more than a day or two during
a given stage of the market. Unless announcement of
these special terms were made promptly, in time for other
customers to consider them and determine whether they also
desired to buy sugar on such terms over an extended period,
the offer of the terms could be withdrawn before acceptance by other customers, with the result that a seriously
unfair discrimination would have been perpetrated, in spite
of a seeming compliance with the principle of public announcement
Postponement of the announcement until after the contract had been executed and the sale made and the terms
perhaps withdrawn, as proposed by the Court, would leave
the other buyers that were thus discriminated against entirely helpless, except for such moral pressure as they might
bring .to bear on the guilty refiner by complaining that he
had been unfair to them. In the case of such specially
complicated contracts, such complaints might not be effective, because it could plausibly be explained that a change
in market or other conditions made it impossible to continue the offer.
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These s~ecial long term contracts would have opened a
very wide dpor to evasions of the Institute principle that
unfair discr~minations between customers should be abolished, and vigilance was required to see that there was real
public anno~ncement of such contracts so that all customers to who~1 they might be acceptable would have a fair
opportunity Ito take advantage of them. We submit that
the defendahts' action in this n:iatter was reasonable and
proper.
2. The Sp4ial Edgar Contracts.
!

In coneqtion with the subject of long term contracts,
the Trial C~urt refers to two special contracts secretly entered into ~y Edgar with Godchaux an<l Revere immediately befote the formation of the Institute. Under the
Godchaux c~ntract, Edgar was to obtain 10,000 to 15,000
bags of sugar per week at a concession of 20c under I he
market pric~ of AmericanJ Nat£onal and Godchaux for a
period of tulo years commenc-i'.ng December 1, 1927. Under
I
the Revere ~ontract, Edgar was to obtain 1,000 to 5,000
bags of sug~r per week at a concession of 10c per bag for
the period ~f one year commencing December JO, 1927
(Opinion, R. 178-9).
The existence of these Edgar contracts was a serious
threat to the very existence of the Institute. Although,
with the formation of the Institute, refiners pledged themselves in the future to sell only upon open prices and terms
publicly announced, without discrimination among custom- ·
ers, Edgar, who was broker for several of them, was. in
his capacity as a merchandiser of sugar, for a period of one
year guaranteed the delivery of 5,000 bags of sugar per
week at a concession of lOc per bag, and for two years
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guaranteed the delivery of 15,000 bags per week at a price
20c below that offered to any other buyer in the country.
Had the holder of these contracts been a manufacturer
such as Coca-Cola or Canada Dry, the discrimination
against other buyers of the same type would have been bad
enough. The situation was made infinitely wor se by virtue
of the fact that Edgar, the largest sugar merchant in the
United States, and also broker for several refiners, was
reselling this sugar in competition \Vith every ·wholesaler
and jobber in the middle v11est. Had Edgar elected to initiate a price cutting campaign, as he could easily afford to do
by virtue of these 10 and 20c concessions, he could have
driven out of the sngar business every buyer in the middle
west with whom he came into competition.
The refiners were helpless to remedy the situation. Godchaux ha<l guaranteed Edgar a 20c concession not only
under its own price, but under the price of National and
American as weU. No matter how far Godchaux might
cut the price to other buyers, Edgar was entitled to a still
lower price. No matter how far American and National
might cut the price to their own buyers, Edgar was still
entitled to a 20c concession. Edgar was in a position to cut
the throat of every last one of his competitors.
Furthermore, as Edgar himself testified ( R 454, 485),
he secured large quantities of American sugar and that of
other refiners by an exchange of the Godchaux sugar. The
merchandising by Edgar of the sugar of other refiners at
a price below that openly announced by those refiners would
inevitably lead to charges 'of bad faith, discrimination and
hypocrisy being leveled against these refiners. The trade
would not know when Edgar was selling at list price, as
American's broker, and when he was selling at a cut price
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in his
behalf, as merchant, American sugar which be
J
had acqu~re<l by exchange. The trade would not know the
peculiar ~ircumstances enabling Edgar to offer National
sugar at h price lower than that at which National's other
brokers 4 ere selling. Every last refiner was exposed to the
charge thpt the announcements· made early in 1928 regarding the \H
thdra wal of all concessions were made in bad
!
faith, to ~.rick and deceive the trade.
The ~t1cccss of the Institute's attempt to remedy the
conditionl prevailing in 1926 and 1927, and to restore the
AmericaI~ sugar industry to the level of a legitimate business honejstly and fairly conducted, depended largely upon
the coopetation of the trade generally. To undermine the
confidenc~ of brokers, of buyers, and of the trade at large
in the. int1grity of purpose of the members of the Institute
at the verpr outset of its existence was necessarily to invite
further disaster.
!
•
.Furth ~rmore, the Edgar-Godchaux contract was in
and of itself a violation of Section 2 of the Clavton Act,
since Go1chaux bound itself under any ar{d ali circum~
stances t9 sell to Edgar for a period of two years at a
price 20c Ibelow the prict! at which Godchaux sold to its
customers! g·enerally, thus placing in Edgar's hands the
power to drive other merchants out of the sugar business.
The Edgar-Revere contract was also probably a violation
of the Clayton Act.
. Judge Ballou, the Executive Secretary of the Institute,
recognized the gravity of the situation arid, as found by
the Trial Court, "sought and obtained from Edgar an assurance that he would maintain refiners' prices and not
the opportunity afforded by these contake advantage

of
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tracts to cut prices" (Finding 152, R. 301 ) . If they had
not attempted to get such an agreement, the refiners would
have been guilty of betraying their other customers, and
would have been threatened with the collapse of the Institute and the abandonment of the principles for which it
stood.
In the light of the special circumstances and considerations above reviewed, it is submitted that the Trial Court
erred in finding that the Edgar contracts "threatened the
Institute project only in so far as the Institute was concerned with uniformity of price structure", that "Defendants' purpose in obtaining the agreement from Edgar was
to preserve that structure" (Finding 153, R. 301) and that
defendants' action in this respect "constituted undue and
unreasonable restraint of trade" (Finding 155, R. 301 ).
3. Con.tract Enf orce-;nent.
Payment for sngar does not become due until after delivery to the buyer, and therefore the failu re of a refiner
to require the buyer to take delivery within the period
specified in the contract results in an indefinite extension
of credit to favored customers. The practice also results
in the assumption by the refiner of all storage and carrying
charges that the customer would otherwise have to assume
(R. 988-9).
Prior to the formation of the Institute, failure to
enforce the contract provision requiring withdrawal of
sugar at the expiration of the thirty day contract period
was one of the various forms of granting a concession to
particular customers. As testified by Lowry:
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'* * * That did not appear in the contract but it
WOlJld be part of the arrangement and was carried
out. Overrunning was a matter of individual cases,
Soqie buyers might receive the indulgence while
others might not. It could be used as an instrume~tality for discrimination and favoritism between
purchasers" (R. 383).
Campiglia !testified that C. & H., after the formation of
the Institu e :
~'*

* * expected

the members to adhere to their
principle of openly announced prices and terms. I
tho~1ght that on an announced sale for a period of
30, 140 or 60 days, delivery should be made in accor~ance with that announcement. We protested
aga/· nst instances, which we found from time to time
in t 1e trade, of extending deliveries and insisted that
me~bers should adhere to terms which they bad
announced. It was probably one of the duties of the
Enforcement Committee to see that contracts were
enforced. * * The Institute collected statistics in
conhection with deliveries, showing the quantity undelifered at the end of the cont ract period and circul~ted that information to its members" (R. 715-

*

16) l
As stated in the Opinion of the T rial Court (R. 179) :
"It was at times impracticable to enforce to the
letter the u sual 30 day contract. Extensions were
often g ranted. The Enforcement Committee during
the year in which it made recommendations as to the
extensions which should be granted was guided in
part at least by the periodic statistics of the customers' position on their contracts."
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It is submitted that concerted efforts on the part of
the refiners to secure uniform compliance with the openly
announced terms and provisions of their contracts, so as to
avoid the use of the extension privilege for secret and
unfair discriminations among customers, were entirely
proper and lawful, as a necessary application of the Institute's basic principle.
And we further submit that it was an obviously reasonable application of that principle to relax the ordinary practice of contract enforcement in periods when general trade
conditions made such relaxation reasonable, and to provide
for common action in such periods, so that refiners would
not use the contract extensions for discriminatory purposes.
We think, therefore, that the Trial Court erred in holding
that
"Defendants were without justification in acting
concertedly to determine whether and to what extent
to relax the rigid enforcement of the 30-day contract" (Finding 154, R. 301).
(f) The Four Payment Plan. Split Billing, the Cash Dis·
count, the Price Guarantee and Second Hand Sugar
or Re.sales.

These subjects are reviewed by the Trial Court in Findings of Fact 172 to 186 and 193 to 196 inclusive (R. 304307, 309). With the single e.."l:'.ception noted in the following paragraph, appellants have determined that it is
unnecessary to ask this Court to review their Assignments
of Error 84 to 87 and 94 to 95, inclusive, with respect
thereto (R. 342-3, 344-5). The subjects involved are of
slight importance in comparison with the major issues in
the case. In each instance, issues of fact alone are raised,
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the deternJiination of whicb would involve a detailed and
lengthy re~ew of the evidence. Since the only action enjoined by ~he Decree with respect to these subjects is action
which the l appellants deny having undertaken in the past
and whichl they have no desire to undertake in the future,
no useful !purpose would be served by a decision of this
Court tha~ these provisions of the Decree are unwarranted
by the evidence.
In Fin~Iing of Fact 195 (R. 309), the Trial Court states
that defenilants concertedly adopted rules:

'"*

* * reqniring buyers to elect and specify at the
tim,!e of entering contract, without privilege of
cha,µge, the prices and/or terms in cases where the
refi~er had more than one price or different terms
in different or the same territories."

i

In Fin~ing of Fact 196 (R. 309), the Court states that
no justifit4tion is found "for the restraints * * * upon the
freedom t~ vary prices and terms where the refiner had
differing prices and terms" and that ''in these respects
defendant~ imposed umiue and unreasonable restraints of
trade". P~ragraph 44 of the Decree (R. 325) enjoins de~
fondants from concertedly
"Requiring buyers to elect between the guarantee and non-guarantee for.m of contract at the
time of entering the contract or at any other t~n:e
before delivery or ref using to grant buyers the pnv1lege of changing from one destination to another by
resale or otherwise."
It is submitted that this Finding of an undue and unreasonable restraint of trade and the provision of the Decree above
quoted are erroneous and sho~ld be reversed (A. of E. 95,
129 (37), R. 345, 353).
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\.Vhere a refiner openly offers two different types of contract applicable to two different territories, and involving
different prices and terms, a requirement that the buyer
elect, at the time the contract is entered into, between the
two types of contract offered, is an obvious and necessary
corollary of the principle of open prices and terms, with
no discrimination between customers. "Inasmuch as guarantee contracts are offered by refiners only in a limited
territory (R 714), the subsequent delivery in non-guarantee territory of sugar originally booked under a guarantee
contract would constitute a flagrant violation of the refiner's
own open announcements. A buyer in a territory where a
price guaranty was not offered could order his requirements
under a guarantee contract for shipnient into guarantee territory where he did not do business, and then, if there was
no price decline, request the refiner to alter the terms of
the contract and make delivery at the .bnyers' place of
business in non-guarantee territory, thereby obtaining by
means of a subterfuge, the benefit of a guaranty which
the refiner did not openly announce in the territory where
the buyer ultimately demanded delivery. The subsequent
granting of these valuable options to some customers and
the withholding of them from other customers would have
been a grossly unfair ~iscrimination, and the only way for
the refiners to close this door to such unfair practices was
to require that the election as to the form of contract be
made when the contract was entered. No form of public
announcement, and no other method of handling this special situation, could have been devised to prevent the use
of this option for discriminatory purposes.
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{g) Trans~ortation Activities.

I

I. Transi~ing and Diversion.
Transif ing (sometimes called retransiting or storage in
transit) is~ the exercise of the rig4 t granted under the. pro·
. .
. 's tan.ff to stop and store a shipment at
v1s1ons
o f I1a earner
an interm~diate point and subsequently forward it to a
point bey~d, and to apply the through rate from point of
origin to ~ltimate destination, via the storage point, instead
of the higher combination of local rates to and from the
storage p4int. The tariffs of the carriers determine the
points at ~vhich shipments may be stored in transit, called
transit poi~1ts, and contain the rules governing the exercise
of the priiilcge (R. 573-4, Ex. 264 ).
Divers~on (sometimes called reconsignment) is the
right gendrally granted to shippers by railroad's tariffs to
change th~ destination or consignee of a shipment while
the goods ~re in transit and to apply the through rate from
the point qf origin to the ultimate destination via the point
of diversif n, instead of the higher combination of local
rates to
from the diversion point (R. 739).
The us~ by others of the transiting and diversion privi-.
leges eithet before or since the Institute has been of concern
to the refiners only where the shipments were made by the
r efiners themselves (R 748) and then only in two respects
- ( 1) in so far as they might be used to defeat the refiners'
publicly announced freight applications (R. 749), and (2)
to the ext.e nt that the refiners might be involved in possible
claims o:f violations of the Interstate Commerce Act,
through the use of the transit privilege contrary to the
provisions of the transit tariffs (R. 749-50) .
Except where one of these two situations has arisen,
the refiners have taken no action to restrict or interfere in

a9d
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any \vay with the transiting or diversion of sugar. Thus a
purchaser of sugar f .o.b. refinery or elsewhere could always
transit· or divert his own shipments as he pleased and refiners have never concerned themselves with his actions.
Moreover, even on a refiner's own shipment, if the purchaser was willing to pay the openly announced freight
application at ultimate destination and no railroad tari ff
was being violated, the refiner actually assisted such purchaser in diverting or in transiting, by registering inbound
billing and endorsing t.he privilege over to the purchaser

(R 754, 810, Ex. T-4) .
\Vherever a refiner's freight absorption under its openly
announced application is greater at one point than at another, whether because the freight application is artificially
depressed (as where determined by a differential rate) or
because of the railroad rate structure itself, the possibility
arises of a buyer utilizing the first point as the ostens£ble
destination and then transiting or diverting the shipment
to the other point. The sole purpose and only possible effect
is to extend the refiner's higher freight absorption to the
latter point (R. 810, 747).
The manner in which unscrupulous buyers fraudulently
contrived to obtain delivery of sugar at less than the refiners' openly announced freight application at the point
of ultimate destination and caused the refiner to ahsorb
more of the freight charge than the refiner had announced
he would absorb at that point is clearly appreciated and
described by the T rial Court.
"Because of the artificiality in the freight applications charged by the several refiners both before
and increasingly since the Institute, there were opportunities for using transiting and diversion priv-
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ilegfs to get sugar to ultimate destination at a cost
to t~e purchaser below that of the announced freight
app~ication of the refiner. Thus, prior to the Institute a blanket freight rate of 84c from the Pacific
coa. t covering the entire territory from the Rocky
:Mountains east to Chicago and St. Louis was in
f or c and in the western part of this territory, too
rem te for eastern and southern seaboard refiners
to c mpete, it was the actual rate charged the purcha ers. But at points further east, at which the
t ari rates from the eastern and southern seaboard
werf less than fro m the Pacific Coast, the California
refi ers, in order to compete had to absorb part of
the freight by making freigh t applications lower
thal 84c. Sugar bought from California refiners
for delivery a t more easterly points on the lO\\·er
frei rht application might then be diverted to a more
wes~erly point; refiners' higher application for that
poi t would, thus, be defeated. Texas offers another
illu. tration. Prior to 1928, blanket freight · rates
wer • in effect at Texas points both from New
Orl ans and from the Texas refining points; the
Te as refiners always charged the New Orleans
ratd which then was 17c higher and refused to sell
f.o.E>. refinery. In 1928, Texas was put on a mileageTand New Orleans on a zone basis. Dallas a~d
Hearne, being in the same zone, bore the same tariff
rate, 58c from New Orleans; but from Sugarland,
Tex.as, Hearne was 28c and Dallas 38c. The refiners' freight application from either New Orleans
or Sugarland to Hearne was 45c, to Dallas 55c, in
each case, the Sugarland tariff rate plus 17c. On
an order placed with the New Orleans refiner for
shipment to Hearne, Texas, the refiner would prepay the actual freight at the rate of 58c, billing the
customer for the freight application of 45c; the re-
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fi ner thereby absorbed 13c. If, before the car
reached Hearne the customer diverted it, or from
H earne t ransited it to Dallas, there were no additional freight charges. Thus, the buyer had the
sugar in Da11as at a transportation cost of 4Sc instead of the refiners' freight application of SSc to
his Dallas competitor.
" The evidence show s that both before and since
the Institute) diversion and trans£ting have been
used by customers to defeat freight afJplt'.cations
either by niisreprcsenting to the r efiners the actual
destination and then transiting or diverting the
sugar, in effect practicing a fra ud upon the refiner,
or with the refiners' consent, either secretly as a
screen for a secret concession, or openly" (R. 16061 ) . (I talies ours.)
It should be pointed out, however, that the statement
of the Trial Court that opportunities for practicing t ransiting and diversion to defeat the announced freight application of the refi ner existed because of "the artificiality of
the freight applications charged by the several refiners" is
misleading. There were two classes of cases in which transiting and diversion were practiced to defeat the announced
freight applications o:E the refiners. One class, and by far
the larger class, was that illustrated by the Court's first
example, stated above (p. 184 ), where the Pacific Coast
refiners were paying the railroads the 84c blanket rate from
San Francisco to the entire area from the Rocky Iviountains
to the Mississippi, but were absorbing a large {>art of that
freight payment by quoting to their customers in that area
a much lower rate. This lower rate, which was ·the one
the Paci.fie. Coast refiners actually charged to t~eir customers at any given point in the territory, was t he same
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as the loJest rate charged by the New Orleans refiners to
their cus~omcrs for shipments to such point. Since the
New Orl~'lns refiners were the nearest freight-wise to such
point and! thus enjoyed the lowest actual rates, the rates
they charged were the actual rates they paid the railroads
or the bat~e lines by which they shipped to such point. The
Pacific C9ast refiners, therefore, in order to compete with
the New 9rieans refiners at such point, were meeting that
actual rat~ paid by the New Orleans refiners. That rate
was, of cburse, in no sense artificial so far as the New
Orleans ~efiners were concerned, and it was artificial so
far as th¢ San Francisco refiners were concerned only in
the sense lthat it was less than the rate they were actually
paying tol the railroads on the sugar they shipped to this
competith{e area. In order to compete there against this
actual· rate of the New Orleans refiners, the San Fran~
cisco refirlers had to charge their customers the New Orleans acttial rate, and absorb the difference between that
rate and 1:he rate they themselves had paid the railroads.
The o~her case used by the Court in this illustration,
the Hearde and Dallas situation, involved an actual freight
"pick-up"I enjoyed by the Texas refiners on their ship~
ments intb a limited area. in northern Texas. These two
Texas refiners elected not to take full advantage of their
lower actual railroad freight rates into this northern Texas
territory by selling there on the actual freight rates, and
thus compelling their competitors in New Orleans and elsewhere who wanted to ship into that territory to absorb the
difference between the Texas refiners' actual rate and the
competitors' larger rates from their more distant refineries.
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But that situation had always existed since long before the
Institute was organized, and it was in no way essentially
related to or typical of the transiting and diversion problem with which we are here concerned. It represented
only a small part of that problem.
The freight applications of the refiners which gave
rise to this problem of transiting and diversion were artificial only in the sense that they were always less than the
actual rates charged by the carriers to the more distant
refiners who were competing in a given area, and they thus
represen ted a freight loss by such refiners. The exten t
to which they were less than the actual freight rate, i.e.,
the amount of the more distant refine rs' absorption, was
determined entirely by the actual railroad rate structure
and the competitive freight applications quoted by the refiners enjoying the lowest actual freight rates into the competitive territory, as clearly evidenced by the very examples cited by the Trial Court.
The Court has made the following specific Findings
with respect to this subject:
"Both before and since the Institute, div~sion
and transiting have been used by customers to defeat frejght applications either by misrepresen ting
to the refiners the actual destination and then transiting or diverting the sugar, in effect practicing a
fraud upon the refiner, or with the refiner's consent, either secretly as a screen for secret concession or openly (Finding 121, R. 294).
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i "Defendants
adopted Code interpretations
w\1ich contained detailed recommendations with resp~ct to the action that individual refiners should
tal<e in making certain that no transiting (or) diversi<m defeated the refiners' freight applications.
\\fhile these recommendations, based on the collectiye experience of the industry, may have represepted the most effective means for discovering
f rµuds, they were desib>ned to prevent and defendatjts agreed to prevent any transiting and diversion
bY, customers even openly, when they would defeat
fr~ight applications. Defendants' agreement in this
re~pect and actions pursuant thereto were essential
tolthe success of their concerted efforts since the Institute to maintain artificial freight rate structures;
they were for the purpose of aiding in maintaining
such structures and constituted undue and unreasonah:le restraint of trade" (Finding 122, R 294).
i

T he r~asoning of the Trial Court in the passages above
quoted is !confused. The Court correctly finds that transit·
ing and d~version were used by customers to defeat refiners'
freight applications, i.e. to force the refiner to absorb more
freight t~1an intended under the refiner's open announcements. ~fhe Court correctly states that if this was done
without the knowledge or consent of the refiner, a deliberate fraud was per petrated on the refiner. The Court correctly finds that if it was done with the refiner's consent
and secretly, the device amounted to the g ranting of a secret
concession. The Court then intimates that if done openly
with the refiner's consent, the practice was entirely proper.
Therein lies the fallacy. There is 110 P'urpo;e in transiting
or diversion except to defeat a refiner's annm.mced applicatfon at a given point. Hepce the Court's concept of a r~
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finer ope1tly authori.zing the devious device of transiting or
diversion to defeat his openly ann01mced application is entirely unreal. If he "openly authorized" transiting and
diversion by all customers to defeat his announced application at a certain point, as the Court's ruling contemplates,
he would in effect be announcing that his announced application was meaningless. No Institute reconunendation or
regulation 'Would have been violated if any refiner had
chosen to make such an absurd annoitn.cement. But, of
course, no refiner could have made it without making himself appear ridiculous in the eyes of the trade. If be wanted
to accomplish the practical result that would come from such
an announcement, he would simply \.Vithdraw his previously
announced application and announce a new and lower one,
equivalent to the rate that would be realized by the transiting or diversion. The Institute took no act£on whatsoever
to prevent any refiner froni loztrermg his publicly annou1iced
freigh t applicatfon at any poi11t.
"The artificial freight rate structure" to which the
Court refers was the direct result of the competitive contests whereby the more distant refiners invaded the home
territory of other refiners. They accomplished this by
"absorbing" freight on shipments into that territory. This
practice of freight absorptions increased greatly during the
Institute period and was direct and incontrovertible evidence of the promotion of real economic competition under
Institute conditions. The situation differed from that prior
to the Institute only in the intensity of the public competition between the refiners in these freight absorptions, which
were the means whereby they accomplished additional extensions of their selling territory.· Prior to the Institute, this
competition had been largely furtive and secret, taking the
·f orm of increased freight absorptions for favored custo-
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mers,, eitl~er by direct secret freight rebates, or by secretly
authorized transiting and diversion, or by both. After the
Institute was organized and these secret discriminatory
arrangen~ents were abolished, the refiners had to absorb
freight f ~r all customers alike in the invaded territories.
The tota\ net loss of the industry in these competitive
freight a~sorptions has theref ore steadily increased every
year sinc4 the orga nization of the Institute, as will be seen
from Exl)ibi t F-17, printed in the Appendix. In 1927, the
net freig~1t absorptions of the industry as a whole were
$2,974,568, and by 1931 they had increased to $3,974,674.
The ~reight rate structure produced by these absorptions was lno more "artificial" in its nature during the Institute periqd than before. In reality, it was less artificial,
because Bef ore the Institute it had the additional artificiality o~ the secret discriminations which made the announced freight applications completely unreal for many of
the buyer-s, highly m isleading to all the others and also
to the refiper 's competitors.

I

2. Wate1rCarriers.

~espect

With
to this subj ect the Trial Court has found
(Finding il25, R . 295) that "defendants concertedly sought
and in the spring of 1930 obtained from transportation
companies operating on the New York State Barge Canal,
an agreement that they would carry sugar onJy on the basis
of openly announced rates and terms from which they
would not de·viate without open announcement", that uan
important purpose of the defendants in seeking these agreements was to effect a stabilization of transportation rates",
and that " def endants' conduct in this respect constituted
undue and unreasonable restraint of trade".
.
I n t he spring of 1930 there had been a recurrence of
r umors of rebat ing by cer tain operators on the New York
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State Barge Canal (R. 755). According to these rumors,
some portion of the transportation charges paid by refiners was being secretly passed on to customers with resulting discriminations. These carriers were not subject to
the supervision of the Interstate Commerce Commission
or any other regulatory authority ( R. 566, 755). To meet
the situation the following Code Interpretations were
adopted (Ex. 20, Sec. XII, par. 1 (a) and (b)) :

"1 . VV ATER

TRANSl'ORT ATION

" (a) The Institute recommends to its members
that they refrain from the employment of water
transportation companies which do not publicly
announce the rates, terms, and conditions under
which they transport sugars.
"(b) The Institute recommends to its members
that they cease to employ any water transportation
company which, after openly announcing rates,
terms and conditions, performs any additional service beyond that provided for in its announcement
or makes any rebate of any kind or character whatsoever, or otherwise fails to abide by the provisions
of its open announcement.n
T he purpose of these Code I nterpretations was merely
to insure that the refiner's own transportation payments
would not be used for secret rebates. T his was likewise
the purpose of the meeting with the water carriers held
on March 7, 1930. Government witness Muller, manager
of one of the New York Barge Canal lines, testified:
"At the Institute meeting attended by the canal
carriers T aylor and Ripley said that they wanted re-
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~>ating cut out. They did not say they wanted each
~anal operator to charge the same rate. They said
lhey. wanted each ?perator. to decide what rates and
~erv1ce he was going to give and then file with the
~·eiiners with whom he wanted to do business a
tatement of those rates and conditions, and, having
$0 fi led them, to adhere until he desired to change,
}vhereupon he should give a like notice. There was
~10 infer ence that the va rious operators had to have
the same rates and conditions'' (R. 566).

f

I

See a lsb the testimony of Ripley to the same effect (R.
755-6) ·I T he purpose of the meeting clearly was identical
with tl1at of the two Code Interpretations, i.e., to insure
. that " tr ansportation would be only on rates openly and
publicl)/' announced" and to eliminate secret rebating (Ex.

316).

II

.

The refiners' efforts to prevent secret rebating by water
carrierl out of the transpor tation charges which the refiners rlhemselves paid were directly in line with the public
policy bnacted in the Interstate Commerce Act. It was
1
just su f h practices w hich led to that Act when it became
evidenV. that their inevitable result was to destroy, not to
foster bompetition. T he effort of defendants was not to
"stabilize" transportation r ates in any improper sense of
the term. It is submitted that the effor ts of the refiners
here condemned by the Trial Court as an "undue and unreasonable restraint of trade" were bo th la\irfu1 and proper.
Their purpose and effect were to avoid discrimination
among customers by means of secret concessions out of the
freight charges paid by the refiners.
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3. Private Charters.
\Vith resped to this subject the Trial Court made the
following Finding:

/

"Recommendations of the Institute concertedly
observed by the members provided that none of
them should ship sugar on his own account by private charter except when such charter was arranged
directly between refiner and carrier and refiner was
satisfied that no broker, buyer or warehouseman
was participating in the rate, and that members
should submit the terms of every such private charter to the Executive Secretary, so that he might
scrutinize it for any indications of rebate or other
violation of the Code of Ethics.
"These recommendations went further than was
necessary to accomplish the end of preventing secret
rebating; the real aim was to assist in the preservation of the price structure. Defendants' conduct
in this respect constituted undue and unreasonable
restraint of trade" (Finding 126, R. 295).
These Findings are not elaborated in the Opinion of
the Trial Court. No indication is given with respect to
the basis for the Court's conclusion that the recommendations described went further than necessary to prevent
secret rebating. As far as can be ascertained from examination of the Record there is no logical or factual basis for
the Court's bare suspicion that the refiners' "real aim was to
assist in the preservation of the price structure" or for
the unexplained and, it is submitted, wholly unwarranted
conclusion that these recommendations constituted ''undue
and unreasonable restraint of trade".
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4. Poot !Cars and Pool Ca.rgoes.

Wi~ respect to this subject the Trial Court has found:
I "Nlinimum cargo was often as high as 2,000
bjags and minimum carload usually 600 bags. Cust~)mers, unable to purchase in such large quantities,
cpuld, by clubbing together, obtain cargo or carload
r~tes. Acting under Institute recommendations, def~ndants agreed to refuse and concertedly refused
t9 aid customer s in making up the required minima
b,y themsel'Ves participating in such pools with
sµgar shipped on their own account. Defendants'
purpose was not, as claimed, to eliminate discriminat1on. Even if, due to refining schedules and sales
rf!quirements, refiners could not grant this privilege
all customers, there is nothing unfair in an appare)lt discrimination which results solely from the nece~sary limitations of a refiner's capacity in this re~
spect. Defendants' conduct in this respect constituted undue and unreasonable restraint of trade"

tp

~Finding 127, R. 296).

!
Clearly, jit would have been wholly impossible as a practical
matter ~or a refiner to supply in all cases the balance required By a customer or customers to make up a minimum
cargo or carload for shipment by privately chartered vessel
or by rail. It would have meant shipments by refiners of
varying quantities of sugar to all parts of the country
where the refiner had no reason whatsoever to dump such
odd lots. In some cases the refiner could be called upon to
ship merely a few bags necessary to complete a minimum
cargo or earload and in other cases might be called upon to
supply the bulk of the shipment. It was a service which by
its very nature could not possibly have been made available
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to all of a refiner's customers or to any substantial number
of customers. 'To participate with particufa r customers in
such shipments on the infrequent occasions when the shipment happened to coincide with the refiner's own requirements would have g-iven such customers a wholly unfair
advantage over those other customers ·with whom it was
impossible for the refiner similarly to cooperate.
It is submitted that the conclusion of the Trial Court
that the purpose of <lefendants in observing the Institute
recommendation above referred to "was not, as claimed, to
eliminate discrimination" amounts to nothing more than an
unfounded suspicion, unwarranted by the evidence. It is
submitted that the refusal of refiners to grant to particular
customers a special service, impossible to be offered openly
to all customers without discrimination, docs not constitute
"undue and unreasonable restraint of trade" and is clearly
justifiable as a specific application of the basic principle
adopted by the refiners in the formation of the Institute.
If this action had not been taken, a ready means of secret
discrimination between customers would have been available. By participating with favored customers in making
up pool cars and cargoes a refiner could have granted such.
customers a valuable rebate, withheld from other customers,
and not in any way discoverable by other refiners or cust<)mers (R. 782-4).

5. Trucking.
With respect to this subject the Trial Court has found: .
"Defendants agreed to use only, trucking concerns not affiliated with any buyer, broker, or warehouse and then only under non-rebating contracts.
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EJen though a warehouse trucking for its own cus~
toA1ers may have been excepted from the operation
of I the agreement, the alleged justifications for the
ge~eral policy and acts pursuant thereto, similar to
th©se offered as to brokers and warehouses, are
eq~1ally without merit. Defendants' conduct in this
re&pect constituted undue and unreasonable restraint
of ltrade" (Finding 129, R. 296).
The I• inding above quoted involves the same questions
as those Pireviously considered at length in connection with
the subjelt of affiliated brokers and warehouses, and the
refiners' ,fforts to guard against secret rebating by water
carriers not subject to the supervision of the Interstate
Commercf Commission.
The splitting with a customer by a trucking concern of
transport,l tion charges paid by the refiner not only violates
the public policy embodied in the Interstate Commerce Act,
but result in a discrimination among customers in complete
violation f the basic principle adopted by the refiners.
The refiners' refusal to employ trucking concerns affiliated with brokers, warehousemen or buyers is dearly justifiable in view of the inconsistent nature of the functions
involved. 1 It was part of the broker's function to select
transportation means and routes for shipment. It was the
duty of the broker to select the best means, the quickest
routes and the cheapest rates, and of course the refiner was
deprived of the broker's disinterested service if the broker
himself was engaged in the transportation business (R:

893, 835, 901).
Obviously there is a temptation to the broker to use
facilities in which he is interested and to charge the refiner
a price above· that for which the service could otherwise
be obtained or to give the business to some company which
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paid the broker a commission or gave him a split on the
transportation charges. The functions of truckman and
warehouseman are equally inconsistent since the refiner
relies on each to check the other. Both truckman and warehouseman are required to advise the refiner of the date
when sugars arrive at or are shipped from the warehouse.
If both functions are combined, this check on bills f or storage charges is lost (R. 835). Similarly, where the broker
himself acts as truckman, the refiner is deprived of the safeguard of a disinterested agent's report of delivery dates
(R. 835). Accurate delivery date reports are an absolute
necessity if secret concessions are to be prevented. By
shifting r eports of delivery dates backward or forward for
a day or two a broker can often give a refiner's customer
an effective rebate of ten or fifteen cents a bag, because
of an intervening rise or fall in the price.
This combination of inconsistent functions provided the
same facilities for extending secret and undetectable rebates to favored customers that were provided by the
broker-warehouseman, broker-customer, and warehouseman-customer combinations discussed earlier in this brief.
It is submi tted that the Finding of the Court that defendants' action in this connection "constituted undue and 1mreasonable restraint of trade" is therefore erroneons.
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(h) lnstit~te Investigations.
I

The Trial Court f ound that:

I"The Institute from time to time examined the
sev~ral refiners' records and files in investigating
sus!Pected code violations and held more or less format trials of refiners in order to determine whether
the~e had been code violations. These activities,
inspfar as they were in and of defendants other
illegal activities, are likewise undue and unreasonabl~ restraint of trade" (Finding 209, R . 312).

I

P aragfiaph 45 of the D ecree enjoins defendants from
concertedly
' "Engaging in any policing activities or investiga~1ng or maintaining any system of investigation,
or ~mining files, records or stocks, or holding any
trials, to ascertain or prevent violations of or depa1~ture from any program enjoined by this decree"
(R~ 325).
i

For tHe reasons specified throughout the balance of
this brief, !Appellants deny that the Code provisions and the
action taken thereunder were illegal, as found by the Trial
Court. In so far as this Court may sustain the legality of
those provisions and the action taken thereunder, the investigations undertaken by the Institute for the purpose of
a scertaining and preventing violation of such provisions
are clearly justifiable and the Findings and Decree of the
Trial Court in this respect should therefore be reversed.
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IV.
INSTITUTE ACTIVITIES DESIGNED TO EFFECT
MORE ECONOMIC METHODS OF PRODUCTION AND
DISTRIBUTION.
A.

The In.stitute's Statistical Service.

Although the only vice which the Trial Court found in
respect of the Institute's statistical service was the failure
to disseminate among the entire trade all statistics collected
by the Institute, it is desirable to review briefly the manner
in which the Institute operated as a statistical organization,
in order that this Court may understand the basis, or lack
of basis, for the Trial Court's F'inding.
Price Announcements. T he matter of price announcements has already been discussed in detail. H ere the Insti~
tute functioned to give prompt and accurate publicity
throughout the trade to the terms of the announcements,
thereby benefiting not only refiner sellers but also brokers
and buyers everywhere. Members notified the Institute
promptly of the exact terms of every price or terms announcement which they released. The Institute relayed this
information at once, by wire or messenger , in the exact
w ording received, to all its members (except C. & H.), to the
"ticker" service (Dow ] o~es & Co.), to the Wall Street
News, to various brokerage houses, to certain producers of
raw and foreign refined sugar and to the Domestic Sugar
Bureau (R. 6~3, Ex. I-2). The purpose of this system was
to provide as rapidly as possible an accu.rate copy of the
terms of price announcements, accuracy being doubly im-,
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portant bec~use of the complicated form of such announcements ( R. cp7). The I nstitute's facilities were put at the disposal of e~ery part of the trade-buyers (through news
a·gencies atjd through brokers), beet sugar producers and
sellers, bro~ers, raw sugar producers and the refiners them-'
selves.
'

Freight jAnnouncernents. The system of giving publicity to pri~e announcements was also employed with some
modificatio~ in connection with announcements of freight
applicationsl grade and package differentials and the like.
The subjec~ matter here involved, however, was frequently
· essentially lpcal in character, of restricted interest, and the
number an4 length of the announcements were considerably greater than in the c:tse of price announcements.
Unless con~idered of particular importance, therefore,
these annoimcements were sent by mail rather than
by wire or Hy messenger (R. 777). Because of their essentially local character and their restricted interest they were
not ordinari~y sent to the news agencies (R. 778). In addition to me~bers, however, they were given to brokerage
houses, to ~he Domestic Sugar Bureau and to anyone in
the trade wl~o made inquiry (R. 778, Ex. I-2).
The inf~rmation collected and disseminated as above
described would have been available to the trade even without the Institute, but not in such accura te and reliable form
(R. 637). However, the balance of the statistical information compiled by the Institute could not have been obtained
through any ~t-Jier s01.t,rce (R. 592, 710, 1035, 1060).
Jv[ elt, Deliveries and Stocks. Members r~ported each
week their total melt for the week, total deliveries for the
~eek and total stocks on hand. This information w·a,s _tabulated and reported back to the members (R. 98i ). '. Figures
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showing total melt and total deliveries were released weekly
and widely dist·ributed by the Institute in the trade and elsewhere (R. 983). The organizations and persons receiving
these figures included the Journal of Commerce, Facts
About Sugar, Magazine of \Vall Street, New York Coffee
& Sugar Exchange, Willett & Gray (the major statistical
sugar trade journal), and many brokers, sugar statisticians
and investment bankers (Ex. T-7). This information was
available to anyone desiring it.
Deliveries by States. The number of bags of sugar delivered in each state was r eported to the Institute-weekly
by members and monthly by the Domestic Sugar Bureau
(for the beet producers) and by the importers of refined
sugar (R. 983). This information was tabulated by the
Institute and the total number of bags delivered in each
state reported back weekly and monthly to all members
(R. 983). The total deliveries of all sugar, divided to
show the amount of domestic cane, imported cane and domestic beet delivered in the period, was reported monthly
to members and to the trade generally (R. 984) through
distribution to the publications, news agencies, brokers, etc.,
comprising the "trade list" (Ex. T-7).
'Miscellaneous Statistfrs. In addition, the Institute compiled and distributed to members and importers weekly
statistics as to the amount of sugar on consignment by
states, the amount of sugar stored in transit by states and
the amount of sugar ~oved by eastern and squthern differential ro~tes for refiners' account and for customers' ·
account ( R. 984-5).
The Trial Court expressly f~und that there were wideiy
di~tributed to the purchasing trade through news agencies, '
banks and brokers,
.
.
..
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Ht* *

weekly statistics as to the total melt and
total Jd eliveries and monthly statistics of the total
delive\ries of all s~gar, div.ided so as to show the
amoupt of domestic cane, imported cane, and beet
sugarb delivered through the period" (Finding 60,

).
1
The goo1 faith of the refiners in the dissemination of
R. 28

·
these statistics to the purchasing trade is evidenced by the
further fact, as found by the Court, that

"* * * T he total

refined stocks on hand could be
comp ted by subtracting from the total melt of each
week e total deliveries during each week, and def enda ts, during recent years when refined stocks
were reatly increasing, continued ·to supply to the
trade, weekly statistics on 11ielt and deliv eries, from
which the trade could readily calcuJate such increase"
(Fin, i.ng 61, R. 280).
.
.
.
It need s ·arcely be pointed out that, were pnce mam·
tenance t he ominant pur pose of defendants as found by
the Trial Co rt, defendants would not have given to the
buying trade, as the Court found they did, this information
which kept th e trade constantly informed of all increases in
1
refined stocks on hand, which could not have any other than
a depressing effect upon refined prices.
Yet with respect to these very statistics, of certain value
to the purchasing trade and not available through any
source other than the Institute, the Court states that

"The statistics relating to total production, total
deliveries, and calculable stocks, which defendants
made available to the purchasing trade, could have
. had only limited significance f or the individual
mislead him"
. purchaser, and were even likely
(Finding 65, R. 280).

to
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Neither the Findings of Fact nor the Opinion of the
Court afford any clue as to why, how or in what manner
the trade could possibly have been misled by clearly defined
and wholly unambiguous statistics.
The Court's Charge of 'fVithholding .S'tatistics.

The Court charges the defendants wit h having obtained
an unfair advantage with respect to purchasers (Finding
65, R. 280) and with having unduly and unreasonably restrained trade (Finding 66, R. 281) by failing to disseminate among the purchasing trade t he statistics compiled by
the Institute and submitted weekly to its members showing :
(a) Production and deliveries of the individual
refine rs;
(b) Total deliveries by states;

( c) Total consigned and in-transit stocks by
states ;, and

( d) Total deliveries by differential r outes by
sta tes.
Statistical information of this type, while of great importance to the individual refiners, was of no value whatsoever to the purchasing trade, and the Trial Court makes
no attempt to point out lwa1 the bityers were prejudiced by
their f ailure to receive such information, or the . use to
which such information could have been put had it been
broadcast to the e'J'!tire p,urchasing trade.
The refiners themselves, however, were keenly interested in such statistics because t hey enabled them to determine whether they were preserving their position in the
industry in comparison with that of their individual com-
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petitors. v~ith these points in mind, let us consider each
item of thes~ allegedly "withheld" statistics referred to by
the Trial C~mrt.
~

(a) Pro~uction and Deliveries of Individual Refiners.
McCahan, ~-Or example, would be an."<ious to know not
only how it~ production and deliveries compared with the
total producltion and deliveries of all refiners, but more
particularly ~vhether its volume had increased or decreased
in comparisJn with that of P ennsylvania and other individual refine~s who were McCahan' s principal competitors
in the territo~ies where it operated. McCahan's comparison
of its own production and delivery figures with those for
the industry las a whole might indicate a loss in its relative
position witJiout disclosing the reason therefor. But, with
the figures ~or the individual refiners available, McCahan
might disco~er that the relative loss resulted solely from a
substantial ithcrease in the volume of the two P acific Coast
refiners witft whom McCahan had no substantial direct
competition. I On the other hand, knowledge by McCahan
that its r elative loss of position resulted from increased
business of Pennsylvania or other immediate competitors
would be ·a cb.use for ala rm and indicate the need of more
vigorous selling efforts against the refiner who was cutting
into 11cCahan's business.
But this type of info rmation could not have been of
the slightest practical use to any buyer. It might have
satisfied an occasional vague curiosity, but nothing more.

(b) Total Weekly Deliveries by States. The statistics
showing the total number of bags delivered by all refiners
weekly in each stale were of rea l value to the refiners, since
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a decrease in a refiner's relative share of the total business
in any given state would point to the necessity of more
intensive sales efforts in that particular area. Here again,
however, such information could have had no practical
value to the buyers. The weekly deliveries in any given
·state or group of states, have no bearing at all on sugar
prices, or on the trade factors which might influence such
prices in the future. From the buyer's standpoint, an increase or decrease in the weekly deliveries in a given state
or group of states would merely reflect the usual seasonal
rise and fall in sugar sales, a fact which was already fully
knovvn to him.
The buyers were already supplied by the trade pubiications and the refiners with the only information bearing on
sugar prices which could be of use to them, namely, raw
sugar prices and the total weekly nielt and the total
weekly del-i·veries of a.U sugar, divided so as to show the
amounts of domestic cane, imported cane and doniestic beet.
From this information, as the Court found (R. 280)) the
buyers could readily calculate the total refined stocks on
hand, and this was the only remaining information useful
to them in gauging probable future re finers' prices.
It is theoretically possible that information to the buyers
as to weekly deliveries in their own states might have been
useful in their competition with other distributors. They
might thus get some possible light in determining whether
to cut their own prices or not to cut them, on the theory
that deliveries in their state were increasing or decreasing
so as to indicate an increase or decrease of stock in the
hands of local distributors. Even such a use-.is exceedingly
doubtful as a practical matter, but it is the only possible use
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we can imagi4e buyers might have for this inforn1ation of
weekly de1ive~ies of refiners hy states.
Some sucl~ vaguely possible use must have been the
source of the! Court's confusion on this point But it is
readily appar~nt that such a 11se could have had no bearing
on refiners' pdces. The fact that there might be a slight tendency to an ~ncrcase or decrease of vveekly deliveries in
Indiana or Te~as or Vermont sheds no light at all on probable refined ptices. The refiners could get no possible advantage over the buyers by having such information themselves and withholding it from the buyers. And certainly
the mere fact i that the refiners collected such information
for a proper ~urpose, because it was useful to them in det~rmining wh~ther they were individually gaining or losing
in their comp¢litive contests with each other, placed them
under no legal or other obligation to disseminate it among
the buyers. The vaguely possible value of such information to the bu)rers in determining their own policies as to
wholesale and retail prices might have provided some reason
for action by Jthemselves to collect and disseminate it, but
apparently no~e of them ever thought of it, because there
is no evidenceI that any of the1n ever asked for such information or thoi-tght it woitld be useful.
;

(c) Total Consigned and In-Transit Stock by States.
( d) Total Deliveries by Differential. Routes by States.
Here again the record is bare of any shred of evidence
to support the Court's Finding. No wittiess testified that
any buyers ever sought information as to consigned and
in-transit stock by states or total deliveries by differential
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routes by states, or that any buyer ever thought such in.. formation would be of a.ny use to hi11i. 'fhe reason there

is no such evidence is apparent. Refiners were interested
in such information because it was helpful in determining
their shipping practices and in enabling them to avoid the
useless expense and waste involved in accumulating excess
consignment stocks in the various states. But the buyers
were no more interested in this type of information than
in total deliveries by states. Since refiners' prices are determined by national and not by local factors, and since sugar
is always available on a few minutes' or at most a few hours'
notice, the buyers had no interest contra the refiners in
knowing the facts in question here, and, so far as the record
shows, they were of no interest even as between the buyers
themselves.
Here again, it is theoretically poss.ible that a buyer
might use such information in trying to probY!losticate a
possible change in the refiners' freight applications, though
practically that is extremely doubtful. Certainly the r efiners did not "withhold" this information from the buyers
because they did not want the buyers to have it. The sole
reason it was not published was because the refiners had
no reason to believe that the buyers wanted it.
We submit° that in the light of the realities, this Finding of the Trial Court is astonishing. · The action of the
refiners ·in collecting and giving freely to the trade information of the greatest practical value to all distributors,
and not otherwise available to them, is practically ignored,
and they are condemned for withholding from the trade
<?ther information which apparently no one in the trade
ever imagined could be of the slightest use to him.
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The poli~y of the Sherman Act as announced by the
Supreme Cqurt in the J.'Maple Flooring and Cement cases
not only pe~mits trade associations to supply the need for
statistics tesfified to by the defendants, but stamps the practice with ap1~roval as a progressive and forward-looking enterprise. 1ll1e Court there approved the "systematic reporting bet\yeen corhpetitors" of much more "intimate details of eacl{ other's business" than any of those reported
by the <lefen!dant refiners. The defendants, therefore, point
to their act~vities in this connection as demonstrating the
beneficial eflects of the Institute on the sugar industry generally.
This pah of our discussion can be concluded in no
better fashi~n than by quoting the words of this Court
in the 1Uap4e Flooring case ( Pi1aple Flooring Association

v.

u. s.> 26$ u. s. 563, 583):
"!It was not the purpose or the intent of the Sherman IAnti-Trust Law to inhibit the inteliigent conckct !of business operations, nor do we conceive that
its pi1rpose ;was to suppress such influences as might
a:ffedt the operations of interstate commerce through
the ~pplication to them of the individual intelli~
gence of those engaged in commerce, enlightened
by accurate information as to the essential elements
of the economics of a trade or business, however
gathered or disseminated. Persons who unite in
gathering and disseminating information in trade
journals and statistical reports on industry; wh~
gather and publish statistics as to the amount of
production of commodities in interstate commer~e,
and who report market prices, are not engaged in
unlawful conspiracies in restraint of .trade merely
because the ultimate result of their efforts may be
to stabilize prices or limit production through a
better understanding of economic laws and a more
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general ability to conform to them, for the simple
reason that the Sherman Law neither repeals economic laws nor prohibits the gathering and dissemination of information."
B.

Consignment Points.

Appellants freely conceded throughout the trial and
still concede that reduction of consignment points was a
matter in which they acted concertedly, in the sense that
all recommendations of the Institute as to consignment
points were made only by unanimous consent of the members. The evidence shows, however, that at no time was
there any obligation on the part of anyone to agree to any
consignment point program, or, once accepted, not to depart
therefrom at any time, and that members not only freely
refused to adopt proposed recommendations but frequently
departed from those already made, consigning stocks at
numerous points not recommended by the Institute.
Appellants contend that it was an entirely proper and
legitimate function of the Institute to recommend, and for
the members concertedly to proceed with, the reduction in
the number of consignment points throughout the country,
because the tremendous expenditure required for the maintenance of an excessive number of consignment points,
which the entire consuming public ultimately had to pay,
resulted in no real advantage either to refiners or to buyers
and therefore represented sheer economic waste.

Situat·ion Prior to 1928.
Prior to 1925, the refiners maintained consigned stocks
at a few strategic points, either in the consuming area to
be served or intermediate between such area and the refin-
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ery. The po.nts selected were important terminal or junction points rom which transshipment would ordinarily
be made, or markets from which sugar could be supplied
to a large surrounding territory. The consignment point
was regardef as a center from which to distribute to a surrounding ar}a, rather than as a local, means of supply, although once he sugar was stored there, it was also available
for local dis ribution in carload and less than carload lots.
The purpose 1was to give prompt service to substantial tributary areas, ind not to carry the local jobber's sugar for
I

him (R. 811 927).
Consign ent stocks, however, were carried to excess
during 1925, 1926 and 1927. A refiner would put a stock
in a smaller' city or town, so that he could go to the local
trade with the two sales arguments of faster service and
r educed customer investment. Although, as hereafter
shown, suchIa stock was unnecessary from a service standpoint and r sulted in no savings to customers, these sales
arguments gave the refiner with the stock enough of an
advantage jcer competing refiners so that they usually had
to follow a d establish their own consigned stocks. This
removed th very slight competitive advantage which the
first refiner had obtained by putting in his stock (R. 927,
812, 618-9).
The inauguration of uneconomic and unnecessary consignment_ points increased rapidly and by the end of 192i,
when the Institute was formed, constituted one of the outstanding evils of the industry (R. 593). For example,
C. & H.'s consignment points increased from about twelve
in 1925 to around a hundred in 1927 (R. 811-2) . The
situation on December 31, 1927 is shown by Exhibit 0-6,
in the Appendix to this brief. The practice required so
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heavy an investment as to discourage sales expansion into
new territory, thereby tending to fix or freeze an existing
competitive situation. The small refiner with limited working capital was obviously at a disadvantage, as compared
with larger or better financed competitors, under a system
which involved maintaining stocks at hundreds of unnecessary points, and the inevitable result of the practice was
to restrict competition, particularly that of the small refiner ( R. 996) .
The Trial Court, while conceding that the ex-consignment business of the small refiner was necessarily limited,
by reason of his financial inability to maintain stocks at a
large number of consignment points, says that the limitation of consignment points had "some disadvantages" for
him (Finding 136, R. 298). That the prejudice to the
small refiner's competitive position from the excessive multi. plication of consignment points far outweighed any disadvan tages resulting from a reduction in the number of such
points is clear from the small refiner's enthusiastic cooperation with the Institute's efforts in this direction.

The Cost of Carrying Consigned Stocks.
The multiplication of consignment points and the duplication of refiners' stocks at these constantly increasing
points throughout the country in the years immediately
preceding the formation of the Institute resulted in the
annual expenditure of millions of dollars without any corresponding benefit to anyone in the trade.
The principal elements of the cost of maintaining consigned stocks were storage and handling charges and interest on investment. Other items of cost included insurance, taxes and damage incident to storage. Storage and
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han.dling chargeslvaried, but averaged at least 7c for every
100 pounds of sdgar. This was composed of an average
charge of 6c for hrst month's storage and handling in and
out, with le add~d for additional storage (R. 924-5, 92930). Interest onJinvestment varied in accordance with the
price of sugar, it\tterest rates and turnover, but on a conservative basis, a~ounted to between 20c and 3c per bag
I
(R. 930). Insutance, taxes, damage to sugar, etc., also
had to be added (R. 930). Thus the cost of maintaining
consigned stocks amounted to at least 1Oc for every bag
delivered front ~onsigmnent as shown by the testimony
(R. 930). The\ total cost to the industry of consigned
stocks varied bet~ueen $2,500,000 and $2,900,000 per year
I
(Ex. \V-6). If !all deliveries were made from consign. ment, the additioJal cost to the industry, which in the long
I
run would necesS,arily fall upon the consumer, would be
between $8,000,~ and $10,000,000 per year (Ex. \V-6).
In the face of Jthis evidence, impossible of contradiction,
the Trial Court donceded that "the cost of increased consignment points 1*ight well be reflected in a higher general
basis price" (Fin~ing 137). Clearly, such a consequence
is not a mere mat~er of speculation. Every item of cost is
necessarily and inevitably reflected in the refiners' basis
price and the Court's condemnation of concerted efforts to
eliminate this tremendous expense 0Finding 137, R. 298)
on the ground that "there is no assurance" that the savings
effected thereby would be passed on to consumers generally is, it is submitted, unreasonable in the extreme. The
Trial Court's refusal to concede that saving,s effected by
the refiners through elimination of· economic waste would
result in a lowering of basis·prices is to be contrasted with
the Court's unhesitating assumption that a "quantity dis-

I
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count" received by Coca-Cola and other manufacturers
would result in a lowering of the prices charged by such
manufacturers for their product. (See p. 118, supra.)
The Court further argues that "Refiners individually
could, as they concertedly did, at one time, impose a service
charge on consignment deliveries" (Finding 137, R. 298).
Such an argument is obviously theoretical rather than practical, since it was as impossible for one refiner acting individually to shift from all of his buyers, to buyers actually
drawing from consignment points, the cost of maintaining
consigned stocks, as it was for one refiner to abolish singlehanded the concession system. Yet the imposition by refiners of a service charge on 1.c.1. deliveries from consignments for a brief period in the latter part of 1928, pursuant
to recommendation by the Institute, is condemned by the
Trial Court as "unduly and unreasonably restraining tra<le"
(Finding 141, R. 298), despite the fact that the Sc service
charge announced by one refiner and followed by the rest
was only half of the actual cost of such service, despite
the fact that Clause 3 (g) of the Code of Ethics, approved
by the Department of Justice, expressly condemned
"Special services to customers without appropriate charges
therefor", and despite the testimony of the Governmenfs
own witnesses as to the unfairness of their not receiving a
lower price on direct shipments than ori consignment deliveries ( R. 508, 513, 431).
It is submitted that concerted action with respect to
matters of this type does not constitute an undue or unrea~
sonable restraint of trade within the meaning of the Sherman Act. In view of the admitted fact that the fierce competition among the refiners broke down their attempt to ·
maintain, by what the Court says was unlawful concert of
action, the special service charge of Sc on consignment
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I
.
. .
deI1~enes, reprfse~tmg only. half of ~e extra co~t of such
service, the C9urt s suggestion that lt was practicable for
refiners to shi4t this expense to the buyers by individually
i:11posing a ~e~v~ce :barge to defray the full cost of consignment dehv :·nes 1s a remarkable inversion of logic.
Consigned Stocks of N o Real Value to the Trade.

~ourt,

The Trial
in holding unlawful the efforts of the
Institute to ref edy the excessive waste of the consignment
situationt stater that buyers suffered material disadvantages
as a result of he reduction in consignment points be.cause

f

;
'

"*~ * demand could not be accurately forecas~
custom rs might be left with a shortage of one
assort ent and surplus of another; inadequate stock
facili tits restricted market areas; financing larger
stocks ~as difficult for customers; there was a loss
of the onvenience of getting deliveries in less than
1
carload lots" (R. 170).

It should t st be noted that none of the statements made
in the paragr~ph quoted applies to manufacturers, who, as
pointed out elsewhere by the Court, purchase one-third of
all sugar sold by defendants (R. 183). But, even as applied
to the balance of the refiners' customers, these statements
are not supported by the evidence.
Fochheimer, a Government witness, testified:
"Prior to 1929 I bought in carload lots from the
refiners and had no difficulty in anticipating the assortment needed . for my customers. vVe knew
pretty well what they wanted and considered it .our
business to know their wants. It was not a senous
problem to anticipaten (R. 572).
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Campiglia, who had had twenty years' experience as a
sugar jobber before becoming associated with C. & H.,
testified:
·

"*

**

.:Most any jobber handles a ca rload of
sugar on an average of l car a week. He determines
what assortment he wants from his knowledge of
the demands of the retailers in his territory and
from the business that he has had from them in the
past. In my 20 years' experience I had no trouble in
predicting the assortment I needed" (R. 812).
Flintom, operating a wholesale grocery business, testified:

*

"* * We have no difficulty in gauging the
assortments which we need. We use about the same
assortments from week to week. We anticipate our
requirements more carefully than we did when we
had consigned stocks" (R. 957). "* * * By knowing approximately what we are going to use, we
can anticipate our requirements very easily a week
or even a month ahead with reasonable accuracy"
(R. 960).
The Conclusions of the Court quoted above appear to
be based in large part upon the testimony of Government
witness Taylor of Wilmington, N. C., a wholesale grocer.
.Taylor stated that :

"1!y objection was that after the elimination of
Wilmington as a consignment point we had to an..ticipa.te our cu.sto·m ers' wants and know what assortnients they would demand. Very often we had too
much of one assortment and not enough of another.
As long as we had a consignment stock in Wilmington we never thought what ou.r trade would
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need, bu~ on receipt of an order called up the warehouse. !1¥e did not anticipate in any degree wha,t
oitr trac~e wanted but we had to do so after Wil1nington j was eli1ni11a.ted as a cmisigm11.en,t point''

(R. 558).
f

In short, the "*itness Taylor objected to the novel necessity of being r~quired to exercise a modicum of business
intelligence an~ to give some thought to the requirements
of his trade.
is submitted that the inability or disinclination of isoJated customers to exercise the same small
degree of initia~ive involved in estimating their customers'
needs, as othet wholesalers and jobbers throughout the
country were e~sily able to do, cm1stitutes neither an economic nor a l~gal basis for requiring continued maintenance of unne~essary consignment points throughout the
country at a coit to the industry, and therefore to the public, of millions lof dollars a year.
The Court dwells upon the "loss of the convenience of
getting deliverih in less than carload lots" (R. 170). As
shown by the tjvidence, a carload, 400 to 600 bags, represented only a ,feek's supply for the average customer (R.
956, 812, 958).1 However, reduction in the number of consignment points did not prevent a buyer from continuing
to secure less than carload lots by direct rail shipment, or
when nearby, by truck from the refinery, or by truck from
a nea~by consignment point. l\1oreover, the pool car
afforded him a means, used by the very smallest of the
dealers, whereby he could dub together with other cus~
tomers, each one securing less than a carload lot at the
carload rate. This was a common practice (R. 928)
and various Government witnesses testified that they had
followed it ·without .difficulty after the withdrawal of

h
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consigned stocks (R. 545, 546). Concededly, custqmers
who, on occasion, might desire to obtain instantly a few
particular grades and packages lost the convenience of
being able to send a truck around to a consignment warehouse a few blocks away, but at a cost of several million
dollars annually such a convenience is pri ced too high to
permit either economic or legal justification.
Despite the "inconvenience" referred to, the Government failed to produce a single witness who could testify
to any lack of prompt service in obtaining sugar at points
where consigned stocks were eliminated. Castle, of National, a refiner selling in the <.\_fea with the fewest number
of consigned stocks (Ex. F-15, R-6), testified that all of
National's customers could be, and when requested were,
reached by direct shipment within twenty-four hours
through the use of transit stocks, but that customers normally called for delivery about four days in advance, so
that twenty-four hour· deliveries were exceptional, being
for emergencies (R. 927). Flintom confirmed this and testified that the service on sugar was better than on most
commodities (R. 957, 959) . See also the testimony of the
Government's witnesses Giering and Cass on this point (R.

545, 546).
The elimination of some of the e...xcessively multiplied
consignment points, pursuant to Institute recommendations,
did not detract from any real service to customers, and
with the development of trucking and general speeding
up of transportation since 1928, service was better and
fewer consignment points were necessary than before ( R.
929, 957).
It is clear from the testimony that consigned stocks
constituted an expensive luxury for ~he customer (R. 959)
since withdrawals from consigned stocks actually increased
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buyers' costs. The sugar dealer's chief expenses are for
handling and elivery, carrying retail customers' accounts
and general ov rhea<l, none of which are reduced in,any way
by availab·ility of a consigned stock. The Trial Court's
statement that 'financing larger stocks was difficult for customers" overlo ks entirely the fact that the ordinary wholesaler or jobbe avoided entirely any financing of sugar
purchases.

I

f

"W do not have any carrying charges on sugar
after wFget it from the refiners and before we de·
liver it ~o the retail trade because we have a turnover
of abot"t a car a week and the payments have been
7 days from date of arrival. The terms have always
been a11east as favorable as 7 days after arrival"

(R. 95 I).

"THe customer turns over sugar about once aweek.
he stocks once a week and pays for ~he
sugar every 7 days so there would be no carrymg
charge~. This is so even though he is taking his
sugar oy direct shipment" ( R. 930).

r* *

custom~r

The small )storage and insurance costs of the
(R. 958, 930 were offset by the customer's e.-xpense 111
trucking the sugar from the consigned stock to his warehouse. This was not only the testimony of Flintom, a
defense witness (R. 958, 959), but was also cited by
Lowry, a leading Government witness (R. 380). Cus·
tomers located at consignment . points generally ordered
for direct shipment instead of consignment delivery to avoid
this higher cost and also to insure fresher stock (R. 928,

957, 959).
An increase in consigned stocks does not produce a
corresponding increase in their use. Thus, while the aver·
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age amount of sugar on consignment increased 48% from.
1928 to 1931, deliveries from consignment increased only
11% (Ex. T-6). Consigned stocks, of no real value to the
customers, are used when available only because of the
human tendency to rely upon them and to fail to order in
advance. It is simply the case of the consumer, who, with
a grocery store in his own block, will order several times a
day, where.as with the store more distant he would exercise
foresight and order only once with no real inconvenience
(R. 957). It is submitted that this small element of possible convenience affords no justification for the expenditure of millions of dollars annually.
The argument made by the Trial Court with respect to
"the advantage" enjoyed by a community chosen as a consignment point (Finding 138, R. 298) completely ignores
the sheer economic waste resulting from such a duplication
of stocks. "Inequality 0 of the t;Jpe referred to could be
elim£nated only by the placing of consigned stocks at every
Point in the country where sugar is sold. Both this ob jection and the· objection that the abandonment of unneces~
sary consigned stocks eliminated "desk" jobbers (Finding
139, R. 298) entirely overlook the fact that consig11ment
points ha<l been regarded historically in the industry as
centers from which to distribute to a surrounding area,
rather than as a purely local means of supply and that the
purpose was to give prompt service and not to carry the
jobber's sugar for him (R. 811, 927).
The Institute' s Recommendation.s.

Even though, for the reasons already reviewed, consigned stocks represented a wa.ste not compensated for in
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a correspondinJ benefit to anyone, no single refiner could
solve the probletn because he could not withdraw his stocks
unless all other refiners did likewise (R. 927, 813-4 ). The
consigned stock held no real advantages for the trade, but
t he sales argu~ent was sufficient to swing business to the
refiner maintair~ing it. In order to solve the problem therefore, the refiner$ had to act together.
Consequentl~, after full discussions with the Department of Justice,I during the course of which the entire situation was revi~wed (R. 618, 620), paragraph S, dealing
with consignmert points, was incorporated in the Code of
Ethics.
l
"5. In the interest of a more even distribution
to the ttade, the Institute recommends that sugar
shall bel consigned only to recognized detention
points fqr reshipment, or to recognized markets and
then in qire of railroad or steamship lines or to public *war~houses, and that the control of the sugar
shall ren~ain
with the refiner.
;
*lfhe words 'or brokers' appearing before the
word 'warehouses' were stricken out by resolution h<lopted May 2, 1929."
l
i

Under this provision of th e Code, the Institute recommended the elimination of unnecessary and wasteful con~
signment points. The recommendations made by the Institute are all shown in Exhibit R-6 in the Appendix
hereto, as well as the additional points added by refiners. T he recommendations taken together cover the
entire country with the exception of the eleven western
states, Arkansas, I11inois, Missouri and the upper peninsula
of Michigan, as to which no recommendations were ever
made. The eleven western states were not considered be-
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cause this territory had few or no . consignment points (R.
811 ), and the remaining states were not covered because of
the impossibility of securing unanimou s approval (R. 919).
Refiners were under no obligation to approve a recommendation and at times did refuse approval. For example,
in the case of Illinois and .M issouri, the refusal of Godchaux
to consider any program made Institute recommendations
impossible. The consequences thereof are graphically
illustrated by E xhi bits U -6 and V -6, in the Appendix, which gave a detailed study of the situation
which developed in Illinois. Stocks carried in small towns
constantly increased. The number of refiners carrying
stocks in a town frequently exceeds four, and ru~s as high
as nine or ten. T otal stocks carried frequently exceed
twenty weeks' supply. This is in contrast with the one
week's supply normally carried by a customer (R. 927,
957).
The result was that in 1930, even after excluding large
storage-in-transit stocks, the average consigned stocks carried by all refiners in Illinois represented .5.5 weeks' supply,
and in Missouri 4 .7 weeks, whereas in Indiana and Ohio, ·
where Institute recommendations had been followed, there
were only 2.4 and 1.6 weeks' supply respectively (Ex. X-6).
In the absence of this excessive multiplication of consigned
stocks, Illinois could be adequately served by direct shipment, supplemented by reconsignments to handle emergencies, from three points, Cairo, 11ounds and Chicago, or
such central points outside the state as Indianapolis, Toledo·
and Detroit, which are in fact used for this purpose. The
requirements of the trade do not necessitate the carrying .
of this amount of sugar Jn Illinois, and stocks at such
smaller points are not liquid, being too small and restricted
in variety to use for reconsignment. They are frozen for
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the particular l~cality, and if not exhausted by local con. th e sup-ar
I gets out of. cond".
sumptton
1t1on or must be moved
at a heavy expe 1se (R. 928). The waste involved in such
a practice is apparent.
Furthermo:t' even when a recommendation had been
adopted by aU 1 · terested refiners and had become effective,
any refiner was entirely free to change his mind at any time
thereafter and dd additional points. Refiners in fact did
so frequently ( · . 923, 928, Ex. R-6 ). In short, there was
at no time any inding agreement of any nature whatever,
1
and every refin r was at all times free to,. and did in fact,
exercise his ind pendent judgment (R. 814-5).
Exhibit R- in the Appendix shows the extent to
which refiners id disregard the Institute's recommendations. For exa iple, in Wisconsin, for which the Institute
had recommen ed four consignment points, additional
points added b the refiners by the end of 1930 totaled
twenty-six, an1 by July 16, 1931 thirty-one. Similarly,
points were adtled in 1\·finnesota, North Dakota, Kansas
and Iowa, altho~Ggh the recommendations in these states, as
in Texas, were defective in that too many points had been
included in the rst place (Ex. R-6 and U-5). The Institute in making these recommendations had proceeded on
the theory that some progress was better than none (R
923).
Reconsignment Points and Ports of Entry.

In making its recommendations on consignment points,
the Institute, except in the case of southern territory, did
not mention storage-in-transit or reconsignment points, i.e.,
points where refiners carried stocks for forwarding in carload lots only. They were never considered in other areas
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(R. 919, 928). While storage-in-transit or reconsignment
points were established by the carriers' tariffs in other
sections of the country, there were none in the south except
a few on the Government barge line, and the report of the
Committee on Consignments in southern territory recommended the continuance of all such points in use at the t frne
(R. 919 ). Yet the Trial Court concludes that a recommendation of all reconsignnient points in, use at· the time
was an "intentional restriction to the points named and
tended to prevent an increase". Such a Conclusion is comparable to the Court's Finding that the Institute's express
approval of the refiners' customary practice of " repricing"
represented a deliberate attempt to pr event repricing of a
. type that had never existed in. the industry. (See supra,
pp. 59-61 .)
The recommendations of the Committee on Consignments points for the south, differing again from those for
other areas which only recommended "consignment points",
classified them into "ports of entry" and "refinery points"
(Ex. 447-q, 389-y). This division of consignment points
into two classes, those located at refining points and those
located at other seaboard ports, was unnecessary, inaccurate
and confusing, because the list of points included certain
cities which were in neither class. The Committee merely
applied the term "port of entry" to certain consignment
points which were on the ~eaboard (R. 920). Most of the
principal coast towns were named as consignment points
(Ex. 389-y), and even as to the few not named, there was
no recommendation against shipping to or through them
(Ex. 389-z). The duty of the Committee was to recommend
consignment points and despite inappropriate and confusing terminology it merely did this. There was no restric-
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tion of ports ~f entry as such, and \Vilmington, the single
city referred by the Court (Finding 134), was eliminated
as a storage orl consignment point but not as a port of entry.
Refiners conti~ued to ship sugar by water to \Vilmington
(R. 931).
,

tq

Liquidation

Jf Consignment Stocks to be Discontinued.

Once a cojsignment point was to be abandoned a prolr
lem arose as Ito the procedure to be followed. Several
refiners mightihave stocks there, and if they were all small
or about the 4ame size, the consignment point was eliminated merely ~y the refiners not making any further ship·
ments to it, a*owing their existing stocks to be com.urned
in the natural! course of business. This was the method
generally used.
In some c~ses, however, the stocks of the several members at certai* points were not uniform, one or more refiners having !exceptionally large stocks, so that if all of
them simply ~.liscontinued shipments the result would be
that the refiner with the large amount of sugar would con·
tinue to have Ia stock long after the others had been ex·
hausted. This was the situation at Fort vVayne and Toledo
(Ex. 447-a-1 ). The effect of this would be to give the
refiner with the larger stock an advantage in the local
·market. The equalization idea was adopted as a fair and
practical solution of this situation. It was simply that all
refiners having stocks smaller than the largest one might,
if they wished, ship enough additional sugar to bring their
stocks up to the high one, so that all would be exhausted
at more or 1ess the same time (R. 920-1). The result was
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to preserve equality of competition during a necessary
period of adjustment (R. 929).
_
Theequalization method was used only for Fort Wayne
and Toledo and in the southern area (R. 921). The Institute in such cases secured reports of stocks on hand at the
date as of which no further shipments were to he made,
broadcast a report giving the amount of the highest stock
at each point so that all other refiners might build up to
the amount of the highest stock, and thereafter secured and
relayed reports showing the gradual process of elimination
by normal consumption (R. 920-21 ). Of course, in all
these cases the refiners had already expressed their desire
and intention to eliminate the consignment point (R.
925-6). Every refiner was, however, free to change his
mind whenever he desired, in which case that particular
recommendation would be disregarded and the equalization
process would also be disregarded. This actually occurred
<it Toledo, since after the equalization process had gone on
from November, 1929 to July, 1930, and was just about
concluded, National insisted that Toledo be restored and it
was added to the list of recommended points (R. 921. 929).

Sitmmary.

The fact is that the Institute's program as a whole
was not successful. Total consignment points actually increased from 344 in 1927, to 347 in 1930, and 468 in 1931,
and total consigned stocks from 670 in 1927, to 1,153 in
1930, and 1,796 in 1931. (Ex. S-6, Appendix). \Vhile
~veekly average total deliveries from consigned stocks

tncreased only slightly, weekly average total c<>nsigned
.stocks greatly augmented, resulting in a slower turnover
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(Ex. T-6, A ~pendix), undoubtedly due to the uneconomic stocks \~ere placed in certain states such as Illinois
and Missouri. ITotal deliveries from consignment increased
each year, begfnning in 1928, the figures for the four years
to and includi*g 1931 being 26.28%, 27.24%, 29.29% and
32.53 % (Ex. )V-6, Appendix). In the face of such a showing it is clearly evident that the individual refiners determined and f ol~owed their own independent policies. There
was a concer~ed action only in the sense that members
would approv4 and declare their adherence to a program,
with entire lib~rty to deviate therefrom at any time by open
announcement!
We submii that in the face of these facts, the Finding
of the Trial ¢ourt that the refiners' efforts in respect of
the reduction ~f consignment points "unduly and unreasonably restraine~ trade" (Finding 141) cannot be sustained.
A mere reduction in the excessive number of such stocks
cannot restra~n any really useful competition. And the
excessive multiplication of such stocks requires so heavy
an investmen~ as to discourage sales expansion into new
territory, ther~by tending to fix or freeze an existing com~
petitive situation. The small refiner with limited working
capital is at a disadvantage under a consignment system,
as compared with larger or better financed competitors,
and competition is thus restricted, not promoted (R. 929,
996, 620). Such are the realities of the competitive situa·
ti on.
We have here, therefore, an unfair and uneconomic
practice, restrictive, not promotive of competition, which,
like other evils, can only be eliminated by concerted action.
It is submitted that under such circumstances concert of
action, reasonable in scope and method, neither resulting
in any obligation nor determinative of future policy, is en-
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tirely proper and lawful. To hold otherwise is to destroy
the possibility of American business men joining together
to abolish wasteful and destructive practices which cannot
be othenvise controlled. \Ve cannot believe that such
activities are prohibited by the Sherman Act.
V. DELIVERED PRICES.

During the period between April, 1929 and May, 1931
the refiners selling in the Great Lakes area adopted the
policy of selling only upon delivered prices in this territory. A similar policy was introduced in the Warrior
River area during the period bet\veen December, 1929 and
May, 1930. The Trial Court has found that:

"* * *While the direct evidence is that there was
no agree1'nent in introducing the delivered prices,
there is substantial evidence from ·which the inference may reasonably be drawn that the refiners acted,
not independently, but concertedly and as a result
of combination and conspiracy. If it were necessary, I should draw such inference. I deem it un- .
necessary, however, to make a finding thereon because even if delivered prices were not so adopted
originally, I find that defendants agreed to maintain
and concertedly maintained the system of delivered
prices in both the Great Lakes and \Varrior River
areas" (Finding 105, R. 291).
' Appellants deny without qualification that delivered
prices were either introduced or maintained through any
concert of action, combination or conspiracy. We submit
that the evidence not only does not warrant the inference
found by the Trial Court, hut shows affirmatively and over-
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whelmingly ~1at delivered prices were introduced independently by ind~vidual refiners and resulted solely from free
and unrestraijned competition between them, and that they
remained in e~ect, :for the limited period of thei r existence,
without any 4nderstanding, agreement or concert of action
on the part of defendants, until they were broken down by
the very f orcqs of competition which had brought them into
existence.
[
\\!e shall k:onsider first the manner in which delivered
prices were i~troduced by the individual refiners. \Ve shall
then review ~he evidence with regard to preceding event~
found by the ~ourt to permit an inference of concert, combination and ~onspiracy. Finally we shall discuss the e'~
dence r elied uJ)on by the Trial Court in support of the Conclusion that qlelivered prices, if not originally introduced
by concerted ~ction, were so maintained pursuant to unlawful agreemen~~
I

The bacJround may
of the Trial Cburt:

be(:~ted

briefly in the language

"As the basis f.o.b. refinery pri ce of the several
refiners was usually the same or varied only slightl~,
individual refiners sold in areas beyond the terntory in which their frei g ht costs were as low as. or
lower than those of all other refineries, by paymg
or absorbing part. of the transportation charges"

(Finding 88, R. 286).
.
"The freight applications of the refiners selling
at a given point have always been the same at any
given time, because any refiner who failed to ~eet
a lower freignt application, would for all practical
purposes, lose the market" (Finding 89, R. 286).
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"The freight situation was complicated in certain markets which were served by differential
routes, that is, routes which were slower than the
standard all-rai) routes and involved all-water or a
combination of water and rail transportation. The
rates via these routes ranged up to 27c per 100
pounds cheaper than all-rail rates. * * * The most
important of these routes served variou5 a reas
around the Great Lakes and in the !vfississippi Valley and tributary territory" (Finding 94, R. 287).
"'Tradi tionally in the industry, the refiners'
freight applications on sugar delivered at Great
Lakes ports, regardless of how it actually moved,
openly broke down during the season of opE'n navigation to the P hiladelphia lake and rail rate and
during 1926 and 1927, the freight application on
sugar sold in the vVarrior River area (Alabama,
Tennessee, Kentucky and parts of Indiana) had
openly broken down to New Orleans barge rates,
regardless of how it actually moved" (Finding 96,
R. 287).
"At the lake ports and in the Warrior River
area, refiners from d ifferent points competed.
"There \>vas a tendency in these territories for
fre ight applications for all sugar, regardless of how
it actually moved, to be broken down to the level of
the cheapest service carrying a substantial traffic.
This tendency increased after the Institute was organized" (Finding 97, R. 288).
The reason for this progressive breakdown in freight
applications is clearly stated in the Opinion of the Trial
Court:
"***At the lake ports and in the Warrior River
area, refiners from different points competed. One,
Savannah, had · access· to no differentia l routes into
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these ,errit.ories. .The differential routes available
to oth~rs d1~ere? m rate~ and efficiency of service.
Thus j he s1tuat1011 of. Ne~v Orle~ns, Philadelphia
anc~ :r\ fW York. refi nenes differed m these respects.
Rehne. s accessible to routes combining low rates
and r asonably efficient service naturally were inclined o promote the sales advantage of their position.
hus a New Orleans refiner might be able to
take f lom Savannah an Alabama customer by showing ti e advantage in using barge transportation
which was cheaper than the rail route from Savannah.
meet this competition, Savannah would give
rail sl "pments or shipments out of consignment to
Alaba11a customers and charge only the barge rate
Orleans as if the shipment had actually
been n ade therefrom, absorbing the difference. Such
a step by Savannah would compel the New Orleans
refine if he wished to keep the customer, to quote
still mpre favorable terms because obviously, a rail
shipm~nt or delivery out of consignment by Savan·
nah provided more rapid service than the New
Orlea1 s barge ser vice. To meet the competition,
therefi re, the New Orleans refiner might give the
A1abar la customer actual delivery by rail or ex·
consig 1ment and charge only the barge rate. Or he
might ship by barge and give to the customer as a
sort of bonus the difference between the barge and
rail rate.
"There was a somewhat similar situation at the
Great Lake ports where Eastern, New Orleans a~d
C"'tlifornia refiners competed and where many d~f
ferential routes with varying rates and serv1ce.
served furthe r to complicate the set-up" (R. 131-2).

'Io

from iTew

. The events immediately preceding and leading directly
to the introduction of delivered prices in the Great Lakes
area may be stated in the language of the Trial Court:
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" During April, 1929, a series of events occurred
which broke dov;n freight rates in the Great Lakes
area to new low levels. Defendants thus describe
these events: A rbuckle with its refinery in Brooklyn, had failed in 1928 to develop business by the
canal and lake a ll-water service from the east, a
service most advantageous to New York refiners.
This was by far the cheapest service available to
canal and lake ports and was not matched by the
routes available to the Philadelphia , New Orleans
and California refiners and the beet sugar producers,
competing at the same points, or some of them. As
a result of Arbuckle's f ailurc to develop business by
the all-water route, it was itself suffering from the
water shipments of its three local competitors,
American, National and Federal. It studied the
matter during the \\inter of 1928-9, while navigation was closed, and in the spring of 1929 determined to break the freight applications to the lowest
rates available to anyone, the all-water rates, irrespective of routing.
"Meanwhile, two of the Eastern refiners, in
March and A pril, 1929, quoted reduced rates at
certain lake ports without open announcement.
Moreover, Edgar was causing uncertainty because
he had tied up the most desirable boats. The Institute sought, defendants state, to learn wh:it Edgar's
space was costing him and have him openly announce
his freight rate quotations for the coming season,
but without success.
" On April 22nd, Great vVestern, a beet sugar
producer, openly cut the freight application at Chicago and :Milwaukee to water rate figures, and was
immediately followed by the two California refiners.
Other refiners selling in those markets, with the
exception of Arbuckle, followed this announcement.
On April 24th, Arbuckle consummated its own plan
by announcing new freight applications for nine
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points,J all canal and lake ports except Cincinnati.
The Arbuckle rates radically reduced the then
freigh applications at those points. Pennsylvania
and
cCahan on April 25th and 26th followed
Arbuc ·le's announcement and extended it to deliver!es ~ om consigm~1ent, so that the new freight apphcat1 ns now applted to all classes of service" (R.

141-2)

.

Such was the situation which led up to the first announcement o delivered prices by American on April 29,
1929. That dnnouncernent represented American's effort
to meet the iJ1tense and difficult competitive situation in
which it foun itself (R. 789-90) . Prior to American's
announcement of April 29, 1929, there had been some discussions of th' delivered price principle in general, but, as
hereinafter s own, these had led to nothing, and when
American
its announcement ,it was entirely upon its
own initiative,lto meet an actual eniergency created by Ar-

ma1e

buckle's a.nnofcement.
'
American, although it met Great Western's, did not
meet Arbuckl 's announcement ( R. 789). .Abbott, who
alone originat -d and determined American's policy (R.
790), testified that upon consideration of the Arbuckle an~
nouncement he realized that to follow it would entail large
losses for American apd would cause serious complaints
from inland jobbers who competed with those Joca~ed in port
cities (R. 789). His testimony continues :
"I finally concluded that the only satisfactory
solution would be to establish system of delivered
prices in those markets, giving the. cu-~tomers .the
benefit of some reasonable rate that we would fairly
apply, something out of whi~h "".·e_ _would neith~~
make i1or lose any substantial amoun~ of money,

a
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work out some basis of rates to be applied to delivered prices in connection \vith our basic price, which
would make a fair and equitable adjustment to the
customer and the refiner.
"I locked this thing in the bosom of my mind or
conscience and over the week-end at my home in the
country, after studying the various rates I could
use, selected the one which I thought was fair and
prepared what I thought was a fair announcement
for American to adopt as its selling policy in these
markets.
"I had, up to that time, talked to no one in my
organization about it. I talked to no one outside of
my own organization about it, but iu dew of the
fact that it was a new departure for the company
and involved a rather snbstantial question of policy,
and in view of the fact that I was only the general
counsel at that time, I thought it should be passed
on by one of my superiors and I presented the whole
matter to Babst, chairman of our company, on Sunday, April 28. I told him I believed that American,
as a matter of policy, should put out this announcement on the opening of business the next morning~
without saying anything to anybody, even in our
own organization, about it.
"He was not a transportation man and took my
recommendations as to the rates. As far as the policy was concerned, he acquiesced to my recommendation, and on :Monday morning I told our general
sales manager to have that announcement copied and
put out in the regular way .. That instruction was
followed.* * *
1
'I did not .consult with ·anybody connected with
the I~1stitute in regard to the matter. A year or
so pre·vious, in 1928, when these questions were
first . considered by the· Institute Judge Ballou
agreed with me that the 'Institute could not do anything about it.
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I

"I liad no conversation with Judge Ballou or anybody e~se othe~ than Babst: I did not talk to any
of our1 competitors or their representatives. Not
having J<liscussed it with them, I could not have had
any asturance that they would go along with us"
(R. 789, 790).

!

Once Amefican had acted, the other refiners had a dear
choice betwee~1 following it or following the Arbuckle announcement.
was an unpleasant choice for those formerly enjoyint the advantage of the lower rates as a sales
argument (R.l' 855), but they had to act, and it is not surprising that t~ey chose the higher level in order to avoid
the excessive lbsses which would otherwise have to be taken.
Arbuckle itsei-f fo11owed the American announcement because its ow~ announcement had caused dissatisfaction
among inland !c ustomers back of the ports, a point to which
Arbuckle had Igiven insufficient consideration, and also because it thongJ1t that the freight absorptions resulting from
its original aimouncement would be reduced (R. 822-3).
The western ~nterests likewise followed the American announcement, *s was natural, since they had everything to
gain by doing so.
The representatives of the various refiners testified
without contradiction that in no case of a delivered price
announcement was there ever any discussion, consultation,
agreement or understanding, and that any such announcement was made with the realization that it might have to
be withdrawn if all refiners did not follow (Abbott, R. 79094; Ripley, R. 732-3, 736; Campiglia, R. 809; Goetzinger,
R. 822-3; Place, R. 833-4; Raymond, R. 854, 857; Lowe,
R. 849; Sullivan, R. 884-6).
The delivered price ,principle having been initiated at
canal and take ports, various refiners made announcements

!It

I
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extending it to other territories in this region. None of
these announcements was followed by all interested refiners
and all were immediately withdrawn (R. 794, Ex. E-5,
F-5).
The refiner which ultimately withdrew delivered prices
was Arbuckle, which soon discovered that its expected increase in business at the canal and lake ports did not materialize (R. 823). Arbuckle therefore started to look for
a different solution of the transportation problem, and in
the fall of 1930 decided upon an entirely new principle of
freight applications, the use of a combination of water
rates to lake ports plus trucking rates to the interior. It
proceeded with the greatest secrecy to develop this plan,
in o.rder to get the full advantage of the announcement
when made. The preliminary investigations were completed
in January, 193 1, and the announcement made on :May 5,
1931, after many conferences within the Arbuckle organization (R 823-4, 417, 419-20). All other refiners necessarily met the Arbuckle announcement, since it radically
reduced e..-x:isting freight applications.
Delivered prices in the Warrior River area were first
announced on December 14, 1929. They were on the basis
of the lowest all-rail rates from any refinery to the destination involved (R. 732). They remained in effect until May
27, 1930, when they were withdrawn ( R. 732, 997). The
representatives of the various refiners testified that in making all their announcements of delivered prices they acted
individually (R. 732-3, 809, 822-3, 884-6, 833-4, 854, 857,
849, 994-5). With respect to this matter the Trial Court
states that:

"*

**I

deem it unnecesary to review in detail
the facts with respect to this matter. It suffices to say
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th~t

titIm

method em~)loye~ in inaugurating delivered
pnces
the >Varnor Riv.er territory substantially
paralle~s that m the Great Lakes region" (R. 148).

!
(b)
I

With reswect to the introduction of delivered prices,
the Trial Co11rt concedes that "there is no evidence of an
'
express agreeP,ent
pursuant to which the defendants acted''
(R. 145) andlthat "the direct evidence is that there was no
agreement in !introducing the delivered prices". Although
expressly ref ~ain ing from making a Finding with respec.t
thereto, the THal Court states that "there is substantial evidence from ~hich the inference may reasonably be drawn
that the refiders acted, not independently but concertedly
and as a resi}lt of combination and conspiracy" (Finding

105, R. 291) .1
Referencd to the Opinion of the Court discloses the basis
upon which tl~e inference referred to is predicated:
1

"I~ the present case, under Institute auspices,

the de~irability of a system of delivered prices as a
solutiqn of the industry's transportation proble~
was developed and sentiment of the members m
favor of such a system was cleared; thereafter, despite legal advice to the contrary, the scheme was
advocated by individual refiners and to some extent
the project was kept alive in Institute meetings and
discussed at a time when it was apparent that the
transportation problem ·would soon become acute"

(R 146).
As indicated by the portion of the Opinion above quoted,
the "desirability of a system of delivered prices" was dis·
cussed prior to receipt of legal advice to the contrary. The
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statement that thereafter "to some extent the project was
kept alive in Institute meetings'' is not suppor ted by the evidence. Taylor testified that thereafter the question was
dropped entirely (R. 775). Except for an Executive Committee meeting on March 7, 1929 at which "there was a
general discussion of various matters of interest to the
industry including differential shipments, brokers acting
in a dual capacity, the legal aspects of delivered prices, compilation of statistics, compilation of corn sugar and the
possible development of levulose" (Ex. 21-26, p. 218), the
matter was never again considered. Except in so far as it
refers to the defendant Place, the Court's statement that
"the scheme was advocated by individual refiners" is erroneous. Place was undoubtedly an enthusiast for delivered
prices because of the advantage they would afford to
McCahan, with its refinery at Philadelphia, but Moog of
Godchaux alone showed interest (E x . 474).
However, greatest emphasis is placed by the Trial Court
upon a circular letter of April 25, 1929, from Rudolph
Spreckels, President of Federal and an Institute director,
to the other members of the Institute. This letter, quoted
in full by the Trial Court (R. 142-3) was the immediate
result of the final breakdown of the applications at Great .
Lakes ports as a consequence of Arbuckle's announcement
of the preceding day. With respect to this letter the Trial
Court states :

"* * * \Vhile there is no direct evidence that
Spreckels was urging a system of delivered prices,
it is not unreasonable to infer that such a letter would
naturally stimulate the adoption of the one system
generally
recoanized
as a solution of the troubles of
•
e>
which he complained" (R. 146).
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We submit tqat the Spreckels letter not only did not constitute a plea! for delivered prices, but did not represent
even a s uggestion of delivered prices. It was nothing more
than the lament of an injured refiner over the situation
resulting fro~1 Arbuckle's announcement. Spreckels, together with ;).merican and Nationa1, was one of the three
refiners that tjad used the water routes and benefited by the
sales advanta~e to them which the difference in the water
and rail rate~ affordcd. This advantage had been lost by
the action of Great Wes tern and Arbuckle in reducing the
freight appliqitions to the level of the differential rates.

I

(c)

Although lrefraining from making a specific Finding
that delivered prices were introduced as a result of concert
of action, the!Trial Court finds that defendants "agned to
maintain and! concertedly maintained the system of delivered prices" (~~inding 105). This Conclusion is based upon
two further 4pecific Findings, which, it is submitted, are
equally erroneous :
'

"It~ the fall of 1929, defendants acting concertedly tlirough the Institute sought and obtained t.he
assurance of the American off-shore selling agencies
that they woul<l adhere to, and conspired with ~hem
to adhere to, the delivered prices of the Institute
members" (Finding 107, R. 291).
"From the time when delivered prices were
first made effective, defenda nts intentionally created
the impression in dealing with off-shore interests,
with brokers, with Edgar and numerous sugar buyers in the Great Lakes and the Warrior River area,
that the refiners had an understanding not to sell
f .o.b. refinery, and that the Institute was responsible therefor. Numerous buyers in the Great
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Lakes and the \Varrior River territories were de-

nied the privilege of purchasing f.o.b. refinery and
making shipments over cheaper differential routes,
and were informed by responsible representatives of
defendants that the denials were due to Institute
rules and in effect to the refiners' understanding
with one another that they vrnuld maintain delivered prices. Although there may have been nothing so formal as an Institute 'rule' in this matter,
these explanations were not mere excuses or alibis,
but were in substance the genuine reasons for the
refusal to make such sales" (Finding 108, R. 292) .

1. Th.e A lleged Couspiracy with the Off-Shore Sellers.
Foreign refined sugar is known generally in the trade as
"off-shore" suga r, to distinguish it from sugar . refined
within the United States. The bulk of the "off-shore"
sugar sold in the United States is brought in from Cuba,
although a small portion is imported from Puerto Rico.
The principal brands of "off-shore" sugar sold in the United
States are Snow \i\Thite, sold by L. W. & P. Armstrong,
Viscaya, sold by L amborn & Co., H ershey, sold by H. H.
Pike & Co. and Limones, sold by Lowry & Co. (R. 90-1,
Finding 15, R. 268-9). \Vith respect to the alleged conspiracy of the refiners with these firms who are engaged in
the sale of "off-shore'' sugar, the facts were as f9llows:
Armstrong (through Bass) made frequent complaints
that Lamborn and Lowry were not observing their announced prices but were giving secret price concessions (R.
912-5, Ex. 363-A, 364 ). Taylor in this connection ex..
plained to Armstronc:r
that Lamborn and Lowry did not
0
announce their prices and terms openly to the Institute as
Armstrong and Pike did, but merely replied from time to
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time to spec~fic inquiries as to such prices and terms. Taylor propose1'. ho~ever, to get them thereafter openly to
allnounce thftr pnces and terms (R. 912). He found that
they were wp1ing to <lo this (R. 912).
Neverth4less Armstrong continued to report the granting of rebat?s and concessions by Lamborn and Lowry and
notified the tnstitute that it felt obliged to cease its observance of its !announced prices and other principles of the
Code, retun~ing obviously therefore to the old system of
secret rebat~s and discriminations (Ex. 364-A). The Institute natu~ally vie-wed this step with alarm. Because of
the lack of iiublicity of their prices and terms, there was 110
way of tclli~1g whether Lamborn an<l Lowry had actually
given secret! concessions to some customers or were treat·
ing all cust~mers alike. Taylor explained to Annstrong
that he wou~d further discuss the question with Lamborn
and Lowry land attempt to obtain specific announcements
from them
to their practice covering any particular
points desir~d by Armstrong (R. 913).
In this e~dcavor Taylor discussed the. question personally with L~mborn and Lowry and attempted to obtain
specific annbuncements from them as to certain of their
terms, including freight applications at delivered price
points. Lamborn and Lowry gave Taylor orally, among
other statements, an anno1mceme1~t of their policy in this
respect without sug9astion or persua.~ion r11 Tav!N 's t:irt.
Taylor did not care whether they soid on delivered prices
or not, but he did want to know definitely which policy they
had adopted, his interest to this extent being based 011 t~e
Code principle of openly announced prices. Taylor's test:·
15
mony as to his conferences with Lamborn and Lowry
clear ( R. 913-14) :

las
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(LOWRY)

"* * * I discussed the matter at some length with
Lowry. I referred to my previous request that he
openly announce any changes in his prices or terms
and reminded him of his assurance that he would.
* * * Lowry assured me that it was his continuous
purpose to cooperate with the Institute and I asked
him to tell me what his practices were. Bass" (of
Armstrong) "had stated that Lowry had a1inounced
delivered prices in areas that had been announced
by refiners an<l subsequently had sold sugar at those
points at other than the delivered price rates an1101tnced. Lowry said that he had sold his sugars,
at such points as he sold, within the so-called delivered price area, at prices which were announced
from time to time by the refiners. * * * I asked him
to announce the freight applications on which he
himself was selling sugar to the trade."
(LAMBORN)

"Afterwards I had a conversation with Lamborn and George Wright, one of bis assistants. The
conversation I had with them was almost identical
with that which I had with Lowry. * * * I told him
Bass complained that at certain up-state points
where they had announced a del-ivered frrice selling
basis, that they had sold at other freight applications. I....amborn denied this. He said it had been
their continuous policy that year to apply delivered
price bases wherever they sold in the so-called delivered price area."
"After the conversations with Lamborn and
Lowry, I reported to Bass the statements which they
~a~e ·regarding their practices in the matter of sell-.
mg u~der delivered prices, their trucking practices
and that they had not intentionally deviated from
their announced selling prices from time to time and

!JlJ

I

that they thought those misunderstandings had
gro~n out of their having had a different different ial in d ifferent parts of the country upon a few
occa~ions. I gave him especially the announcements
of L~mborn .and Lowry with respect to delivered
price~ and to trucking, the things which Bass had
com~lained about. He said it sounded all right but
that lh e had been disappointed so many times by
these! verbal transmissions of reported practices of
these! other off-shore fellows that he would not be
satis~ed until we could secure for him a statement
over Ithe signature of these respective companies.
I tried to dissuade him from this position, feeling
that ~t would be somewhat embarrassing for me, but
he w4s insistent and before a half an hour had passed
he hajd a written document in my office renewing the
11
demalnds which he had made over the telephone

(~x. I P-6).

I

* * *

"tJpon the receipt of that letter, I addressed the
LamJ?orn and Lowry organizations regarding the
mattdrs which we had discussed, my object being to
·g et tl{em to confirm the things which they had stated
to m~ on the previous day and which I had reported
to Bass. I therefore drafted a letter reiterating to
both of them the substance of my motive, which was
the attitude ·of the Armstrong Company. I foll~wed
the substance of the letter which Bass had written
to me in the formation of my letters to them. Exhibits 343 and 324 are the letters which I. wrote to
Lamborn and Lowr y. They are identical ex.cept for
the addresses. Exhibits 324-B and 324-C and 343-A
and 343-B a re the replies I received to my letted
and I showe~ them to. Bas;i. ~e state~ he was glad
to have the mformahon m this defimte form an
would continue to sell his sugar on the basis of open
prices publicly announced."
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Taylor's letters to Lamborn and Lowry were identical
(Ex. 343, 324). The important parts of the letter follow :
"In further reference to the request of our Executive Committee which I have discussed with you
and which is indicated by the excerpt from ou r Executive Committee .Minutes herewith, it seems important to add a few other items. * * *
"You have already indicated your willingness
to annoU1tce 3101Jr prices to the Institute and I think
it will not be our disposition to use these beyond
the point of answering any inquiries that may be
dir,ected to us concerning them. You have also indicated your willingness to subscribe to the general
open selling ter111.s adopted by the Institute, and we
feel that it is important that certain features of these
terms should be understood in detail in order that
we may intel?igently ans-&Jer any question that arises
concerning your practices. * * *
"Other considerations in reference to 'Terms'
should be understood as including subscription to the
Institute's Code Rulings, especially as to storing
sugars only in warehouses that are not affiliated
with buyers or brokers, and discontinuing consignments to buyers' warehouses with such exceptions
as are made in general practice of other refiners. * * *
"We would also like you to tell us that you will
quote sugars only on delivered price basis to such
points as are being generally sold on this basis. This
latter is not an Institute matter but an item of
importance to all parties concerned.
"While we know that you have pledged yourselves to your association to conduct your business
ethicaUy and use no part of the brokerage paid to
you to benefit buyers either directly or indirectly,
we would appreciate your telling that to us specifically, and that you will in substance folfow the
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ethics ~nd practices of Institute refiners under the
presen~ rulings of the Institute and as they may be
change~ or initi~ted from time to time and made
k.nown
you, and fin_ally that in. case of any devfa...
h on fr pm such pract1ces you will promptly notify
us to tijis effect.
"If the details of this request appear onerous or
too ex4cting, I urge that you consider the motive
one of I mutual advantage. vVe have many times
been a~le to squeJch rumors and pacify disgruntled
compla\nants who were disturbed by suspicions, by
being aple to quote definite statements disputing the
compla,nt made by the party who ·was complained
against~ and this is the reason for our request in
this nultter. It will put us in a position to intelligently J,ns--&er almost any question or coniplaint that
niay artse, and will, I ani sure, be appreciated by all
nzembets of the Institute.
"T~usting that ·we may have your complete cooperati~n in this matter, and wi th kindest personal
regardd of the writer, we are. * *"
·

Ito
I

I

*

These are ~he letters referred to and largely reUed upon
by the Trial Cburt as the basis of a Finding of an unlawful
conspiracy with the off-shore interests in the maintenance
of delivered prices (R. 148-9).
It is dear from the circumstances related in the testi·
mony above quoted that Taylor was not interested in what
the particula r terms of Lamborn and Lowry were, but was.
only interested fri seeing that they were openly announced
(which had not been done theretofore) and observed unless
other&ise announced. The "assurances" which Taylor re·
quested in Exhibits 324 and 343 were merely confirmations
of whafhad already been told T~ylor by both Lamborn.and
·Lowry, i.e., that they were not secretly discriminating be·
tween customers, and were. not quoting on a .delivered price
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basis to some and a lower basis to others, as A rmstrong
had charged them with doing.
While Taylor's letter is not clear and precise (faults
common to many business letters), it is apparent that he
was not acting to influence Lamborn or Lowry to adopt
delivered prices. In this connection, it will be r emembered that delivered prices had been announced by the refiners some six months before the letter in question was
written and, according to the statements of :Lamborn and
Lowry, hat;! been put into effect by them at that time,
although not publicly announced.
The Trial Court refused to accept Taylor's testimony
in this matter, observing that "if the Executive Vice Secretary had been interested only in open announcement he
surely would not have included the sentence italicized by
me" (R. 150). The passage in Taylor's letter referred to
by the Trial Court is the following:
''We would also like you to tell us that you will
quote sugars on a delivered price basis to such points
as are being generally sold on this basis. The latter
is not an Institute m atter but an iteni of importance
to all parties concerned" (Ex. 343, 324 ).
It is submitted that the inference drawn by the Trial
Court is wholly unwarranted. Taylor here merely points_
out that although delivered prices, as such, are not an Institute matter, they are of importance to all parties conc.erned. Undoubtedly all this meant was that, while dehvered prices, as such, were not a matter of Institute concern and had not been' introduced or maintained as ·a result of any Institute action, ·as long as delivered prices had
been annoitnced by the various refiners and off-shore
sellers, it was important to all of them that the announcements be observed, ·and not departed from in secret, as
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Annstrong ha~ charged against Lamborn and Lowry. The
sentence italici~ed is cer tainly not to be construed as an
a ssertion by T~ylor that open announcements of prices is
not ' 'an I nstitttte matter". The construction placed upon
an inference d~awn from the several other letters referred
to by the Tri41 Court are equally unwarranted in view
of Taylor's cle~r and straightforward testimony with respect thereto. I
Taylor rep~rted the complaint of Armstrong and his
conversations \tith Lamborn and Lowry to meetings of the
Executive Con1mittee. The motives of the defendants are
clearly shown py excerpts from the minutes of some of

these meetings !( Ex. 21-26, pp. 316, 351):

I

(Meeting of Oct. 24, 1929)

"Th~ Vice-Secretary read a letter from Mr. Bass

of L. W,. & P. Armstrong calling attention to sales
practices of Lamborn & Company who were apparently selling at other than openly announced prices.
He stat¢d that it had been the continuous policy of
his company to follow the practice of the Institute
in selling only at openly annoit1iced prices, but unless
he could have assurance that Lamborn was following a similar policy, it would be necessary for. ?im
to change his practice in order to meet compet1t1<!n.
He stated that he regretted the apparent necessity

of such action and would await the result of the
efforts of the I nstitute to adjust the matter before
changing his policy.
"The Vice-Secr etary made reference to the splendid cooperation the Institute had received from the
Armstrong Company. The Committee instructe_d
him to confer with Lamborn and L owry to see if
they wou/4 be agreeable to adopting the open price
policy in the sale of the sugars which they exdivsive.ly represent."
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(Nfeeting of Dec. 12, 1929)
"The Vice-Secretary reported the result of various conferences with Lamborn and Lowry regarding the matter of seIIing sugars for their respective
foreign principals according to the policy of the
Sugar Institute) that is only on open prices and tern-is
publicly announced. Correspondence was read which
indicated the position of each as being willing to
cooperate."
It is evident that Taylor's communications, both oral
and written, with the off-shore producers, were nothing
more than attempts to secure the cooperation of Lamborn
and Lowry in the observance of the Code and particularly
the principle of open prices publicly announced. He neither
sought nor secured an agreement or understanding with
respect to delivered prices, except as to their open announcement if employed.

2. Blaming the Institute. The second reason assigned
by the Trial Court for his inference that defendants agreed
to maintain and concertedly maintained delivered prices, we
submit, also fails to provide support for such a Finding.
The Court states that defendants ''intentionally created the
impression" that the Institute was responsible for their
refusal to sell f.o.b. refinery, and refiners' representatives
stated that such refusal was "due to Institute rules and in
effect to the refiners' understa nding with one another that
they would maintain delivered prices'' (Finding 108, R.
292) .
Reference to the Opinion discloses that the Court relies,
in this respect, upon Taylor's discussions with the off-shore
interests, hereinabove reviewed. The Court next states that
Judge Ballou gave this " impression" to Eamon, Edgar's
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attorney, in th4 course of a conference with him and Cummings. An e~amination of Eamon's testimony, however
. .
'
'
md1cates that famon, coming to New York with the preconceived idea I that the Institute was responsible for the
delivered price~, was seel~ing to secure different and preferential treatmenr for his clfrnt Edgar. It is clear, even from
Eamon's own ~estimony, that Ballou merely explained the
position of th4 refiners themselves and their obligations
under their ovvjn open announcements.
"IuJge Ballou and Cu11unings said that they
could nqt dca.l with Edgar on any different basis
than thJ.y did with other people becau.se it would be
in viola~ion of the principles of the Institute.
" I rqquested that the refiners, instead of enforcing their delivered prices, sell Edgar f.o.b. refinery
and allo'fv him to transport the sugar to Detroit, but
they ezrllained that the31 could not deal 'with Edgar
except o~ the basis of their publicly announced prices
without ~·iscriminating against their other customers
and vio4at-ing the principles of the Institutl' (R.

395).

.

Excerpts frbm various exhibits next referred to by the
Court show nothing more than the refiners' determination
to adhere to their own open announcements. Finally, the
Trial Court states that "responsible representatives of vari~
ous refiners stated that they could not sell except on a
delivered price basis, because of the Institute" (R. 154).
In support of this statement the Court quotes repeatedly
from the direct testimony of Government witness, Herbert
I. Smith, of Johannes Brothers (R. 767, 760, 759, 767,
768), but overlooks entirely the cross-examination of this
witness who finally admitted :
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*

"* * I have 110 way of telling whether the Institute was responsible for the delivered price system
that existed from April, 1929 to :May, 1931 except
statements by brokers and thr.y did not indicate that
the Institute was responsible for delivered prices.
The brokers only indicated that the I ns.titute was
responsible for their inability to make an a.rra.nge11-ient for selling sugar to us on sonie basis other
than the announced public price and Institute
prices" (R. 404).
Again, the Court relies upon the testimony of Govern~
ment witness, Joseph E. \Veil (R. 3129), as evidence of an
admission by American that the Institute prevented sales
at other than delivered prices. W eil testified that, at a
time when American was selling only upon delivered prices,

"I asked Hellwig"

(American's. Cleveland
broker) "if we could arrange for a barge shipment
from refinery. He said 'No, it couldn't be done at
that time, it was against the Code'" (R. 549).
Obviously, a sale to \Veil at other than American's own
openly announced terms was "against the Code" and such
a .statement is not properly susceptible of the construction
placed upon it by the Trial Court.
Similarly, the Court refers to the testimony of Government witness, H enry King, on direct examination ( R.
620~22) as proof of an admission by Colonial that Institute rules precluded.it from selling except upon a delivered
price basis. Here again, however, the Court overlooks entirely King's testimony on cross-examination (R. ·3 91-2):
"Wogan, of Colonial, said he could not give me
the privilege of buying sugar f.o.b. New Orleans
because it was contrary to the r ules of the Institute.
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I under tood the announced policy was to give the
same pr ·ce and terms to all brokers. I understood
that if olonial gave this privilege to nie alone it
would b contrary to their policy of publicly announced prices in that territory and would be considered ' violation of the Institute rules."

lto

Clearly, eve the hearsay statements above referred to
and purportin
recount statements made by refiners'
agents a long ime previously, do not constitute evidence
of a nature to warrant the final conclusion of the Trial
Court that, des ite the dear and unqualified testimony of
the refiners the nselves to the contrary, appellants "agreed
to maintain an · concertedly maintained delivered prices"
(Finding 105, , . 291 ).

I

THE LAW.

Despite the \extreme length of the record, the exceedingly complicatt d f acts, and the g reat number of issues
raised before tliis Court, the legal principles applicable to
and determinative of the issues a re few, simple and well
established. They may be stated briefly as follows:

1. Restraint of competition is not in and of
itself unlawful. The Anti-Trust Laws prohibit only
those restraints which are undue and unreasonable.
2. It is not an undue or unreasonable restraint
of competition for the members of an industry to
refrain in concert from· competitive practices which
are unfair, fraudulent or discriminatory.
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3. It is not an undue or unreasonable restraint
of competition for the members of an industry to
refrain in concert from competitive practices which
are wasteful and uneconomic and result in no cor..:
responding benefit to the public interest.

4. I t is not an undue or unreasonable restraint
of competition for the members
adopt in concert measures whose
is to protect the members of the
fair or fraudulent practices on
parties.

of an industry to
purpose and effect
industry from unthe part of third

These fundamental principles have been established
beyond dispute by a long line of cases decided by this Court
of which the following are typical:

Chi'cago Board of Trade v. United States, 246
U.S.231;
J.V! aple Flooring Assoc-i'ation v. Un£ted States,
268 u. s. 563;
Cement 11-1 anufacturers Protective Association
v. United States, 268 U . S. 588;
Appalachian Coals, Inc. v. United States, 288
u. s. 344.

All of the activities of appellants are, it is submitted, clearly
justified under one or more of the principles set forth above.
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A.
!

THE CONdERTED ADOPTION AND OBSERVANCE
I
BY COMPETITORS OF THE PRINCIPLE OF SELLING
!
THEIR PRODUCT ONLY UPON OPENLY ANNOUNCED
I
PRICES AND TERMS WITHOUT SECRET DISCRIMINA·
i
TIONS DOES NOT
CONSTITUTE AN UNDUE OR UN.
I

REASONABLE r ESTRAINT OF TRADE.
. (I ) The pr~ctice of selling only upon open prices and
terms without recret discdminations among customers is
essential to the functioning of that type of competition
I
which is bene~cial to the public interest, and has been
uniformly approved by the courts.

competi~ive

The
system is beneficial to the public interest
only when prices and output respond to the free play of the
forces of supp+ a nd demand. The forces of supply and
demand can operate freely only when competition is carried
on in the open f,nd buyers and sellers bargain in the light
of actual kno\yledge as to prices, supply and demand.
Where prices a]re secret and competition is carried on in
the dark there can be no true market price, but only a
separate price for each transaction fixed at the point where
the ignorance and cunning of the parties to the transaction
come to equilibrium. Such a system is wholly incompatible
with. and destructive of the type of competition which has
~lways been r ecognized as beneficial to the public interest
and approved by the courts.
The Steel Case.

The type of competition sought to be promoted by the
ba~ic agreement adopted by the 'refiners was expressly ap#
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proved by both the Trial Court and this Court in United
States v. United States Steel Corporation, 223 Fed. 55; 251
U.S. 417. The opinion of Circuit Court Judges McPherson and Buffington stated that:

"* * * The proof shows that the Steel Corporation, in the exercise of its own business judgment,
has elected to publicly announce its prices, to adhere
to them with all buyers alike~ and to give tiniely
notice of its purpose to change theni" (p. 91 ).
(Italics ours.)
In finding no prejudice to the public or undue restraint
on competition by this open price policy, but, on the contrary, commending it as in Hne with legitimate business,
the opinion stated:

"* * * It is also just to say that in giving tiniely
notice of its purpose to change them, and in giving
to its prices, in adhering to theni, it will be
seen on reflection that the Steel Corporation has
adopted a policy of price publicity and adherence, .
somewhat analogous to the freight rate stability folloived by the railroads under the directions of the
Interstate Commerce Commission~ which published
their rates and only changed them on ·notice" (p.
92) . (Italics ours.)
P~tblicity

*

*

"* * the publicity, which the proofs
**
show the Steel Company has from time to time made
of its prices, its accounts, and its policies, wonld
seem a practice in line with legiti·m.ate business,
rather than with illegal monopolization" ( p. 142).
(Italics ours.)
The judgment in favor of the Steel Corporation was
affirmed on appeal by this ~ourt, which, in describing the
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fair and wholt~some character of the competition carried on
the Steel C9rporation, paraphrased and adopted the find~
mgs of Judges! Wooley and Hunt below on this point:

?Y

"*

~ *

it did not undersell its competitors in
some lcpcalities by reducing its prices there below
those n~aintained elsewhere, * * * it did not obtain
cust01nrrs by secret rebates or departures from its
fmblis!z'fd prices'' (251 U. S. 417, 441 ). (Italics
ours.)

no~

We do
cite the Steel case for any approval of an
"open price" agreement among competitors, but for its approval of the ~holesome and beneficial character of open
prices and terµis, with no secret discriminations between
customers.

T~e Chicago
The

Board of Trade Case.

opiniq~ of this Court in Chicago Board of Trade

v. United Sta~es, ( 1917) 246 U. S. 231, was really the
first to face $quarely an actual "open price' 1 agreement
among competitors. The practice there attacked by the
Government under the Anti-Trust Laws was designed to
enlarge and protect the open price policy of the Board, by
prohibiting deviations,, during the time the Exchange was
not in session, from the open prices announced during the
'sessions of the Exchange. The rule prohibited members
from buying or offering to buy any wheat, corn or other
grains "to arrive" at any other price than the closing bid
on the Call session (about 2 o'clock) until the opening of
the next session on the following day. In short, the price
was fixed during the greater part of each day.
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The Government contended that this rule prohibiting
any deviations in private trading between sessions of the
Exchange from the open price announcements on the Exchange was per se illegal as a restraint of trade. In overruling this contention, this Court held that a practice which
created a market of open prices, and which did away with
private t rading where men had to buy and sell without
adequate knowledge of actual market prices, was an improvement of market conditions and hence lawful. In holding that the rule in question was "a reasonable regulation
of business consistent with the provisions of the Anti-Trust
Law", this Court said :

"*

* * the

rule helped to improve market con-

ditions thus:
"* * * It created a public 11iarket fo r grain 'to
arrive.' Before its adoption, bids w ere niade privately. :Men had to buy and sell without adequate
knowledge of actual market conditions. This was
disadvantageous to all concerned, but particularly
so to country dealers and farme rs.
"* * * It brought bu) ers and sellers into more
direct relations; because on the Call they gathered
together for a free and open interchange of bids
and offers * * *.
"The restraint imposed by the rule is less severe
than that sustained in Anderson v. United States,
171 U. S. 604. Every board of trade and nearly
e1;ery trade organization. imposes some restraint
upon the con.duct of business by its nienibers" (pp.
240-241). (Italics ours.)
1

The Hardwood and Linseed Cases.

The decisions of this Court in the famous Hardwood
and Linseed cases, so heavily relied upon by the Government in the case at bar, do not constitute in any sense a
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condemnatidn
by this Court of the 1)rinciple of 0
•
i
·
·
~~m
and terms q<lopted and adhered to by the refiners. The
facts iuvolvfd in those two cases are so radically different
from t~1osc pres~nted. by the R ecord and the Findings of
the Trial Cfurt 111 th1 s case as to render detailed analysis
unnecessary j
vVith re~pect to the ff ardwood case (American Column
& Lumber (o . v. United States, 257 U. S. 377) it was
expressly st~ted by the Court page 410 that :

"ro

call the activities of the <lef endants, as they .
are proved in this record, an 'Open Competition
P lanf of action is plainly a misleading misnomer

* * ~" (p. 410) .
"l* * *that the purpose and effect of the activities

of t~e 'Open Competition Plan', here under discussion,!were to restrict competition * * * by concerted
actiori in curtailing production and increasin,g prices,
* * *j" (pp. 411-2). (Italics ours.)
i

In the Flardwood case an active and concerted campaign
was conducfed by the officers and members of the Hard·
wood Asso4iation, through discussions at their meetings
and through systematic written propaganda, to restrain
competition by curtailing production and increasing prices.
As we have seen ( p. 58, supra), prices and production were
not discussed at the meetings of The Sugar Institute, nor
did the officers or members of the Institute conduct any
written or oral propaganda to curtail production or increase
prices. The record in this case is completely bare of any
evidence that would bring it within the lines of the decision
in the Hardwood case.
. d
Neither does the decision of this Court in the Linsee
.l co., .262
case (United States v. Anierican Linseed Oi
.
U. S. 371) involve a condemnation of_an open compeutwn
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plan in the real sense of the term. The L£nseed case represented a flagrant example of a scheme of unfair competition masquerading under the name of "open" competition.
The vital feature in this particular scheme was that the
prices and other informatt'.on gathered were kept secret
among the m,embers of the con-ibination, The buyers_, the
other participants in the trading, were to be kept completely
in the dark. The contracts signed by the members of the
combination in the Linseed case specifically recited that the _
information as to prices, etc., was "£or the exclusive and
confidential use" of the conspirators, who expressly agreed,
in addition, that "all information received from the Bureau
or any meeting of subscribers will be treated as confidential".
Each of the subscribers sent to the Bureau immediately
,. upon issue a copy of his published price list, but there
was no agreement or declaration that he would sell to all
purchasers without discrimination on the basis of such
list until it was publicly changed. On the contrary, all the
provisions of the plan concerning price information contemplated the continuance of the system of secret discrim- .
ination.s practiced through sales to favored customers below
the list.
The sellers published price lists at which they purported
to sell their goods, but they were entirely free to depart
from that list by giving special rebates and concessions to
favored custoniers. These rebates and concessions were
secret so far as the other buyers were concerned, b1tt all
the sellers were informed of the exact terms of sucii co1icessions and rebates as soon as they were offered. The
sellers thus had the buyers completely at thGir mercy. No
buyer knew what his competitors were paying for their
goods, but each seller knew the exact terms of every offer
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and sale ma~e by his competitors to every buyer. Every
seller, secur~ in his confidential knowledge of every offer
r:iade ~o eveiry customer, could continue to exact the full
hst pnce an~ terms from all of his customers who were
riot being qffered special discriminatory favors by his
competitors, land he could gauge his offers of discriminatory
advantages ~o his favored customers in the light of full
knowledge df the e:cact offers being made to them by his
competitors. The ignorant and unorganized buyers were
thus divided into the sheep and the goats, to be herded at
1
wilJ by the sellers. This, of course, was not open competition at all. IThis sort of a combination of sellers was no
device to prpmote a "free" market or to furnish healthy
competition fhcrein. It was a device to protect and perpetuate the ~vil system of arbitrary discriminations, holding the igndrant buyers within the secure control of the
, informed se*ers and enabling the sellers to practice their
discriminatidns with impunity. It was a peculiarly vicious
conspiracy
sellers against the buyers, a factor clearly
recognized b~ this Court in striking down the plan.
· In the c~se at bar, the Sugar Institute was organized
to abolish the system of arbitrary and secret rebates and
concessions under which part of the buyers had been given
unfair and discriminatory advantages over their competitors. And the abolition of these discriminations was accomplished by making all prices and terms open and public.
There was no secret consultation or exchange of informa·
tion among the sellers about prices or offers to buyers.
There was complete and immediate publicity of all prices
to All
and tenns and other important trade information a
· or
buyers as well as to sellers. There was no campaign
propaganda for decrease of production or increase of prices.
There was no discussion of prices or production at all.
II

1
I
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<
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The Sugar Institute is the complete antithesis of the
Hardwood and Linseed associations in ever y essential par-

ticular, and the case at bar presents none of the elements
upon which the Hardwood and Linseed decisions were
based.
The Maple Flooring and Cement Ca$e$.

The decisions of this Court in the ]l,faple Flooring and
Cement cases recognize both the economic desirability and
the legality of the concerted adoption of measures designed
to protect and promote the type of open competition sought
to be achieved by the appellants in the case at bar.
In Maple Flooring Association v. United S tates, 268
U. S. 563, the plan of open competition adopted in concert
by the members of the defendant Association which was
attacked by the Government as "price fixing", but which
was sustained and approved by this Court, included (a)
the computation and distribution of statistics showing the ·
average cost to members of sizes and grades of flooring;
(b) the compilation and distribution of a freight book
showing freight rates on flooring from a single basing
point to over five thousand specific points throughout the
country; ( c) the compilation and distribution o:f specific
and detailed information and statistics regarding sales by
members, the prices received and stocks on hand; and ( d)
discussions at Association meetings w!th respect to the
problems confronting the industry.
Referring to the simple economic tr uths that "exchange
of prfce quotations on market commodities tends to produce
uniformity of prices'' and that "knowledge of the supplies
of aYailable merchandise tends to prevent over-production
and to avoid the economic crises resulting from _over-production", the Court states:
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"It is the consensus of opinion of economists and
of mapy of the most important agencies of Govern~1ent ~hat ~he p~bli~ inte:est is served by the gathermg a11d d1ssemmat10n, m the widest possible manner, o~ information with respect to the production
and d'stribution, cost and prices in actual sales, of
marke~ commodities, because the 1naking available
of suc{i information tends to stabilize trade and industry, to produce fairer price levels, and to avoid
the wqste which inevitably attends the unintelligent
condi-tft of econo11iic enterprisi' (pp. 582-3).
(I taliqs ours.)
i

ab~ence

of the elements of unlawful price and
production p~opaganda, secret consultation among the selIn the

lers, and con4dential e.."'C.change of sales and trade information by a co1*bination of sellers acting against the buyers,
which had 1*en present in the Hardwood and Linseed
'
cases, this C~mrt
rejected the contentions of the Govern·
ment, reverse~ the findings of the Trial Court a~d squarely
held that:

"' ~ * * trade

associations or combinations of
persorls or corporations which openly and fairly
gather and disseminate information as to the cost
of their product, the volume of production, :he actual price which the product has brought 111 past
transactions stocks of merchandise on hand, ap~
proximate c:)st of transportation from the princip~l·
point of shipment to the points of consum~tion, as
did these defendants, and who, as they· did, meet
and discuss such information and statistics: without
however reaching or attempting to reach any a~ee
ment or any concerted action with respect to pnces.
·or .production or restraining compe~ition, _do .n~;
thereby engage in unlawful restraint of commerce_
(p. 586).

.

.
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All of the practices of the Sugar Institute in connection
with the gathering and dissemination of price and trade
information are well within the limits of lawful activities
as laid dO\·Vn by this Court in the 'Jvfaple Flooring case. In
fact, the activities of the Sugar Institute in this connection
stop far short of the activities approved in that case. The
Institute has never calculated and disseminated figures of
"average costs", or any other figures \vhich might be used
to fi:x or suggest minimum se1ling prices, as was the practice
of the Maple Flooring Association. Each member of the
Institute has at all times determined bis ovvn selling price
in free and open competition with every other member,
without any Institute calculation or discussion to guide or
influence his action.
The relaying by the Institute of the price change announcements of the members after they have already been
made public by the members in the same way in which they
had always been made public before the Institute was organized, is clearly in line with the principle of publicity of
market information approved in the 1l1.aple Flooring case.
It merely gives wider and more accurate publicity to what
has already been publicly announced. It has none of the
qualities of private propaganda for increase of prices or
secret consultation about special offers to favored cnstomers which were condemned in the fl ardwood and Linseed
cases. It is the exact opposite of those furtive practices and
is .the closest parallel which can be realized in an industry of
this character to the,competition ~£ the Stock and Produce
Exchanges, which is held up by economists and courts alike
as the ideal of free and open competition.
Since the. price information gathered and disseminated
by" the. Maple Flooring Assoc fa ti on related only to sales al•

I
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ready made, !the decision of this Court was, of course, limited to the facts involved. The bearing of that decision.
and the other decisions of this Court on the specific question of pi,ice announcements will be discussed on

pages 279-2$7 below.

In the C~ment case (Cement Jl,fanufactiirers Association v. Uni~ed States, 268 U. S. 588), this Court again
upheld the ptinciple of open and informed competition:

''Nor, for the reasons stated, can we reg-.ud the
gathering and reporting of information, through the
co-operatio-n of the dcfendants in this case, with
rcfer~nce to production, price of cement in actual
close~ speci fie job contracts and of transportation
cost s jfrom chief points of production in the cement
tradej as an unlawful restraint of commerce; ei·c:1
though it be assumed that the result of the gathering aJ1d reporting of s1tch informatio11 tcHds to bring
abouf: uniformity in pricen (p. 604). (Itilics
ours.)

Furtherr~~ore, :is a direct resuit of the daily exchange

among the ~nembers of the Cement Association of full
details of ah "sp~cific job contracts" (including prices,
quantity sold, quantity shipped, etc.)' coupled i,vith
elaborate system of investigations, a general competitive practice of fulfilling, in times of rising prices, padded ~nd
duplicated specifi~ job contracts secured by buyers at pnces
lower than the manufacturers' current selling prices, was
largely eliminated from the industry. In rejecting the
· · · of the
contention of the Government that the activ1tles
Association constituted an undue and unreasonabl~ re·
straint of "legitimate competition", this Court expressly
held that:

an
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" * * * the gathering and dissemination of information which will enable sellers to prevent the
perpetration of fraud upon them, which information
they are free to act upon or not as they choose, cannot be held to be an unla·wful restraint upon commerce, even though irt the ordinary course of business niost sellers would act on the i'nf orma.tion and
refuse to make deliveries for which they w ere not
legally boundn (pp. 603-4). (Italics ours.)

In short, this Court thus definitely upheld the right of
competitors to cooperate to protect themselves against imposi tion, misrepresentation and fraud, even though they
thereby co11certedly 1·cstrict a type of competition which
they had long practiced and z.e1hich was not shown to be in
any way hannf11l to the /ntblic. This specific application
of the sound policy of upholding restraints of competition
which had a reasonable basis ¥vas also · exemplified in the
Chicago Board of Trade case, supra, where this Court
sustained an express agreement of all the competitors in
the market to eliminate conipletely a long-established type
of conipetition, not because it involved imposition or fraud
upon themselves or others, and not because it was shewn
to be harmful or destructive competition, but because it
was shown not to be as wholesonie and beneficial as the
type of competition which was substitu,ted for it by agree11umt of the co1npetitor.~.
The Appalachian Case.

The principles declared by this Court in the cases above
cited were clearly and tmeqnivocally reaffirmed in Appalacliian, Coals,, Inc. v. United States, 288 U. S. 344. In 'the
Appalachian case this Court stated:
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"j' **A
. ·.

.

. otherwise free
:nterprise,
froni b7~ction, whu:h carries witlt it no monopolistic
menac , is not to be condemned as an undue restraint
1nerely because it 11iay effect a change in market co;idition . where. the change would be in mitigatwn of
recogn zed evils and would not impair, but rather
foster, fair competit-ive opj>ortunities. Volimtary
action to rescue and preserve these opportum:ties,
and tht~s to a-id in relieving a depressed 1:ndustry and
in rev1t'ing com·mercc by placing competition 1tp01i
a sotm er basis, may be mo1'c efficacious than an at·
tempt o provide remedies through legal processes.
The f a[t that the correction of abuses may tend to
stabilize a business, or to produce fairer price lei:els,
does nj t mean that the abuses shoidd go u11corrccted
or that cooperative endeavor to correct them necessarily constitutes an unreason.able restraint of
trade" (pp. 373-4). (Italics ours.)
.
coop~rative

It is to be noted that "the evidence did not show the ex·

istence of any \rade war or widespread fraudulent condu~t"
(p. 363), and various practices, the suppression of which
by coopcrativej effort of the industry was commended by
this Court we1e not fraudulent in nature, but were mer~ly
uneconomic and productive of "abnormal and destructive
competition which depresses the price" of coal to the con~
sumers.
The foregoing review of the decisions of thi_s Court
which deal with any aspect of the que.stion of open prices.
and open competition makes it dear that this Court has
always approved the policy of open prices and open compe-=
tition, and that it has never· condemned any· practice in ·
that connection except certain practices in the -Hardwood
and Linseed cases which were not "open prices" qr ."open
competition" at . all, but were mere price fixing schem:s
falsely masquerading under the name of ''open compet1·
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tion", with secret exchange of price information among
the sellers to aid them in their conspiracy against the buyers.
In the 11faple Flooring and Cement cases, this Court
approved systems of exchange of price and other trade
information and practices of trade discussion and cooperation which were designed to eliminate fraudulent and wasteful practices, and to promote more intelligent and economic
competition, and which in many respects were more farreaching than those of the Sugar Institute. In the Chicago
Board of Trade case, this Court approved a very substantial and direct limitation on price competition in order to
force competition into the open. In the Appalachian case,
this Court reaffirmed the principles declared in the Maple
Flooring, Cement and Board of Trade cases, and specifically
approved concerted action by competitors to eliminate not
merely unfair and fraudulent and wasteful practices, but
also practices whic4 amounted to "abnormal and destruc~
tive competition which depresses the price" of coal.
The decisions of this Court in this seri~s of cases, in
principle and effect, fully sustain the legality of the activities of the Sugar Institute in abolishing secret concessions
and discriminatory practices and promoting openness of
prices and competition.
. (2) Section 2 of the Clayton Act condemns the type of
secret discriminations that were practiced in the sugar in•
dustry before the Institute was formed, and the concert of
action involved in the adoption and observance of this fun·
damental Code provision represenb the only effective way
of giving practical effect to the express mandate and the .
.
underlying policy of that Section.

·Section 2 of the Clayton Act reads as follows: · ·
" Sec. 2. That it shall be unlawful for any per.son eng-aged in commerce, in the course of such
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comm~·ce,

either directly or indirectly to discriminate ii1 price between different purchasers of com~
moditits, which commodities are sold for use, consumptipn, or resale within the United States or any
Territ~ry thereof or the District of Columbia or
any i~sular possession or other place under the
jurisdi~tion of the United S tates where the effect
of sucl} discrimination may be to substantially lessen
compe~ition or tend to create a monopoly in any
line ofi commerce : Provided) That nothing herein
contair~ed shall prevent d iscrimination in price between imrchase rs of commodities on account of <lifferenc4s in the grade, quality, or quantity of the
commqdity sold, or that makes only due allowance
for dif'tcrence in the cost of selling or transportation,
or disqrimination in price in the same or different
commtinities made in good faith to meet competition: .{:Ind provided further, That nothing herein
contaiqed shall prevent persons engaged in selling
goods, i wares, or merchandise in commerce from
selectiiig their own customers in bona fide transaction~ and not ip res.traint of trade."
AppeIIantJ contend that the policy of selling only at
publicly annobnced prices is aimed against the same evil
of price discrimination as Section 2 of the Clayton Act and
affords the only efficient means of giving effect to the policy
of that Section . The basic provision of Section 2 is a
condemnation of discrimination in price betw'een purchasers
of the same commodity from the same seller.
. At the trial counsel for the Government argued strenuously against this construction of the Act, contending in
substance that discri~ination in prices and terms between
customers was a desirable fo rm of competition and was
protected by the Act. We shall now address ourselves to
that question.
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The obvious purpose of Section 2 is twofold: 'First, to
prevent the use of discriminatory prices as a method of destructive competition between sellers; second, to prevent the
destruction or impairment of competition between the buyers resulting from some buyers being placed at an un.fair
disadvantage in their own competition with other buyers
who purchase from the seller at a discriminatory lower
price.
That the Section includes the latter objective as one of
its two major purposes was definitely ruled in Vmi Camp &
Sons Company v. Am.erican Can Co., 278 U. S. 245, 254,
holding that when the Section condemns discrimination the
effect of which may be to substantially Jessen competition or
create a monopoly "in any line of commerce", the words, ·"in
any line of commerce" include the line of commerce in
which the pu:rcliasers from the discriminator are engaged
no l~s than that in which the discriminator is engaged himself. The Van Camp case is also on its facts a square holding to the effect that a mere showing of price discrimination is in itself sufficient, without more, to bring a case
within the prohibition of the Section, unless one or more of
the grounds of justification is affirmatively established.
This point was explicitly ruled in the subsequent case of
American, Can Co. v. Ladoga Canning Co., (C. C. A. 7th
Circuit 1930), 44 Fed. ( 2d) 763, (certiorari denied, 282
U. S. 899), where the Court said at page 768:

"* * * the burden was on the defendant to establish its justification in view of plaintiff's showing
that a price discrimination was given * * *."
With regard to the statutory provision requiring that
"the effect of such discrimination may be to substantia~ly
lessen competition or tend .to create a monopoly", two points
are to be noted :
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1. In th~ first place, the requirement is as to effect
and not as toipurpose. Prohibition of discrimination is not
limited to ca~es where it is used for the purpose of lessening competiti~n, but extends to all cases, where, whatever the
purpose, it n1ay have a certain effect. The Section is not
aimed merel~ at the malicious competition which seeks to
destroy a pa~ticular rival. If it had been the intention of
the framers df the statute to restrict its operation to "malicious competi~ion" it would have been easy for them to find
appropriate l~nguage to do so; in the absence of such restrictive lang~1age the statute must be construed as meaning what it s~ys and as condemning all discrimination, irrespective of Ipurpose or motive, which produces or tends
to produce a 4ertain effect.
2. In thel second place, it is to be noted that this effect,
which the st~tute requires, is that the discrimination may
lessen compe~ition. \Vhile this language is, of course, not
intended to cqver the bare possibility of a lessening of com·
petition, it rehches all discrimination which involves a rea~
sonable proba,bility of that result, (Standard Fashion Co. v.
Magrane-Ho~ston Co. (1921), 258 U.S. 346, at 356-7),
without requiring that such result need necessarily be
proved. So far as concerns competition among the buyers
of an article who propose to resell it, it is not open to argument that where one buyer can obtain goods from a seller
at a substantial rebate while another must pay the fu11
price, the former not only may be> or probably u~tl be, but
actually and necessarily is placed at a purely arbitrary com·
· petitive advantao-e
which is bound to lessen competition. by
0
making it obviously disadvantageous for the competi:or
not thus favored to push the sale of the goods. Laboring
under this unfair handicap, he will either become an u.n·
·
· their .d1s#
willing seller of the goods, thus d1scouragmg
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tribution, or will withdraw or be driven out of the line of
business in question altogether.
This is the result which must inevitably ensue, and
that it was the result which actually ensued from the discriminations prevalent in the sugar refining industry prior
to the formation of the· Institute is clear from the review
of the facts on pages 18 to 23 of this brief. In the sugar
trade these discriminatory practices were not only fraught
with the probability of lessened competition in the wholesale and retail trade, but had actually produced such a
condition of restricted competition on a wide scale.
Evidence showing the tendency of price discriminations
to lessen competition and create monopoly is hardly necessary. Such a tendency is the inevitable result of a system
of arbitrary discriminations among purchasers whereby
one purchaser is enabled to buy an article for so much less
than his competitor that he can resell it at or below the
price his competitor must pay for it. With a commodity
like sugar, a "loss leader", frequently resold at a price
which does not repay handling charges, such a discriminatory advantage is so decisive and complete that it must
inevitably destroy the power of the unfortunate victims
of the discrimination to compete. How such discriminations actually operate to lessen competition is clearly described by the Circuit Court of Appeals in Anierican Can
Co. v. Ladoga Canning Co., supra, as follows:

"4. Lessening Con-ipetition. Little need be said
on this question. The figures all too clearly show
that the discrimination, not only might have substantially lessened competition, but did help v
Camp drive out its competitors. Van Camp's business increased rapidly. For the fi~e year~ preceding the making of this contract, its busmess re-

a:l
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mained almost at a standstill. Five years after the
contr,act was made, its business had increased 300
per cf nt. This increase was much more rapid than
tha~ of the canned goods business of the country
1
durmg the same year s_. Tr~~' this increase might
have been due to s~penor ability, greater ingenuity,
1
and more aggressive methods on the part of Van
Cam~>. Bu~ the figures are also present from which
the hbry might have concluded that the increased
busi.fss following the contract of 1921 was due to
the 1dvantages which Van Camp obtained in the
way
prices from defendant" (p. 768).

If

Just as Tompetition was in thi~ i,:ay re~tricted amo~1g
the C'l~stomers of the refiners, so 1t is obvious that pnce
discrimination of the kind practiced in the sugar refining
industry before the Institute necessarily iessens competition
among the refiners themselves. \Vhile competition in the
sense of merr rivalry may for the time being not be dimin·
ished by the prevalence of price discriminationst competition
in the true fconomic sense of rivalry which prodn~s ~e
sults beneficraI to the public is seriously impaired m its
operation. ~n the long run, even competition in .the .sense
of mere rivalry is diminished because of the mev1tablc
tendency of a regime of price discrimination to destroy
prematurely and unnecessarily the smaller and financially
weaker competitors. These may not necessarily be the less
efficient ones, and their elimination not only reduces the
number of competitors, but often destroys the most efficient ones, when they are just developing and have not yet
acquired finanacial strength.
In view of the statutory provision which requires ~~ly
that price discrimination shall probably lessen competlti~n
to make it unlawful, it is clear from what has just been said
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that the statute outlaws practically all discrimination used
as a regular competitive method and permits only exceptional cases of discrimination, which, because of their unusual nature, do not threaten the normal functioning of
the competitive system, and which, since they therefore do
not come into conflict with the policy of the Section, there
is no reason for prohibiting when they are called for by
business convenience. Such a case, for example, might be
sales made on the dissolution or winding up of a business,
sales made to charitable or educational institutions and the
like.

Special Grounds Justifying Discriminations. Turning
to the special grounds of justification established by the
Section to remove discriminations or supposed discriminations from its prohibition, it is first to be noted that at
least three of the five enumerated classes of discriminations
which are expressly excepted are not in any proper sense
cases of true discrimination at all These are (i) ''discrimination in price on account of differences in the grade
of the comm9dity"; (ii) discrimination in price on account
of differences in the quality of the commodity sold; and
(iii) discriminations which amount only to an allowance
for differences in the cost of sellfog m· tran.sportatioti, Obviously, where articles are of different grade or quality,
they are not "the same article" in the sense in which the
normal functioning of competition results in a uniform
price for the same article when sold at the same time and
under similar conditions in the same market. They are
substantially different articles, and if different prices are
charged for them, there is, or should be, no proper question
of discrimination. Similarly, where the cost of putting an
article in the hands of one buyer can be identified as higher
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than the c9st of putting the same article in the hands of
another buter because of the addition of greater selling
or transportation charges in the one case than in the other,
there is no jproper question of discrimination since in the
two cases tl~e article is not sold under similar conditions in
the same m~rket.
It will lle noted that the condemnation of ''discriminations" in tt1e Institute Code has never been construed as
including d~fferences in price on account of grade, quality
or cost of Sf~Hing or transportation. Such differences have
always bee11 reflected in the published grade and package
di:ffercntial~ and freight applications of the refiners since
the Institutb. Under Institute practice, the "discriminations" cond~mned by the Code are real discriminationsthose invohting arbitrary, unfair and. secret allowances to
favored cu~tomers, based on no differences in cost to the
refiners, an4 placing their other customers at a competitive
disadvantage.

"QuantAy" Discounts.

With respect to the statutory
justification! of discrimination "based on differences in the
quantity of I the commodity sold", it is again to be noted
that such "discriminations", in so far as they are true
"quantity discounts", are not properly discriminations at
all, since they but reflect and pass on to the purchaser actual
differences in cost of production or sale as between goods
manufactured and sold in large orders and the same class
of articles manufactured and sold in small orders. 'Where
there are such differences in cost between filling l_arge or.
· ffect
ders of the commodity and sma1l orders, there are m e '
. d f com-.
from the economic standpoint, two separate km s o
15
modity offered for sale, and the fact that one of them
offcred at a different price from the other does not amount
to a true discrimination.
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Where, on the other hand, as in the suga r indm.try,
the nature of the commodity sold or the method of its
manufacture and sale do not thus result in making largequantity sales any less expensive than an equivalent volume
of small sales (pp. 107 to 114, supra), and where in consequence a discount or lower price based on a difference in
quantity does not reflect any saving to the seller, the allowance of such a discount to large purchasers does amount to
a discrimination in the proper sense of the word.
Even if the proviso of the Section were to be construed
as broad enough to cover discrimination based
quantity
where qnantity sales do not involve any difference in cost,
it is submitted that the Section clearly does not legalize such
·discrimination in the sense of bringing it f ully and absolutely within the protection of the law, but merely operates,
if at all, to prevent a proceeding based on the Section from
being successfully prosecuted against such discrimination.
In other words, the restrictive provisions of Section 2 do
not confer the affirmative protection of law on price discrimination of any character. They merely except · from
the prohibition of the Section and the penalties provided by
the Act cer tain types of price differences which are not
actual discriminations.

on

Discriminations to !YIeet C011ipetition. The purpose and .
nature of the provision which excepts from the prohibition
of the Section "discrimination in price * * * made in good
faith to meet competition" is obviously different from that
of the other exceptions. It covers pres.umably any and
every kind of price discrimination if only actuated by a
certain motive or purpose, viz., if "made in good faith to
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meet compe~ition". The most elementary analysis discloses
some ambi§,'uity in the phrase ' 1 to meet competition".
If priceldiscrimination is removed from the prohibition
of Section 12 by the mere fact that it is actuat~d by the
purpose of Itaking business away from one's competitors,
then obviot~sly the whole of Section 2 might as well be
blotted frorp the statute books, since there is no price dis·
criminationl not actuated by that purpose. The prohibition
of the Sect~on becomes wholly nugatory if it means that a
competitor jw ho offers a discriminatory lower price to a
purchaser
order to take the business of that purchaser
away from Ianother competitor is discriminating "in good
faith to me~t competition", and may on that ground justify
his discr imipation. If any force and virtue is to be left to
Section 2 a~ all, the exception in favor of "meeting com·
petition" m~st be construed to exclude the case of a com·
petitor wholinitiates discriminatory prices to take business
from his riyals, and to authorize price discrimination only
to meet conjipetition which itself consists of initiating dis·
criminatoryl prices. This result is no doubt implicit in the
word "meetf', but it becomes conclusive if the practical con·
1
sequences 0 f the alternative construction are clearly en·
visaged.
·
Thus, only in one case does the statute mark out and
except from its condemnation a real price discrimination-and that is in the case last considered, where such a dis·
crimination is merely a response to, and retaliation against, _
a prior discrimination initiated by a competitor. The ~'k
emption from liability thus conferred upon a purely retalia·
tory discrimination can certainly not be taken as a statu·
tory appro?/al of discrimination of any kind or in any sense.
It merely exempts from the penalties of the Act the use

ii1
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of a particular weapon of defense against discrimination,
viz., retaJiatory self-help.
This recognition of the use of discrimination to repel
unlawful discrimination can certainly not be taken as such
a legal recognition of the lawfulness of the particular type
of discrimination in question, i.e., legalized retaliatory discrimination, as to bring that type of discrimination within
the scope of the competition which may not be restricted by
concerted action; for it is to be noted that the very condition on which the law predicates its recognition of the legality of this retaliatory discriniination to meet competition is
that there shall first be an instance of itnlawful discrimination. If the prohibition of unlawful discrimination were
so fully and effectively enforced as to completely prevent
such discrimination, there would never arise an opportunity
for the exercise of the. privilege of lawful retaliatory discrimination. The privilege only exists to take care of the
possible inadequacy of the prohibition. Under such circumstances, it cannot be argued that because the law recognizes the privilege, the privilege must at all costs be preserved by preserving the right to violate the law.
vVhere a type of competition thus depends for its lawfulness on the prior existence of unlawful competition, it is
submitted that the fo rmer puts no barrier in the way of the
lawfulness of a concert to abolish the unlawful conipetition
upon which it depends. It is true that if competitors may
lawfully concert to refrain from the practice of unlawful
discrimination, they will thereby eliminate and abolish the
occasion for resort to the privilege of retaliatory discrimination which the law allows. In doing so, however, they will
only be giving greater effectiveness to the policy and purpose of the statute itself.
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Congres~,

in enacting tl1e prohibition of Section 2 of
the Clayton Act against discrimination, could not assume,
and properl:f did not assume, that the prohibition would in
all cases bel effective. It was therefore sound legislative
policy to pr<pvide that the discrimination against which the
statute
directed might also be discouraged and
thwarted byl resort to retaliatory self-help. In so far, however, as com~)etitors by concerting to obey the statutory prohibition eli~inate the occasion for resort to such self-help,
they can surety not be said to be abolishing or restricting
something \yhich the statute safeguards. They are merely
eliminating resort to one method of effectuating the statutory prohib~tion by substituting a more efficacious method.
It is to ~e noted in this connection that the privilege of
retaliatory ~iscrimination which Section 2 of the Clayton
Act confer~ is a privilege conferred for the benefit of the
competitors !themsclves who may wish to resort to it as a
defense ag~inst unlawful competition. It is a privilege
created andl conferred for their benefit and not a normal
competitive jdevice safeguar ded by the law for the benefit
of the public as a part of the mechanism of wholesome
competition in the public interest. The only interest which
the public has in it is as a possible deterrent of the dis·
criminatory competition against which it is directed. If
some other and more effective deterrent is provided, the
interest of the public is better served. The privilege of
retaliatory discrimination being thus personal to, and for
the benefit of, the competitor s, it is sub,mitted that no ~ea·
son can be adduced why they should not, if they see fit, e111n·
inate the occasion for exercising it by concerting to obey
· the statutory prohibition and . thereby rendering the exer·
cise of the privilege unnecessary and superfluous.

I
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In short, it is submitted that concerted adherence by
competitors to the practice of selling only on publicly announced prices equally available to all purchasers and without arbitrary discriminations is not an interference with
any type of competition or competitive method protected
by the Clayton Act, but is simply a concerted effort to obey
the prohibition of Section 2 of that Act and does not go
beyond concertedly refraining from what the Act itself
prohibits.
Further Reasons Supporting Lawfulness of Concerted
Action Against Discriminations. Appellants further contend (a) that such concert is essential as a practical matter
to prevent competitors from exposing themselves involuntarily to liability for violations of Section 2; and (b) that
it affords the only effective and re.asonably adequate method
of accomplishing the object and purpose of that Section.
(a) As already noted, the statute permits "discrimi.n:ition made in good faith to meet conipetition11• Clearly under
the Ladoga case, s:1-pra, the burden is on the seller who
gives a discriminatory price to one of his customers to
show the existence of actual competition, and this is the
only construction of the statute which would give to it
any effective meaning. Three conditions must be established in order to justify the discrimination. First, competition must actually exist in the form of an offer of a discriminatory price by another competitor; second, the discrimination must be actually given to meet such an offer;
and third, it must be given in good falth for the purpose
of meeting such offer and for no ulterior or incidental purpose of lessening competition.
A competitor in an industry where it is well known that
price discriminations are being widely sought and given is
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in an almost ~mpossible position. For him to give discriminatory price !concessions himself exposes him in every instance in whif h such a concession is given to the danger of
the penalties l)rescribed by the law, unless he might be able
to sustain th4 burden of excusing or justifying his act by
showing that ihe came within the exceptions of the statute.
At the same I time, he is without any assurance of being
able to susta}n this burden. He has no means of determining the ahual existence of the competition he is asked
to meet. H~~ would seldom, if ever, have more than the
statement of ~ customer seeking a concession that a similar
concession w~s offered by a competitor. Even though he
might believ~ the customer, he would have no way of proving the truth of the customer's statement. The bu~iness
risk involved in such a situation is intolerable.
The suml and substance of such a situation is that so
long as the practice of allowing discriminatory price concessions is, qr is believed to be, prevalent in an industry,
every competitor, no matter how good his intentions, runs
a constant dsk in every transaction of violating the law.
. He is caugh~ between two fires . If he plays perfectly safe
it is obviouJ that he will lose an · increasing amount of
business to competitors who are less careful of the law;
if he is unwilling to incur this sacrifice, he is in constant
danger of subjecting himself to heavy penalties and treble
damage suits.
. .
· It seems clear that relief from such a situation lS impossible through the separate action of individual com~ti
tors; the only way out is through concerted action which
will save the law-abiding competitor from being exposed
to loss by the illegal conduct of his less law-abiding con:
petitors. It would seem a strange perversion of the Anti. an unJawful
Trust statutes to bold such concerted action
·

?""'6
-1

restraint of trade vvhere it affords the only practicable and
effective method of avoiding inadvertent violations of an
important provision of those statutes.
(b) Finally, concerted action by competing sellers to
eliminate arbitrary price discriminations between purchasers through concerted refusal to sell otherwise than
on publicly announced prices equally available to all, represents the only effective way of giving practical effect to the
mandate of Section 2 of the Clayton Act. The intent and
object of that Section is to suppress a particular business
practice, namely, the sale of the same commodity to different purchasers at different prices without special justification, and to require the observance by business men of
the contrary practice of selling the same commodity at the
same price to all purchasers in the absence of such special
justification. As demonstrated by the complete failure of
the .National Prohibition Act, it is impossible for law to
secure adherence to a rule of social' conduct solely through
legally enforced penalties for violation. If such a law is
to be effective it is essential that the rule of conduct which
it prescribes shall have the effective support of prevailing
practice among the great majority of those to whom the
law applies.
(3) The practice of selling only on publicly announced
prices and terms without secret discriminations in favor of
particular purchasers is the only practical means of protecting both sellers and buyers from the widespread deception and fraud which are an inevitable part of the practice
of secret price discriminations.

Irt a business situation where the openly announced
prices of competitors cannot be accepted as the prices at
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a1c

which they
actually selling, because of the knowledge
of many of th~ purchasers that those prices a re not adhered
t o and that sp~cial discriminatory prices a re being given, it
is impossible for any seller to know precisely the competition that he h4s to meet. If the customer of one competitor

ltbe

represents to
latter that he has been offered a special
discriminatori price by another competitor, there is no way
in which his sta tement can be verified. If, therefore, a customer believe~ that his business is sufficiently valuable to
the producer ~ith whom he is dealing to make that producer tmwillit~g to lose it, he is under an almost irresistible
tempta tion to ~ry to obtain a special concession for himself
by f alsely rep~esenting that he has been offered a concession
by another. Suman nature being what it is, such attempts
become commpn, with the result that a premium is placed
on a dishone4 business practice which cannot be checked
so long as the !condition persists which gives rise to it.
So long a$ a general condition of price discrimination
prevails, with
invitation to fraud a nd misrepresentation,
the burden antl losses due to the frauds rest not merely on
competing seders of the article but on the buyers as well.
Where the less scrupulous buyers take advantage of the op·
portunity to purchase the article at a special price concession obtained by misrepresentation, the more honest buyers,
or buyers whose purchasing power is so relatively small
that the sellers are not afraid to lose their business, are at
an obvious disadvantage in their own competition with other
buyers who can obtain secret price cuts. I nevitably the
buyers who cannot obtain such cuts a re taxed for the rene·
fit of the buyer s to whom the cuts a re g iven, and are re·
quired to pay a higher price than would be fixed by the open
and public competition of the mar ket. T hus buyers no less

lits
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than sellers are unfai rly deprived of equal opportunity. The
honest buyer and the small buyer ·can be r elieved from an
unequal contest with the dishonest and the financially strong
only by the concerted establishment of an open market
where public prices prevail.
The conditions which prevailed in the suga r industry
in this regard before the Institute was formed cried aloud
for a remedy, and concerted action by the refiners to sell
only 011 openly announced prices, without secret discrimination, was the only way to remedy it. That it is lawful for
competing sell.ers to take concerted action to protect themselves, and indirectly their honest customers, against fraudulent and dishonest practices by altering the trade practices
which give an openil).g ·to such dishonesty and fraud was
expressly held by this Court in the C enient case, supra. That
case is clear authority tha t concert for such purpose is not
rendered illegal by the fact that it is financially advantageous to the parties to the concert or that the concert eliminates a practice which may result in lowering prices.
Section 5 of the Federal T rade Conunission A ct. Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act which provides
that "unfair methods of competition in commerce are
hereby declared unlawful" has been most vigorously enforced against competitive practices w hfrh inv olve fraud
on or deception of the citstom er. And wholesale fraud and
deception practiced against customers is the very essence of
price discrimination.
.
It is dearly established by the evidence in this. case
that the only way in which a system of price discriminations can be maintained in the sugar refining industry is by
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misrepresenfing the facts to all other buyers, concealing the
concessions Jfrom them, and leading them to believe that
such discrin1inations against them are not being practiced.
This necess~rily involves continued and flagrant violation
of Section ~ of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

B.
THE STEPS TAKEN BY APPELLANTS TO GIVE
EFFECT Td THE BASIC AGREEMENT TIIAT SUGAR
SHOULD Bt SOLD ONLY UPON OPEN PRICES AND
TERMS Wl~HOUT DISCRIMINATION AMONG CUS·
TOMERS DlD NOT CONSTITUTE AN UNDUE OR UN·
REASONABiE RESTRAINT OF TRADE.
l

1. The Pric~ Reporting System.

I

.

.

The nature, purpose and effect of the pnce reporting
system has b¢en fully described in connection with our dis·
cussion of th¢ facts (pp. 55 to 104, supra). As there stated
and as estabilshed beyond dispute by all of the evidence in
this case;

I

( 1) The price reported to the Institute is a price
which has already been publicly announced to the
trade by the reporting member.
(2) The function of the I nstitute is m~rely to
r elay and give further publicity to the pnce announcement.
( 3) The Institute relays the announcement not
k' the
merely to the competitors of the refiner rna mg .
·
t ra d'-e, itu:fo.dmg
announcement, but to the entire
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buyers as well as sellers, through the most widely
used public channels of trade information.

( 4) No comment accompanied these relays and
no price or production propaganda of any character
was ever indulged in by the Institute, its officers or
member s.
Such a system is radically different from the "Price
Reporting Plan" involved in the H ardwood and Linseed
cases, the cornerstone of which was pn·ce and producti-01i
propaganda and the secret exchange of price information
among the sellers to aid thc1n in their consp·i racy against
the buyers (pp. 252-6, supra). The price reporting system
followed by the refiners is, it is submitted, clearly lawful
under the decisions of this Court in the bf aple Flooring and
Cenumt cases.
In the l'Yfaple Flooring case, the members reported
weekly to the Secretary o f the Association all sales made
during the preceding week, showing the date, quantity,
grade and price of each sale, the name of the purchaser, and
the rate of commission paid, if any. The Association reported back to the members the information so received as
to quantities, grades and prices with respect to each sale,
but the names of the purchasers were not reported back.
The information exchanged was of an intimate and detailed
character relating to specific transactions, in contrast to the
Purely general inforfnation as to already published pr£ces
transmitted to the Su.gar Institute. While the information
reported in the lrfaple Flooring case was as to past transactions, there is no intimation in the opinion of th is Court
that the reporting to the A ssociation of general price lists
which had already been P'z.tblished by the ·members would
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have been i~legal. As we have seen in the case at bar
(pp. 55-9, s1~pra) all that was done here was to report to
the Institute! for relay to the trade and public, prices and
terms which jhad already been made public by the refiners'
own individ~al announcement, in the manner to which they
had always qeen accustomed. In the Pi1aple Floorii~g case
this Court n<~t only upheld the exchange of information as
to prices in ~articular transactions, but based its conclusion partly u{)on the fact that the information was reported
for the purpdse of giving it publicity through the trade.
l
In the Cqnzcnt case this Court upheld as legal an exchange of in:formation regarding specific outstanding con' fulfilled, describing in detail the contract
tracts not y¢t
I
and giving t'lhe name and address of the purchaser, the
amount, pricb and del ivery point. There was also a re1
quirement of !detailed reports of all changes in the contract.
Here was ol~viously an exchange of information as to
prices in par~icular transactions still current and yet the
exchange \Va~ held legal because it merely gave additional,
t hough more tletailed, publicity to price information already
substantially known to the trade.
The results of the · four cases may be summarized as
follows :

(a) An exchange of information as to prices.in
particular past transactions is illegal where the m·
· "formation is to be kept private among the membe~s
of the Association and where the exchange 15
coupled with other practices indicating that it is pa~t
of a scheme for the enhancement of prices by private. consultation (Hardwood and Linseed cases);
but is legal where it is not shown that it is part of
such a scheme and where the information so ex
A
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changed is given general publicity ( P.1aple Floor.frig

case).
(b) An exchange of confidential informati'on
among sellers as to prices quoted for specific future
transactions, where such prices are not open and
public but are special private concessions to particular customers, is unlawful as amounting to an un~
fair combination of sellers against buyers (Linseed
case ).
( c) An exchange of information regarding special private prices in specific outstanding transactions is lawful where the purpose of the exchange
is a reasonable and proper one, such as the giving
of additional publicity to price information already
substantially known to the trade (Cement case).
It is submitted that no case ever decided by this Court
affords any basis whatsoever for a contention that the mere
reporting of already public price announcements to a cen.tral agency in the imlu.st1·y for the purpose of giving them,
·wider publicity is in any respect unlawful.
·

Publishing Prices Bcf ore Sales. Counsel for the Government in the trial below strenuously contended that the
decision of this Court in the P.,f aple Flooring case was to be
construed as disapproving concerted action to· publish prices
before sales. \Ve cannot conceive that this Court had any
such intention. No such practice was there involved, and
therefore it could not have been the intention of this Court
. to disapprove it. The pertinent language of the Court vvas
as follows:

"We decide only that trade associations or combinations of persons or corporations which openly
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and fai~ly gather and disseminate information as to
the cost!of their product, the volume of production
the act1~al price which the product has brought i1;
past tr~?isactions,
s tocks of merchandise on hand
• '
I
approx11pate cost of transportation from the principal ~oint of shipment to the points of consumption,
as did ~ese defendants, and who, as they did, meet
and discuss such information and statistics without
however!reaching or attempting to reach any agreement or lany concerted action with respect to prices
or prodi-tction or restraining competition, do not
thereby ~ngage in unlawful restraint of commerce''
(268 U.IS. 563, at 586). (Italics ours.)

~-Oregoing

To us the
language means simply that this
Court limited it~ decision to the facts before it. The words
of the Opinion ~arry no implication that this Court looked
or would look I with disfavor upon concerted action to
announce pricesl before sales. On the contrary, it seems to
us that the reas4ning of this Court in both the l'v.laple Flooring and Cement decisions leads inevitably to the approval
of the public a$ounccment of prices before sales, under a
state of facts like
those in the case at bar.
1
As we have seen, there is not even a suspicion that the
appellants used their price reporting plan as a means of
agreeing upon prices. The Trial Court fully absolved the
appellants fro.m any such suspicion in the following Find-

ing:

"201. I find no agreement among defendants on

basis prices in the sense of an agreement to ad~pt
a certain basis price from time to time and to maintain it during any period. Frequently an announc~
ment by one refiner of an advance would result in
a series of announcements by others, ultimately leading to a decline. Often, too, the advance would be
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withdrawn, because one refiner would re~rain fr~m
following the announcement. Except m few mstances, a decline announcenient was followed by all"
(R. 310). (Italics ours.)
Nor was the announcement of prices before sales used
as a means of attempting to persuade any refiner to change
his price or to follow an advance. Here again the Trial
Court absolves the appellants from any such suspicion.
His Finding on this point is as follows:
"48. I find that the refiners did not consult with
one another after an advance had been announced
by one of them and that the grace period was not
in fact used by them to persuade a reluctant member
to follow the example set, despite the business necessity of withdrawing an advance unless it were followed by all" (R. 277).
These Findings leave for consideration the naked question whether there is, in the concerted practice of announcing prices before sales, any such inherent tendency to
restrain or suppress competition as to require that it be
held unlawful under the Sherman Act. For all of the
reasons set forth in our discussion of this question on pages
62 to 104, su.pra, we submit that this practice as carried on
in the case at bar, in a trade like the sugar trade, promotes
free and wholesome and economic competition, instead
of suppressing or restraining it, and it is therefore clearly
lawful.
It may be that in some other industries, selling products
which are not standardized, so that price competition cannot immediately express itself with full force when a competitor has announced his prices before sales, it might be
argued that announcing the ·prices after sales would be
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preferable, but 'te can see no soundness in such an argument even then. ~n the Steel case (pp. 250-1, supra), where
the Company's lpractice was to "publicly announce its
prices, to adhere jto them with all buyers alike, and to give
timely notice of Iits purpose to change them", this Court
approved the pr~ctice as a sound and wholesome one.
It may be al~o that when competitors agree that they
will not reduce t\1eir prices without announcing the decline
some considerabte time before it becomes effective, there
is present some e~ement of restraint upon competition. Such
a price announc~ment practice was prescribed by some of
the N. R. A. Co~es and was commonly called the "waiting
time" practice. Obviously, such a practice would give opportunity for pd,rsuasive pressure to be brought to bear
upon a competit~r announcing a decline to withdraw the
announcement, abd under such circumstances competition
might be restraihed. But in the case at bar, as to price
declines, no wait~ng time at all was called tfor by any rule
or observed in p~actice. As found by the Court (Finding
44, R. 275-6), pJ,ice declines were not only instantly effective, but it was t~e practice to make such declines effective
on all business entered on the day of the decline, even when
the decli ne had not been announced until late in the day,
and this practice was approved by an Institute Code Inter~
pretation (R. 276). Furthermore, as we have seen (pp.
59-61, su.pra), the refiners sometimes repriced all business
entered for weeks before a price decline. This is therefore
the exact reverse of a "waiting time" practice.
As to price advances it is true that it was the practice of
'
the refiners, approved by a recommendation of the Institute, to announce such advances by 3 o'clock of the day
before the advance. But, as we have seen (pp. · 48-68,

.
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supra), the prior announcement of price advances was not
due to the Sugar Institute. It was a part of the sugar move
system and had always been the practice in the industry.
The so-called "Three O'Clock Rule" read as fallows:

"Except to meet a competitive price already announced, the Institute recommends to its members
that they announce changes in prices not later than
3 :00 o'clock. Such timely announcement will enable
a price change to receive wide publication through
the evening and morning papers. It is, furthermore, in the interests of uniformity which V\.rill be
appreciated by the trade" ( R. 276) .
As the Trial Court found:

"47. The effect of the Three O'Clock Rule in
and of itself, seems to have been advantageous to
the trade in case of a price advance in that the uncertain period of grace has been replaced by a
definite one" (R. 277).

It is obvious, of course, that the prior announcement of
price advances is an advantage to the buyers, especially
when it is practiced as in the sugar industry for the specific
purpose of giving customers a reasonable time within which
to place their orders for as large a supply of sugar as they
want to buy at a present lower price before the advance
becomes effective. This practice was no part of any
scheme to restrain competition. On the contrary, as the
T~ial Court itself found, there was no consultation among
the appellants, and "frequently an announcem~nt by one
refiner of an advance would result in a series of announcements by others, ultimately leading to a decline. Often,
too, the advance would be withdrawn, because one refiner
would ref rain from follo~ing the announcement. Except
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in a few insta~ces, a decline announcement was followed
.
by all" (Findinks 48 and 201, R. 277 and 310).
This, we s~bmit, is open competition at its best, and
upon the state
facts here presented, there can be no
reason whatsoeyer for holding such a price announcement
practice unlawfµl.

lo£
i

2. Quantity Di~counts.

I

The justific~tion fo r the adoption and observance by
the refiners of !Section
2 of the Code of Ethics, relating
!
to quantity disbounts, is based upon the special facts of
the sugar refi~ing industry reviewed at length at pages .
105 to 124 of dus brief, and upon the ground that in such
an industry, suijject to the special conditions and surrounding circumstan~es, quantity discounts inevitably amount to,
and can only aq1ount to, discriminatory and arbitrary price
concessions. T~eir abolition by the action of the competitors is therefor~ a proper and necessary means of eliminating a destructhte and uneconomic competitive method, and
is justified as d method of giving effect to the Code condemnation of price discrimination between customers.
Since, under the conditions obtaining in the sugar refining industry, sales in large quantity units and sales to
purchasers who buy a relatively large quantity of sugar
during the year do not result in any saving in either
direct or indirect costs to the refiner, it is submitted that
quantity discounts would amount to no more than bare
price discriminations, and as such were properly condemned
by the Code of Ethics and ref used by the refiners.
While the language of Section 2 of the Clayton Act
makes a special case of quantity discounts to the extent
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of permitting them to be set up in justification by an appellant charged with price discrimination, it is submitted that
this provision of the Act does not amount to a general declaration that quantity discounts of any a nd every sort are
always and under all circumstances protected by law, but
serves at most to save an appellant from special liability
under the Clayton Act. Furthermore it does this only (i)
where the discrimination takes the f orm of a discount
based 011, and graded according to, the quantity of the
commodity purchased ; and (ii) where the discount is one
which represents a corresponding economic saving to the
seller who gives the discount.
It is submitted that the Clayton Act when it refers to
"discrimination in price * * on account of differences in
* * * quantity of the commodity sold" r efers not to mere arbitrary rebates to large customers varying in amount and
bearing no fixed proportion to the quantity purchased, but
has reference to an orderly gradation of price corresponding to different quantities and available to all customers
buying the article in the quantity designated in any particular discount bracket. This is plainly indicated by the
language of the Court in Anierican Can Co. v. Ladoga Canning Co., supra, where it is said:

*

*

" * * But if the volume of Van Camp's business was the basis of reduced prices, should not
such prices have been available to all customers who
bought cans of like amount? Were not all canners
entitled to know the amount of purchases necessary
. to obtain the saving in cost of cans ? ~ * * Ordinarily
a manufacturer, in fixing prices based on volume
of business, would publish a price list fr om which
all customers would learn the amount of purchases
necessary to secure the best prices" (p. 767).
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1
As foundl y the Trial Court (Finding 24, R. 270), the
discounts and rebates given before the formation of the
Institute wer given to some large customers but not to
all; they bore 1 o definite relation to the quantities purchased,
and they were not openly available so that, in the language
of the Court i the American Can case above quoted, "all
customers cou d learn the amount of purchases necessary to
secure the bes pricesn. They were purely arbitrary in the
sense that th y resulted from secret bargaining in each
1
transaction a~d in no sense did they meet the requirement
that all purch sers "were entitled to know the amount of
purchases nee ssary to obtain the saving". It must always
be rememberl in construing the provisions of the Code of
Ethics of the Institute that they were directed to practices
prevailing in e sugar refining industry and not to a purely
abstract situal ion. The condemnation of quantity discoun:s
was aimed at the kind of discounts which had made their
appearance in the sugar industry and not at an orderly system of grade ' discounts corresponding to reductions in cost
which might fall within the proviso of Section 2 of the
Clayton Act.
Furthermore, appellants contend that the proviso of
Section 2 does not throw the protection of the law for all
purposes about discounts given to large buyers where the
discount represents no saving in cost to the seller, and so
must be charged up to other purchasers, thus amountin~
to a vehicle for an essentially uneconomic and uncompetitive type of price discrimination. That the quantity discounts excepted from the. prohibitio~ of Section 2 are discounts representing a saving in cost seems clearly to have
been . the understanding of the Court in the Ladoga case,
supra, where it spoke of such discounts as

"* * * price concessions to large consumer~
whose large demands make output more constan
and thus lessen costs."
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Conceding, however, that possibly even a quantity discount not representing a saving in cost might serve to except the person giving the discount from the penalties for
violation of Section 2, appellants submit that in view of
the policy of the statute against purely arbitrary discrimination, and in view of the policy of the Anti-Trust lavvs
against rivalry which menaces true economic competition,
it follows th~.t concert to abolish purely arbitrary "psettdo"
quantity discounts representing no saving in costs is not
prohibited by law. Appellants contend that it is against
this uneconomic, an<l uncompetitive type of quantity discount that the condemnation contained in the Code of
Ethics of the Institute is directed, and that the provision
of the Code is justified in the sugar refining industry because large sales on a single order and sales of large quantities over a given period to the same purchaser do not
effect a saving, direct or indirect, to the refiner.
3. Regulations Affecting Brokers and Warehousemen.

The Trial Court has held that the action taken by the
refiners, pursuant to Institute recommendation, in requiring that in the handling of their sugar the inconsistent
and incompatible offices of broker and warehouseman be
kept separate from each other an<l from the merchandising
of sugar, in requiring their broker and warehouseman
agents to sign non-rebating agreements and in requiring
their broker agents to observe the provisions of the Code
of Ethics, constitutes an undue and unreasonable restraint
of trade.
In view of the functions performed by the broker and
the warehouseman in the market.i ng of reffned sugar, which
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have previouslylbeen described at length (pp. 127-134), it is
clear that the prevention of price discriminations and de~
partures from
policy of open prices publicly announced
would be utte~Lly impossible if the refiners were unable
to rely upon t~e observance of that policy by the brokers
and warehouse1ren employed by them and their competitors.
Both the broker and the warehouseman are essential
and integral lirlks in each refiner's conduct of his business.
He cannot co~duct his business in conformity with the
principles to which he has subscribed unless he can control
the conduct 0£1 the brokers and warehousemen whom he
employs. If t~1e refiners themselves may lawfully undertake to observ~ in concert the principles embodied in the
Code, there cah be no lawful objection to their concerted
adoption of n,~sonable measures designed to prevent the
frustration of Ithese principles by the acts of their own
agents.
I
The actionltaken by the refiners was, it is submitted,
dearly justifie4 as reasonably necessary to secure the impartial and disinterested services of their own agents and
to protect thetnselves against the unfair, dishonest and
fraudulent practices of brokers and warehousemen sho\.vn
by the evidence in this case and found by the Trial Court.
The regulations adopted and observed by the refiners
and condemned by the Trial Court constituted a reasonable
and proper method of preventing their dealings with brokers and \varehousemen from being converted against their
will into a channel or instrumentality for the violation of
the Code and for the commission of frauds against the
refiners. They cannot, it is submitted, be regarded as unlawful under any principle which can be derived from those
decisions dealing with unlawful boycotting or blacklisting.

the
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Not a Secondary Boycott.

The action taken by the refiners does not, as contended
below hy the Government, amount to a secondary boycott,
i.e., a concerted refusal by a group to deal with a particular
individual, not for the purpose of causing that individual
to conform to some standard laid down by the group and
in which they have a direct and legitimate interest, but for
the purpose of compelling the individual to ref use to deal
with some third person-and which according to some authorities is always illegal per se.
A primary boycott, i.e., a concerted refusal by a group
to deal with a particular individual for the purpose of causing that individual to conform to some standard of conduct
desired by the group and immediately affecting some interest of theirs, is lawful or unlawful, depending upon
whether the conduct which the boycott is designed to bring
about is conduct which the group is reasonably and properly
interested in having brought about.
Even if there is any element of a primary boycott in the
refiners' refusal to deal with brokers or warehousemen
whose conduct or method of doing business promotes or
cloaks violations of the principles to which the refiners had
subscribed or encourages frauds against the refiners themselves, such a policy is dearly justified in the light of the
conditions which it was designed to correct.
4. Miscellaneous activities designed to render effective the hasic agreement that sugar should be sold only
upon open prices and terms without discrimination among
customers.

The action taken by the refiners ( 1) in refusing to deal
with water carriers who ref used to announce openly their
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rates and term~ or who violated their openly announced
rates and term~ by the granting of rebates or concessions,
(2) in guarding against participation by buyers, brokers or
warehousemen ~n rates paid by refiners on shipments of
their own sugaJ by private charter, and ( 3) in refusing to
deal with truckfng concerns affiliated with buyers, brokers
or warehousem~n or trucking concerns unwilling to sign
non-rebating agreements, was, it is submitted, clearly justified under the ~ame principles as those discussed in detail
in connection th the subject of regulations affecting brokers and wareh?usemen. The measures taken were both
appropriate
necessary to prevent violation by the refiners' own agd1ts of the basic principle of open prices and
terms without discrimination among customers.
Transiting ~nd diversion for the purpose and with the
effect of defea~ing the refiners' openly announced freight
applications obyio11sly involve a fraud upon the refiner if
done without h!is consent, and, if consented to by the refiner, equally cl,early involve a violation of the basic principle of open lprices and terms, without discrimination
among customets. In either event, the action taken by the
refiners was, it is submitted, clearly justified for the rea~
sons set forth in our discussion of the legality of the basic
principle.
Similarly, the recommendations made by the Institute
and the action taken by the refiners with respect to such
subjects as tolling contracts, used bags, private brands,
long-term contracts, pool cars and cargoes and the like were,
it is submitted, entirely proper and lawful as reasonably
necessary and appropriate to give e:ffect to the basic principle. In connection with each of these subjects, there existed opportunities for discriminatory practices, which, un-
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less guarded against, would have nullified in large part the
carrying out of the basic principle adopted by the refiners.
For the reasons developed at length in our discussion of the
facts, all of these subjects constituted vehicles for the granting of "smokeless rebates". Unless the refiner's practice
with respect to each of these subjects was openly announced
and his terms and conditions made equally available to all
of his customers, diScrimination was inevitable. The granting of special terms and conditions with respect to these subjects to some but not all of his customers amounted to a
preferential treatment equivalent to the granting of a
straight rebate or price concession. If the refiners were
justified in refusing to grant discriminatory price concessions to favored customers, they were, it is submitted,
equally justified in refusing to grant to favored customers
special terms and conditions which they did not or could
not, as a practical matter, grant to all of their customers
without discrimination.

c.
THE ACTIVITIES OF DEFENDANTS DESIGNED TO
EFFECT MORE ECONOMIC METHODS OF PRODUCTION
AND DISTRIBUTION DID NOT CONSTITUTE AN UNDUE
OR UNREASONABLE RESTRAINT OF TRAD£.

The activities of this type held by the Trial Court to
constitute an unlawful r estraint of trade consisted of the
exchange of certain stq.tistical information not disseminated
am?ng the purchasing trade at large and the elimination
of various consignment points throughout the country.
Both activities were, it is submitted, entirely lawful and
proper under the principles laid down by this Court in
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the Jt.1aple Floorilng,, Cement and Appalachian Coals cases,

su,pra.

:I

The collectioJ and dissemination of statistical informa' is condemned by the Trial Court solely
tion by the Institµte
on the ground th~t buyers were prejudiced by their failure
to receive all of khe information collected by the Institute
and disseminate~ among the refiners.
'I'hat the st~tistical information which the Institute
failed to make g~nerally available to the purchasing trade
was of no intere$t or value whatsoever to buyers and that
buyers were in ~o way prejudiced by their failure to receive such inforniation is, it is submitted, clearly established
by the evidence rbviewed in connection with our discussion
of the facts. I~ the absence of such prejudice there can
be no reason for ~ondemning either the statistical activities
of the appellants,! or their failure to give all of such statis1
tics to the buye~s. The statistical information gathered
and disseminated!by the appellants served to promote intelligent and econo~ic competition.
The elimina~on of unnecessary consignment points
throughout the cduntry constituted, in a sense, a "restraint"
of competition. The type of competition thus restrained,
however, was, as shown by our discussion of the facts,
wasteful and uneconomic, productive of no real benefit to
the purchasing trade.
.
The unnecessary duplication and multiplication of consignment points at a tremendous cost to the industry, a
cost ultimately bon1e by the buying public, is not, we submit, the type of competition beneficial to the public interest,
which the Anti-Trust Laws were designed to foster and
protect.
I
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CONCLUSION.

The fundamental issue presented for decision in this
case is whether competitors may, without violation of the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act, take such concerted and effective
action as is necessary to avoid wasteful methods, to protect
themselves against fraudulent and dishonest practices, to
abolish unfair and secret discriminations, and to promote
open and economic competition.
The activities of the Appellants which are under review
here were undertaken, with the approval of the Attorney
General of the United States, in an honest endeavor to
accomplish the foregoing purposes. We believe the kind
of competition fostered by the activities of the Sugar Institute is the kind of competition the Sherman Act is intended
to protect, and that it would defeat the purposes of the Act
to hold such activities unlawful.
If the Act is held to forbid such activities as those of
the Sugar Institute, effective concerted action to remedy
the abuses of unfair, dishonest and uneconomic competition
will be rendered impossible, and the business and industry
of the country must be surrendered to all the evils which
are inherent in the system of secret discriminations and
fraudulent and wasteful practices which afflicted the sugar
trade before the Institute was organized.
For the reasons above stated and upon the authority
of the cases cited, it is respectfully submitted that the
decree of the District Court should be reversed in the
particulars assigned as error in this brief.
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